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Abstract

The reaction-induced redistribution of vanadium oxide supported on noble metal
single crystal surfaces (inverse model catalysts), and the influence of surface acoustic
waves (SAW) on the composition of a bimetallic Rh/Pt surface are studied.

Previously, the movement and coalescence of macroscopic, two-dimensional VOx is-
lands on Rh(111) during catalytic methanol oxidation was explained with a polymeriza-
tion / depolymerization mechanism. To investigate how general this mechanism is, the
reaction dynamics of VOx on Rh(111), Rh(110) and Pt(111) are investigated in a num-
ber of catalytic reactions. Island formation and coalescence are observed in ammonia,
CO, and methanol oxidation on VOx/Rh(111) in the 10=4 mbar range. Exchanging O2

by NO as oxidizing agent results in an inverse pattern, i. e. holes in a dense VOx film
instead of VOx islands surrounded by bare Rh surface. Spectroscopic LEEM reveals,
that NO influences the width of the interface VOx island / bare Rh(111), thus indicating
a change in the line tension. The line tension possibly explains the complementary types
of pattern formation. Indications for a Rh surface oxide under reaction conditions are
found. In the 10=4 mbar range on Rh(111), oscillating VOx islands occur. A tentative
mechanism is proposed, based on phase transitions inside the VOx islands, which result
from gradients in the oxygen coverage. With near ambient pressure LEEM, turbulent
redistribution dynamics are observed during methanol oxidation at 0.02mbar.

On VOx/Rh(110) island formation occurs, but no island coalescence is seen. Instead,
a wealth of chemical wave pattern is found: traveling interface modulations (TIMs),
traveling wave fragments and target pattern, as well as chemical waves propagating over
both, the bare Rh(110) substrate and macroscopic VOx islands. TIMs are explained by
a mechanism based on the reversible creation of surface defects at the interface. The
system VOx/Pt(111) is characterized by the reversible diffusion of V into the Pt bulk
under reaction conditions. As a consequence, no pattern formation occurs.

A strong effect of the metallic support on the behavior of VOx catalysts is demon-
strated by the different types of pattern formation in VOx/Rh(111), VOx/Rh(110), and
VOx/Pt(111). In addition to different types of pattern formation, also the selectivity
and catalytic activity is strongly influenced by the support. Whereas formaldehyde is
the main product in catalytic methanol oxidation on VOx/Rh(111), no formaldehyde
production is detected on VOx/Rh(110) and VOx/Pt(111).

The influence of SAWs on the diffusive intermixing of a Rh/Pt surface is investigated
by laterally resolved X-ray spectroscopy. The results are compared to Auger spectroscopy
measurements on the thermal diffusion of Rh into the Pt bulk on a Pt(100) single
crystal and on polycrystalline Pt. At 445K, a SAW-induced intermixing of Pt and Rh is
detected. In thermal diffusion experiments, the onset of Rh diffusion into the Pt bulk is
found to occur around 500 to 550K. The experiments are a first step towards verifying
the working hypothesis, that structural defects caused by SAWs are the main reason for
a SAW-induced increase in catalytic activity reported in literature.
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Zusammenfassung

Die reaktionsinduzierte Umverteilung von Vanadiumoxid auf Edelmetall-Einkristall-
oberflächen (inverse Modellkatalysatoren) und der Einfluss von akustischen Oberflächen-
wellen (SAW) auf die Zusammensetzung einer Rh/Pt-Oberfläche werden untersucht.

Kürzlich wurde die Verschmelzung von makroskopischen, zweidimensionalen VOx-
Inseln auf Rh(111) während der Methanoloxidation mit einem Polymerisations-/Depo-
lymerisationsmechanismus erklärt. Um zu untersuchen, wie allgemein dieser Mechanis-
mus ist, wird die Dynamik von VOx auf Rh(111), Rh(110) und Pt(111) in einer Reihe
von Reaktionen untersucht. Inselbildung und Verschmelzung werden bei der Oxidation
von Ammoniak, CO und Methanol an VOx/Rh(111) im 10=4 mbar Bereich beobach-
tet. Der Austausch von O2 durch NO als Oxidationsmittel führt zu einem umgekehrten
Muster, d.h. Löcher in einem VOx Film, anstelle von VOx Inseln umgeben von un-
bedeckter Rh-Oberfläche. NO sorgt für eine Verbreiterung der Grenzfläche VOx Insel
/ Rh(111), was auf eine Änderung der Linienspannung hindeutet. Die Linienspannung
erklärt möglicherweise die komplementären Arten der Musterbildung. Es werden Anzei-
chen für ein Rh-Oberflächenoxid unter Reaktionsbedingungen gefunden. Im 10=4 mbar
Bereich treten oszillierende VOx Inseln auf Rh(111) auf. Ein vorläufiger Mechanismus
wird vorgeschlagen, der auf Phasenübergängen in den VOx-Inseln basiert, die sich aus
Sauerstoff-Gradienten ergeben. In Near Ambient Pressure LEEM wird die turbulente
Umverteilung von VOx während der Methanoloxidation bei 0.02mbar beobachtet.

Bei VOx/Rh(110) kommt es zu Inselbildung, nicht aber zur Verschmelzung. Statt-
dessen findet sich eine Fülle chemischer Wellenmuster: Traveling Interface Modulations
(TIMs), Traveling Wave Fragments, Target Pattern, und chemische Wellen, die sich über
Rh(110) und die VOx-Inseln ausbreiten. TIMs werden durch einen Mechanismus erklärt,
der auf der reversiblen Erzeugung von Oberflächendefekten an der Grenzfläche basiert.
Im System VOx/Pt(111) verhindert die reversible Diffusion von V in das Pt-Volumen
unter Reaktionsbedingungen die Musterbildung. Ein starker Einfluss des Trägers auf
das Verhalten von VOx-Katalysatoren wird durch die verschiedenen Arten der Muster-
bildung in VOx/Rh(111), VOx/Rh(110) und VOx/Pt(111) deutlich. Daneben wird auch
die Selektivität und katalytische Aktivität stark durch den Träger beeinflusst. Formal-
dehyd ist das Hauptprodukt bei der katalytischen Methanoloxidation an VOx/Rh(111),
keine Formaldehyd-Produktion wird an VOx/Rh(110) und VOx/Pt(111) festgestellt.

Der Einfluss von SAWs auf die Vermischung einer Rh/Pt Oberfläche wird durch
ortsaufgelöste Röntgenspektroskopie untersucht. Die Ergebnisse werden mit Augerspek-
troskopie-Messungen zur thermischen Diffusion von Rh in das Pt-Volumen auf Pt(100)
und auf polykristallinem Pt verglichen. Bei 445K wird eine SAW-induzierte Vermischung
von Pt und Rh nachgewiesen. Die thermische Diffusion von Rh in den Pt Kristall be-
ginnt ab 500 bis 550K. Die Experimente sind ein erster Schritt zur Überprüfung der
Arbeitshypothese, dass SAW-erzeugte strukturelle Defekte der Hauptgrund für eine in
der Literatur beschriebene Erhöhung der katalytischen Aktivität durch SAWs sind.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Abstract This introductory chapter covers developments in fundamental catalysis re-
search relevant for this work. It is intended to help classifying the subject of this thesis,
and to provide a (small) selection of literature. The chapter starts with a definition of
a catalyst and the subdisciplines of catalysis research, while focusing then on heteroge-
neous catalysis at the solid-gas interface. The surface science approach to heterogeneous
catalysis is introduced, and some disadvantages of this strategy are shown, namely the
pressure and material gaps. After presenting some in situ and operando methods which
enable to tackle the pressure gap, ways of increasing the complexity of catalytic model
systems are described. A way of addressing the material gap is the concept of inverse
catalysts. Applications of this concept in the context of surface science are treated to-
gether with recent developments towards an industrial application of inverse catalysts.
Finally, the application of ultrasound in catalysis is briefly reviewed. The work done
during my doctorate mainly focuses on the dynamics of inverse model catalysts during
catalytic reactions in the pressure range from ultrahigh-vacuum to 0.1mbar, and the
influence of surface acoustic waves on the composition of bimetallic model catalysts.

A catalyst is a substance that accelerates a chemical reaction. The speed of the chem-
ical reaction is increased by reducing the reaction activation energy [1]. It is important to
note that the chemical equilibrium of the catalyzed reaction does not change [2, p. 155].
The catalyst thus has an influence on the reaction kinetics. Due to the higher reaction
rate, it is possible to save large amounts of energy in chemical industry by applying cat-
alysts [3,4]. A catalyst can also catalyze the reaction path to a particular product, thus
increasing selectivity. The increase in selectivity opens up further potential for saving
energy and resources [5]. In nature, almost all important chemical reactions take place
with the help of a catalyst. Prominent examples are the photosynthesis in plants or the
conversion of food into usable energy for living organisms [6].

1



1.1. The pressure and material gaps in catalysis 2

Many sub-disciplines have emerged in academic and industrial research on catalysis,
classified according to the type of catalyst system and to their application. A distinction
can be made between homogeneous catalysis – the catalyst and the substances involved
in the chemical reaction are present in the same phase [2, p. 155] – and heterogeneous
catalysis, in which the chemical reaction occurs at the interface of the catalyst and the
reactants.

Solids are a large proportion of the used heterogeneous catalysts and the reactants
are often in the gas phase. The combination of a solid catalyst and gaseous reactants has
the advantage, that the interface is comparatively easy accessible for a characterization.
A rigorous simplification of the catalytic reaction systems to almost perfect surfaces
under vacuum conditions led to a far-reaching understanding of elementary reaction
steps. Fundamental research in heterogeneous catalysis has therefore been accompanied
by the development of vacuum technology and surface analysis techniques [1, 7].

1.1 The pressure and material gaps in catalysis

The desire of scientists to understand elementary steps of a heterogeneous catalytic re-
action on a fundamental level, so that the properties of a catalyst can be tailored based
on knowledge, is among the motivations for the so-called surface science approach to
heterogeneous catalysis. In the surface science approach, a catalytic system is simplified
as much as possible in order to address specific questions under well defined conditions.
This simplification includes the use of single crystal surfaces as catalysts and the appli-
cation of ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) conditions [8].

The use of single crystal surfaces as catalysts has the advantage that only a small
set of well defined surface sites is involved in the catalytic reaction. Industrial catalysts
are often porous materials, consisting of different elements. They often can comprise
contamination. The surface of such a catalyst exposes a large number of different crys-
tal phases, and it can even be amorphous [9]. Clearly, it is challenging to ascribe an
elementary step in a complex reaction mechanism to a specific site on such a surface [10].
Observations obtained in single crystal studies can in turn potentially be related to a
specific surface site. UHV conditions give the ability of characterizing a clean surface,
and allow for observing the interaction of a surface with a gas phase of controlled com-
position [6].

In the so-called surface science approach, the data obtained at low pressure with
single crystal surfaces are extrapolated to the high pressure conditions of “real catalysis”,
where complex polycrystalline mixtures of substances are used as catalysts. Quantitative
data on adsorption and diffusion, on reaction energies, and on equilibrium and reaction
rate constants obtained in surface science studies are the basis for micro-kinetic modeling
of real catalytic processes. Finally, quantum chemical calculations can be compared with
results of well defined surface science experiments [11].

This extrapolation is in general not valid for reasons given below, and the discrep-
ancy between the conditions of surface science studies and applied industrial catalysis
is termed “pressure and material gaps” in heterogeneous catalysis [12]. This is because
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besides the problems of mass and heat transport in an industrial reactor, there are other
intrinsic challenges. At elevated pressure and/or temperature other phases of the cata-
lyst might either be thermodynamically stable or kinetically stabilized, as under UHV
conditions. In addition, under the conditions of industrial catalysis, the structure and
composition is largely determined by dynamic effects like restructuring, chemical trans-
formations and segregation effects. These dynamic effects are pressure dependent: a
catalytic surface under UHV conditions will be different from the surface under reaction
conditions at high pressure.

Bridging the pressure and material gaps has evolved to an own research field in
the past decades. It includes the development of new in situ methods applicable at
high pressure for bridging the pressure gap, new model systems that better mimic the
properties of real catalysts for bridging the material gap, and the theoretical tools needed
for the interpretation of the data acquired under realistic or semi-realistic conditions.
The ultimate goal is to gain understanding of structure-activity relations at the molecular
scale, which aids in improving existing or developing new catalytic processes based on
knowledge.

The difference in pressure between surface science studies and industrial catalysis can
be as large as 15 orders of magnitude. An example where the surface science approach
to catalysis was successful is the ammonia synthesis over iron potassium catalysts in
the Haber-Bosch process [13, 14]. Nevertheless, a direct extrapolation of the results of
surface science studies to industrial catalysis is rarely possible.

1.1.1 In situ and operando techniques

The latin term in situ can be translated to “on site” and is used to describe measure-
ments, which are conducted while a certain process is happening. The term ex situ
describes the characterization of a state present after a process has occurred. The char-
acterization is often conducted in the absence of the experimental conditions, that have
caused this process. The latin term operando, which can be translated to “working” or
“operating”, has recently been introduced in catalysis literature and describes the simul-
taneous application of in situ methods and measurement of the catalytic activity and
selectivity of a catalyst [15]. Furthermore, there is the claim, that operando studies are
performed under realistic reaction conditions. In operando studies, the structure and/or
chemical composition is characterized by spectroscopic and/or microscopic methods, and
the catalytic activity and selectivity is recorded under operation conditions at the same
time.

The development of suitable operando techniques is challenging. Several problems
arise when industrial catalytic conditions are approached. The need for data on catalytic
activity and selectivity sets several restrictions on the design of the catalytic reactor.
Since most of the studied catalysts have a rather low active surface (except when powders
are studied), the reactor volume should be as small as possible. At the same time, the
reactor walls and the sample holder should be inert with respect to the investigated
catalytic reaction, in order to clearly ascribe the measured reaction products to the
catalyst [16].
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Probably the most straightforward way to realize operando measurements is the use
of photons as probe. In principle, photons can be used in a very wide pressure range,
due to the negligible interference from the gas phase. Photon based techniques also
do not impose strong restrictions on the catalyst morphology and even powders can be
investigated. The first experimental studies termed operando used Raman spectroscopy.
Other methodologies often applied include X-ray absorption and emission, surface sen-
sitive X-ray diffraction, Mössbauer spectroscopy, electron paramagnetic resonance or
nuclear magnetic resonance, and UV-VIS spectroscopy [16,17].

All these methods have in common, that they provide integral information about
the processes taking place on a surface. In most cases a microscopic analysis of the
catalyst is only possible ex situ. The desire to gain microscopic insight into the processes
occurring during a catalytic reaction under operation conditions led to the development
of electron based techniques, that could be used at elevated pressures. Among the
impressive developments is the ReactorSTM and ReactorAFM driven forward by Frenken
and coworkers. The special scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and atomic force
microscope (AFM) can be operated in gas atmospheres up to 5 bar and allow for operando
studies with structural and chemical information on an atomic scale [16, 18, 19]. By
reducing the width of the gas phase through which electrons have to travel to less than a
few µm, transmission electron microscopy can be applied up to several bar [20,21]. Most
other electron based techniques like X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) use an
approach that uses small pressure reducing apertures together with differential pumping
to separate the reaction environment from the other parts of the instrument. An example
for an electron spectroscopy method is near ambient pressure XPS (NAP-XPS), that can
be operated up to 100mbar [22–25]. Examples for microscopy methods are transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM)
[26, 27], as well as near ambient pressure photoemission electron microscopy and near
ambient pressure low-energy electron microscopy [28,29]. All these microscopic methods
should be regarded as in situ methods rather than operando methods, since reaction rates
are often difficult to measure. However, in literature is many times no clear distinction
between in situ and operando methods; partly these terms are used synonymously.

Suitable methods for operando studies exist and are continuously improved, while
new methods are being developed. However, since each method only probes a certain
aspect of a catalyst under operation, i. e. the geometric or electronic structure, multi-
methods studies are required to obtain structure-activity relations.

1.1.2 From single crystals to real catalysis

The term “material gap” describes the discrepancy between carefully cleaned single crys-
tals of metals or vacuum cleaved metal oxides and the industrially used catalysts, which
typically are powders, nanoparticles or porous structures, and in most cases mixtures
of different chemical compounds. Several different routes have been taken to approach
the complexity of a real catalysts, resulting in the “concept of model catalysts”. In a
model catalyst, the complexity is reduced, while still certain features of the real catalyst
– those one would like to study – are retained. Typically planar model catalysts are
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constructed.
The simplest model catalyst is a single crystal, which is cut in a certain crystal-

lographic direction. Single crystals of alloys or thin metal layers deposited on single
crystal surfaces serve as models for bimetallic catalysts [30]. Another way of increas-
ing the complexity is the use of polycrystalline foils instead of single crystals. In this
way several different surface orientations can be studied simultaneously (“surface struc-
ture libraries”) [31]. The Ostwald process, in which ammonia is oxidized on a Pt/Rh
gauze, is an example for the application of polycrystalline foils or meshes in an industrial
processes.

Not only metals, but also metal oxides are widely distributed in industrial catalysis.
A metal oxide can act as a support for the catalyst or as the catalyst itself. One possible
way to determine the structure and adsorption properties of oxide surfaces is the use
of metal oxide single crystals. However, most electron based methods suffer charging
problems when applied to insulating samples, which can complicate experiments. To
overcome such charging problems, the growth of well ordered oxide layers on top of
electrically conducting single crystal surfaces is subject of intense research. Thin films
consisting of only a few atomic layers or even less than a monolayer have been studied.
These systems exhibit interesting quantum size effects and interface stabilized oxide
structures, which have no structural analogue as bulk crystals could be synthesized
[32]. The electrical, magnetic and chemical properties of thin oxide films can differ
considerably from the properties of bulk oxides, and thus they have the potential for
technical applications [33,34]. Thicker metal oxide films, which exhibit the same surface
structure as their bulk counterparts could also be grown. For example the interaction
of water molecules with such surfaces is studied, or their catalytic activity in simplified
model reactions [35, 36]. Metal oxide films are also used as support for small metal
clusters or nanoparticles, in order to mimic the properties of supported metal catalysts
used in chemical industry [37].

All model catalysts mentioned so far have in common, that they exhibit a flat sur-
face. Further increase in complexity towards technical samples is possible if the model
catalyst is extended in the third dimension. In order to facilitate in situ or operando
measurements, simplified model catalysts consisting of non-porous oxides with a low
surface area and metal nanoparticles deposited on the outer surface have been devel-
oped. Still, this simplifies the often highly porous and irregular structure of industrial
catalysts [9]. However, such model systems have been used to study for example particle
size effects in different reactions [38].

1.2 The inverse catalyst in heterogeneous catalysis

Metal oxides play an important role in heterogeneous catalysis, both as a support for
the catalytically active species, or as a catalyst itself. The combination of metal oxides
and metals is a well established concept in industrial catalysis. In the simplest case, the
metal oxide represents an cost-effective and chemically inert support with a high surface
area, which hosts catalytically active nanoparticles and which ensures the exposure of
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the highest possible surface area of the catalyst to the reactants. The catalytic activity
of nanoparticles varies with the used oxidic support, and systematic studies of metal-
support interactions have been started. The effects causing these activity variations are
manifold and should not be discussed at this point. The desire of a detailed under-
standing of such metal-support interactions, however, led to the concept of the inverse
catalyst.

The term inverse catalyst describes a (model) catalyst in which the metal supports a
metal oxide catalyst. A situation, which is just the inverse of most industrially relevant
supported catalysts. The concept was first used in surface science studies. Recently a
translation of the concept to more technically relevant scales took place [39].

1.2.1 Technical applications of inverse catalysts

Adsorption sites or active centers at the interface between a metal and a metal oxide
play an important role in heterogeneous catalysis. The interaction of metallic and oxidic
materials can lead to new catalytic properties, that are far beyond those of the two
isolated materials [40]. A new strategy to incorporate this catalytic properties into
technical catalysts is the deposition of an oxide, which is normally used as a support,
onto the catalytic active metal. The reasons for such a synthesis strategy can be of
different nature. An oxidic coating can prevent metal nanoparticles from sintering and
thus stabilizes their size during a catalytic reaction. If a porous coating is used, a precise
adjustment of the pore size of the coating can provide a way of controlling mass transport
to the active centers of a catalyst. A comprehensive review about the recent progress in
inverse catalysts can be found in reference [39].

Ways to realize inverse catalysts are for example the synthesis of core-shell nanoparti-
cles consisting of a metal core encapsulated in an oxide shell. Another synthesis strategy
developed by Haldor Topsøe A/S is the FENCETM technology. In this class of commer-
cial catalysts for methanol synthesis, copper nanoparticles are surrounded by multiple
metal oxide crystallites, which act like a fence surrounding the active metal particles.
The metal oxide particles represent a support on one hand. On the other hand they
prevent the particles from sintering. In this way an inverse catalyst ensures extended
lifetime and stable performance of the catalyst in an industrial process [9, p. 65].

Finally, inverse catalysts can also form during a catalytic reaction, if (partial) wetting
of the metal particles by the oxidic support sets in under reaction conditions. This
phenomenon is commonly known as strong metal support interaction. Many systems
exist, in which the formation of an inverse catalyst is assumed to occur. An example are
zinc oxide overlayers on copper particles used in the methanol synthesis [41–43].

The technical application of inverse catalysts is still a young discipline of heteroge-
neous catalysis. Insufficient knowledge about the nature of active centers at the metal
- metal oxide interface, of structure - activity relations in oxide coated catalysts, of dy-
namic effects under reaction conditions, and the disadvantage of blockage of active sites
of the metal particle by an oxide overlayer are challenges that have to be overcome [39]. A
suitable way to tackle questions concerning structure, structure - activity relations, and
to some extend also dynamic effects is the surface science approach to inverse catalysts.
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1.2.2 The surface science approach to inverse catalysts

Inverse model catalyst are well suited for investigating the oxide - metal interface in
catalytic reactions. Furthermore, oxide phases that are not stable as bulk oxides can be
stabilized in form of thin layers by a metallic support. Advantages of the surface science
approach to inverse catalysts are the possibility to apply the methods commonly used
for surface characterization, the large metal / oxide interface, and the accessibility of
structural defects in the oxide films, which are often hidden, e. g. by metal particles, in
technical samples. A comprehensive review about the structural and chemical properties
of such metal oxide nanostructures by Surnev, Fortnuelli and Netzer can be found in [32].
Perspectives focusing more on the application of such systems to catalysis are given by
Rodriquez and coworkers [44], and by Barcara and Fortunelli [33].

The idea of an inverse catalyst was first introduced by Schwab, who studied the elec-
tronic properties of supported catalyst, both of metals deposited on oxides and carbides,
and of nickel, iron and zinc oxides supported on silver or gold crystals [45]. Interestingly
the strong metal support interaction has been observed just one year before by Tauster
in a study of noble metals supported on titania [46,47]. The wetting of metal nanopar-
ticles by thin layers of the supporting oxide is one of the motivations for the inverse
catalyst approach.

In general, STM is the method of choice for the investigation of structure - property
relationships of inverse model catalysts. It allows for a real space imaging on the atomic
scale, together with the possibility of conducting a local chemical analysis (“chemi-
cal contrast”). The combination of density functional calculations based on structural
models derived from STM and low-energy electron diffraction measurements (LEED)
is nowadays the standard procedure for a structural characterization of ultrathin oxide
layers. The chemical (for example the oxidation state of the metal) and electronical
properties (like the density of states in the valence band) of such oxide films can further
be characterized by means of photoemission experiments (e. g. XPS and ultraviolet pho-
toelectron spectroscopy). The vibrational properties of oxide films can be studied with
high-resolution energy electron loss spectroscopy (HREELS). As microscopical methods,
besides STM and AFM, low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) and photoemission
electron microscopy (PEEM), especially in its spectroscopic variants (SPELEEM), are
versatile tools for the characterization of inverse model catalysts and in situ studies [48].

The preparation of inverse model catalysts for surface science studies is mostly carried
out by means of physical vapor deposition (PVD) either in ultrahigh vacuum or in an
oxygen ambient. Also the use of atomic oxygen is applied in some cases. More chemical
methods like chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or methods using liquid precursors are
also used, but are not very common. This chemical methods find wide application in
more realistic catalytic model systems. In the PVD growth of thin oxide films on metallic
substrates it can be distinguished between two different methods to form an oxide: the
reactive evaporation process and the postoxidation process. In reactive evaporation
a metal is deposited in an oxygen atmosphere onto a substrate, which can optionally
also be heated during the oxide growth. The deposition rates are typically chosen so
that the growth of a monolayer takes several seconds to minutes. The oxygen partial
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pressure is often in the ultrahigh or high vacuum range. In the post-oxidation process,
the metal is deposited onto the metallic substrate and after the deposition is completed,
an oxidation step by dosage of either molecular or atomic oxygen is performed. In
both cases, in reactive evaporation and in post-oxidation, it can be beneficial for the
crystallinity of the oxide film to anneal the freshly grown oxide in molecular oxygen.
Due to the sometimes complex phase diagrams of the different interface stabilized oxide
films, small variations in the synthesis protocols can have a huge structural impact [32].

With respect to heterogeneous catalysis, the focus of making supported metal nano-
particles accessible to the methods of surface science was complemented over the past
decades by catalytic studies with ultrathin oxides as the catalytic active species. Pos-
sible model systems range from reactions on several layers thick oxide films over three-
dimensional oxide particles on metal surfaces to monolayer oxides and two-dimensional
islands, opening the path to two-dimensional materials and catalysis in confined space.

1.3 Theoretical chemistry in heterogeneous catalysis

Theoretical chemistry is essential for the interpretation of experimental results, for de-
riving and verifying mechanisms of catalytic processes, and for understanding reactivity
trends, among many other fields of application. The high level of sophistication results
in predictive power, and the term in silico is established in catalysis research [49–51].
With the methods of theoretical chemistry quantities like the heat of adsorption, bond
strengths, and activation energies of elementary reactions can be calculated, structures
of catalysts can be determined, and reaction pathways and transition states can be cal-
culated [52]. Thus, theoretical chemistry is required to understand the structure of a
catalyst and the reaction on the catalytic surface. Of special interest for this study are the
structural characterization of two-dimensional vanadium oxide phases in the groups of
Netzer (experiment) and Kresse (theory) [53–55], as well as studies on catalytic methanol
oxidation on vanadium oxide surfaces in the group of Sauer [56–58].

1.4 Surface acoustic waves in heterogeneous catalysis

Besides the composition of a catalyst also external stimuli can be used to influence
the catalytic performance. Examples for such external stimuli are the use of photons
in photocatalysis, or electrical power in electrocatalysis. Another way to influence the
catalytic activity and selectivity is the application of acoustic waves to a catalyst, a
concept known as sonochemistry [59,60].

Sonochemistry is often applied in the liquid phase but also heterogeneous systems
of liquids and solids have been intensively studied. In liquid phase, the application of
ultrasound causes acoustic cavitation. The formation, growth and implosion of small
bubbles is responsible for several effects observed in sonochemistry. Especially the high
energy transfer during the collapse of such bubbles can explain most of the observed
effects [61]. Extended surfaces of metals irradiated by ultrasound in a solvent can un-
derwent drastic morphological changes due to the implosion of cavitation bubbles at
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the surface, or by solvent streams onto the surface caused by bubble collapse in close
proximity. Also the application of ultrasound to a suspension of small catalyst particles
(“slurry”) can change the surface morphological via inter-particle collisions caused by
shock waves upon cavitation. For example, an activity increase by a factor of 105 has
been observed in a heterogeneous sonocatalysis reaction with nickel powder [62].

Acoustic waves can be applied to a solid catalyst as surface acoustic waves (SAW)
or as bulk acoustic waves. The experimental implementation is described in [63]. Bulk
acoustic waves are excited by metal electrodes located at the front and backside of po-
larized ferroelectric crystals. If radio frequency is applied to the electrodes resonant
oscillations of the crystal can be induced, and acoustic waves propagate through the
crystal. The resonance frequency depends on the shape of the crystal and the orienta-
tion of the polarization axis [64]. Often the metallic electrodes are used as the catalytic
surface. SAW are excited by applying radio frequency to so-called interdigital transduc-
ers which are attached to the same side of a ferroelectric crystal. The excited acoustic
waves propagate on the crystal surface. Application of SAW to catalytic surfaces is
realized by depositing thin metal (oxide) films in the acoustic path [63].

One of the first studies, which investigated the application of an ultrasonic excitation
to a gas-solid system was reported by Dension, who attached an ultrasonic transducer to
a vacuum chamber in order to desorb residual gas molecules from the vessel walls [65].
Later, desorption phenomena from better defined systems, namely the desorption from
a quartz single crystal have been studied [66]. The concept of applying acoustic waves
to a catalyst in a gas-solid system has been introduced by Inoue and coworkers. They
observed an increase in the catalytic rates, and in some reactions an increase in selectivity
upon application of bulk or surface acoustic waves to metal catalysts.

A review about the acoustic-wave induced effects on the catalytic and adsorption
properties of different catalytic surfaces, including metals, alloys and metal oxides, is
given in references [63,67]. Even though the remarkable effects SAW have on the catalytic
activity of heterogeneous gas-solid systems, no thorough and detailed understanding of
the elementary processes explaining the increased catalytic performance exists to date.

1.5 Motivation

While the structure and adsorption properties of oxide surfaces have been intensely
investigated in the past few decades, little is known about the dynamics of oxide sur-
faces in catalytic reactions. Recently, a new ripening polymerization / depolymerization
mechanism was proposed, which explains the coalescence of macroscopic vanadium ox-
ide islands on Rh(111) during catalytic methanol oxidation [68–70]. This study aims
at i) characterizing the reaction-induced redistribution thoroughly and ii) investigating
whether the ripening mechanism can explain the behavior of ultrathin vanadium oxide
catalysts in other reactions and on other substrates, namely Rh(110) and Pt(111). Short,
we try to answer the question: How general is the polymerization / depolymerization
mechanism?

In addition to catalytic methanol oxidation, ammonia, CO and H2 oxidation are
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studied on VOx/Rh(111). Furthermore, the oxidizing agent O2 is replaced by nitric oxide
in these reactions. To decipher the influence of the surface orientation of the substrate,
the thermodynamically stable Rh(111) surface is exchanged by the less stable Rh(110)
surface. The Pt(111) surface is used to study the influence of the metal substrate on
the properties of VOx/fcc(111) catalysts. The Pt(111) surface is a thermodynamically
stable fcc(111) surface, but Pt(111) has different adsorption properties than Rh(111).
For example the Pt(111) surface exhibits a much lower oxygen sticking coefficient.

In order to cope with the complexity of the systems, a number of complementary
analytical techniques is applied. The macroscopic redistribution dynamics are imaged
with photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). Since PEEM provides no structural
and only indirect chemical information about the catalyst surface, low-energy electron
microscopy (LEEM), both in its normal microscopic variant and in its spectroscopic
variant, is used. LEEM enables us to i) image the reaction dynamics on a smaller nm
length scale, and ii) to record diffraction images from selected areas of the catalyst un-
der reaction conditions, thus allowing for a local structural characterization. The surface
chemistry is studied by means of synchrotron X-ray photoemission experiments. Spec-
troscopic LEEM (SPELEEM) and scanning photoemission electron microscopy (SPEM)
provide chemical information and lateral resolution required to characterize dynamic sur-
face processes. Finally, the influence of pressure on catalytic reactions, a problem known
as “pressure gap” in catalysis research, is investigated by comparing the results obtained
in UHV up to the 10=4 mbar range with near ambient pressure LEEM (NAP-LEEM)
measurements at 0.01mbar.

A second aim of this study is to clarify the mechanistic basis for the influence of
surface acoustic waves (SAW) on a catalytic surface. SAW are known to influence the
activity and selectivity of catalytic reactions on metal, alloy, and metal oxide surfaces.
The question of how SAW influence the catalytic performance has not been thoroughly
answered. We try to validate the working hypothesis, that application of SAW leads to
the creation of surface defects, which we assume to be the main reason for the altered
catalytic properties. As a model system a bimetallic Rh/Pt surface is used.



Chapter 2

Experimental methods and theory

Abstract The experimental methods used in this work are introduced. The focus is on
one hand on the interaction of photons and electrons with solid surfaces, on the other
hand on the instrumentation. A brief overview of the different contrast mechanisms in
low-energy electron microscopy and photoemission electron microscopy is given, as far as
needed for the interpretation of the experimental data presented in this thesis. Besides
the mentioned microscopic methods, a chemical and structural characterization was done
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy, and low-energy
electron diffraction. Fundamentals relevant for the understanding of the experimental
findings are shortly presented. The catalytic activity of the model catalysts was probed
with quadrupol mass spectrometry, and its application is shown as well as instrumental
details. This chapter is based on, and in some parts identical to chapter 1 and 2 and
section 6.1 of my master thesis [71], the presented information is taken from textbooks
[6, 72–75] and scientific publications mentioned in the text.

2.1 Surface sensitivity

Surface sensitivity is a crucial property of most analytical techniques used in surface
science. However, the thickness of the region called surface is not strictly defined. The
“Compendium of Chemical Terminology” (IUPAC Gold Book) has three definitions for
a surface: the ’surface’ in general, the ’physical surface’ and the ’experimental surface’.
While the first is defined as the “(...) ’outer portion’ of the sample of undefined depth”,
the second is defined as the “(...) outermost atomic layer of a sample”. The experimental
surface is defined as the “(...) portion of the sample with which there is significant
interaction with the particles or radiation used for excitation. It is the volume of sample
required for analysis or the volume corresponding to the escape for the emitted radiation

11
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or particle, whichever is larger.” [76]. The ’physical surface’ can be probed only with a
small number of experimental techniques, one of them is low-energy ion scattering [77].
In surface science, the term “surface sensitivity” is therefore often used for a probing
depth of the topmost few atomic layers, and the term surface is used as a synonym for
the IUPAC definition of an ’experimental surface’ throughout this thesis.

The majority of surface science methods of analysis utilize electrons or photons as
probing particles. Also incident ions, neutrons and sample heating is used to obtain
information about the crystallographic and electronic structure or chemical composition
of the surface. The underlaying principle of most techniques of analysis is a primary
excitation of the surface or an adsorbate by a probing particle or photon, and subse-
quent measurement of the resulting emission of radiation or particle(s) due to relaxation
processes or scattering [73]. Surface sensitivity is thereby governed by the interaction
of probing and emitted particles/radiation with the surface. The penetration/escape
depth of electrons is often represented by the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) in the
bulk material. The IMFP describes the mean distance that an electron can propagate
in a solid until it undergoes an inelastic process [78].

In a rough approximation the IMFP λ of an electron is independent of the probed
material, but a function of the electrons kinetic energy Ekin. The so-called “universal
curve” describes the dependence of an electrons IMFP on its kinetic energy. Figure 2.1
shows λ given in monolayers as a function of electron energy above the fermi level, as
calculated from equation 2.1 with the empirical parameters obtained from a least square
fit of all elements investigated in [78, Am and Bm in table 1]. (The IMFP of course
varies with the material. For a precise analysis the material specific parameters should
be taken into account.) The universal curve exhibits a global minimum of about two
monolayers (ML) at an electron energy of about 20 to 100 eV. At lower energies the mean
free inelastic path is mainly influenced by excitation of electron hole pairs and decreases
approximately with E−2. For higher energies also excitation of phonons or ionization
can occur and the IMFP “varies roughly as the square root of electron energy” [75,78]:

λi =
A

E2
+B

√
E. (2.1)

The fit parameters A and B have to be optimized in a least square fit to experi-
mental data. In this work, electrons are used as probing particles in low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) and low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM), as well as in Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES). The used photon-based techniques that detect emitted
electrons are X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning photoemission electron
microscopy (SPEM) and spectroscopic low-energy electron microscopy (SPELEEM), all
are based on the photoelectric effect. In these techniques the sample is probed with
radiation in the energy range of ultraviolet light or X-radiation. In all used techniques
surface sensitivity is ensured by the low energy of less than 500 eV of either the inci-
dent electron beam (LEED and LEEM), or the emitted electrons (AES, XPS, SPEM,
SPELEEM). Compared to a conventional X-ray cathode, the surface sensitivity can be
further increased in synchrotron light excited XPS, SPEM, and SPELEEM by choosing
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Figure 2.1: Universal curve of the inelastic mean free path of electrons in metals, given
in monolayers as a function of kinetic energy above the Fermi level. The graph shows
an empirical least square fit to equation 2.1 (equation 5 in [78]) of a compilation of data
for different elements. The fit results A and B are taken from [78].

the photon energy in a way, that the emitted photoelectrons of interest have a kinetic
energy of around 100 eV.

2.2 Electron spectroscopy

2.2.1 Auger electron spectroscopy

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is a surface sensitive spectroscopic method used for
chemical surface analysis. AES is a non-destructive analysis technique based on the
Auger-Meitner effect [79, 80]. Due to its instrumental simplicity (when an electron gun
is used for excitation) compared to other techniques like XPS, AES is among the widely
used surface analytical tools. The basic principle of most Auger spectrometers consists
of electron beam bombardment of the sample surface and detection of the ejected Auger
electrons. However, Auger transitions can also be excited with X-rays, thus Auger
electrons are a natural part of an XPS spectrum.

The first step of the Auger-Meitner effect is the ionization of an isolated or bulk
atom by an X-ray photon or an incident electron of sufficiently high energy. A schematic
representation of the Auger-Meitner process for an isolated atom is shown in figure 2.2.
Removal of an electron from an inner atomic electron shell A leads to a fast recombination
by filling the core hole with an electron of an energetically higher shell B. The result is
an excited atom. Relaxation can occur in one of two ways. First, the atom can emit an
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the electronic levels involved in the
Auger–Meitner effect. In the first step an inner shell electron is removed by a primary ex-
citation (with an electron or an X-ray photon). Subsequently, an electron from a higher
shell fills the core hole. The released excitation energy causes the emission of a so-called
Auger electron from a third level. The Auger–Meitner effect is a three-state-effect, in
this example involving the levels EA, EB and EC. Figure adapted from [81].

X-ray photon of characteristic energy. This is the principle used in a technique called
X-ray fluorescence. Since the probability of X-ray emission increases with (hν)2, high
excitation energies EA −EB are mainly dissipated by X-rays. Alternatively, the Auger-
Meitner effect can occur: the excitation energy is transferred radiation-less to another
electron from the same or an higher electron shell C, which leaves the atom with the
corresponding kinetic energy [75]

EAuger = EA −EB − EC − Ueff. (2.2)

The extra energy needed to remove an Auger electron from the double-ionized atom is
taken into account by Ueff. This factor includes also inner- and extra-atomic relaxation
processes and interactions of the two hole-states in B and C [75, 81]. The radiation-
less energy exchange happens via direct Coulomb interaction, and the probability of
the transition depends on the orbital overlap of the two involved electrons. For this
reason, core holes are often filled by electrons of the next higher energy level and Auger-
electrons are often emitted from the same energy level as the hole filling electrons come
from [75]. Two other important points must be considered when AES is used for analysis
of condensed matter instead of isolated atoms. First, the kinetic energy of ejected Auger-
electrons is diminished by the work function φ of the solid material. Second, the band
structure of the solid must be taken into account.

In general, it is difficult to get detailed chemical information like oxidation numbers
from AES data. This is, to a minor part, due to interactions of the ejected Auger
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electrons with other atoms on their way out of the solid. On the other hand, a part of
the chemical information is lost due to relaxation and interaction processes occurring
in the Auger-Meitner effect, since three electron levels are involved. Despite this, some
information about the chemical environment can be obtained if electrons from the valence
band are involved [75].

For a core-core-valence transition ABV (V stands for valence band), every valence
electron can be involved in the Auger-Meitner process. Since the valence band has a
certain width ∆EV, also the corresponding Auger-line has a width ∆EV. Assuming
a constant probability of transition for all electrons in the valence band, the shape of
the Auger-line is reflecting the electronic density of states. In analogy, a line width of
2 ·∆EV is obtained for core-valence-valence transitions AVV, and the line shape is the
auto-convolution of the density of states [75]. Experimental and theoretical examples
for such core-valence-valence transitions and the effect of the chemical environment on
the line shape of Auger transitions can be found in literature [82–84].

Another example of chemical information obtained from Auger spectra is the de-
termination of the oxidation state of vanadium (and other transition metals) in its
oxides [85, 86]. The oxidation state of vanadium can be determined by the linearly
decreasing ratio of the two Auger lines at around 473 eV and 437 eV, the V L2,3M2,3M4,5

and L2,3M2,3M2,3 transitions, with increasing oxidation state. Since the ratio of these two
Auger transitions is specific for a spectrometer, and especially for the recording settings
of the analyzer/detector system and the primary energy of the electron beam, a calibra-
tion with vanadium oxide samples of known oxidation state has to be established [87].
However, systematic trends can be observed, even though no direct assignment of an
oxidation state to a V L2,3M2,3M4,5/L2,3M2,3M2,3 can be made if such a calibration
is missing. As an example for the different peak ratios two spectra from the system
VOx/Pt(111) are shown in figure 2.3.

Experimental implementation of AES

An experimental setup for AES by means of electron excitation consists of an electron
gun, which acts as the source for the primary electron beam, an analyzer which passages
only electrons of a specific kinetic energy, and a detector which detects the emitted
Auger electrons. Modern Auger spectrometers are usually equipped with cylindrical
mirror analyzers (CMA) [88]. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic cross-section of a CMA.
Only electrons which enter the analyzer within the acceptance angle to the z-axis can
pass the entrance slit, and only electrons of a specific kinetic energy are deflected onto
the exit slit by the capacitor. Upon variation of the capacitor voltage +V , electrons
of different energies can pass the analyzer and an energy spectrum can be recorded.
Detection of the electrons is realized with an electron multiplier called channeltron.

The cylindrical geometry of the CMA has two benefits: The electron gun can be
placed inside the analyzer, which allows bombardment of the sample at normal incidence.
In this geometry electrons in (nearly) the full range of the azimuthal angle are collected,
which increases the efficiency of the CMA. Since the amount of ejected Auger electrons is
small compared to the elastic and inelastic backscattered electrons, the spectra typically
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Figure 2.3: Auger spectra acquired on the same vanadium oxide film at two differ-
ent temperatures in vacuum. The peak ratio V L2,3M2,3M4,5/L2,3M2,3M2,3 indicates a
higher oxidation state at 770K compared to 990K. The spectra are recorded on the
same vanadium oxide film at different temperatures in vacuum, and Auger intensity is
normalized to the V L2,3M2,3M2,3.

Electron Gun DetectorSample

Primary Electron Beam Auger Electrons

+V

+V

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the cross-section of a cylindrical mirror ana-
lyzer. The electron trajectory inside the analyzer is represented by the dashed line, the
trajectory of the primary electrons is represented by a dotted line.
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are measured differentially with analog lock-in technique. Another analyzer used in AES
is the retarding field analyzer, which is described in chapter 2.3.2. In this work AES is
used to ensure the purity of the sample surface, to measure the quantity of deposited
vanadium oxide or rhodium, to roughly estimate the oxidation state of vanadium oxide
films, and to investigate the segregation behavior of vanadium oxide and rhodium films.

2.2.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

In photoelectron emission experiments surface sensitivity is obtained due to the short
IMFP of the emitted photoelectrons. The strong interactions of photoemitted electrons
with the specimen limit the information depth to a few nm, depending on the electrons
kinetic energy. If synchrotron radiation is used instead of a lab X-ray source, the surface
sensitivity can be further increased by choosing a photon energy, which is about 50-
100 eV higher than the Fermi energy. In this way the kinetic energy of the emitted pho-
toelectrons is minimized to several tens to a few hundred eV, and the IMFP is minimized.
Also the number of secondary electrons is reduced, resulting in a better signal to noise
ratio. Since only one electron level is involved in the photoelectric effect, XPS can be
used not only for element identification, but also for chemical analysis. Therefore XPS is
also referred to as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA). In this work XPS
spectra are taken using the SPELEEMIII microscope (Elmitec Elektronenmikroskopie
GmbH) at the Elettra electron storage ring, Nanospectroscopy beamline [89–91] , at the
ALBA electron storage ring, CIRCE beamline [92], and at the SPEM microscope of the
ESCA Microscopy beamline (Elettra) [91,93].

If a sample is illuminated with radiation of the energy hν, which is higher than
the binding energies EB of the electrons within a solid, excited electrons can leave the
specimen and can be detected as a function of their kinetic energy Ekin. The binding
energy of the ejected photoelectrons can be calculated as follows [75]:

EB = hν − (Ekin + φ)− φsp. (2.3)

In a solid the binding energy is referenced to the Fermi energy EF, whereas the
kinetic energy of the photoelectrons in vacuum is referenced to the vacuum level EV.
The Fermi energy is connected to the vacuum level by the work function φ = EV −EF.
Although the work function of a sample surface can vary locally, determining the kinetic
energy of photoelectrons is simple since they are measured against the work function of
the spectrometer φsp. In this way the measured kinetic energies are independent of local
work function variations of the sample surface. Electrons emitted from core levels leave
the sample with a certain characteristic energy, which can be shifted due to the chemical
environment of the emitting atom (chemical shift). The binding energy is the energy
difference between the electron system consisting of N electrons before photoemission,
and the energy of the N − 1 electron system after photoemission from a certain core
level [72]:

EB = ESystem(N)− Esystem(N − 1). (2.4)
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The binding energy of an electron in a core level depends on the energy of the initial
state and of the final state. The local environment can have influence on both states of
the system and thus influences the binding energy. In this way information for example
about the oxidation state and the identity of neighboring atoms can be obtained. The
chemical shift is an initial state effect determined by the partial charge of an atom
(electrostatic effect). Final state effects are determined by intra-atomic processes and
the interaction of the charged core hole with the surroundings. Final state effects can
show up for example as multiplet splitting or by the occurrence of so-called shake-up
peaks [94].

Since the amount of emitted photoelectrons is proportional to the atom concentra-
tion in the surface region, XPS can be used quantitatively to determine the chemical
composition. By taking into account the photoionization cross sections and asymmetry
parameters of the measured core levels, the atomic ratio of two Elements A and B NA

NB

can be calculated under the assumption of a homogeneous distribution of A and B by
the following equation:

NA

NB
=

IA
IB

· σB
σA

· TB

TA
, (2.5)

where Ii is the core level intensity, σi the photoionization cross section and Ti the
transmission of the analyzer for electrons of specific kinetic energy. The photoionization
cross section can be calculated with the energy dependent, total photoionization cross
section σtot(hν), the energy dependent asymmetry parameters β(hν), and the angle
between the ejected photoelectrons and the polarization vector of the incident X-rays θ
by [95]:

dσ

dΩ
=

σtot(hν)

4π
·
(

1 + β(hν) · (3 cos2 θ − 1)
)

. (2.6)

This equation only holds for linearly polarized light. Figure 2.5 shows the calculated
photoionization cross sections for the V2p, O 1s, Rh 3p and Rh 3d core levels.

In SPELEEMIII at the Nanospectroscopy (Elettra) and CIRCE (ALBA) beamline,
the vertically mounted sample is illuminated by horizontally, linearly polarized X-ray
light in grazing incidence (16°). The ejected photoelectrons are collected in the surface
normal direction, giving an angle θ of 16°. In SPEM at the ESCA Microscopy beamline
(Elettra), the sample is also mounted vertically, but the X-ray photons impinge in normal
incidence on the surface, the ejected photoelectrons are collected under an angle of 60°.
This geometry results in a value of θ = 30◦. The values for σtot(hν) and β(hν) are
taken from the Elettra WebCrossSections Database [96], which is based on the references
[97,98]. The transmission of the spectrometer used in this work scales as 1/Ekin in case
of SPELEEM, and is unknown for the SPEM microscope. The total photoionization
cross sections and asymmetry parameters used for the calculations of the differential
photoionization cross sections are given in table 2.1.

In the interpretation of XPS it has to further be taken into account, that the spin
orbit coupling splits all core levels with an angular momentum l > 0 in two components
of total angular momentum j = l ± 1/2. The characteristic intensity ratios of the spin
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Figure 2.5: Differential photoionization cross sections of V 2p, O1s, Rh 3p and Rh 3d
calculated according to equation 2.6.

Table 2.1: Total photoionization cross sections and asymmetry parameters taken from
[96] and calculated differential photoionization cross sections at 650 eV photon energy
for the core levels V 2p, O 1s, Rh 3p and Rh 3d.

Core level σtot(hν = 650 eV) β(hν = 650 eV) dσ⁄dΩ(θ =16°) dσ⁄dΩ(θ =30°)

O 1s 0.3384 2 0.075 0.061
V 2p 1.165 1.233 0.194 0.164
Rh 3p 0.5162 1.089 0.081 0.069
Rh 3d 1.853 0.9582 0.273 0.236

orbit doublets is given by the degeneracy of the states 2j + 1 [75]. Table 2.2 gives an
overview of the two common notations with which atomic orbitals are labeled, as well as
the degeneracy of the corresponding states. An examplary XPS spectrum of a Rh(111)
surface covered with about 1.2 monolayer equivalents of vanadium oxide is shown in
figure 2.6.

2.3 Low-energy electron diffraction

Determining the atomic arrangement of a surface is an important step in understanding
the physical and chemical properties of any given interface. Typically the structure
of surfaces differ from bulk termination. The variations range from relaxations of the
interplanar spacings to complete reconstructions with different surface densities and
periodicities [6]. Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) is a versatile method to probe
the atomic arrangement of the topmost atomic layers of a crystal.

The de’Broglie wavelength λel of electrons with energies Eel = eU ranging from a
few tens to hundreds of eV (U is the accelerating voltage and e the electrons charge)
lay in the same range like interatomic distances in a crystal or molecule. By taking an
accelerating voltage of 100V, the Planck constant h, and the electrons mass me and
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Figure 2.6: XPS spectrum of a Rh(111) surface covered with about 1.2 monolayer
equvalents of vanadium oxide. The spectrum was acquired in an oxygen atmosphere
of 2× 10=7 mbar with a photon energy of 650 eV at the ESCA Microscopy beamline
(Elettra). The Auger transitions as well as the V, Rh, O and C core levels are indicated.
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Table 2.2: Correspondence between the X-ray notation and the atomic notation of core
levels and the degeneracy of the corresponding states.

X-ray Notation Xi K L1 L2 L3 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

Atomic Notation nlj 1 s1⁄2 2 s1⁄2 2 p1⁄2 2 p3⁄2 3 s1⁄2 3 p1⁄2 3 p3⁄2 3 d3⁄2 3 d5⁄2

Degeneracy 2j + 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 4 6

charge e, a wavelength of roughly 122 pm can be calculated:

λel =
h√

2meeU
. (2.7)

Electrons with low kinetic energy ensure a small penetration depth due to the strong
interaction with the solid, thus limiting the probing depth to around 1nm [78]. On the
other hand, these strong interactions lead to multiple scattering, which complicates the
interpretation of LEED data. Simple single scattering analysis (kinematic) of acquired
LEED intensity vs. voltage curves (I(V )-curves), like in X-ray diffraction, is not possible
and costly calculations based on multiple scattering theory of diffraction (dynamical
calculations) are necessary to determine the surface structure.

2.3.1 Kinematic theory of diffraction

The kinematic theory of diffraction describes the situation in which every incident elec-
tron (helium atom, photon) is diffracted only once before leaving the solid. This is a
good approximation for helium atom scattering and X-ray diffraction. In LEED, how-
ever, also multiple scattering plays an important role, leading to the dynamic theory of
diffraction, which is described in detail in reference [74] and which will not be discussed
in this thesis. A detailed description of the kinematic theory of diffraction can be found
in the textbooks [73–75], and is recapitulated briefly in the following.

In the kinematic theory of diffraction it is assumed, that an incident electron beam,
described by a plane wave of wave vector k0, is elastically scattered once, leaving the
solid as a diffracted plane wave of wave vector k. The momentum transfer between
the incoming and diffracted plane wave is s = k − k0. Furthermore, since only elastic
scattering is considered, the magnitudes of k and k0 are equal. The amplitude Ain of
the incoming mono-energetic electron beam is given by:

Ain = A0e
ik0r, (2.8)

with r a space vector. For the amplitude of the diffracted beam Aout follows:

Aout = A0

(

∑

n

αfn(s)e
isrn

)

eikr. (2.9)

The attenuation of a plane wave reflected in deeper layers is taken into account by α,
and fn(s) is the atomic scattering factor of the nth atom at position rn. If the diffracting
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solid is a crystal the atomic position rn can be written as rn = ρj+m1a1+m2a2+m3a3.
The positions of N atoms within the unit cell of a crystal are given by ρj (j=1,2,...,N),
ai are the basis vectors of the crystal lattice and mi are integer numbers. The sum in
equation 2.9 can then be written as





∑

j

fje
isρj



 ·
(

∑

m1,m2,m3

eis(m1a1+m2a2+m3a3)

)

(2.10)

for the three dimensional case. The first sum is called the structure factor, the second
is known as the lattice factor. Whereas the structure factor contains all information
about the position and the chemical nature of the atoms within an unit cell, the lattice
factor is only depending on the point lattice of the crystal.

Because of the short IMFP in a diffraction experiment with low-energy electrons,
the crystal periodicity is only retained in two dimensions parallel to the surface. The
position of the atoms are given by rn = ρj +m1a1 +m2a2. The atomic position within
the two dimensional unit cell are now represented by ρj. Perpendicular to the surface,
the unit cell extends to infinity meaning down into the solid to the depth reached by
electrons. Equation 2.10 becomes





∑

j

fje
is‖ρ

j



 ·
(

∑

m1,m2

eis‖(m1a1+m2a2)

)

. (2.11)

Since the sum over the lattice vectors is proportional to the Dirac delta function
δ(s‖ − g), only components of momentum transfer s‖ parallel to the surface, that equal
any vector g of the reciprocal lattice, give a non-zero solution. The reciprocal lattice
vector in two dimensions is defined as:

g = hg1 + kg2 (h, k are integers), (2.12)

with the basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice

g1 = 2π
a2 × n

n × (a1 × a2)
and g2 = 2π

n× a1

n× (a1 × a2)
. (2.13)

For the Bragg conditions in two dimensions follows:

s‖ = k‖ − k0,‖ = g. (2.14)

Diffraction is only possible in the directions

k‖ = k0,‖ + g. (2.15)

With equation 2.12 this directions can be indexed with the miller indices (h,k) and the
surface point lattice in reciprocal space can be determined from a diffraction experiment.
Due to the lack of symmetry perpendicular to the surface, virtually every momentum k⊥

can be transferred, leading to so-called crystal truncation rods which are perpendicular
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Figure 2.7: Construction of the Ewald sphere for normal incidence and two different
energies. From comparing the left (higher energy) with the right side of the diagram,
it follows that the number of lattice rods intersecting the Ewald sphere increases with
increasing k0 (kinetic energy of the incident electron beam). The radius r of the Ewald
sphere is given by r = |k0| = 2πλ−1

el .

to the plane of reciprocal lattice points g. Since only elastic scattering is considered,
meaning |k| = |k0|, the value of k⊥ can easily be calculated:

k⊥ = ±
√

k2
0 − (k0,‖ − g)2 = ±

√

k2
0 − k2

‖. (2.16)

The sign ± represents the direction of diffraction, meaning back and forward scat-
tering. A effective concept of showing the possible diffraction direction for a given k0

is the Ewald construction: in reciprocal space the vector k0 is drawn in a way that it
points at the origin of the reciprocal lattice (0,0). A sphere of radius r = |k0| is drawn
around the initial point of k0, the so called Ewald sphere. All crystal truncation rods
that intersect the Ewald sphere are defining possible k vectors. Since the Ewald sphere
expands with increasing electron energy, or better increasing k0, more crystal truncation
rods intersect the sphere. This means that higher order diffraction becomes apparent.
A schematic representation of the crystal truncation rods and the Ewald sphere for the
one-dimensional case is given in figure 2.7.

In case of an adsorbate on the surface, which has a long range order and therefore
forms a so called super lattice, additional diffraction vectors k fulfill equation 2.15. The
super lattice is also described by its basis vectors b1 and b2. The relation between a and
b in the reciprocal space is given as follows:

(

a1

a2

)

=

(

m11 m12

m21 m22

)(

b1
b2

)

. (2.17)

For the real space the basis vectors of the super lattice can be calculated by:

(

b′1
b′2

)

=

(

m11 m21

m12 m22

)(

a′

1

a′

2

)

. (2.18)
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With known basis vectors of the substrate, the dimensions of the super lattice can
be determined. The determinant

|m11m22 −m21m12| (2.19)

represents the size of the superstructure unit-cell given in units of the substrate
unit-cell area.

The lattice factor of a clean or an adsorbate covered crystal depends only on the
lattice vectors ai and the scattering vector s. It holds all information about the crystal
lattice since it is itself a periodic arrangement of points forming the reciprocal lattice.
The geometrical properties of a diffraction pattern obtained in an diffraction experiment
can be rationalized with the lattice factor. In contrast, the structure factor depends
on the atomic arrangement within the unit cell, characterized by ρj, as can be seen in
equation 2.10, and it varies with k0. The atomic arrangement within the unit-cell can
be obtained from measuring the diffraction intensity as a function of k0 of the incident
electron beam, a so called LEED I(V ) curve. Starting from an initial structure model
the theoretical LEED I(V ) curves are calculated. The structure is than refined in order
to minimize the difference between the theoretical predicted and experimental obtained
I(V ) curves. Due to the very strong interaction of low-energy electrons with the atoms
within a crystal, multiple scattering always has to be taken into account in structure
determination, leading to the application of dynamical LEED theory in calculations.

In summary, the diffraction pattern interpreted with the lattice factor in LEED the-
ory holds the information of the crystal lattice symmetry and size, whereas the intensity
variation with changing k0 (I(V ) curve) gives information about the atomic arrange-
ment in the unit cell, and the type of atoms that constitute the unit cell. The analysis of
a diffraction pattern in terms of spot position can be done in the kinematic limit, but a
complete structure determination including a theoretical reproduction of the LEED I(V )
curve should be done in a dynamic calculation.

2.3.2 Experimental implementation of LEED

In this work diffraction experiments are conducted with a conventional LEED optics, as
well as with LEEM. In this section the conventional LEED apparatus will be described,
a description of the LEEM instrument can be found in chapter 2.4.2.

A LEED optics consists mainly of two essential elements: an electron gun which
emits an almost parallel and mono-energetic electron beam, and a detection system for
the backscattered electrons [99]. A schematic representation of a LEED display system
is given in figure 2.8.

The incident electron beam is generated by a hot cathode, focused by a Wehnelt
cylinder and a lens system, and accelerated towards the grounded sample. After inter-
acting with the surface, the elastically and inelastically back-scattered electrons pass four
hemispherical grids on their way to the hemispherical detection screen. The grid systems
acts as an high-pass filter and suppresses the inelastically back-scattered electrons. To
avoid electrical fields between detection system and sample, the first of the four grids is
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Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of a four grid LEED optics adapted from [100] together
with an exemple of the LEED pattern of the clean Rh(111) surface recorded at 50 eV
with a rear-view LEED optics.

grounded. The second and the third grid are the so called suppressor grids. By applying
a negative potential to the suppressor grids which magnitude is just below the primary
energy of the electron beam, inelastic scattered electrons are repelled while elastically
scattered electrons can pass. The fourth grid, which again is on ground potential, pre-
vents the retarding field of the suppressor grids from influence of the high acceleration
potential (typically around 5 to 6 kV) of the imaging screen. An arrangement of this
type is called a retarding field analyzer (RFA). Modern LEED optics use hemispherical
glass plates coated with thin, conducting layers of indium tin oxide, instead of metal
screens to allow signal detection with a video camera mounted on the backside of the
screen. In this way a direct view on the screen without having the sample obscuring the
view of the camera is possible (rear view LEED).

2.4 Cathode lens microscopy

The simplest configuration of a cathode lens consists of the sample as the cathode and the
objective as an anode. In cathode lens microscopy electrons are emitted from (emission
microscopy) or diffracted at the sample surface, resulting in structural [101], chemical
[102,103] or magnetic [104] contrast. When electrons formed by the absorption of photons
are used to generate an image, the technique is called photoemission electron microscopy
(PEEM). Commonly PEEM refers to the use of ultraviolet light, whereas XPEEM refers
to the use of X-radiation. Compared to other microscopes, XPEEM has the advantage
of providing chemical information, since the kinetic energy of the outgoing electrons is
depending on the orbital from where the photoelectrons originate [105].

In low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) elastically back-scattered electrons are
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used to form an image of the surface. The combination of LEEM with an electron
analyzer is called spectroscopic low-energy electron microscopy (SPELEEM). All micro-
scopes have in common that the sample acts as the cathode of an immersion objective
lens. Usually the sample is kept on a high negative potential (several kV) to accelerate
the emitted electrons towards the imaging lens system [72]. However, also set-ups with a
grounded sample and an optical column on high positive potential (up to 20 kV, 12 kV in
this thesis) exist. One of them, the PEEM system of Engel et al. [106], is used in this the-
sis. The resolution of modern cathode lens microscopes is limited to 2 nm in LEEM and
5-10 nm in PEEM [107,108]. However, a resolution of about 10 nm in LEEM and 20 nm
in XPEEM is a more realistic lower limit in the type of experiments conducted in this
thesis. Since both, LEEM and PEEM, are direct methods no scanning techniques are
necessary and fast image acquisition is possible. The UV-PEEM instrument used in this
study is described in reference [106], whereas a detailed review of the used SPELEEM
can be found in reference [103]. A comprehensive textbook about the history, theory,
and instrumentation of cathode lens microscopy in general, with a focus on LEEM as
well as on recent applications can be found in reference [72].

2.4.1 Photoemission electron microscopy

The underlaying principle of PEEM is the photoelectric effect, first mentioned by Hein-
rich Hertz and Wilhelm Hallwachs in 1888 [109, 110]. Theoretical treatment was given
by Albert Einstein in 1905 [111]. The kinetic energy Ekin of an ejected electron by inci-
dent ultraviolet light of the energy hν, where ν is the frequency of light and h Plancks
constant, is given by:

Ekin = hν − φ. (2.20)

With the PEEM microscope used in this work, UV-photons are used to image the
local work function φ of a sample surface with a spatial resolution in the range of
0.1 µm and a temporal resolution in the range of 200ms [106, 112]. The dependence of
the photoemission yield on the photon energy and the work function is treated in the
Fowler-DuBridge theory [72,113,114]. The photoelectron current density is given by:

J = αA0T
2f

(

hν − φ

kBT

)

, (2.21)

with a proportionality constant α, the Richardson constant A0 = 4πmk2Be/h
3 [115],

the Boltzmann constant kB, and the Fowler equation f :

f

(

hν − φ

kBT

)

≡ f(x) =

∫ x

−∞
ln(1 + et)dt (2.22)

=
x2

2
+

π2

6
− e−x +

e−2x

22
+ ... for x ≥ 0. (2.23)
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For interpretation of photoemission intensities, typically only the first term of the
Fowler equation is taken into account [72], leading to:

J ≈ αA0T
2 1

2

(

hν − φ

kBT

)2

. (2.24)

As can be seen, the photoelectron current, and thus the PEEM intensity, is propor-
tional to the square of hν − φ. Surface regions with a high local work function, e. g.
adsorbed oxygen or a metal oxide, result in a lower photoelectron current and there-
fore a low brightness value in PEEM. In contrast, surface regions with a low local work
function, e. g. bare metal surfaces, adsorbed carbon species, can be identified by high
brightness values in PEEM. Finally, it has to be stated, that the Fowler-DuBridge equa-
tion is based on the free electron gas approximation and therefore has limitations [72].

The imaging column of the PEEM instrument used in the experiments conducted in
Hannover consists of three lenses, an objective lens, an intermediate lens, and a projective
lens. The microscope is operated in a way, that the sample is grounded and the imaging
column is kept on a positive potential of 12 kV to accelerate emitted photoelectrons.
The lens system magnifies the generated image, and projects it onto a micro channel
plate (MCP) detector. The visible image is produced by a fluorescent phosphor screen
which is mounted behind the channel plate. Data acquisition is carried out with a CCD
(charge-coupled device) or CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) camera.
Due to differential pumping of the PEEM housing a pressure of 5× 10=4 mbar inside
the main chamber can be realized (the pressure is limited by the main turbo pump,
not by discharges in the imaging column of the microscope). Quantitative evaluation
of the acquired PEEM images is done with the program package Fiji ImageJ [116], and
self-written analysis procedures as well as the SPELEEM Imaging Suite (SIS) program
package written by A. Locatelli and O. Mentes et al. [117] in IGOR Pro 6.37.

2.4.2 Low-energy electron microscopy

In low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) the wave nature of electrons is used to gener-
ate a real space image with contrast mainly being produced by diffraction of an elastically
backscattered electron beam at the surface of a specimen. The theory of low-energy elec-
tron diffraction is described briefly in chapter 2.3.1. Due to the large interaction cross
section of electrons in the energy range below 100 eV, LEEM can be used to obtain
true images without the need of scanning techniques. For energies below roughly 20 eV,
the exposure time can become short enough to record images in video frame rate, thus
enabling the visualization of dynamic surface phenomena like film growth, surface phase
transitions, and diffusion in situ [118]. The fact that imaging contrast is provided by
backscattered electrons makes it necessary to separate the illumination and imaging
beams with a beam separator, which distinguishes LEEM from other emission micro-
scopes. Despite this, LEEM can easily be combined with LEED, (X)PEEM or other
emission microscopies, making it a powerful multitool for surface analysis. All LEEM
images shown in this work are taken using i) the SPELEEMIII (Elmitec Elektronen-
mikroskopie GmbH) at the Elettra synchrotron radiation laboratory, Nanospectroscopy
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beamline, ii) at the ALBA synchrotron radiation laboratory, CIRCE beamline, iii) at the
University of Bremen, or with the NAP-LEEM at Elmitec in Clausthal. The SPELEEM
microscopes operated at ALBA and Elettra are a combination of a commercial LEEM
microscope with energy filtered synchrotron X-ray photoemission electron microscopy
(XPEEM). Therefore the following description includes all necessary parts to run the
microscope in XPEEM mode. Detailed reviews of the development, instrumental details,
and applications of LEEM in general and the SPELEEM in particular can be found in
literature [72,102,103,107,108,119,120].

A schematic representation of the instrumental set-up including the electron gun,
the illumination column, the beam separator, the imaging column, the energy analyzer
and the detector system is given in figure 2.9. If the SPELEEM is operated in LEEM-
mode electrons are needed as probing particles. A focused electron beam is produced by
a LaB6 electron gun and a focussing lens system which is summarized as the imaging
column in figure 2.9. In this type of LEEM instrument, the resolution is limited by the
energy dispersion of the electron gun to about 10 nm [72]. The incident electron beam is
directed onto the specimen by a 60 ◦ beam separator. In the beam separator magnetic
deflectors are used to deflect the incoming illumination beam and the outgoing imaging
beam in two different directions. The direction of the Lorentz force F L caused by the
influence of a magnetic field B on a point charge q depends on the translational direction
expressed by it’s velocity vector v:

F L = qv ×B, (2.25)

whereas the Coulomb force FC caused by an electrical field E is independent of v:

FC = qE. (2.26)

Therefore a static magnetic field is suitable to separate the illumination and the imaging
beam, allowing the usage of backscattered electrons for real space imaging.

After leaving the beam separator, the electron beam interacts with the specimen.
In the used LEEM III microscope the objective lens is a magnetic diode, consisting of
two electrodes (the sample and the objective lens), and a magnetic field for focussing.
The incoming electron beam has a kinetic energy of 10 to 20 keV, since the LaB6 e-gun
is kept at a constant negative potential U . The specimen is at a potential U + ∆U to
decelerate the incoming electrons to low-energy. ∆U is the so-called start voltage (STV)
and defines the kinetic energy of the electrons at the sample surface. The (in)elastically
backscattered electrons are then accelerated again by the acceleration voltage U . During
passing the objective lens a magnified image of the specimen is produced in the inter-
mediate image plane, as well as an image of the diffraction pattern in the back-focal
plane. The beam separator directs the imaging beam into the imaging column, where
the image of the specimen is magnified by the transfer lens (TL), the field lens (FL)
and the projector lens (P1), before it enters the hemispherical energy analyzer. At the
entrance of the analyzer the electron beam is decelerated to the pass energy of the energy
analyzer, and accelerated again before leaving the analyzer through the exit slit. After
leaving the analyzer the image is projected by two projective lenses (P2 and P3) onto
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Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of the SPEELEEM instrument. Electrons emit-
ted from the LaB6 electron gun are accelerated by the acceleration voltage U , focused
by the illumination column and directed onto the specimen by the beam separator. The
specimen, which acts as the cathode of the immersion objective lens (OBJ), decelerates
the electron beam to low-energy, due to the applied potential U −∆U . The backscat-
tered electrons are then again accelerated and directed into the imaging column by the
beam separator. In the imaging column a magnification of the image and diffraction
plane takes place before the imaging beam enters the hemispherical energy analyzer.
After leaving the analyzer the image or diffraction plane is projected by the projector
lenses onto the detector system. For details and abbreviations see text; figure adapted
from [121].

a detector system consisting of a double stage MCP image intensifier and a fluorescent
phosphorous screen. Data acquisition is done with a digital camera [118,121].

The imaging column can be used in two different ways to image either the inter-
mediate image plane or the back-focal plane. If the image plane is projected onto the
detector, like it is depicted in figure 2.9, a real space image of the surface is obtained. If
instead the intermediate lens (IL) images the back-focal plane onto the first projective
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lens (P1), the LEED pattern is projected onto the fluorescent screen. In this way LEEM
enables fast switching between real and reciprocal space information. This can be used
to perform selected area LEED (µLEED) by inserting a field limiting aperture (FLA)
into the image plane located inside the beam separator, or an illumination aperture in
the imaging beam (not shown in figure 2.9). In this way only a small region (apertures
of diameter 0.25− 30 µm are available) of interest is selected from the real space image,
which is then used to display the back-focal plane containing the LEED pattern.

Despite the capability of only probing a selected area, LEED data acquired with
LEEM has the advantage of energy independent spot positions and energy independent
electron flux, which simplifies the evaluation of LEED-I(V ) data. Both characteris-
tics are a consequence of the deceleration/acceleration stage at the objective lense. For
imaging the surface in real space an angle limiting aperture (ALA, also called contrast
aperture CA) has to be inserted in the back-focal plane in order to filter out undesired
diffraction beams, thus increasing image contrast. If the specular beam is used to gener-
ate an image it is referred to as the bright field image. In bright field imaging, contrast is
mainly caused by the energy dependent diffraction beam intensity. If the angle limiting
aperture is used to image higher order diffraction beams, the microscope is used in dark
field mode. Only areas with a structure corresponding to the selected diffraction beam
appear bright in the dark field image.

In another mode of operation called mirror electron microscopy (MEM) the start
voltage is set in a way that the incoming electron beam has a kinetic energy of zero
to a few eV, which is not high enough to reach the surface. The imaging electron
beam is reflected in front of the surface, leading to a local image of the work function.
Areas of high work function cause high reflectivity and therefor appear bright in MEM
images. If the start voltage is increased continuously starting from 0V (a procedure
called LEEM-I(V )) it is possible to measure relative work function differences on the
surface by comparing the local intensity evolution during the voltage scan. The MEM-
LEEM transition is characterized by a sharp intensity drop.

2.4.3 Near ambient pressure low-energy electron microscopy

LEEM is a typical UHV technique since both, the electron source and the image detector
are highly pressure sensitive. A pressure in the low 10=8 mbar range should be ensured
close to these components. Two other problems are encountered when the pressure in
LEEM is increased: the strong interaction of electrons with molecules or atoms from
the gas phase, resulting in a considerable decrease in image intensity starting at around
1× 10=4 mbar, and the risk of discharges between the sample and the objective lens [29].
To overcome these three problems, a dedicated reaction cell was designed by Elmitec
Elektronenmikroskopie GmbH for the NAP-LEEM, which separates the high pressure
region from the imaging and illumination column, and which reduces the path that
electrons have to travel in the high pressure gas atmosphere to a minimum. A detailed
description of the microscope, together with experimental results of CO oxidation on
Pt(110) and polycrystalline Pt foil can be found in reference [29]. With the NAP-PEEM
another near-ambient pressure cathode lens microscope developed by Specs GmbH exists.
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Like in the Elmitec NAP-LEEM, a NAP gas cell separates the high pressure region in
which the sample is located from the optical components of the microscope [28]. A
cutaway schematic of the Elmitec NAP-LEEM can be found in figure 2.10.

In the Elmitec NAP-LEEM a pressure of up to 0.1mbar can be reached, and the
optical components of the microscope are separated from the NAP cell by two-stage
differential pumping. The NAP cell is located in the main chamber of the LEEM micro-
scope, as can be seen in figure 2.10. Reaction gases are introduced by a separate gas-inlet
system into the NAP cell. The aperture of the second electrode of the objective lens
(a magnetic triode) acts as the pin-hole of the first differential pumping stage. A small
capillary of 0.6mm diameter and 2.0mm length inserted in the optical path in the third
electrode of the objective lens (highlighted with the label “Capillary” in figure 2.10) is
the pin-hole for the second differential pumping stage. The two differential pumping
stages ensure a pressure in the low 10=8 mbar range in the illumination and imaging
column. The small diameter of the capillary reduces the accessible reciprocal space in
diffraction experiments to about 7 eV.

In order to reduce the electrical field strength in the sample region, the magnetic
diode objective lens of a conventional LEEMIII microscope is replaced by a magnetic
triode lens [119]. In this way the acceleration voltage of the microscope U is reduced in
two stages to ground potential at the third electrode of the objective lens. The sample
is kept on the potential U + ∆U (with ∆U being the start voltage STV), whereas the
second electrode of the objective lens acts as an intermediate electrode which is on
the potential UInt. With UInt being in the range of 1 kV≤ UInt < U , the electrical
field strength between the sample and the second electrode of the objective lens can be
reduced significantly compared to conventional LEEM instruments, which operate with
acceleration voltages of up to 20 kV and a comparable distance between the objective
lens and the sample surface. The risk of discharges during high pressure operation is
reduced to a minimum, the spatial resolution can be optimized by tuning the values of
U and UInt.

The path that the electrons have to travel in the high pressure area can only be
reduced by a design, which is as compact as possible. However, a decrease in image
intensity due to scattering of electrons with the gas phase has to be weighed against
practical consideration such as the possibility to illuminate the sample with UV or X-
ray photons, or to attach an electron beam evaporator to the NAP cell.

2.4.4 Spectroscopic low-energy electron microscopy

In X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) X-ray stimulated photoelectrons
are used as probing particles. Photoelectron microscopy can be done either with scan-
ning techniques or in a full-field approach [122]. A combination of the third generation
synchrotron light sources Elettra and ALBA with a LEEM microscope equipped with a
hemispherical energy analyzer is utilized to perform XPEEM and XPS measurements. A
detailed description of the beamline set-up of the Nanospectroscopy and CIRCE beam-
lines, as well as a review of the capabilities of the SPELEEM microscope, can be found
in [90, 92, 103, 121, 123]. Chapter 2.2.2 shortly summarizes the physical principles of
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Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of an Elmitecl LEEMIII microscope together
with a cutaway scheme of the near-ambient pressure cell of the NAP-LEEM. The location
of the NAP cell within the microscope is highlighted by the solid black rectangle in the
LEEMIII representation. The schemes of the LEEMIII microscope and of the NAP cell
are reproduced with permission from Elmitec Elektronenmikroskopie GmbH.
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X-ray photoemission.
A schematic representation of the microscope used in this work is given in figure 2.9.

In XPEEM mode the specimen is illuminated with synchrotron radiation at a gracing
incidence angle of about 16 ◦. Since no illuminating electron beam is needed, the volt-
age of the photoelectrons ejected from the surface of the specimen are accelerated by
the acceleration voltage U , and enter the imaging column and the hemispherical energy
analyzer through the beam separator. All electron optical elements are operated in the
same way like in LEEM mode. With this setting XPEEM can be carried out energy
filtered in imaging, diffraction and spectroscopic modes. In imaging mode the angular
acceptance of the microscope is set by the contrast aperture diameter. A small diameter
suppresses aberrations and improves the lateral resolution. In diffraction mode the field
limiting aperture is used to select an area of interest for spectroscopic diffraction imaging
(angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, ARPES) or microprobe XPS (µXPS) mea-
surements. In the cases of diffraction and real space imaging the bandwidth which can
pass the hemispherical energy analyzer can be set by the width of the exit slit placed
at the exit of the analyzer, allowing proper energy filtering. The kinetic energy of the
emitted photoelectrons can be calculated with equation 2.3. Spectral imaging is done by
collecting images at different kinetic energies, which is practically carried out by vary-
ing the start voltage STV applied to the specimen. The resulting image stack contains
the lateral resolved photoelectron spectra of the imaged area. It can be extracted by
calculating the averaged XPEEM intensity for a selected area for every STV value. In
this way local adsorbate coverages can be calculated, since the photoemission intensity
is proportional to the number of surface emitters [118]. In the same way, by varying
STV, the full k-space can be probed in ARPES, enabling the examination of the elec-
tronic structure of the surface. In a third modus of operation, the dispersive plane of
the energy analyzer is projected onto the image detector. In this way a roughly 10 eV
wide photoelectron spectrum can be recorded with short exposure times of only a few
seconds.

2.5 Scanning photoemission electron microscopy

The advantage of a photoemission electron microscope over a conventional XPS spec-
trometer is the high spatial resolution, which can ultimately result in a magnified image
of a sample surface with chemical contrast. In cathode lens microscopy spatial resolution
is obtained by an electron optics, which magnifies the image produced by the emitted
photoelectrons. Spatial resolution is obtained via projection of the emitted photoelec-
trons. In scanning photoemission electron microscopy (SPEM) instead, the probing
X-ray beam is focussed into sub-micrometer spot size to allow high spatial resolution,
and scanned over a certain area. Wheres the direct,“spectromicroscopic” approach of
cathode lens microscopy produces a direct image, the “microscpectroscopic” approach
of SPEM needs a scanning unit, which rasters the sample surface to produce an photo-
electron image [93].

The advantage of direct XPEEM imaging is (comparable) fast image acquisition.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of the SPEM set-up consisting of a Fresnel
zone plate optic system, which focuses the probing X-ray beam, the sample mounted on
the two-stage motorized sample stage (not shown), and the multi-channel photoelectron
detector.

However, SPLEEM has restrictions with respect to the sample. The high electrical fields
applied in cathode lens microscopy require very flat surfaces (e.g. of single crystals or
polished metal foils), wheres the potential free sample environment in SPEM can even
tolerate technical samples with a rough surface. Also problems connected to sample
charging are less critical in SPEM. In cathode lens microscopy already small charging
effects lead to large field distortions between sample surface and objective lens and thus
lower imaging quality.

The SPEM microscope located at the ESCA microscopy beamline of the electron
storage ring Elettra consists essentially of a Fresnel zone plate optic system [124], which
focuses the X-ray light, a piezo-driven sample positioning system, and a hemispheri-
cal energy analyzer. As X-ray source a 98 periods undulator is used, which produces
horizontally polarised light in the energy ranges 90 to 1500 eV and 130 to 1800 eV for
electron energies of 2.0 and 2.4GeV in the storage ring, respectively.

A schematic representation of the SPEM set-up is shown in figure 2.11. The zone
plate optic system comprises a zone plate (ZP) and an oder-selecting aperture (OSA).
In the so-called zone plate mode (ZP mode) both, the zone plate and the order selecting
aperture are inserted into the X-ray optical path. The zone plate focuses the X-ray beam
down to 50 nm at best, whereas the order-selecting aperture blocks unwanted diffraction
order radiation. Zero-order light is additionally blocked by a circular stop mounted in
the center of the zone plate. The ZP mode is the operating modus in which the highest
spatial resolution can be obtained. In the so-called order-selecting aperture mode (OSA
mode) the zone plate is removed from the X-ray optical path and only the OSA restricts
the area illuminated by the X-ray photons [93].

SPEM can be used to collect XPS spectra with high spatial resolution in ZP mode
or with medium spatial resolution in OSA mode. Due to parallel 48-channel photoelec-
tron detection, a roughly 10 eV wide energy spectrum can be acquired within a single
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snapshot, comparable to the dispersive plain mode of SPELEEM. The fast acquisition
times allow for in situ measurements of surface processes with temporal (and in ZP mode
high spatial) resolution. The width ∆E of the energy spectrum that can be acquired
within a single snapshot can be calculated by ∆E = 0.16 ·EP, with EP being the kinetic
energy of the electrons during passage of the analyzer (“pass energy”) [125]. Imaging is
performed by tuning the hemispherical analyzer to a specific energy (e.g. of the desired
core level), while continuously rastering the sample surface with respect to the prob-
ing X-ray beam. The sample stage consists of a double motor stage. A “coarse stage”
allows for SPEM images of >1mm, with minimum step size of 1 µm, whereas a “fine
stage” enables images sizes of up to 100 by 100 µm2 with a minimum step size of 1 nm
(piezo motor). The coarse stage is additionally used to position the sample surface in
the focal plane of the X-ray beam. Due to the mentioned multi-channel detection not
only an image with chemical contrast is obtained, also a pixel-wise analysis of e.g. core-
level shifts is possible by extracting the “multi-channel” photoelectron spectrum from
the image data [126]. Detailed descriptions of the ESCA microscopy beamline, recent
developments, and applications of the SPEM can be found in references [91,93,127–131].

2.6 Quadrupole mass spectrometry

The total pressure in a vacuum chamber is the sum of the partial pressures of all gas
components. In order to measure a partial pressure it is necessary to isolate one compo-
nent from the rest of the gas mixture. In quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) ionized
atoms, molecules or molecular fragments are separated according to their mass to charge
ratio m/e. Partial pressure measurement with QMS can be divided into three steps: The
first step is the ionization of the gas phase. The second step is the separation of the
resulting ions according to their mass to charge ratio. The last step is the quantitative
registration of the species belonging to the specific mass to charge ratio, which can pass
the analyzer. Therefore a quadrupole mass spectrometer consists of an ion source, a
mass analyzer and a detector.

In the mass spectrometer used in this work ionization of the gas phase is achieved by
electron bombardment. If a molecule M is hit by an electron with high kinetic energy
(≈ 70 eV), a part of the kinetic energy is transferred to the molecule. If the transferred
energy is higher than the ionization energy of the molecule, ionization can take place
with a certain probability:

M + e− → M+· + 2e−.

Double or triple ionization is also possible, depending on the electronic structure of
the molecule and the kinetic energy of the incident electron. The excitation of a molecule
by electron bombardment can also cause fragmentation of the molecule in two or more
neutral or charged molecular fragments. Therefore every molecule shows a characteristic
fragmentation pattern which has to be taken into account in QMS data analysis. The
fragmentation pattern of methanol and formaldehyde are shown in the right side of figure
2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of a quadrupole mass spectrometer consisting
of an ion source, a quadrupol mass analyzer and a detector (left). Electron ionization
fragmentation pattern of methanol and formaldehyde (right). Data taken from [132].

The generated ions are accelerated and focused on the entrance of the analyzer
with a well defined energy Ekin. A widely used mass analyzer is the linear quadrupole
analyzer [133]. The benefits of this analyzer are the high transmission, the small size
and the low price. A linear quadrupole analyzer consists of two pairs of cylindrical
bar electrodes. They are quadratically arranged and point in the z-direction (the flight
direction of the ions after leaving the ion source). The two electrodes of a pair are
positioned at the opposite sites of the square arrangement [134]. A schematic drawing
can be seen in the left side of figure 2.12. Each two pair electrodes are hold at the same
potential Φ. Thereby the potential has a constant component U and an alternating
component V :

Φ = U ± V cos(ωt) (2.27)

The two pairs have the same potential but opposite sign. In this way a time de-
pendent electric quadrupole field is generated. Every ion which enters the analyzer in
z-direction experiences an electrical force which changes the ions direction of motion.
The equation of motion for an ion i with mass mi and the charge ze in x- and in
y-direction is:

∂2x

∂t2
+

e

mir20
(U + V cos(ωt))x = 0, (2.28)

∂2y

∂t2
− e

mir20
(U + V cos(ωt)) y = 0. (2.29)
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Here r0 is the shortest distance between the surface of an electrode and the center
of the square formed by the four electrodes. The solution of these differential equations
is given by the Mathieu-function [135]:

d2x

dt2
+ (ax + 2qx cos(2τ)) x = 0 (2.30)

d2y

dt2
+ (ay + 2qy cos(2τ)) y = 0 (2.31)

with ax = −ay =
4zeU

mir
2
0ω

2
, qx = −qy =

2zeV

mir
2
0ω

2
and τ =

ωt

2
.

U , V and ω can be chosen in a way that a small range of m
z can pass the analyzer.

Therefore the maximum amplitude in x- and y-direction must be smaller than 2r0. Ions
which can pass the analyzer travel on so-called stable curves. By varying the parameters
U , V and ω it is possible to scan for different m

z values. After passing the analyzer, the
ions are detected by a faraday-cup (which allows a higher pressure in the experimental
chamber) or a single electron multiplier (SEM, which has a higher sensitivity) detector.

In this work the production rates of different catalytic reactions are measured. Also
the partial pressure of the reactants are monitored during temperature programmed
reaction measurements (TPR). The fragmentation pattern of different molecules can
complicate the interpretation of QMS data. An example is the simultaneous detection
of methanol and formaldehyde. As can be seen in the right side of figure 2.12, the
fragmentation pattern of methanol and formaldehyde overlap. Therefore the mass to
charge ratio m

e = 30 is chosen to follow the formaldehyde production. The highest
formaldehyde signal can be obtained using m

e = 29, but due to the fact that methanol
has a high signal intensity at m

e = 29, the m
e = 30 signal is chosen to lower the influence

of the methanol partial pressure on the acquired signal.

2.6.1 Temperature programmed reaction

Mechanisms of adsorption, surface reaction and desorption are important information
for deciphering the mechanism of a catalytic reaction. Temperature programmed re-
action measurements are a useful tool to study the processes of an ongoing reaction.
Interpretation of the desorption of reaction products and unreacted reactants can reveal
surface reaction mechanisms and kinetics [136]. In this work, the catalyst is exposed to
a continuos gas flow of both reactants and heated with a constant heating rate β. The
desorbing molecules are detected with a differentially pumped QMS which is connected
to the main chamber by a cone with a small hole (6mm diameter). The catalyst is placed
directly in front of the hole, so that only molecules reflected by the catalyst surface can
be detected by the QMS.
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Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of different growth modes observed in thin film
growth.

2.7 Thin film growth

In this thesis thin films of vanadium, vanadium oxide and of rhodium are investigated. In
all cases thin films were prepared by means of electron beam evaporation (physical vapor
deposition) from a high purity metal rod. Oxides are deposited by means of reactive
evaporation (metal deposition at elevated sample temperature in an oxygen atmosphere),
as described in detail in reference [32], whereas pure metals are deposited in vacuum.
The deposition of adatoms from the gas phase onto a surface is a non-equilibrium process
and thermodynamic as well as kinetic aspects govern the morphology of the deposited
film. A review about the processes occurring on an atomic level in the early stages of
film growth can be found in references [137, 138]. Those processes can include adatom
diffusion on the surface, formation and diffusion of a stable nucleus, at- and detachment
of atoms from a formed overlayer, and three-dimensional (interlayer) diffusion. In the
later stages of film growth three different growth modes can be observed, the Fank-van-
der-Merwe mode [139–141], the Stranski-Krastanow mode [142], and the Volmer-Weber
mode [143]. These three modes are schematically depicted in figure 2.13.

In the Frank-van-der-Merwe growth mode the deposited material covers the substrate
surface uniformly in a layer-by-layer fashion. The two other growth modes, the Stranski-
Krastanow mode and the Volmer-Weber mode, are characterized by an agglomeration
into three-dimensional clusters (often also called crystallites or islands, however, the
term islands can also refer to two-dimensional islands obtained for coverages below a
monolayer). These crystallites may grow directly on the substrate (Volmer-Weber mode,
islands), or form after the completion of a closed, first layer (Stranski-Krastanow mode,
layer and islands) [144]. From a thermodynamic perspective the different growth modes
can be rationalized by taking the free interface energies γi of the interfaces i (substrate
- vacuum: sv, substrate - adsorbate: sa, adsorbate - vacuum: av) into account [145].
Crystallite growth (Volmer-Weber growth mode) is thermodynamically favored if the
sum of the interface free energies of sa and av are higher then sv:

γsv ≤ γav + γsa. (2.32)

The total free energy can thus be minimized by conserving the interface sv during
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Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of the temporal Auger signal evolution (AS-t
plots) during adsorbate exposure for the three different growth modes Frank-van-der-
Merwe, Stranski-Krastanow and Volmer-Weber. Figure adapted from reference [148].

the growth process. If in turn the interface free energy γsv is large compared to γav and
γsa a Frank-van-der-Merwe growth mode is likely to occur:

γsv ≥ γav + γsa. (2.33)

The Stranski-Krastanow growth mode, however, is an intermediate between the two
extremes, the Frank-van-der-Merwe and Volmer-Weber growth mode, and can be ex-
plained by the different properties of the adsorbate in the form of a thin film (monolayer)
or as a bulk material (multilayer) [145], as well as plastic and elastic strain [146], and
entropy [147] effects.

Probably the easiest way to determine which growth mode is encountered in a given
system of adsorbate and substrate is direct imaging with atomic resolution like it is
possible with STM. However also other direct methods like LEEM and spectroscopic
methods like AES and XPS can be used to identify the growth mode. An extensive
review about the growth mode identification by means of Auger electron spectroscopy
is given in reference [148]. The procedure will be described briefly in the following:
Auger signals of the substrate and the adsorbate are recorded as a function of adsorbate
exposure. This can be done either in situ during deposition or in a step-wise manner,
depending of the geometrical arrangement of the Auger spectrometer and the adsorbate
source. The acquired Auger intensities are then plotted against the deposition time to
obtain an Auger signal vs. time plot (AS-t plot). For different growth modes different
AS-t plots are obtained as schematically in figure 2.14.

The Frank-van-der-Merwe growth mode is characterized by a linear decrease of the
substrate Auger signal (linear increase of the adsorbate signal) during formation of a
closed layer. Upon completion of a closed layer, the slope of the signal is decreased
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and further linear decrease (increase) is observed. This behavior leads to pronounced
kinks in the AS-t plot, which mark the deposition time for the completion of each layer.
In the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode, initially the same linear increase (decrease) is
observed for the completion of the first closed layer. Subsequently the signal decrease
(increase) stagnates and a plateau is found in the AS-t plot, indicating the formation of
crystallites on the first adsorbate layer. In the Volmer-Weber mode no linear decrease
(increase) of the substrate (adsorbate) signal can be observed. Instead a non-linear,
comparably slow signal change is observed, also resulting in a plateau in the AS-t plot.

The growth mode is a function of the experimental parameters, most important
of the temperature. At low temperature, the adatom mobility can be very low, lead-
ing to metastable growth modes, from which two are mentioned in reference [148], the
simultaneous-multilayer growth and the monolayer plus simultaneous-multilayer growth.
The simultaneous-multilayer (very low adatom diffusion) is a special case of the Frank-
van-der-Merwe grwoth mode (very high adatom mobility), where also closed multilay-
ers are formed, but not in a consecutive manner. The monolayer plus simultaneous-
multilayer growth mode is the equivalent for Stranski-Krastanow growth. The compli-
cated classification of a thin film growth experiment into one of the growth modes can
be considerably reduced by auxiliary methods (like LEED, LEEM, STM etc.), which
deliver complementary information to the AS-t plots.

2.8 The single crystal surfaces used in this thesis

In the experiments presented in this thesis rhodium and platinum single crystal surfaces
with a (111), (110) and (100) orientation have been used. In the following the rele-
vant properties of the Rh(111), Rh(110), Pt(111), and Pt(110) surfaces mentioned in
literature are briefly described.

2.8.1 The Rh(111) surface

Rhodium is a transition metal of the platinum-group. Typical for the platinum-group,
rhodium shows a high variety of oxidation numbers reaching from -3 to +6. The prevalent
application of rhodium is the use as an alloy additive and in heterogeneous catalysis,
e. g. for NO removal in environmental catalysis, or for NO production in the so-called
Ostwald process. As a model system the low indexed single crystal surfaces of rhodium
play an important role in fundamental catalysis research.

Rhodium crystallizes in the face centered cubic structure with a lattice parameter of
3.8034�A [149]. The (111) orientated surface has a hexagonal lattice, with the parameters

a1 = a2 = 2.6894 Å. The surface density is one atom times 4 · 3− 1

2 · a−2, which is
approximately 1.59 · 1015 atoms/cm2. No reconstructions are observed for the clean
surface, but in order to reduce the free surface energy, a relaxation of the first four
atomic layers is reported in the literature: d1⁄2 = 2.16 ± 0.02 Å (the distance d between
the first and the second surface layer), d2⁄3 = 2.16 ± 0.04 Å and d3⁄4 = 2.23 ± 0.04 Å,
with the bulk value being 2.19�A [150]. The experimental and theoretical obtained work
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function of the clean Rh(111) surface is 5.3 eV and 5.23 eV, respectively [151,152].

The interaction of oxygen with Rh(111)

At low temperature around 100K, oxygen adsorbs disordered on the Rh(111) surface.
An irreversible ordering transition was observed upon annealing to 150K, resulting in
a (2×2) LEED pattern. The (2×2) undergoes subsequent disordering transitions upon
further annealing to 280K and 400K, respectively [153]. Later studies revealed that
the observed (2×2) LEED pattern results from three rotational domains of a (2×1)-
O phase on Rh(111) [154]. The (2×1)-O is not the only oxygen phase with a (2×2)
LEED pattern, as was revealed subsequently by LEED experiments: during oxygen ad-
sorption at 273K first a (2×2)-O structure of an ideal coverage of 0.25ML is formes,
which transformed to the mentioned (2×1)-O structure of 0.5ML ideal coverage upon
further oxygen exposure [155]. Under HV and UHV conditions, the (2×1)-O and (2×2)-
O phases are the only oxygen phases that can be prepared using molecular oxygen.
However, further high coverage phases become accessible when applying more oxidiz-
ing conditions: a (2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30°-O phase (0.66ML ideal coverage) is obtained after

molecular oxygen exposure at 400K in 1× 10=3 mbar (together with a Rh surface oxide
at step edges) [156]. With atomic oxygen also a (1×1)-O phase of coverage 1ML can
be prepared [157]. The existence of a dense (1×1)-O phase on Rh(111) has been backed
by DFT calculations [152]. For coverages close to 1ML, also the occupation of subsur-
face sites by oxygen is reported [158,159]. Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)
measurements performed after adsorption of up to 13 Langmuir (L) at 120K revealed
three desorption peaks: molecular oxygen desorbs at 150K, whereas chemisorbed oxygen
exhibits two desorption peaks around 840 - 860K and 1090 - 1325K, depending on the
oxygen exposure [160]. The initial sticking coefficient of oxygen on Rh(111) has been
determined to 0.2 at 100K with AES [153], and around 0.3 to 0.8 at 300K (depending
on the oxygen beam energy) in molecular beam experiments [161].

The formation of an (8×8) coincidence LEED pattern was observed after oxidation
in 1.3mbar oxygen at 975K in an early study, and was attributed to the epitaxial growth
of a corundum Rh2O3(0001) surface oxide. The rhodium oxide could be reduced to a
(1×1)-Rh surface again by heating to 800K in vacuum or 1075K in 1.3× 10=5 mbar
oxygen [154]. Further investigations in a combined STM, high resolution XPS, surface
X-ray diffraction and DFT study revealed the existence of a metastable hexagonal RhO2

surface oxide trilayer (O–Rh–O), that forms and kinetically hinders the formation of a
bulk Rh2O3 in an intermediate pressure range up to 0.5 bar [162]. A misfit between the
RhO2 surface oxide lattice and Rh(111) causes a Moirè pattern, which can be described
as a (8×8) surface oxide on a (9×9) Rh(111) unit cell. However, in DFT calculations a
(7×7) surface oxide on a (8×8) Rh(111) unit cell was found to be slightly more stable
[162]. In the same study, the existence of a thick corundum Rh2O3(0001) was confirmed
for a pressure above 10=3 mbar (800K). Crucial for the formation of a Rh surface oxide
is the penetration of oxygen into the Rh subsurface region, which is energetically favored
at step edges compared to terraces.

In summary, under UHV and HV conditions molecular adsorbed oxygen forms a
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(2×2) and a (2×1) phase on Rh(111). Higher oxygen coverages can be realized by
adsorption of molecular oxygen in the 10=3 mbar range or of atomic oxygen, resulting
in (2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30° or (1×1) phases, respectively. Also in the 10=3 mbar range at

elevated temperature, self-limited growth of a metastable (8×8) Rh2O3 surface oxide on
a (9×9) Rh(111) unit cell takes places, which kinetically hinders the formation of a thick
Rh2O3(0001) oxide. The Rh2O3 oxide, characterized by a (8×8) LEED pattern, can be
prepared at a pressure of 1mbar or higher at a temperature around 1000K. Details on
the oxygen induced Rh 3d core level shifts, useful for the interpretation of XPS data,
can be found in reference [163].

2.8.2 The Rh(110) surface

The (110) orientated surface has a rectangular unit cell with the parameters a1 =
2.6894 Å and a2 = 3.8034 Å. The surface density is one atom times

√
2 · a−2

2 , which
is approximately 9.78 · 1014 atoms/cm2. For the clean surface no reconstructions are
observed but, in order to reduce the free surface energy, an oscillatory relaxation of the
first four atomic layers is reported: the distance between the first and the second layer
shorten by ∆d1⁄2 = −5.4%, followed by ∆d2⁄3 = +0.9% and ∆d3⁄4 = −0.7%. The work
function of the clean Rh(110) surface is 4.85 eV [164]. A schematic representation of the
Rh(110) surface and the oxygen induced reconstructions can be found in figure 2.15.

The interaction of oxygen with Rh(110)

Upon oxygen adsorption on a Rh(110) surface, a variety of different surface structures
can form, depending on temperature and the oxygen coverage. Between 125K and 300K
a (2×1)p2mg structure with coverages from 0.4 to 1ML is formed. This structure turns
into a (2×2)p2mg of 0.5ML ideal coverage upon heating to 470K [166]. Annealing
or adsorption at higher temperatures results in the formation of a series of c(2×2n)
structures, with n = 3, 4, 5 in an activated process [167]. The interaction of adsorbed
oxygen with the Rh(110) surface results in an (1×n) missing-row reconstruction (n =
2, 3, 4, 5). The term missing row indicates that every nth [110] row is missing. This
reconstruction is favored since energetically more stable (111) orientated surfaces are
formed. –Rh–O– chains along the [110] direction are the structural units [165]. For an
increasing oxygen coverage the lattice spacing of the metal-oxygen chains, as well as
their density increases, as can be seen in figure 2.15. Apart from molecular adsorption
at low temperatures, temperature programmed desorption spectroscopy (TPD) revealed
at least five high temperature desorption peaks of chemisorbed oxygen species at 780K,
797K, 835K, 909K, 1095K, and 1150K with estimated activation energies between 205
and 294 kJmol=1 [168]. This is of particular interest since the maximum temperature of
the experiments conducted in this work is around 1030K. The initial sticking coefficient
of oxygen on Rh(110) was determined to 0.6 to 0.7 for 310K and 670K, repectively, in
a molecular beam experiment [168].

Besides the formation of ordered adsorbate layers also surface oxidation of Rh(110) is
known for oxygen pressures in the 10=4 mbar range and temperatures of 750K, as well as
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Figure 2.15: Schematic representation of the clean Rh(110) surface and of the oxygen
induced (1×n) reconstructions. Figure adapted from [165].

for oxide growth by adsorption of atomic oxygen. Oxidation of Rh(110) proceeds laterally
nonuniform for oxidation with molecular oxygen. In the case of atomic oxygen, instead
a homogeneous oxide film is formed. This can be explained by atomic defects on the
Rh surface which favor the dissociative adsorption of oxygen, thus acting as nucleation
centers for oxide growth. The rhodium surface oxide exhibits a c(2×4) structure and a
composition close to the bulk oxide of rutile type RhO2. In the case of molecular oxygen
also the formation of an oxygen poor phase of composition close to the corundum bulk
oxide Rh2O3 takes place. Oxygen rich and oxygen deficient areas exhibit the same
c(2×4) structure. The Rh surface oxide is reactive to hydrogen even if the dissociative
adsorption of hydrogen is hindered on the O covered surface [169].
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2.8.3 Interaction of CO with Rh(110)

Since methanol decomposition takes place on the Rh(110) surface, resulting in a CO
coverage during catalytic methanol oxidation, the interaction of adsorbed CO with a
Rh(110) surface is described breifly. On (1×1)-Rh(110) four different phases are observed
for increasing CO coverage during adsorption at 125K [170]. For a coverage between
0.33ML and 0.55ML a c(2×2) phase is observed, which turns into a (2×1)p2mg of an
ideal coverage of 1ML upon further CO exposure. In an earlier study, the occurence of
a c(2×2) has been attributed to adsorbed carbon (possibly forming a surface carbide),
since it was observed after prolonged exposure of adsorbed CO to the electron beam of an
Auger spectrometer [171]. CO adsorbs preferentially at on-top sites as concluded from
O1s core level photoemission spectroscopy. For a coverage near the saturation coverage,
a bridging tilted adsorption geometry is proposed leading to the formation of zig-zag
chains of CO. On the (1×2)-reconstructed surface (2×2), c(2×4) and (2×2)p2mg phases
are formed for increasing CO coverages. For all this structures simultaneous occupation
of on-top and bridging sites is reported [170]. In the saturation TPD spectrum of CO
on (1×1)-Rh(110) three peaks occur at 390K, 440K and 490K. For the (1×2)-Rh(110)
surface the peaks are slightly shifted to 400K and 485K, one peak has vanished. In
order to compare both TDP spectra one has to consider that the metastable (1×2)-
reconstructed surface transforms to a (1×1) above 480K, making a clear attribution of
the high temperature peak difficult [172].

2.8.4 The Pt(111) surface

The noble metal platinum is widely used in catalysis (for example in the automotive
exhaust gas catalyst), and has a prominent role in fundamental catalysis research, since
CO oxidation on platinum is probably the most studied model system/reaction in het-
erogeneous catalysis. Platinum can have oxidation numbers reaching from -2 to +6 in
its compounds.

Platinum crystallizes in the face centered cubic structure with a lattice parameter
of 3.923 ± 0.0006 Å [173]. The (111) orientated surface has a hexagonal lattice with the

parameters a1 = a2 = 2.774 Å. The surface density is one atom times 4 · 3− 1

2 · a−2,
which is approximately 1.49 · 1015 atoms/cm2. No reconstructions are observed for the
clean surface up to 1330K [174], but a relaxation of the first three atomic layers is
reported: d1⁄2 = 2.29 ± 0.01 Å, and d2⁄3 = 2.27 ± 0.03 Å, with the bulk value beeing
2.26�A [175]. Above 1330K the surface undergoes a commensurate-incommensurate
transition. However, the maximum temperature reached in the experiments presented
in this thesis is with 1030K considerably lower. The experimental obtained work function
of the clean Pt(111) surface is 6.1± 0.06 eV [176].

The interaction of oxygen with Pt(111)

Molecular oxygen forms at around 100K a (32 × 3
2 )R15° of 0.44ML saturation coverage.

Upon annealing to room temperature partial desorption of molecular oxygen (desorption
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peak at around 160K) and partial dissociation of adsorbed oxygen leads to the formation
of a (2×2)-O phase of 0.25ML ideal coverage. Chemisorbed oxygen often shows two
desorption peaks in the TDS spectrum, a broad peak located between 600 and 1100K
with a maximum at about 800K, and a second one above 1250K [177]. The second
(high temperature) desorption peak is associated with contamination (e. g. silicon) and
does not represent a pure oxygen phase [178]. The initial oxygen sticking coeffitient at
room temperature is measured to 0.038 [179], and thus is markedly lower by at least one
order of magnitude than the value of Rh(111).

2.8.5 The Pt(100) surface

The lattice parameters of the (100) orientated surface (square unit cell) have a value of
a1 = a2 = 3.923 Å. The surface density is two atoms per a2, which is approximately
1.29 · 1015 atoms/cm2. Under UHV conditions, the (1 × 1) bulk terminated surface is
not stable and a reconstruction with a hexagonal or rotated hexagonal lattice (0.7°)
is observed [180]. The reconstruction can be lifted by adsorbing CO, resulting in a
(1 × 1) LEED pattern. The work function of the hexagonal rotated Pt(100) surface is
5.75 eV [181].

2.8.6 The interaction of vanadium with Rh(111), Rh(110) and Pt(111)

Vanadium oxide films are supported on Rh(111), Rh(110) and Pt(111) in the experiments
presented in this thesis. Vanadium oxide forms a large number of ultrathin oxide layers
on Rh(111), which are reported in literature [53,55,182,183]. In contrast, only one study
on VOx oxide structures is reported for Pt(111) [184], and for vanadium oxide structures
on Rh(110) only a study conducted during my master and doctoral thesis exists [185].

Also alloys of vanadium with the Rh(111) and Rh(110) surfaces have been investi-
gated, due to the industrial relevance of bimetallic catalysts [30].Vanadium deposited on
Rh(111) forms a (2×2) subsurface alloy in the coverage range between 0.4 to 2.5ML,
when heated above 823K [186]. Oxygen adsorption at 300K and annealing at elevated
temperature resulted in the formation of a vanadium surface oxide, which means that
oxygen can stabilize V on the Rh(111) surface, thus preventing surface alloying [186].
Furthermore catalytic activity towards the oxidative dehydrogenation of methanol has
been reported for Rh(111)/V subsurface alloys [187]. Also for the system V/Rh(110)
the formation of a near-surface alloy above 823K, characterized by a (2×1) LEED pat-
tern, is reported in literature [188]. Annealing at higher temperature (1023K) results in
the diffusion of V into deeper layers of the Rh bulk, stabilizing a (1×2) reconstructed
Rh(110) surface.
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2.9 Basics of nonlinear dynamics in reaction diffusion sys-

tems

A detailed description of nonlinear dynamics can be found for example in the textbooks
[189,190], the application to chemical systems is reviewed in [191]. A brief introduction,
on which this section is based together with reference [189], is given in [192].

Chemical waves in surface reactions can be described as wave patterns in a two-
dimensional reaction-diffusion-system [193]. The behavior of such a system is described
by the theory of nonlinear dynamics. The state of a dynamic system is characterized
by it’s components, which vary in time [192]. In a chemical reaction-diffusion-system
these components are the different chemical species, represented by their concentrations
c = c1, c2, ..., ci. Parameters like the pressure or the temperature are expressed by the
parameter vector µ. A space with the coordinates c is called phase space and the state
of a system at the time t is represented by a point in the phase space. A possible state
of a system is represented as a unique point in phase space.

In a dynamic system c is not stationary and the point c(t) travels with the velocity ċ

on so-called trajectories in phase space. In a chemical reaction this movement in phase
space is given by the rate equation:

∂c

∂t
= ċ = f(c,µ). (2.34)

The vector f , which is a function of the concentration itself and of the parameter
vector µ, describes the temporal development of the concentration vector c. Points in
phase space where the velocity ċ is zero are called fixed points. A stable fixed point
is called “attractor”, an unstable fixed point is referred to as “repeller”. A fixed point
or limit cycle is stable when all neighboring trajectories approach it for t → ∞, and
unstable if all neighboring trajectories approach it for t → −∞. A third case exists if a
trajectory approaches a fixed point from one side for t → ∞ and for t → −∞ from the
other side. This case is called a saddle node. The position of fixed points or limit cycles
in phase space can be a function of the parameters µ. If a parameter change leads to a
qualitative change of the behavior of a system, it is called a bifurcation. The influence
of parameter changes on the behavior of a system can be mapped out in a bifurcation
diagram.

A simple example for a parameter-induced change of fixed points is the saddle node
bifurcation. In an one-component system with the bifurcation parameter µ, ċ may be
given as:

ċ = µ− c2 ≡ f(c, µ), (2.35)

and the fixed points c∗ can be calculated as:

c∗ = ±√
µ. (2.36)

For µ < 0 there is no fixed point, for µ = 0 there is one fixed point and for µ > 0 two
fixed points exist [194].
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Also a classification of the global behavior of a dynamic system exists. For a two
component system, which is dependent on two variables, already four different global
behaviors can be observed: stationary, bistable, excitable and oscillatory behavior. In
the FitzHugh-Nagumo model, a two-variable system is described by the equations:

ċ1 = f(c1, c2) +Dc1∇2c1, ċ2 = g(c1, c2) +Dc2∇2c2, (2.37)

where f is a cubic function with respect to c1, and g is a linear function with respect
to c2 [195]:

f(c1, c2) =
1

ǫ

(

c1 −
c31
3

− c2

)

, (2.38)

g(c1, c2) = c1 + b− ac2. (2.39)

In this model ǫ, a and b are parameters, c1 is called the activator and c2 the inhibitor,
i. e. one has two species with an antagonistic effect on the reaction: the activator
species accelerates the activator production, while the inhibitor slows down the activator
production. In addition to the reaction terms also diffusion is taken into account by
diffusion terms of Fickian type Dci∇2ci. Here Dci is the diffusion constant of species i
and ∇2 is the Laplace operator. In order to understand the global system behavior one
has to have a look at the nullclines in phase space. A nullcline is a line in phase space
for which either f = 0 or g = 0. The intersection of the two nullclines is a fixed point
since ċ = 0. Figure 2.16 shows four solutions of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations.

In a bistable system, two stationary states exist, which are stable against small
perturbations. A transition between the stationary states can be stimulated by a large
parameter change. The transition between the two stationary states occurs via reaction
fronts. Figure 2.17a schematically shows the dependence of the front velocity v as a
function of the bifurcation parameter (in this example the oxygen pressure), a bifurcation
diagram. Only stable solutions exists (solid lines); for a low oxygen pressure reduction
fronts are obtained (v < 0). An oxygen pressure increase can lead to the formation of
oxidation fronts (v > 0). The point at which both front velocities are equal (v = 0) is
the equistability point.

A parameter range of so-called “double metastability” may exist in bistable systems
adjacent to the equistability point. Double metastability refers to a parameter range in
which two stable front solutions coexist, resulting in a behavior similar to an excitable
system [197, 198]. The bifurcation diagram of a bistable system with a sub-region of
double metastability is shown in figure 2.17b. The stable solutions of the front velocity
are shown as solid lines, wheres the unstable solution is shown as a dashed line. The
turning points of the front velocity define the region of double metastability, in which
reduction (v < 0) and oxidation (v > 0) fronts coexist. The main difference between
double metastability and excitability is that in a double metastable system, no fixed
distance between the fore- and backfront of a pulse exists, and that the formed wave
pattern are therefore more irregular.
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Figure 2.16: Four solutions of an activator-inhibitor model of FitzHugh-Nagumo type:
a monostable, bistable, excitable or oscillatory system. The stationary points are given
by the intersections of the nullclines of f and g. Figure adapted from [195]
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Figure 2.17: Front velocity in bistable systems with and without a double metastable
regime. a) The front velocity v of a reduction front (v < 0) and an oxidation front (v > 0)
is shown schematically as a function of the bifurcation parameter p(O2). The point at
which the front velocity is zero is called the equistability point. Only stable solutions
(solid line) exist. b) In a bistable system with a parameter range of double metastability
stable (solid line) and unstable (dashed line) solutions exist. In a certain parameter
range reduction and oxidation fronts are both stable simultaneously. This range is the
double metastable regime. The figure is adapted from reference [196, figure 2].

In an excitable system, only one stationary state exists, which is stable against small
perturbations. Excitability is characterized by a specific sequence of transitions in a
response to large enough perturbations. The excitation is followed by a recovery into
the stationary state. The difference between transitions in bistable and excitable systems
is, that an excitable system restores its single stable state after wave propagation, i. e.
after excitation and recovery the system is back in its initial state from where it can
be excited again. In a bistable system instead, a front leads to the second stable state.
Consequently, in a bistable system, a parameter change is required to initiate a front
and this front only propagates one time through the system. In an excitable system a
sequence of pulses (a pulse train) – usually in form of a rotating spiral wave or a target
pattern – can be observed, provided that a trigger center exists, which periodically excites
pulses. An oscillatory system undergoes periodic limit cycle oscillations and spiral waves
and target pattern are seen, similar to an excitable system. In contrast to an excitable
system, an oscillatory system is characterized by its own frequency [195]. Finally, if the
diffusion of the inhibitor is much faster than the diffusion of the activator, a stationary
concentration pattern may result, which also is called a “Turing pattern” (not shown in
figure 2.16) [199].



Chapter 3

Experimental setup

Abstract The results described in this thesis were obtained in several different ultra-
high vacuum systems. In this chapter, a detailed description of the used systems is
given. The three sections of this chapter deal with the sample cleaning procedures, as
well as the experimental setups used in the vanadium oxide projects. A description
of the experimental setups used in the surface acoustic waves project can be found in
chapter 8.3.

Most of the experiments are conducted at the Institute of Physical Chemistry and
Electrochemistry at the Leibniz University Hannover. An UHV system equipped with
a PEEM, a QMS, an AES and a four grid LEED optics is used. Since PEEM provides
no structural and no or only indirect chemical information other microscopes have been
applied to obtain complementary information. Imaging with chemical contrast is possi-
ble with the scanning photoemission electron microscope (SPEM) and the spectroscopic
low-energy electron microscope (SPELEEM) at the electron storage ring Elettra located
in Trieste, Italy. The SPELEEM microscope additionally provides diffraction contrast
and the possibility to perform spatially resolved diffraction measurements (µLEED).
Both microscopes have in common, that they can only be operated up to a pressure
in the low 10=6 mbar range. In order to image reaction dynamics at a pressure up to
the 10=4 mbar range with diffraction contrast, and to perform in situ µLEED measure-
ments, a LEEM microscope located at the University of Bremen is used. The accessible
pressure range is further increased into the 10=2 mbar range by using a newly developed
near ambient pressure LEEM (NAP-LEEM) at Elmitec Elektronenmikroskopie GmbH
at Clausthal. Finally the SPELEEM microscope at the electron storage ring ALBA in
Barcelona is used to investigate the influence of surface acoustic waves (SAW) on cat-
alytic surfaces. It is the only LEEM microscope at a synchrotron light source, which
provides the infrastructure to apply radio frequency necessary for the excitation of SAW.

50
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Table 3.1 summarized the applied methods, their location, and the systems which are
investigated with them.

3.1 Sample preparation

All single crystals used in this thesis have been cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ ion
sputtering and oxygen treatment at elevated temperatures, followed by a final flash
annealing step in order to desorb oxygen and to order the surface. The argon ion
bombardment has been conducted at normal incidence and with varying ion energies,
depending on the type of surface and the stage in the cleaning process. The following
single crystals are used in this thesis, in parenthesis is the number of different samples:
Rh(111) (4), Rh(110) (2), Pt(111) (1) and Pt(110) (1).

Single crystals that have been freshly polished are initially sputtered for two to five
hours at an ion energy of 2 kV and at a sample temperature of 770K, followed by a two
to four hour oxygen treatment at 770K in an oxygen pressure of 1× 10=6 mbar. In all
cleaning procedures only molecular oxygen is used as oxidizing agent.

After the initial cleaning of freshly polished samples, at least ten cycles of argon
ion sputtering (1 kV, 2 - 5 µA, 5 to 9× 10=5 mbar Ar, 20min) and oxygen treatment at
1× 10=6 mbar and 820 - 1020K are applied. Each cleaning step is finished by a final
flash annealing to 1100K prior to an experiment. As an indication for a clean surface,
a combined AES and LEED analysis is used. In case of Rh(111), the formation of a
(2 × 2) LEED pattern upon exposure to an oxygen atmosphere in the 10=8 mbar range
at room temperature [153], together with the absence of additional signals in the Auger
spectrum, is taken as a sign for an atomically flat and clean surface. In the case of the
Rh(110) surface, a series of oxygen induced reconstructions resulting in a c(2×8) LEED
pattern [165,166], which can be observed in 10=8 mbar oxygen around 400K, is taken as
evidence for a clean surface.

3.2 Experiments with vanadium oxide layers

The behavior of ultra-thin vanadium oxide films is studied on the (111) surfaces of
rhodium and platinum single crystals and on the (110) surface of a rhodium single
crystal. Sub-monolayer quantities of vanadium are deposited by means of electron beam
bombardment from a high purity rod.

3.2.1 Thin Film Preparation

Transition metal oxides deposited on noble metal surfaces show a wealth of different
structures, especially in the two-dimensional limit of zero to five monolayer thickness [32].
Different synthesis methods have been developed in the past two decades, from which
the so-called reactive evaporation is applied in this thesis. In the reactive deposition, a
transition metal is evaporated in an atmosphere of oxygen onto a metal surface, which
is kept at an elevated temperature.
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Table 3.1: Instruments used in this thesis.

Instrument Location Properties p / mbar Application

PEEM (Photoemission
Electron Microscopy)

Leibniz University
Hannover

Work function contrast;
LEED, AES and QMS
available

≤ 5× 10=4 VOx/Rh(111)
VOx/Rh(110)
VOx/Pt(111)
Rh/Pt(110)
Rh/poly-Pt

LEEM (Low-Energy
Electron Microscopy)

University of Bremen Structural, work function,
and topographical contrast,

µLEED

≤ 2× 10=4 VOx/Rh(111)
VOx/Rh(110)

NAP-LEEM (Near
Ambient Pressure
LEEM)

Elmitec (Clausthal) Structural, work function,
and topographical contrast

≤ 10=1 VOx/Rh(111)

SPELEEM
(Spectroscopic LEEM)

Nanospectroscopy
(Elettra, Trieste)

Chemical (XPEEM),
structural, work function,
and topographical contrast;

µXPS and µLEED

≤ 2× 10=6 VOx/Rh(111)
VOx/Rh(110)

SPEM (Scanning
Photoemission Electron
Microscopy)

ESCA-Microscopy
(Elettra, Trieste)

Chemical and topographical
contrast, µXPS, LEED and
AES available

≤ 2× 10=6 VOx/Rh(111)

SPELEEM CIRCE (ALBA,
Barcelona)

Chemical, structural, work
function, and topographical
contrast, µXPS and µLEED,
SAW excitation

≤ 2× 10=6 Rh/poly-Pt
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In the PEEM, LEEM, SPELEEM, and SPEM experiments on vanadium oxide sup-
ported on Rh(111) and Rh(110), ultra-thin oxide layers are grown by means of electron
bombardment of a high purity V rod (Goodfellow) in an atmosphere of 2× 10=7 mbar
oxygen and a substrate temperature of 670K. Prior and after the deposition of vana-
dium, the substrate is kept at 670K and 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen for ten minutes. In this
way it is ensured, that vanadium is deposited onto an oxygen covered surface, which is
free of carbon.

Vanadium is evaporated from a standard electron beam evaporator purchased from
Tectra GmbH during the PEEM, LEEM and NAP-LEEM experiments. The evaporation
is conducted at a filament current of 6.7A and a bombardment voltage of 1.5 kV. These
settings yielded an emission current of 15mA. Since the evaporator is not equipped with
a flux monitor, evaporation is performed under constant emission current by keeping the
bombardment voltage constant and varying the filament current. From a combined
LEED and AES calibration curve, which is described in detail in chapter 5.1, a depo-
sition rate of 0.1MLE is determined in Hannover. It turned out, that the deposition
rate is constant enough to obtain reproducible results, as long as the emission current
is precisely adjusted to 15mA. A comparable procedure is applied in the SPEM experi-
ments conducted at the ESCA microscopy beamline at Elettra. Here a filament current
of 2.1A and a bombardment voltage of 960V is used, resulting in a flux of 12 nA. At the
Nanospectroscopy Beamline, an electron beam evaporator equipped with a flux monitor
(Focus GmbH) is available. There the V deposition rate is stabilized by the evapo-
rator control unit, resulting in a flux of 20 nA with a filament current of 1.9 A and a
bombardment voltage of 820V.

In the LEEM and SPELEEM experiments, the growth of vanadium oxide could be
followed with LEED. In the PEEM and SPEM experiments, vanadium oxide is deposited
and a characterization with LEED and AES after the sample has been cooled down in
the continuous oxygen flow until a temperature of 470K is reached. Because of the
geometry of the high pressure cell of the prototype NAP-LEEM instrument, it is not
possible to deposit vanadium in the microscopes main chamber. Instead, the electron
beam evaporator is mounted in the preparation chamber, where heating is not possible.
Consequently, vanadium is deposited at room temperature onto the Rh(111) surface.
Oxidation of the vanadium film occurred under the conditions of catalytic methanol
oxidation applied subsequently. The process, in which a (transition) metal is deposited
onto the metallic substrate and oxidized after the deposition is completed, is called post
oxidation [32].

3.2.2 Photoemission Electron Microscopy (Hannover)

The photoemission electron microscope at the Institute of Physical Chemistry and Elec-
trochemistry at the Leibniz University Hannover is installed in a standard UHV chamber
of about 100 L volume. UHV is generated by three turbo molecular pumps and a tita-
nium sublimation pump. Besides PEEM, also AES, a differentially pumped QMS and
a LEED optics is available. The total pressure inside the vacuum system is measured
with a Leybold Haereus ionization gauge (Ionivac IM 510). All pressures stated in this
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thesis are given as the direct instrument readout and no correction factors are taken into
account, unless something else is stated.

The spatiotemporal development of the sample surface can be followed in situ during
a catalytic reaction with a differentially pumped PEEM, developed by Engel et al. at the
Fritz-Haber-Institute, Berlin [106]. The differential pumping stage located in the image
intensifier unit allows, in principle, the operation of the microscope up to a pressure of
1× 10=3 mbar. However, in the used UHV system, the maximum pressure at which the
PEEM can be operated is limited by the main turbo molecular pump (Leybold Haereus,
340 Ls=1) to about 5× 10=4 mbar. Photoelectrons are emitted from the sample surface
by photons ejected from a deuterium discharge lamp (Haereus D 200 F). The lamp has
a broad spectral distribution around 6 eV, and the sample is illuminated under grazing
incidence through a sapphire window with a low absorption coefficient for ultraviolet
light. The lateral resolution of the microscope is about 0.1 to 1 µm, and the temporal
resolution is limited by the integration time needed for sufficient image intensity. In a
typical PEEM experiment the integration time is varied between 100 and 500ms. The
PEEM images are digitized by two different cameras, a CCD system (Basler acA2040-
25gm) and a CMOS system (Hamamatsu Orca Spark). Both cameras are operated with
a LabVIEW program package called PEEM Imaging Suite, which is written as a part of
this thesis. The use of the LabVIEW program package has the advantage, that together
with the PEEM images also a time-stamp and the current pressure and temperature
values are saved in a separate text file.

The reaction rates of the investigated model catalyst systems could be followed with
a differentially pumped QMS (Hiden Analytical HALO 201), located in a small vac-
uum chamber (5 L volume) connected through a nozzle to the main vacuum chamber.
The QMS is equipped with a Faraday cup detector, which can be operated up to the
10=4 mbar range, and a single electron multiplier (SEM), which operates up to a pressure
of 10=6 mbar. In addition to the QMS also an ionization gauge of the same type as used
in the main chamber is installed in the small vacuum chamber. In this way a precise
calibration of the gas pressure in the two vacuum chambers and the QMS readout is pos-
sible. Due to the small opening of the nozzle (around 6mm), it is possible to measure
the reactive sticking coefficient. Therefore the sample (8 to 10mm diameter) is placed
directly in front of the nozzle opening. In this way it is ensured, that all molecules that
enter the QMS are in contact with the sample surface prior to detection. In principle,
this setup also allows for reaction rate measurements during the acquisition of PEEM
images. Due to the large volume of the main vacuum chamber, and the small sample
surface a good signal to noise level is only ensured, if the sample is placed in front of the
QMS nozzle. Therefore all reaction rate measurements have been conducted in separate
experiments on freshly prepared samples.

For accurate measurements of reaction rates and the observation of chemical wave
patterns and other pattern forming phenomena under constant parameters, a constant
gas flow of the reactants (oxygen, hydrogen, methanol, ammonia, carbon monoxide,
nitric oxide) into the vacuum system is crucial. A differentially pumped gas line allows for
the simultaneous dosage of up to six different gases. The gases are manually introduced
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via high precision sapphire sealed leak valves. Feedback-controlled mass flow regulators
(MKS 250 Controller) ensure a constant gas flow of two gases (oxygen and methanol)
over several hours. The purity of the gases is: 5.3 for oxygen (Linde AG), 5.0 for
hydrogen, ammonia and argon (Linde AG), 3.7 for carbon monoxide (Westfalen), 2.5 for
nitric oxide (Linde AG). The purity is checked with QMS. For dosing methanol, 99.8%
liquid methanol is used (Sigma Aldrich). Using liquid nitrogen, Methanol is degassed
by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles prior to the first experiment.

The surface structure of the sample is determined with a LEED optics (ErLEED
Digital), which can be operated up to 1× 10=6 mbar. The LEED images are captured
with the same LabVIEW program package and the same cameras as the PEEM images.
A chemical characterization of the sample surface is carried out by means of AES. The
single pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (Staib Instruments ESA 100) is optimized for
large working distances of up to 4 cm. Typically primary electron energies of 3 kV are
used. The instrument can be operated up to a pressure of 1× 10=6 mbar.

3.2.3 Low-Energy Electron Microscopy (Bremen)

A LEEM instrument suitable for measurements at elevated pressure up to 10=4 mbar
is operated in the research group of J. Falta at the Institute of Solid State Physics at
the University of Bremen. In general, all LEEM measurements are carried out with
(modified) LEEMIII microscopes manufactured by Elmitec. They all have basically the
same layout. Thus in this section, the basic layout of the microscope is described in
detail and in the following sections only relevant changes are mentioned.

The Elmitec LEEMIII system consists of two separate chambers, a main chamber,
in which the actual microscope is located, and a preparation chamber. Transfer between
this chambers is possible without breaking the vacuum. This is possible because the
sample is mounted on a transferable sample holder, consisting of a base plate, on which
a cylinder containing a tungsten filament is mounted. The sample, which is pressed on
top of this cylinder by a molybdenum or titanium cap, can be heated either radiatively
by the glowing filament, or by bombardment with electrons emitted from the filament.
Under UHV conditions and up to a pressure of 1× 10=6 mbar Mo caps are used to hold
the sample in place. At elevated pressure up to 1× 10=4 mbar Ti caps can be used, in
order to avoid Mo contamination of the sample at high oxygen pressure and temperature.
The temperature of the sample is measured by a C-type tungsten-rhenium thermocouple,
which is spot welded directly to the side of the sample, or to a tantalum ring or plate
located between the sample and the underlying cylinder. The sample manipulator and
the preparation chamber are equipped with receiving stations, which allow to heat the
sample by passing current through the filament and applying an acceleration voltage for
the emitted electrons. Sample transfer is done with magnetically coupled transfer rods.

The main chamber is pumped by an ion pump (Varian Star Cell, 300 Ls=1) cou-
pled with a titanium sublimation pump, and a turbo molecular pump, ensuring a base
pressure in the low 10=10 mbar range. The chamber has several vacuum ports, from
which some are aligned so that attached electron beam evaporators point directly to the
measurement position of the microscope. The electron evaporators are inclined by 45°
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with respect to the sample surface. In this way it is possible to deposit metals onto the
sample surface during LEEM measurements. One of this ports is used to illuminate the
sample with photons emitted from a Hg lamb, allowing, in principle, also for PEEM
measurements. Since the work function of the used noble metals is higher than the
energy of the emitted photons (Hg discharge lamp), PEEM is only used to facilitate the
microscope alignment.

The preparation chamber is equipped with a sputter gun and high precision sapphire
sealed leak valves for dosage of oxygen and argon for sample cleaning. All sample
cleaning steps are performed in the prep chamber and only the final flash annealing step
is carried out in the main chamber. Furthermore the preparation chamber is equipped
with a load-lock system, which allows for fast sample exchange.

In normal UHV operation, the electrons in the illumination and imaging column
are accelerated up to 20 keV to obtain optimal resolution. In order to avoid discharges
during operation at elevated pressure, the acceleration voltage is decreased to 12 kV (for
pressures up to 5× 10=6 mbar) or 10 kV (for pressures up to 2× 10=4 mbar).

Even though no reaction rate measurements have been conducted in the LEEM ex-
periments, a constant gas flow is important for the observation of the reaction induced
redistribution of vanadium oxide on Rh(111) and especially for the chemical wave pat-
terns during catalytic methanol oxidation on Rh(110). Therefore the complete gas inlet
system with the MKS mass flow regulators was transported from the PEEM laboratory
in Hannover to the LEEM microscope in Bremen. The gas line is attached directly to
the main chamber of the instrument, using one of the vacuum ports which do not point
directly to the sample surface. In this way proper gas mixture in the chamber is ensured.

3.2.4 Spectroscopic LEEM (Trieste)

The spectroscopic low-energy electron microscope operated in the research group of A.
Locatelli at the Nanospectroscopy beamline (Elettra) consists of an Elmitec LEEMIII
microscope, and a custom-built high pressure cell. A comprehensive description of the
beamline layout and the endstation can be found in references [90,103,121,123]. Samples
can be transferred from the main chamber through the preparation chamber into the
high pressure cell without braking the vacuum. In all three chambers, sample heating
is possible, and only during the sample transfer heating is interrupted and gases have
to be pumped off to avoid contamination of the preparation and main chambers. In
the SPELEEM microscope the sample can be illuminated by X-ray photons from the
electron storage ring in gracing incidence (16°). The photoelectrons are detected in
surface normal direction. As X-ray photon source an undulator of the Sasaki Apple II
scheme, consisting of two identical undulator sections with each 20 poles and a phase
modulation electromagnet is used [90]. With the insertion device elliptically polarized
light (circular, linear horizontal and vertical as special cases) in the energy range 40 -
1000 eV is available.

In this thesis, experiments are performed in the 1× 10=4 mbar range in the high
pressure cell and in the 1× 10=10 to the 1× 10=6 mbar range in the main chamber. A
gas line with manually operated sapphire sealed leak valves (no mass flow regulation)
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allows for dosing oxygen, nitric oxide, ammonia and methanol in all chambers. The total
pressure in the chambers is measured with two ionization gauges located directly in each
chamber. In the high pressure cell, the Leybold Heraeus Ionivac IM 510 from Hannover is
installed to ensure comparable experimental conditions with the experiments conducted
in Hannover. For the high pressure regime, a cold cathode ionization gauge together
with Pirani and capacitance pressure sensors are located in the high pressure cell. In
addition, a differentially pumped QMS (Stanford research System RGA100) connected
to the high pressure cell via a small nozzle allowed for recording the partial pressures of
the reactants during high pressure experiments.

Sample heating is possible via irradiative heating or electron bombardment from
the backside of the sample, as described in 3.2.3. The temperature is measured with
a C-type thermocouple attached to a small Ta ring on the backside of the sample.
Ultrathin vanadium oxide layers could be deposited in front of the microscope, allowing
for diffraction measurements during the deposition process. Deposition is carried out
by electron beam bombardment of a high purity V rod in an electron beam evaporator
(Focus - Omicron GmbH). Like described in section 3.2.3. The evaporator is inclined
45° with respect to the sample.

3.2.5 Scanning Photoemission Electron Microscopy (Trieste)

The scanning photoemission electron microscopy (SPEM) measurements are performed
at the ESCA Microscopy beamline in the group of L. Gregoratti (Elettra). A detailed
description of the SPEM microscope and the beamline can be found in the references
[93, 125–129]. The end-station of the ESCA Microscopy Beamline is a multichamber
setup consisting of two preparation chambers, a high pressure cell and a main chamber
containing the SPEM microscope.

In this work the larger of the two preparation chambers is used to perform cleaning
cycles. Also ultra thin vanadium oxide films are prepared and characterized in this
chamber. In addition to an electron beam evaporator and a sputter gun, a LEED optics
(Oxford Instruments) and an Auger electron spectrometer (Perkin Elmer) are available.
Since no camera is available to record the LEED images, the diffraction images are
digitized using a mobile phone camera (Samsung Galaxy Note 4).

Sample heating is possible by means of a boron nitride heating element (BN heater).
With this heating element temperatures of over 1300K could be reached. The sample
temperature is measured with a K-type thermocouple spot welded directly to a sample
edge. Sample transfer between the different parts of the measuring setup is possible
without breaking the vacuum by means of linear transfer rods. Heating or dosing of
gases is not possible during the transfer process.

Oxygen of purity 5.6 and Argon of purity 5.0 is introduced into the preparation
chamber via high-precision leak valves. Methanol (99.8%) is filled into a Conflat steel
pipe, degassed by applying two freeze-tough-pump cycles, and dosed using a high preci-
sion leak valve (no mass flow regulation). The same leak valves are used for experiments
in the preparation chamber as well as in the main chamber. The total pressure in the
preparation chamber and in the main chamber is measured using two ionization manome-
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ters located directly in the preparation chamber and at the energy analyzer in the main
chamber, respectively. In the main chamber and the preparation chamber pressures up
to the 10=6 mbar range can be reached. The high pressure cell iss used to generate
vanadium oxide islands in a gas atmosphere up to the 10=3 mbar range.

The main chamber contains a sample stage, a hemispherical energy analyzer (Specs
Phoibos 100) and a Fresnel zone plate optics for focusing the incoming X-ray beam.
These three units form the basis of the SPEM microscope. The sample stage allows to
scan the sample position with respect to the incoming X-ray beam and the emitted pho-
toelectrons are detected in the hemispherical analyzer. Sample illumination is realized
in normal incidence and the photoelectrons detected by the analyzer leave the surface
under an angle of 60°. The detector of the hemispherical energy analyzer consists of
48 independent channels for electron detection. Due to the energy dispersion of the
analyzer, a roughly 10 eV wide spectrum can be acquired, centered around the energy
to which the analyzer is tuned. This is particularly useful if the SPEM microscope is
used in imaging mode, since this 10 eV spectrum can be extracted pixel-wise from an
SPEM image, and can be used for background correction. Additionally it yields chemical
information.

3.2.6 Near Ambient Pressure LEEM (Clausthal)

The near ambient pressure low-energy electron microscope (NAP-LEEM) used in this
work is a prototype instrument of Elmitec. It was recently developed by T. Franz and is
a LEEM III microscope with an adapted main chamber and objective lens. A detailed
description of the imaging performance in the near ambient pressure (NAP) regime
together with a short description of the necessary changes for the NAP operation is
given in reference [29] and chapter 2.4.3.

The set-up of the NAP-LEEM is similar to the layout of a conventional LEEM III
microscope, as described in section 3.2.3. It consists of a preparation chamber with
a load-lock, and a main chamber containing the high pressure cell. The preparation
chamber is equipped with a sputter gun (Physikalische Instrumente), a sample station
with electrical contacts for heating and temperature measurement, as well as a high
precision leak valve for dosing of argon (Westphalen, purity 5.0). For the experiments
described in this thesis, a standard Elmitec sample holder is used, which is equipped with
a boron nitride heating element (BN heater). Titanium is chosen as the cap material.
The temperature measurement is realized by means of a C-type thermocouple, which
is clamped under the BN heater. The thermocouple is not in direct contact with the
sample during the measurements, and rather the temperature of the heating element is
measured.

For the deposition of the vanadium oxide layers the same electron beam evaporator
is available in the preparation chamber as in the experiments at Hanover and Bremen.
Since the sample stage, where heating of the sample is possible, is already fully occupied
by the sputter gun, the evaporator is attached to an adjacent vacuum port. Thus, the
vanadium deposition took place with the sample on the transfer rod in vacuum and
at room temperature. In the NAP-LEEM experiments on Rh(111), the surface could
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neither be analyzed with AES nor with LEED before the experiments. However, after
the vanadium oxide experiments on Rh(111), a scanning Auger electron spectroscopy
analysis of the sample was performed after the sample has been transferred through air
in a separate UHV chamber.

The same gas inlet system that is used for the measurements at Hanover and Bremen
is connected to the main chamber of the NAP-LEEM. Two feedback-controlled mass flow
controllers allowed for flow regulated dosing oxygen (purity 5.6) and methanol (99.8%)
into the main chamber, ensuring constant gas flow for hours. In the gas inlet system
a Laybold Thermovac TM 210 S pressure sensor is located, and in the main chamber
an ionization gauge, which is designed for pressure measurement up to the 10=4 mbar
range. In the high pressure cell no pressure sensor is installed. However, a pressure
calibration between the pressure measured by the Thermovac in the gas inlet system
and the pressure prevailing in the high pressure cell, measured directly in the sample
position, was carried out with a home-built pressure sensor of Pirani type.

To effectively pump the different parts of the microscope, a combination of turbo-
molecular pumps and ion getter pumps, partially equipped with a titanium sublimation
pump, is used. A total of three turbomolecular pumps are available. The first turbo-
molecular pump is connected to the load lock / preparation chamber and can also be
connected to the main chamber via an angle valve. A second turbomolecular pump is
connected directly to the high-pressure cell and functions as the first differential pumping
stage. The third turbomolecular pump is connected between objective lens and beam
splitter of the microscope. It represents the second differential pumping stage, by means
of which the high-pressure cell is separated from the illumination and imaging columns.
In this way, UHV conditions can be guaranteed throughout the entire beam path outside
the high pressure cell. Two ion getter pumps (Varian / Agilent Technologies) are used
to pump the preparation chamber, and the imaging and illumination columns.



Chapter 4

Reaction induced redistribution
of vanadium oxide

Abstract The role of vanadium oxide in fundamental catalysis research is briefly re-
viewed and an introduction into the preceding studies [68–70, 200–202] conducted on
reaction induced redistribution of vanadium oxide is given.

4.1 Vanadium oxide in fundamental catalysis research

Vanadium oxide based catalysts find wide application in oxidation reactions in the chem-
ical and petroleum industry, as well as in environmental catalysis. Important examples
of the numerous products manufactured with the aid of vanadium oxide based catalysts
are sulfuric acid (contact process), and maleic and phthalic anhydride (selective catalytic
oxidation of hydrocarbons) [203]. The selective catalytic reduction of nitric oxide with
ammonia (SCR process) is an effective way to remove NO from automotive exhaust gas
or industrial fumes. Many SCR catalysts contain vanadium oxide [204]. The general
importance of vanadium in the field of catalysis is reflected by the fact, that at the be-
ginning of the 21st century around 5% of the annual vanadium production was related to
catalysis, and that ≈ 28% of the publications in the field of metal oxide catalysis found
in literature between 1967 and 2000 are about vanadium oxides [203].

In many processes, supported vanadium oxide catalysts have the highest catalytic
activity. The superior performance of supported vanadium oxide catalysts can be gener-
ally be considered as a consequence of the geometric and electronic variability of surface
vanadium oxide phases [203]. For this reason a large number of fundamental research
studies has been performed in order to understand the geometric and electronic structure
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of vanadium oxide surfaces [205]. A key challenge thereby has always been to decipher
the connection between the structural properties and the catalytic activity of a catalyst.

In bulk oxides, the oxidation state of vanadium can vary between +2 and +5. Besides
the single valency oxides (VO, V2O3, VO2 and V2O5) also mixed valency oxides with two
different oxidation states between +3 and +5 exist (for example V6O11 or V6O13) [206].
Such mixed valency oxides are characterized by a large number of (ordered) oxygen
vacancy defects. Two series of mixed valency vanadium oxide phases are known as
Magnéli phases (VnO2n−1) and Wadsley phases (V2nO5n−2).

Surfaces of vacuum cleaved vanadium oxide single crystals have been investigated
with surface science techniques, including LEED, X-ray absorption spectroscopy and
XPS, and electron energy loss spectroscopy. LEED investigations of V2O3(0001), VO2(011)
and V2O5(001) surfaces indicate a bulk terminated surface [207, 208]. The question of
the surface termination was treated with density functional theory, and the results range
from a half-metal layer termination of the V2O3(0001) surface [209,210] to a surface layer
of vanadyl groups on a vacuum deposited V2O3 film [211, 212]. These vanadyl groups
and the existence of (subsurface) oxygen vacancies are important features of vanadium
oxide surfaces [212,213]. All these findings underline the structural variety of vanadium
oxides. This variability gets even more intricate in case of thin supported oxide films.

Industrially relevant vanadium oxide catalysts often consist of vanadium oxide films
supported on other (metal) oxides like for example SiO2, Al2O3 or TiO2. The influ-
ence of the support material on the catalytic activity has been studied systematically by
Wachs and coworkers [214, 215]. The properties of supported vanadium oxide catalysts
have also been the subject of the DFG Sonderforschungsbereich 546 [216]. As model sys-
tems single crystal surfaces [217], epitaxial layers [218, 219], supported vanadium oxide
catalysts [220,221], and gas phase clusters [222–224] have been investigated experimen-
tally and theoretically. The partial oxidation of propane to propene and the catalytic
dehydrogenation of methanol to formaldehyde has been the focus of most of the studies.

Methanol oxidation is a frequently studied catalytic model reaction of industrial
importance. Among the remarkable findings of the Sonderforschungsbereich 546 are a
mechanism for the methanol dehydrogenation on vanadium oxide catalysts [57, 58, 225,
226], and the influence of the support material on the methanol dehydrogenation [56,221].
Essential for the dehydrogenation of methanol yielding formaldehyde is the formation of
a methoxy intermediate through fission of the methanol O-H bond at oxygen vacancies
formed by removal of vanadyl oxygen atoms. Surface defects play an important role
in the adsorption of methanol and formation of formaldehyde. The support material
has a huge influence on the adsorption of methanol and the subsequent reaction to
formaldehyde, as was shown in the case of vanadium oxide supported on cerium oxide.
Ceria is directly involved in the redox process of methanol oxidation [221].

The above mentioned results have been obtained either from vanadium oxide sin-
gle crystal surfaces, from epitaxial, several layers thick vanadium oxide films on noble
metal single crystals, or on supported vanadium oxide clusters. Such systems are an
established way of investigating oxide catalysts with the methods of surface science [36].
An alternative concept in fundamental catalysis research is the so-called “inverse model
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Figure 4.1: Structure model for the (
√
7×

√
7)R19.1° vanadium oxide phase on Rh(111).

The unit cell and three VO5 pyramid as structural units are indicated in the model by
black and white lines, respectively. The figure is a courtesy of C. Penschke.

catalyst approach”, in which an oxidic catalyst is supported on a (noble) metal single
crystal [227]. The thickness of the oxide catalyst is here typically less than a monolayer,
so that not only the oxide surface, but also the metal surface is exposed. The inverse
catalyst approach avoids typical problems like charging effects etc. associated with bulk
oxides or thick films. New materials with unique properties have been discovered in
this way. The structures of two-dimensional oxide films typically differ from their bulk
phases [32].

4.1.1 Vanadium oxide structures on Rh(111)

A particularly well studied system is vanadium oxide supported on a Rh(111) surface,
which has been characterized extensively in the group of Netzer. Based on scanning tun-
neling microscopy measurements and density functional theory calculations conducted
in the group of Kresse, a large variety of ordered two-dimensional oxide phases has been
described [53, 55, 183, 211]. In the sub-monolayer range, vanadium oxide on Rh(111)
forms a number of well-ordered two-dimensional phases. These structures can be built
up as a two-dimensional network in which VOn polyhedra (n = 3−6) as structural units
are connected by sharing oxygen corner atoms, as shown in figure 4.1. A summary of the
VOx/Rh(111) structures reported in literature is given in table 4.1, a topical review on
the growth of VOx on Rh(111) is given in [183], a review about vanadium oxide surface
studies in general ca be found in [205].

Ultrathin VOx films serve also as model catalysts in the CO and H2 oxidation re-
actions [182, 228–230]. An enhanced removal of pre-adsorbed oxygen from the Rh(111)
surface surrounding vanadium oxide covered areas compared to the bare Rh(111) is re-
ported. Associated with the catalytic reaction is a mass transport of vanadium oxide
during the reduction and during redox cycles. The mass transport proceeds via diffu-
sion of small vanadium oxide clusters. The structure, stability and dynamics of V6O12

clusters have been investigated [54], including the self-assembly of the clusters under
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Table 4.1: Ordered vanadium oxide phases on Rh(111) reported in literature.

LEED pattern Composition Oxidation state V coverage Reference
/ MLE

(
√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° VO3 +5 0.46 [53]

(
√
7×

√
7)R19.1° VO3 +5 0.43 [53]

(5× 3
√
3)-rect V13O21 +3 / +5 0.43 [55]

(5× 5) V11O23 +3 / +5 0.44 [55]
Moiré VO2 +4 0.85 [53]
(9× 9) V2O3 +3 0.44 [55]
(2× 2) V2O3 +3 ≤ 0.5 [53,202]
(2× 2)-split V2O3 +3 ≤ 0.5 [202]

(
√
3×

√
3)R30° V2O3 +3 - [53]

”Wagon weel“ VO +2 0.73 [55]

(
√
3×

√
3)-Moiré - - - [70]

reducing conditions [231].

4.2 Reaction-induced redistribution of vanadium oxide

The morphology, composition, and electronic properties of a catalyst under operation
typically deviate from the initial state after catalyst preparation. Such reaction-induced
variations can be associated with a catalyst activation, or resulting in a so called “poi-
soning”, i. e. in deactivation. In order to study these processes, the interaction of
VOx/Rh(111) in catalytic model reactions like H2 or methanol oxidation have been in-
vestigated on sub-monolayer thick vanadium oxides films. A number of in situ methods
for the structural and chemical characterization of such ultrathin oxide films during
catalytic reactions, including PEEM and LEEM, have been applied [68–70,200–202].

A surprising phenomenon that has been observed is the reaction-driven formation
of vanadium oxide stripe and island patterns, and the subsequent coalescence of these
macroscopic vanadium oxide islands during methanol oxidation. This island coalescence
is depicted in figure 4.2 [68–70]. The macroscopic VOx redistribution is accompanied
by a considerable increase of the formaldehyde production. Formaldehyde is the main
reaction product in catalytic methanol oxidation. The movement of these islands towards
each other and the subsequent coalescence, which can only be observed under reaction
conditions, has been explained by a polymerization / depolymerization mechanism, which
is governed by oxygen gradients on the surface [68–70].

The mechanism is based on the reversible aggregation of VOx clusters into larger
islands, and the reverse process, i. e. the dissolution of these large islands into small clus-
ters. The key points of the mechanism are explained in the following: During catalytic
methanol oxidation in the 10−4 mbar range at around 1000K, vanadium oxide is dis-
tributed in form of circular oxide islands of tens to hundreds of µm diameter, surrounded
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Figure 4.2: PEEM images showing different stages in the coalescence of two nearby
vanadium oxide islands under reaction conditions. Experimental conditions: θV =
0.23MLE, T = 1020K, p(CH3OH) = 3 × 10−4 mbar, p(O2) = 1 × 10−4 mbar. Figure
reprinted with permission from [69].

by the bare Rh(111) surface. Oxygen can dissociatively adsorb on the Rh surface; the
adsorption on the oxygen terminated V-oxide islands, however, is slow. Methanol in turn
can easily adsorb on the VOx covered surface and react there to formaldehyde. The ox-
ide islands thus act as catalytic “micro reactors”, which consume oxygen needed for the
catalytic reaction. The oxygen is supplied by surface diffusion from the surrounding Rh
surface. The diffusive supply of oxygen from the Rh surface towards the V-oxide islands
leads to oxygen gradients in the area surrounding the islands. Also inside the VOx is-
lands an oxygen gradient develops as oxygen diffuses from the edges of the island in the
interior. Consider two neighboring islands, then the oxygen gradients overlap, resulting
in a considerable lower oxygen coverage in between the two islands, compared to the
rest of the surrounding Rh surface. Both islands “compete” for the same amount of
oxygen located in between these two islands. This situation is sketched in figure 4.3. By
taking the experimentally observed V6O12 clusters [54] as representatives for the small
and mobile VOx species, one can formulate the following equilibrium between clusters
and extended oxide islands, for which we assume a composition of (V2O3)n:

(V2O3)n + 3mOad ⇋ (V2O3)n−3m +mV6O12 (4.1)

According to equation 4.1, a dissolution of the VOx islands should be observed in
regions of high oxygen coverage, and an aggregation of the formed clusters to large
islands should occur in regions of low oxygen coverage. The simultaneous dissolution
and aggregation at different positions explains the macroscopic observation of moving
islands.

Oxygen is consumed inside the vanadium oxide islands, but it is supplied only from
the boundaries by diffusion from the surrounding rhodium surface. The resulting oxy-
gen gradients in the vanadium oxide island is equivalent to a gradient in the chemical
potential of oxygen, i. e. the thermodynamic conditions vary from the boundary to the
center of a VOx island. This gradient can give rise to - depending on temperature and
pressure - a phase separation into a reduced VOx phase in the center of the oxide is-
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Figure 4.3: Mechanistic scheme illustrating the movement of two neighboring
VOx islands on a Rh(111) surface under reaction conditions via a polymeriza-
tion / depolymerization mechanism. The vanadium oxide island dissolves in the pres-
ence of a high oxygen coverage into V6O12 clusters. These cluster diffuse to regions of
lower oxygen coverage and condensate at the perimeter of the oxide island. The simul-
taneous dissolution and condensation of the island and the oxide clusters results in the
macroscopic movement of the vanadium oxide islands.

lands and an oxidized phase at the outer parts. Experimentally, the reduced phase can
be recognized by its high brightness level in the PEEM images shown in figure 4.2. A
schematic representation of the oxygen gradients in and around a vanadium oxide is-
land, and the resulting phase separation can be seen in figure 4.4. Laterally resolved
XPS measurements confirm the interpretation of an inner, reduced VOx phase and an
outer oxidized VOx phase: the reduced core consists of V in the oxidation state of mainly
+3 /+4, whereas the oxidized ring is better described by V species in the oxidation state
+4 /+5 [69,70].

The polymerization / depolymerization mechanism represents a special ripening mech-
anism, which is neither pure Ostwald ripening nor Smolochowski ripening. General,
ripening describes a process in which the density of islands or particles decreases while
the mean particle or island size increases. In Ostwald ripening larger particles/islands
grow at the expense of smaller ones. Mass transport happens via cluster, molecule,
vacancy or atom diffusion across terraces [232–234], but no movement of two- or three-
dimensional particles or islands is described. The thermodynamic driving force of Ost-
wald ripening is the higher thermodynamic stability of larger particles due to a lower
surface energy. Consequently small particles have a higher vapor pressure than larger
particles, as expressed in the Kelvin equation.

In Smolochowski ripening, the coalescence of diffusing islands on a surface leads to a
coarsening. This ripening type is only possible for islands of high surface mobility. This
mobility is typically encountered for small island sizes of only a few tens to hundreds
of atoms, since the island diffusivity decreases with increasing island size [235]. Quite
in general ripening processes play an important role in heterogeneous catalysis, because
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Figure 4.4: Mechanistic scheme illustrating the diffusion of adsorbed oxygen towards
a vanadium oxide island. On the vanadium oxide island oxygen is consumed during the
oxidation of methanol. As a result of the lateral restriction of the catalytic reaction
to the vanadium oxide islands and of the oxygen adsorption to the rhodium surface,
macroscopic oxygen gradients develop around and inside the vanadium oxide island.
Reprinted from: Reaction dynamics of metal/oxide catalysts: Methanol oxidation at
vanadium oxide films on Rh(111) from UHV to 10−2 mbar, B. von Boehn, C. Penschke,
X. Li, J. Paier, J. Sauer, J.-O. Krisponeit, J. I. Flege, J. Falta, H. Marchetto, T. Franz,
G. Lilienkamp, and R. Imbihl, Journal of Catalysis, 2020, 385, 255 - 264, Copyright
(2020), with permission from Elsevier.

catalytic surfaces may restructure under reaction conditions [236, 237]. An important
example is the ripening of metal nanoparticles on an oxidic support at elevated tem-
perature [238]. Such ripening often leads to a loss in catalytic activity. On the other
hand, wetting of a metal nanoparticle by its oxidic support, a phenomenon known as
strong metal support interaction (SMSI) [46, 47], can be beneficial for the activity and
selectivity of a catalyst [42, 239, 240]. In the system VOx/Rh(111) the formation and
ripening of macroscopic vanadium oxide islands is accompanied by a significant increase
of catalytic activity in formaldehyde production. The ripening mechanism presented
here works only under non-equilibrium conditions, i. e. the ongoing methanol oxidation
is needed for moving and coalescing vanadium oxide islands.

The reaction induced redistribution of vanadium oxide on a Rh(111) surface during
catalytic methanol oxidation exhibits a new type of ripening, which is possibly also
connected to the catalytic activity. These two findings make VOx/Rh(111) an interesting
system for fundamental research and the results are important in the field of surface
science and catalysis research. In order to investigate whether this novel phenomenon
is of general importance, or whether it is restricted to catalytic methanol oxidation on
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VOx/Rh(111), a series of experiments were carried out, which are described in this thesis.
Firstly, only the catalytic reaction are changed, but the catalyst VOx/Rh(111) remains
the same. Catalytic ammonia, carbon monoxide and hydrogen oxidation are studied
on VOx/Rh(111) (section 5.5, [241]). Since oxygen gradients are of crucial importance
for the oxide redistribution, the influence of a different oxygen source, nitric oxide,
is investigated, and molecular oxygen is replaced by NO as the oxygen source in the
methanol, hydrogen, and ammonia oxidation (section 5.6, [242]).

Spectromicroscopic experiments carried out at the electron storage ring Elettra yield
results about the structure and composition of vanadium oxide during the CH3OH+O2

(section 5.7.3), the NH3 +O2, and the NH3 +NO (section 5.7.4), as well as about the V
and O coverage under reaction conditions. PEEM experiments at different temperatures
and gas phase compositions lead to further details of the phase separation into oxidized
and reduced VOx phases (section 5.2.3), and in situ LEEM and NAP-LEEM experiments
reveal further reaction dynamics, namely a periodic expansion and contraction of vana-
dium oxide islands under reaction conditions (section 5.3), as well as turbulent dynamics
in the 10=2 mbar range (section 5.8).

Finally, with Pt(111) another fcc(111) substrate is chosen as support for vanadium
oxide during catalytic methanol oxidation (chapter 7). Since oxygen gradients play an
important role in the dynamics of vanadium oxide, Pt(111), with its considerably lower
oxygen sticking coefficient compared to Rh(111), is an instructive extension to the ex-
periments conducted on Rh(111).

In a next step towards a generalization of the polymerization / depolymerization
mechanism, the CH3OH+O2, the NH3 +O2, and the H2 +O2 reactions are studied
on VOx/Rh(110) with PEEM ( [243, 244]), SPELEEM (section 6.8, [245]) and LEEM.
The results are presented in chapter 6. Preliminary PEEM and SPELEEM experiments
are part of my master thesis [71], while a large part of the interpretation of the PEEM
and SPELEEM experiments and the publication, as well as the LEEM measurements
are part of this thesis.



Chapter 5

Reaction-induced VOx

redistribution on Rh(111)

Abstract The reaction-induced redistribution of sub-monolayer VOx films on Rh(111)
is investigated in a number of catalytic reactions with photoemission electron microscopy
(PEEM) and low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM). For catalytic methanol oxidation,
a detailed investigation of the influence of experimental parameters on pattern formation
is achieved with PEEM. The reversible formation of a vanadium oxide stripe pattern or
of a pattern of circular vanadium oxide is studied. Both, the stripes and the islands, can
exhibit a substructure of a reduced core and an outer oxidized ring. The length scale
of the pattern ranges between tens to hundreds of micrometers. A similar behavior can
be seen in catalytic ammonia and CO oxidation. In situ LEEM experiments revealed a
(
√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure for the oxidized ring and a (

√
3×

√
3)-Moiré pattern in the

island core. The dependence of the oxygen gradient inside a VOx island on the island
size can cause kinetic instabilities. This leads to oscillatory changes of the VOx island
size in the 10=4 mbar range. The vanadium coverages in the VOx islands previously
determined [69,70] are accurately measured using in situ scanning photoemission electron
microscopy (SPEM). A surprisingly high oxygen coverage suggests the presence of a Rh
surface oxide under reaction conditions. Replacing O2 by NO in methanol and ammonia
oxidation results in a pattern consisting of a dense VOx layer with holes of vanadium
oxide depleted Rh surface, instead of a vanadium oxide island pattern. A pressure
increase into the 10=2 mbar range leads to turbulent VOx redistribution dynamics, as
imaged with near ambient pressure-LEEM (NAP-LEEM).

68
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5.1 VOx deposition rate calibration

The deposition rate of a vanadium oxide electron beam evaporator can be determined
by combined AES and LEED measurements, as described in detail in the supplemental
material 1 of [69] and in [70]. Vanadium oxide growth in the Stranski-Krastanow mode is
characterized by the transition from a (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure, into a Moiré pattern,

as reported by Schoiswohl and coworkers. For completion of the (
√
7×

√
7)R19.1° layer

an experimental coverage around 0.5 - 0.6MLE has been determined [53]. In the above
mentioned study, the deposition rate was calibrated with a quarz microbalance, and the
nucleation point of the second oxide layer was determined with STM. Structural models
calculated with DFT in the group of Kresse predict an ideal coverage of 0.43MLE for the
(
√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure, which is at slight variance to the experimentally determined

coverage of 0.5 - 0.6MLE. In this thesis, the same pressure and temperature (reactive
evaporation) as in reference [53] are applied for the growth of VOx (2× 10=7 mbar and
670K).

The sharp transition from the (
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure into a Moirè pattern in

LEED is used for a coverage calibration. In all experiments of this thesis, the transition
from the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° via an (8 × 8) structure into a Moiré pattern is observed in

LEED upon subsequent (PEEM and SPEM) or continuous (LEEM) deposition of VOx.
This transition is demonstrated by the LEED data depicted in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1d displays the intensity of the (
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° and a Moiré spot as a

function of time. The sharp decrease of the (
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° LEED intensity around

7min deposition time marks the completion of the first oxide layer. The small intensity
plateau extending from around 7 - 8min indicates the appearance of the (8× 8), which
is followed by the development of a Moiré pattern.

The limited temporal resolution of about one minute in the SPEM and PEEM ex-
periments (caused by the step-wise VOx deposition and ex situ characterization), and
the broad coverage range mentioned in literature for the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure

(0.43MLE from DFT, 0.5− 0.6MLE from STM [53]) are the strongest contributions to
the overall error of the coverage determination. Errors related to an unstable vanadium
flux of the evaporator etc. have only a minor influence on the accuracy of the vanadium
oxide coverages.

As described in section 2.7, the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode is characterized by
an initial linear increase (decrease) of the adsorbate (substrate) Auger signal, followed
by a slower, more or less exponential signal increase (decrease). The transition from
the linear to the exponential signal evolution shows up as a kink in the Auger signal
vs. time (AS-t) plot. Such a kink has also been observed in AS-t plots of the system
VOx/Rh(111), as described in the supplemental material 1 of [69] and in detail in [70].
The kink in the AS-t plot coincided with the vanishing (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° LEED pattern.

In order to calibrate the vanadium evaporator, a combined LEED and AES vanadium
deposition calibration is conducted. The resulting Auger spectra of the RhMN4,5N4,5

(Rh302), and of the VL2,3M2,3M2,3 (V437), VL2,3M2,3M4,5 (V473), and VL2,3M4,5M4,5

and OKL2,3L2,3 (O+V510) are shown in figure 5.2 a and b, respectively.
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Figure 5.1: LEED images acquired during continuous VOx deposition. a) (
√
7 ×√

7)R19.1°, (b) (8 × 8) and (c) Moiré pattern. d) (
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° (denoted as “

√
7”)

and Moiré LEED spot intensity as a function of deposition time. The LEED images are
acquired at 670K in 2× 10=7 mbar at a start voltage of 65 eV.

Details on the VOx growth are given in section 3.2.1. The AS-t plots constructed
from the Auger data are shown in figure 5.2 c. In figure 5.2c is seen, that the V and O
signals increase more or less linearly during the first 10 minutes of VOx deposition. A
change in the slope indicates completion of the first oxide layer. Subsequently, the Auger
signals increase with a lower rate, as expected for the formation of three dimensional
vanadium oxide crystallites on top of the first oxide layer.

As described in section 2.2.1, the oxidation state of vanadium oxide can be esti-
mated from the V L2,3M2,3M4,5/L2,3M2,3M2,3 Auger intensity ratio. Such an analysis is
conducted for the Auger data shown in figure 5.2b, and the Auger intensity ratios are
depicted in figure 5.3. Because of the low Auger intensity the data point for 0.5min
deposition time is excluded from the evaluation.

Starting from a value of 1.12 for 1.5min deposition time the V Auger intensity ratio
in figure 5.3 decreases to a final value of 0.96. The average value is 0.99. The standard
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Figure 5.2: Deposition rate calibration by AES. Acquired Rh (a), and V and
O (b) Auger spectra as a function of VOx deposition time. c) AS-t plot of
the VL2,3M2,3M2,3 (V437), VL2,3M2,3M4,5 (V473), VL2,3M4,5M4,5 and OKL2,3L2,3

(O+V510), and RhMN4,5N4,5 (Rh302) Auger transitions.
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Figure 5.3: VL2,3M2,3M4,5/VL2,3M2,3M2,3 Auger intensity ratio as a function of VOx

deposition time.

deviation is with 0.05 quite high, indicating a high signal to noise ratio. The slight
decrease in the VL2,3M2,3M4,5/VL2,3M2,3M2,3 Auger intensity ratio indicates an increase
of the vanadium oxidation state during the deposition process. This is, however, in
contradiction to literature. Experiments have revealed a gradual reduction of vanadium
with increasing V coverage [53]. A decreasing oxidation state of vanadium mainly occurs
during the transition from the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure to the hexagonal, high coverage

phases in the coverage range between 0.6 and 1.2MLE. The reduction is manifested by
the appearance of a low binding energy component in the V2p core level spectrum. XP
spectra collected at the Nanospectroscopy beamline and the ESCA microscopy beamline
(Elettra), presented in sections 5.4 and 5.7, indicated a gradual shift to lower binding
energy of V during VOx deposition. Apparently, the the estimation of the oxidation
state based on the V Auger intensity ratio fails (at least with the used spectrometer) for
sub-monolayer VOx films on Rh(111).

Together with Auger spectra, also LEED images are acquired after every deposition
step. A selection of the LEED images as a function of VOx coverage is shown in fig-
ure 5.4. Initially, the diffraction spots of a (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure are visible together

with a (2×2) pattern of chemisorbed oxygen up to a coverage of about 0.4MLE. With
increasing VOx coverage, the (2×2) diffraction spots become weaker until they finally
vanish, and only the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° LEED pattern remains at 0.5MLE. Further de-

position results in a complex LEED pattern at about 0.6MLE, which has been identified
as a (5×3

√
3)rect in reference [70]. This structure turns into a Moiré pattern of approx-

imately (12×12) periodicity for 0.8MLE, with additional diffraction spots appearing at
1MLE. At about 1.8MLE the Moiré pattern is transformed almost completely into the
so-called “wagon wheel” structure. Starting from about 2.9MLE the (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30°
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spots of the oxygen terminated corundum V2O3 surface [211] are superimposed on the
wagon wheel LEED pattern.

The VOx coverages stated in figure 5.4 are based on a calibration in which the van-
ishing (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° LEED pattern between 4.5 and 5.5min deposition time is taken

as a marker for a V coverage of 0.6MLE. The assignment of a closed (
√
7×

√
7)R19.1°

layer after 5 minute VOx deposition and the subsequent growth of a second layer is at
variance with the AS-t plot shown in figure 5.2c. The pronounced kink visible in the
AS-t plot suggests the formation of a closed oxide layer after 10min deposition time,
according to the change in slope of the VL2,3M2,3M2,3, V L2,3M2,3M4,5, VL2,3M4,5M4,5

and OKL2,3L2,3, and RhMN4,5N4,5 signals. The recorded AS-t plot is also at variance
with the AS-t plot reported in [69, 70], where the change in slope coincided with the
transformation of the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° into a (5×3

√
3)rect structure.

Overall, the experimental findings are in good agreement with the growth studies
reported by Schoiswohl et al. [53] and Hesse et al. [69, 70]. However, some differences
exist: i) the characteristic structural transformations for the high-coverage VOx phases
(θV ≥ 0.6MLE) are observed at higher V coverages than in [53]; ii) a considerable change
in slope of the AS-t plot in figure 5.2c is seen only after deposition of about (1MLE)
VOx, whereas a kink in the AS-t plot is reported to occur during the transformation of
the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° into a (5×3

√
3)rect structure (0.6MLE) [69,70].

The first point might be explained by the different analysis methods used in this
study and in the experiments of Schoiswohl et al.: In [53] STM was applied to ob-
serve structural transformations, whereas in this study only LEED is available for a
structure determination. Since LEED probes a much larger area than STM (≈ 1mm2

vs 10=8 mm2), STM might just happen to detect one of a number of coexisting vana-
dium oxide structures during the deposition. For example, the formation of the wagon
wheel structure is reported to occur after deposition of 0.8MLE VOx together with an
“oblique” structure, whereas in this study the formation of the wagon wheel LEED pat-
tern is observed only after deposition of about 1.1MLE VOx. The same holds for the
appearance of the (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30° spots belonging to the corundum V2O3 oxide phase.

Schoiswohl et al. report the formation of V2O3 crystallites starting from 1MLE, wheres
in this study weak (

√
3×

√
3)R30° reflexes can only be observed after the deposition of

2.2MLE. Another deviation from the experiments reported by Schoiswohl et al. is the
coexistence of the wagon wheel and the (

√
3×

√
3)R30° V2O3 structure in this study. In

the experiments reported in [211], the (
√
3×

√
3)R30° V2O3 structure is the only stable

structure for θV ≥ 2MLE. These differences might just reflect the different averaging
processes in the two methods.

The second point, the missing change in slope in the AS-t plot after the transfor-
mation from the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° into a series of other VOx structures can not be

explained easily. The system VOx/Rh(111) is characterized by number of structural
transformations and coexisting phases during the VOx transition, until finally the V2O3

corundum phase becomes the only stable phase. The (
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° is followed by

the (partially coexisting) hex-VO2 (Moiré), the oblique structure, and the wagon wheel
structure, upon continuous VOx deposition. These structural transformations proceed
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Figure 5.4: Vanadium oxide structures obtained during reactive evaporation as a func-
tion of V coverage. VOx is deposited in a step-wise manner (1min steps) at a sample
temperature of 670K in an oxygen atmosphere of 2× 10=7 mbar. The LEED images
are acquired at a start voltage of 65 eV after the sample is further heated in oxygen for
10min and cooled down in continuous oxygen flow after every deposition step.
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mainly by V uptake in the first oxide layer as proposed by Schoiswhl et al. [53], rather
than by opening up a second layer on top of the existing one. Consequently, the V
density increases upon further VOx deposition, which explains the observed gradual re-
duction of V in the coverage range 0.6 ≤ θV ≤ 1.0MLE. The wagon wheel structure,
with a composition of VO and a formal oxidation state of +2 is thereby the last oxide
structure in the first layer. Further V deposition leads to the nucleation and formation
of three-dimensional V2O3 crystallites of a formal oxidation state of +3. The gradual
increase of V density during the structural transitions may explain the missing change
in slope in the AS-t plot at around 5min. The observed kink at 10min (about 1.0MLE)
coincides with the onset of three-dimensional oxide growth reported in [53].

5.2 VOx redistribution during methanol oxidation in PEEM

The behavior of ultrathin vanadium oxide layers during methanol oxidation in the
10=4 mbar range has been described in references [68–70]. In this section details on
the redistribution dynamics are shown, mainly obtained during PEEM experiments con-
ducted at constant temperature and at variable gas phase composition. These results
complement the findings described in [70, chapter 5.4.2].

In most of the preceding experiments, linear heating ramps have been applied under
the conditions of catalytic methanol oxidation. Thus, the vanadium oxide redistribu-
tion pattern have been observed under transient experimental conditions The observed
pattern do not represent the equilibrium pattern, which could have been observed, if
the temperature would have been kept constant for a reasonably long time. The term
equilibrium is here not used in the sense of a thermodynamic equilibrium, since the
system under investigation represents a dissipative system, which by definition is not a
(and maybe even far from) thermodynamic equilibrium. Rather the stationary pattern
that emerges after a sufficiently long time is termed “equilibrium pattern”. In the first
part of this section, the transformation from a homogeneously vanadium oxide covered
surface to the condensation into circular vanadium oxide islands via an intermediate pat-
tern of VOx stripes is described in detail. Here, the evolution of vanadium oxide stripes
and VOx islands at constant temperature is described, with a focus on the reversibility
of the transition from stripes to islands. Furthermore, the influence of the gas phase
composition on the redistribution patterns is studied.

5.2.1 The transition form a homogeneous VOx film to islands

If a Rh(111) surface covered with a sub-monolayer coverage of VOx (θV ≤ 0.6MLE) is
heated from room temperature to 1020K in a gas atmosphere of methanol and oxygen in
the 10=4 mbar range, a reaction induced-redistribution leads to the formation of macro-
scopic vanadium oxide stripes at around 800 to 900K, which coalesce into vanadium
oxide islands between 900 and 1020K, depending on the ratio of methanol and oxy-
gen [68–70]. In the following, in situ PEEM experiments conducted with two different
gas phase compositions (“reducing reaction conditions”: p(CH3OH) = 3× 10=4 mbar,
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p(O2) = 1× 10=4 mbar; “oxidizing reaction conditions”: p(CH3OH) is equal to p(O2)
= 1× 10=4 mbar) are shown. Finally, pattern formation occurring with a large excess
of oxygen is described.

Reducing and oxidizing reaction conditions

Figure 5.5 summarizes six experiments conducted with 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3MLE of VOx

heated from 770K to 1020K under either oxidizing or reducing reaction conditions.
The PEEM images in figure 5.5 reveal systematic trends in pattern evolution, as the
VOx coverage and the gas phase composition are varied. These trends are i) the width
and density of the vanadium oxide stripes, that form in the initial stage change; ii) a
reduced (in PEEM bright) phase inside the vanadium oxide structures appears; iii) the
temperature at which the different stages of the redistribution occur varies; and iv) the
transformation of the stripe pattern into an island pattern occurs, depending on the
experimental parameters.

i) The width and density of the vanadium oxide stripes depends strongly on the
vanadium oxide coverage. With increasing coverage the number of stripes is reduced in
all stages of the ripening process. Simultaneously the average width of a single stripe
increases, as seen by comparing the first PEEM images recorded at 875K for the three
different coverages under reducing reaction conditions. The same qualitative behavior is
also seen for oxidative reaction conditions, but the overall width of the stripes developing
under oxidizing reaction conditions is smaller compared to the stripe width obtained
under reducing reaction conditions.

ii) As described in chapter 4, the formation of a reduced core inside of vanadium oxide
structures can occur under reaction conditions, provided the methanol partial pressure
is high enough and the oxide island radius is above a critical radius. This prerequisites
are given in the case of the vanadium oxide stripes formed under reducing reaction
conditions for 0.2 and 0.3MLE at 875K. A bright phase is seen in the thicker parts of
the oxide stripes. Also under oxidizing reaction conditions, the formation of the reduced
phase in the vanadium oxide structures can be observed. Starting at around 925K,
the nucleation of the reduced phase can be recognized by small, triangular shaped dark
patches at the connection points of neighboring oxide stripes, as shown in the second
PEEM image of the experiment conducted with 0.3MLE VOx. These dark patches are
the boundary phase, which separates the reduced core from the oxidized outer phase.
At 975K, the nucleus has grown to an extended reduced core, which covers a large part
of the oxide stripe. Similarly, for 0.2MLE VOx, a formation of a reduced core can be
observed. The reduced core only nucleates in the last stage of the ripening process, in
which the stripes coalesce into islands, thus increasing its width (or radius). This is
seen in the last PEEM image of the experiment conducted with 0.2MLE VOx under
oxidizing reaction conditions. In the experiment with 0.1MLE VOx, a large number
of thin stripes, and later, small vanadium oxide islands is formed. In all stages of the
ripening process, the radius is lower then the critical radius needed for the formation of
the reduced phase. Consequently, the vanadium oxide structures comprise only a single
oxidized VOx phase.
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Figure 5.5: Redistribution of vanadium oxide during catalytic methanol oxidation as
a function of VOx coverage for oxidizing and reducing reaction conditions. For details
please refer to the text.
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iii) In general, it is difficult to exactly determine the onset temperature of the stripe
formation. This has several reasons: With our PEEM system, the stripe formation
can only be detect in an already advanced stage, when enough contrast is gained by a
considerable separation into VOx rich and depleted areas, and when these areas have
grown to a certain size of at least a few µm diameter. The onset of stripe formation
can be determined best in a set of x(t)-plots shown in figure 5.6. The x(t)-plots are
constructed by taking line profilesvfrom every experiment along the yellow solid lines in
the first PEEM images of figure 5.5, and stacking them on top of each other.

The onset of pattern formation is found to occur at around 850, 825, and 810K under
reducing reaction conditions for a VOx coverage of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3MLE, respectively.
Under oxidizing reaction conditions, the stripe formation starts at 925, 850, and 840K for
a coverage of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3MLE, respectively. Clearly, reducing oxidation conditions
lead to a stripe pattern formation at considerably lower temperature. In both sets
of experiments, a shift towards lower temperature is observed for an increasing VOx

coverage.
iv) The formation of circular vanadium oxide islands. The temperature at which

circular vanadium oxide islands are formed depends strongly on the vanadium oxide
coverage. For a small coverage of 0.1MLE vanadium oxide islands are already formed at
around 975K under reducing and oxidizing reaction conditions. At a higher coverage,
the coalescence of neighboring oxide stripes leads to the formation of curved, elongated
oxide structures, which do not reach a circular shape in the shown temperature range.
These elongated oxide structures are transformed into circular oxide islands only after
reaching 1020K, or (in the case of 0.3MLE) after prolonged exposure at 1020K. The
formation of circular islands proceeds either via a coalescence of neighboring stripes to
thicker ones, or by a fragmentation of the elongated oxide structures into several more
or less circular oxide islands. As long as the resulting islands have a size of less than
approximately 500 µm diameter, they attain a nearly circular shape after a few minutes
at 1020K. The tendency to form circular islands indicates a strong line tension, since
the interface VOx - Rh(111) is minimized in this way. Islands larger than ∼ 500 µm do
not reach a circular island size, even after several hours under reaction conditions at
1020K.

Strongly oxidizing reaction conditions

A key question is that after a purely thermodynamic driving force for the formation of
the stripe patterns and the circular islands. If these are dissipative structures generated
for example by reactive phase separation, then these patterns should only form under
reaction conditions. If a classic thermodynamic driving force exists, then these structures
should form also in the presence of pure O2, i. e. without a chemical reaction. These
questions are addressed in the following section.

Strongly oxidizing conditions (with a gas phase consisting only of oxygen in the
limiting case) result in formation of circular vanadium oxide islands. The behavior of
0.2MLE vanadium oxide during methanol oxidation strongly oxidizing reaction condi-
tions is depicted in figure 5.7, together with PEEM images recorded on a surface covered
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Figure 5.6: A series of x(t)-plots showing the stripe pattern formation of ultrathin vana-
dium oxide films during catalytic methanol oxidation under reducing (left) or oxidizing
(right) reaction conditions for a VO coverage of 0.1, 0.2, or 0.3MLE. The substrate
temperature is indicated by the solid red line (top axis). All samples are heated with a
constant heating rate of 0.5K s=1. The line profiles are taken along the yellow lines in
figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: Vanadium oxide redistribution dynamics under strongly oxidizing condi-
tions (1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 3× 10=4 mbar oxygen). a) A homogeneous VOx film
of 0.2MLE coverage is transformed into a pattern of circular oxide islands via the for-
mation of thin oxide stripes at a substrate temperature of 930K. b) Vanadium oxide
island formation in 1× 10=4 mbar pure oxygen at 1020K.

with 0.2MLE, which is heated to 1020K in pure oxygen.
Under strongly oxidizing conditions, the condensation of the homogeneous vanadium

oxide film into a stripe pattern starts around 910K. Right after the stripe formation was
observed in PEEM, the heating ramp is stopped and the sample is kept at a constant
temperature of 930K. Quite fast, the stripes taper off and form circular, approximately
100 µm large oxide islands. These islands do not exhibit a reduced core.

A similar experiment conducted in 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen is shown in figure 5.7 (b). A
0.2MLE thick VOx film is heated from room temperature to 1020K. Starting at around
970K, an island pattern evolves, as shown in the first image of the PEEM sequence.
In contrast to the experiments conducted during methanol oxidation, no stripes are
observed. However, due to the overall high work function in the temperature range from
400 - 970K, the resulting lack of PEEM contrast could be responsible for the failure to
observe a stripe pattern. Some interesting details of the oxide redistribution are seen in
the three PEEM images shown in figure 5.7: some islands disappear, while other islands
seem to coalesce at first sight, similar to the island coalescence observed during methanol
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oxidation. The two white arrows in the first PEEM image highlight this behavior (the
lower white arrow points to a disappearing island).

The small vanadium oxide island, indicated by the lower white arrow in the first
image, is hardly visible in the second image and completely absent in the third image.
The dissolution of vanadium oxide islands has already been observed during catalytic
methanol oxidation under oxidizing and strongly oxidizing conditions [68,70]. It is there-
fore a different process than the coalescence seen during catalytic methanol oxidation.
The islands do not move, but they evaporate1. This finding can be interpreted as classi-
cal Ostwald ripening, in which small islands exhibit a higher vapor pressure than larger
ones, leading to the growth of larger islands at the expense of smaller ones.

The coalescence of neighboring vanadium oxide islands in pure oxygen could not be
imaged directly, but the temporal evolution of the shape of an elongated vanadium oxide
island (indicted by the upper white arrow in the first image of figure 5.7), however, sug-
gests such a coalescence event. The elliptical shape present in the first image transforms
into a nearly circular shape in the third PEEM image, which is presumably the equilib-
rium shape obtained after the complete coalescence of two neighboring islands, which is
not recorded. As explained in section 4.2, reaction-induced oxygen gradients are neces-
sary for the coalescence of neighboring islands. The oxygen gradients may be caused by
the high residual gas pressure apparent in the UHV chamber (2 to 3× 10=8 mbar) after
conducting experiments with methanol in the 10=4 mbar range. Another explanation for
the elongated shape of the vanadium oxide island is that it can be caused by pinning at
macroscopic surface defects.

The experiments conducted in pure oxygen indicate that the circular vanadium oxide
island pattern is not a true non-equilibrium structure, since such a pattern also forms in
the absence of a chemical reaction. The oxide redistribution and the mobility of vana-
dium oxide is greatly enhanced under reaction conditions. Therefore, reaction conditions
might just facilitate the formation of such patterns without, however, being essential.
The formation of circular vanadium oxide islands in pure oxygen can be understood by
simple considerations about the ernergetics of an “homogeneous” VOx film compared
with macroscopic vanadium oxide islands. Since a vanadium oxide layer of 0.2MLE
consists only of half to a third of the ideal coverage of the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure,

on a mesoscopic scale such a layer has to consist of a large number of small islands,
which cannot be resolved with our PEEM. Macroscopically, the surface would occur
homogeneous. However, such a morphology has a large interfacial region and is thus
energetically unfavorable. By a condensation into macroscopic vanadium oxide islands,
the interfacial region can be reduced. Thus a thermodynamic driving force for the coa-
lescence of VOx into macroscopic islands exists. Such a coalescence can only be observed
at high temperature (around 1020K) due to the low mobility at lower temperature.

1The term evaporation refers to an equilibrium between vanadium oxide islands and a two-dimensional
lattice gas of diffusing VOx clusters, not to the evaporation of vanadium into the gas phase
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Figure 5.8: Stripe pattern evolution at a constant temperature of 930K under strongly
oxidizing reaction conditions. The linear heating ramp (0.2K s=1) is stopped at 930K,
the time in the PEEM images indicates the elapsed time at this temperature. The partial
pressure of methanol and oxygen are 1× 10=4 and 3× 10=4 mbar, the vanadium oxide
coverage is 0.2MLE.

5.2.2 Evolution of VOx pattern at constant temperature

Nearly all experiments that are described in this chapter so far are conducted by applying
a heating ramp This section describes the behavior of ultrathin vanadium oxide films
under constant experimental conditions.

Dynamics following the interruption of the heating ramp schedule

The evolution of stripe patterns formed around 900K is followed after stopping the
heating ramp. A high partial pressure of oxygen is beneficial in a sense, that only
a single vanadium oxide phase is stable, as long as the formed oxide structures do
not exceed a size larger than several hundred micrometers. Also the length scale of
the formed pattern is small, and the overall dynamics are quite slow, which greatly
reduces problems connected to the field of view (limited to around 1mm). In principle
such experiments lead to comparable results also under oxidizing and reducing reaction
conditions [70].

A series of PEEM images acquired during a heating ramp of 0.2 K s=1 and after the
heating ramp is stopped at 930K is shown in figure 5.8. Starting from around 900K,
the homogeneous surface state is lifted and the vanadium oxide layer is transformed into
a stripe pattern. As the temperature ramp is stopped, the stripes coarsen, resulting
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in a decrease in the stripe density and an increase of the average stripe thickness. Af-
ter around 140 s, the merging of neighboring stripes leads to a spot pattern, consisting
of circular islands. These islands can only be observed for a few minutes. This spot
pattern is not stable and neighboring islands reconnect. Very large and thick stripes
result. The ripening continues over a long time, and the number of stripes continu-
ously decreases, while the length of the stripes increases. Interestingly, the width of
the stripes is fairly uniform, whereas the length of the individual stripes varies. The
stripe pattern formed around 900K, thus, represents a kind of equilibrium pattern un-
der this conditions. The formation of vanadium oxide islands only occurs after a certain
reaction-condition-dependent threshold temperature is exceeded.

If a pattern is a stable structure in a certain parameter range, then it should form
irrespective of how this region in parameter space is reached. In order to study whether
this stripe pattern can be formed not only from a homogeneous vanadium oxide film, but
also starting from a spot pattern consisting of large vanadium oxide islands, the sample
is further heated (0.2K s=1) to 1030K, and kept at this temperature for around 1000 s.
The corresponding PEEM images are depicted in figure 5.9.

Soon after the linear heating ramp was started, the vanadium oxide stripes start to
contract at around 960K, resulting in an oval shape at 1000K. The islands become
circular even before the final temperature of 1030K is reached. Besides a slight drift of
the whole sample, due to the temperature change, no significant changes of the PEEM
images are detected during the roughly 1000 s at 1030K. The circular oxide islands rep-
resent the equilibrium pattern at this temperature under strongly oxidizing conditions.

Interestingly, the subsequent cool-down (0.2K s=1) to the initial temperature of 630K
reestablishes the original stripe pattern with surprising conformity. The transition from
a stripe to an island pattern is fully reversible, and the resulting pattern only depends on
the reaction conditions, but not on how these conditions are established. The complete
reversibility imposes constraints to ex situ experiments, since obviously the local distri-
bution and probably also the chemical composition of the surface under certain reaction
conditions can not be preserved at room temperature and in vacuum.

A similar experiment is conducted with a higher methanol to oxygen ratio. The
results are depicted in figure 5.10. In this case, pattern formation is additionally charac-
terized by at least two different, coexisting vanadium oxide phases within a VOx stripe
or island. Therefore a VOx/Rh(111) surface of 0.1MLE V coverage is heated to 1020K
under reducing reaction conditions and the formation of circular vanadium oxide islands
is observed. The low vanadium oxide coverage and a sufficiently long time at 1020K
ensure the presence of small, largely separated oxide islands. In this way, the transition
from the island pattern back to the stripe pattern can be observed, without disturbances
due to island coalescence.

The first PEEM image in figure 5.10 shows such an isolated vanadium oxide island,
after the methanol partial pressure was reduced from 3× 10=4 to 2× 10=4 mbar, while
keeping the oxygen pressure constant at 1× 10=4 mbar. Subsequently a cooling ramp
(0.2K s=1) is started, and the change of the vanadium oxide island is followed with
PEEM. Already at 890K, an elongation of the island occurs. This elongation continues
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Figure 5.9: PEEM images and temporal evolution of the substrate temperature and
total pressure demonstrating the reversibility of the oxide stripe - oxide island tran-
sition upon change of the reaction conditions. The stripe pattern formed at 930K is
transformed into an island pattern at 1030K, and recovers if the temperature is lowered
again. The partial pressures of methanol and oxygen are 1× 10=4 and 3× 10=4 mbar,
the vanadium oxide coverage is 0.2MLE.
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Figure 5.10: PEEM images showing a reversible stripe - island transition under re-
ducing reaction conditions. In the first three images, the temperature is decreased from
1030 to 845K with a rate of 0.2K s=1. Subsequently, the temperature is kept constant
for 1000s before the temperature is increased again to 1030K with the same rate.

until shortly before the heating ramp stops at 845K. The final island shape visible
in the third PEEM image of figure 5.10 does not change, even after 1000 s at constant
temperature.

If a heating ramp is started again to reach 1030K, a further elongation of the oxide
island is observed starting from around 870K. The reduced thickness of the island,
which now may be better described as a stripe, leads to an oxidation of the reduced
core. Finally, at 960K, the whole VOx stripe is oxidized, as shown in the fourth image
in figure 5.10. Upon further temperature increase, the oxide stripe contracts and forms
a circular island again, before 1000K are reached. The reduced oxide phase nucleates
again in the center of the vanadium oxide island, as soon as the width exceeds the critical
radius for the existence of a reduced core.

Dynamics at 1020K

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show PEEM images acquired after a linear heating ramp was
stopped at 1020K under reducing reaction conditions on surfaces covered with 0.1 and
0.2MLE VOx, respectively. The main difference between this two experiments is that
the low coverage oxide film forms circular vanadium oxide islands already below 1000K,
whereas the thicker oxide film is still in the stripe stage of the coarsening process after
the heating ramp is finished. Another difference is the smaller diameter of the oxide
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Figure 5.11: PEEM images showing the vanadium oxide island formation during cat-
alytic methanol oxidation at a constant temperature of 1020K with 0.1MLE VOx under
reducing reaction conditions. The time in the images represents the time since a linear
heating ramp (0.2K s=1) was interrupted at 1020K.

islands in the experiment with only 0.1MLE.
In figure 5.11, the approach of two neighboring islands and the subsequent coalescence

is seen in the lower part of the three PEEM images. The resulting, large oxide island
has a slightly deformed, elliptical shape. For smaller islands this elliptic shape slowly
transforms into a circular shape again, if no other islands are within a critical distance of
100 to 200 µm. Larger islands (with a diameter typically above 200 to 300 µm, depending
on the reaction conditions) retain such a deformed shape, even after hours of exposure
to reaction conditions.

The PEEM images in figure 5.12 still exhibit a stripe pattern as a metastable struc-
ture up to about 400 s at 1020K. A tapering and subsequent separation of the stripes,
starting at the thinner parts, finally leads to the formation of an oval, large island at
around 800 s. In the course of the experiment, the island continuously changes its shape,
without becoming circular again.

In general, smaller vanadium oxide coverages and more oxidizing reaction conditions
lead to the formation of circular and small oxide islands. With increasing vanadium oxide
coverage, and more reducing reaction conditions, the islands become larger. Starting on
freshly deposited VOx films of a coverage around 0.3 to 0.4MLE under reducing reaction
conditions, a stripe pattern is still present after long exposure to reaction conditions at
1020K. Large irregularly shaped vanadium oxide areas form instead of circular islands.
These irregularly shaped areas do not approach an equilibrium shape, but continuously
grow, coalesce and separate over a period of several hours. For a small coverage below
approximately 0.2MLE, the circular vanadium oxide islands can be seen as a kind of
equilibrium structure, which can be observed for periods of several minutes to hours, as
long as island coalescences have led to a large enough distance between all individual
islands.
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Figure 5.12: Vanadium oxide island formation at 1020K with 0.2MLE VOx under
reducing reaction conditions. The time in the images represents the time elapsed since
a linear heating ramp (0.2Kmin=1) was interrupted at 1020K.

5.2.3 Dependence of the VOx island substructure on the gas phase
composition

So far, an island substructure consisting of an oxidized rim and a reduced core has only
been observed on either thin oxide stripes or on large oxide islands. The first SPELEEM
measurements on the system CH3 +O2/VOx/Rh(111) already showed the existence of
a third, a few micrometer thin boundary phase, which separates the reduced core from
the oxidized ring [69,70]. This thin boundary layer appears in most PEEM images as a
thin, dark band between oxidized ring and reduced core.

Vanadium is known for a structural variety of its two- and three-dimensional oxides,
and its ability to easily switch the oxidation state between +2 and +5. In order to
check if this structural and chemical variability is reflected in an even larger number
of coexisting oxide phases, the methanol partial pressure is varied systematically at
different substrate temperatures and fixed oxygen partial pressure. The first experiment
is conducted at constant 1030K with a vanadium oxide layer of 0.1MLE coverage. An
x(t)-plot taken across an approximately 250 µm wide island, together with two PEEM
images of the island is shown in figure 5.13.

A close inspection of the x(t)-plot reveals two characteristics of the vanadium oxide
islands. Firstly, at a temperature of 1030K only the three already known VOx phases
can be observed, the ring, the core and the thin boundary separating the two. Secondly,
upon methanol pressure increase, the whole island slightly contracts, with the largest
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Figure 5.13: Methanol pressure dependent existence of the reduced VOx island core
observed at 1030K during catalytic methanol oxidation on 0.1MLE VOx/Rh(111). The
x(t)-plot on the left side of the figure shows intensity line profiles taken on PEEM images
across the yellow line in the two PEEM images on the right side. The methanol partial
pressure is indicated in the plot as a solid red line (right abscissa), the oxygen pressure is
kept constant at 1× 10=4 mbar. Two white lines are added as a reference for the readers
eye in the x(t)-plot.

size-change happening, when the bright phase nucleates in the island center. As a
reference for the readers eye, the VOx / Rh(111) interface position at the beginning of
the experiment is highlighted in the x(t)-plot by two dashed white lines.

The contraction of the vanadium oxide island can easily be understood by consid-
ering, that the vanadium density of most reduced phases is higher than the V density
of the oxidized phases [53,55]. If the number of vanadium atoms in the oxide islands is
conserved, a reduction of the oxide island core requires the transport of V atoms from
the outer parts of the island into the center.

Similar experiments are conducted at 1000 and 970K with a number of vanadium
oxide islands of different size. The results are displayed in figure 5.14, which comprises
x(t)-plots and PEEM images of three vanadium oxide islands obtained by first heating
0.2MLE VOx to 1020K under reducing reaction conditions, and then cooling the sample
down to 970K. The methanol partial pressure is first reduced to 1× 10=5 mbar, resulting
in a completely oxidized VOx island. Subsequently, the methanol partial pressure is
increased in steps of 1× 10=5 mbar approximately every 2min. The nucleation and
growth of reduced vanadium oxide phases is followed in PEEM, while keeping the oxygen
pressure constant at 1× 10=4 mbar. With this procedure a surface consisting of a small
number of widely separated vanadium oxide islands is obtained.

In figure 5.14 three oxide islands of different size are shown. As the methanol pressure
is increased under constant conditions (970K and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen), the nucleation
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Figure 5.14: PEEM images showing the formation of different vanadium oxide phases
within a VOx island upon methanol pressure increase. Left: x(t)-plots taken along
the short (top experiment) and long axis (middle and bottom experiment) of ellipti-
cal oxide islands. The methanol partial pressure is indicated in the plots in units of
10=4 mbar. Right: Corresponding PEEM images, with the methanol pressure indicated
in 10=4 mbar, showing different stages during the methanol pressure increase. The island
size is 0.7mm2 (top), 0.25mm2 (middle), and 0.15mm2 (bottom). The field of view is
1100 µm (top), and 970 µm (middle and bottom), the oxygen pressure and temperature
are 1× 10=4 mbar and 970K, respectively.
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of up to four vanadium oxide phases separated by thin, dark boundary phases can be
observed. In the third PEEM image in the top panel of figure 5.14, the different vanadium
oxide phases show up as concentric rings of decreasing PEEM intensity. The highest
PEEM intensity is observed in the center of the oxide island, wheres the lowest PEEM
intensity is detected on the outermost VOx phase. If the methanol pressure exceeds a
certain threshold, which depends strongly on the vanadium oxide island size, the dark
boundary phases disappear and the VOx islands consist only of a single reduced core
and an oxidized ring.

The three x(t)-plots in the top, middle and bottom panel demonstrate that the
methanol partial pressure at which the first reduced VOx phase nucleates increases with
decreasing island size. On the 0.7mm2 island (top panel), the nucleation of the first
reduced phase proceeds already at a methanol pressure of 0.2× 10=4 mbar, whereas 0.3
and 0.4× 10=4 mbar are needed for nucleation of the reduced phase on the 0.25 and
0.15mm2 large islands, respectively. For nearly circular VOx islands, the formation of
the reduced VOx phases leads to an oxide island consisting of four concentric rings. In
case of an elliptical VOx island, the four different vanadium oxide phases can only be
observed along the long axis.

The occurrence of several different VOx phases within a single vanadium oxide island
is apparently a consequence of the development of macroscopic oxygen gradients under
the conditions of methanol oxidation. The vanadium oxide islands act as “catalytic
micro-reactors”, which consume oxygen. Due to the low sticking coefficient of oxygen
on the vanadium oxide covered surface, adsorbed O atoms needed for the oxidation re-
action are supplied by diffusion from the Rh(111) surface surrounding the oxide islands.
Since oxygen is supplied only from the boundaries of the islands, but is consumed in
the interior of the island, a gradient in the oxygen concentration develops under re-
action conditions. A cross-section through an oxide island corresponds to a decrease
in the chemical potential of oxygen µO, and should therefore represent a cross-section
(isotherm) through the phase diagram of the system VOx/Rh(111) if one of the axes
in the phase diagram is the chemical potential of oxygen. Such a phase diagram has
been constructed with quantum chemical methods by C. Penschke, X. Li, J. Paier and
J. Sauer. It will be introduced in section 5.3.3.

5.2.4 Summary of the PEEM experiments

In the preceding sections a detailed investigation of VOx pattern formation is given. The
methanol partial pressure, the temperature and the vanadium oxide coverage is varied
systematically in order to decipher the influence of these parameters on the redistribution
patterns.

The methanol partial pressure affects the temperature at which a condensation of
the initially homogeneous VOx film into macroscopic stripes sets in. An increasing
methanol partial pressure decreases the onset temperature of pattern formation. A
higher methanol partial pressure also leads to wider VOx stripes and larger VOx islands.
Also the tendency to form an inner reduced core is increased with higher methanol
partial pressures. In general island ripening proceeds via coalescence of neighboring
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islands. However, also the “evaporation” of smaller islands is observed for low methanol
partial pressures, e.g. under more oxidizing conditions. This latter behavior is known
as Ostwald ripening.

A higher vanadium oxide coverage has a similar effect as an increased methanol par-
tial pressure. The onset temperature for pattern formation is reduced by a higher VOx

coverage, and the width of VOx stripes and islands increases. The shape of vanadium
oxide islands differs more and more from a circular shape with increasing VOx cover-
age. Pattern formation finally completely vanishes upon deposition of ≈ 0.6MLE. The
0.6MLE VOx suffice to form a closed oxide layer of (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1°, thus preventing

pattern formation.
The gas phase composition has a large influence on the composition and substructure

of the vanadium oxide islands and stripes. A high methanol partial pressure favors the
nucleation and growth of a reduced VOx phase in the center of the vanadium oxide
islands or VOx stripes. The existence of a reduced phase is attributed to oxygen gradients
surrounding the vanadium oxide structures, but also existing in the interior of the islands
/ stripes. A high reaction rate causes strong oxygen gradients and therefore favors the
formation of a reduced core in the oxide stripes and islands. At a temperature of 970K
up to four different vanadium oxide phases, separated by thin boundary phases, can be
observed within a single island. The formation of different oxide phases upon methanol
pressure variation is fully reversible.

5.3 VOx redistribution during methanol oxidation in LEEM

Since contrast in PEEM is mainly generated by local variations of the work function,
an identification of the different VOx phases is only possible with methods which pro-
vide structural and/or chemical contrast like LEEM and SPELEEM. For this reason
further experiments have been carried out at the University of Bremen in the group of
J. Falta. Taking diffraction images from a small area of 5 µm diameter (µLEED) allows
in principle an assignment of vanadium oxide structures to the different grey levels in
PEEM. Additionally, the superior spatial resolution of LEEM enables to reveal details
of vanadium oxide redistribution dynamics under reaction conditions up to a pressure
in the 10=4 mbar range.

5.3.1 VOx stripe pattern formation

The behavior of circular vanadium oxide islands during methanol oxidation has been
investigated in a preceding SPELEEM study in the 10=6 mbar range [70]. In contrast
to the here presented results, vanadium oxide islands have been grown in the 10=4 mbar
range, without the possibility to follow the oxide redistribution in situ. However, with
the LEEM microscope located at the University of Bremen, in situ measurements up to
a pressure in the low 10=4 mbar are possible, and thus the complete reaction-induced
redistribution process can be followed with LEED and LEEM in situ.
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Figure 5.15: LEEM images showing the reaction-induced condensation of a homoge-
neous vanadium oxide film into macroscopic VOx stripes. The VOx/Rh(111) surface
(θV = 0.3MLE) is heated in the reaction gas atmosphere from room temperature to
960K. Dark area is VOx covered surface. The field of view is 50 µm and the images are
acquired at a start voltage of 2 eV.

Stripe formation is observed during a temperature ramp in a gas atmosphere consist-
ing of 1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen, as depicted in figure 5.15. The
first LEEM image shows the homogeneous VOx/Rh(111) surface as prepared after the
sample was heated to 690K. The initial VOx coverage is 0.3MLE, and LEED displays a
(
√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure after VOx deposition. Up to 690K no changes of the surface

morphology are observed in LEEM in a field of view of 50 µm. Despite some surface
defects, showing up as small dark or bright spots, the LEEM image is dominated by a
large number of parallel step bunches, which run from the lower left to the upper right
corner of the sample. These step bunches result from a slight (and unavoidable) miss-cut
during preparation of the (111) oriented surface. These step bunches are responsible for
the orientation of the macroscopic stripe pattern observable during methanol oxidation
in PEEM experiments presented in section 5.2.1, as will be shown in the following.

As the sample is further heated, the homogeneous surface state is lifted and a con-
densation of vanadium oxide into a large number of equally spaced small islands sets
in at around 750K. Starting at around 900K, large areas covered with a dense vana-
dium oxide phase form. At the chosen start voltage, vanadium oxide has a low LEEM
intensity, wheres the surrounding Rh(111) surface appears as bright area. Initially, the
interface between the large vanadium oxide covered areas and the Rh surface is diffuse.
As the temperature is increased to 960K, the VOx covered regions become denser. The
interface sharpens and the LEEM intensity decreases over roughly 300 s, as demonstrated
in the second to fourth LEEM image in figure 5.15.
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Besides ripening of the large VOx islands, also a growth of the homogeneously spread,
small vanadium oxide islands can be observed. The average size of these “micro-islands”
increases, whereas their number continuously decreases. Starting from around 1350 s af-
ter 960K is reached, the disappearance of the micro-islands in the vicinity of the larger
VOx covered regions indicates a diffusional transport of vanadium from the smaller crys-
tallites to the extended VOx areas. This transport continues until after ≈ 1500 s nearly
all VOx micro-islands have vanished completely. This clearly indicates an Ostwald-like
ripening process during formation of the vanadium oxide stripes. Initially, nanoscopic
VOx islands grow homogeneously on the surface until a small number of these islands
become large enough to finally grow into macroscopic VOx stripes. The smaller islands
initially continue to grow until they dissolve presumably into mobile VOx clusters. The
clusters condensate as the macroscopic VOx stripes become larger and larger. The result
is a nearly complete phase separation into bare Rh surface and VOx stripes.

The last three images of figure 5.15 show that the macroscopic vanadium oxide stripes
that form under reaction conditions around 700 - 800K are not stationary structures
but dynamic, forming and breaking connections over a long time. Finally they reach a
quasi-stationary pattern of parallel stripes. Some details in the dynamics can be seen
in the last three LEEM images in figure 5.15. In these images a connection between the
upper and lower dark vanadium oxide stripe moves into the field of view from the left
side. In contrast to the leading front of the moving VOx stripe, which exhibits a sharp
interface, many small dark spots surround the backside, as can be seen in the last LEEM
image. A large number of small VOx micro-islands evolves on the whole area passed
by the macroscopic VOx stripe. This indicates that a fraction the VOx gets pinned to
surface defects or step bunches. These micro-islands dissolve quickly presumably into
small clusters, which cannot be resolved in LEEM. Most of the VOx stripes are oriented
perpendicular to the step bunches of the Rh(111) surface. The same behavior has been
observed by Lovis et al. in a SPELEEM study conducted on ultrathin vanadium oxide
films on Rh(111) during the H2+O2 reaction in the 10=6 mbar range around 750K. A
step-flow mechanism of VOx has been discussed as a possible reason for the preferential
orientation of the macroscopic VOx stripes [202].

Figure 5.16a shows a large LEEM image composed of several images2. Two neigh-
boring VOx stripes can be seen, which just have formed a connection. The image is
acquired after the sample was cooled down from 920K, where the stripes have formed,
to 820K, where the stripes are less mobile. In this way, the coalescence of the two stripes
is frozen. As a consequence of the temperature decrease, the initially sharp boundary of
the vanadium oxide islands becomes fuzzy. Many excursions along the step bunches of
the Rh surface occur, as shown in the first LEEM image of figure 5.16b, (area highlighted
by a red circle in a). Besides a growth of the vanadium oxide stripes in the direction
of the step bunches, also a morphological change of the island interior is observed. The
initially homogeneous surface split up into areas of two different grey levels. These two

2The LEEM images presented in this chapter are all acquired on the same single crystal, however
the large scale images composed of many single images are rotated slightly in order to fit better into the
page layout.
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Figure 5.16: Sharpening of the VOx/Rh(111) interface upon temperature increase.
a) Large LEEM image composed of several images, showing two neighboring vanadium
oxide stripes, which have formed a connection to each other. The images are acquired
at 820K with a start voltage of 1.4 eV. b) Series of LEEM images acquired at 2.2 eV,
showing the connection between the two VOx stripes (highlighted by a red circle in
a)) during a temperature increase of 70K. The time elapsed since the heat-up was
started, the temperature, and labels identifying the different surface areas are stated in
the images.

phenomena clearly demonstrate, that a simple freezing of vanadium oxide structures by
simply cooling the sample down is accompanied by drastic morphological changes on the
meso-scale, which cannot be resolved clearly in PEEM.

Interestingly, the fraying of the interface upon temperature decrease is fully re-
versible, as demonstrated in figure 5.16b. The series of LEEM images is acquired during
a temperature increase by 70K. Within two minutes, the interface between the vana-
dium oxide covered area and the Rh(111) surface becomes sharp again, and needle like
VOx excursions extending into the surrounding Rh surface disappear completely. Fur-
thermore also the inner parts of the vanadium oxide covered areas are homogenized. A
substructure consisting of an oxidized ring and a core known from PEEM experiments
becomes visible.

An enlarged view of such a VOx stripe consisting of a reduced core and an oxidized
outer rim is depicted in figure 5.17, which comprises a large-area LEEM image com-
posed of several images. The macroscopic VOx stripe is oriented perpendicular to the
step bunches of the Rh(111) surface. A sharp interface separates the surrounding Rh
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Figure 5.17: Large scale LEEM image of a VOx stripe. The image is composed of
several images. The VOx substructure consists of a reduced and an oxidized ring. The
LEEM images are acquired at 990K with a start voltage of 1.2 eV in a gas atmosphere
consisting of 1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen. The image is rotated
by roughly 90° with respect to the orientation in figure 5.16.

surface from the VOx covered area. The outer oxidized VOx phase is characterized by
a homogeneous, low LEEM intensity. Quite in contrast to the homogeneous appearance
of the outer, oxidized VOx phase is the inner, reduced area.

A fuzzy interface separats the outer and inner parts of the VOx stripe, which seems
to consist of a large number of small crystallites oriented along the step bunches. Inter-
estingly no boundary phase can be identified in the LEEM image shown in figure 5.17.
Instead the crystallite density increases over an area of about 3µm until a more or less
homogeneously bright area forms. This bright area is interrupted by dark surface defects
and clearly exhibits parallel features associated to the step bunches on the surface.

5.3.2 In situ LEED analysis

The identification of the different vanadium oxide phases appearing under reaction con-
ditions is important for deciphering the mechanism of VOx pattern formation in catalytic
methanol oxidation. An ex situ characterization of the same system has already been
performed with conventional LEED [70]. In these experiments, freshly prepared vana-
dium oxide films have been successively heated to higher temperature under oxidizing
methanol oxidation conditions in the 10=4 mbar range until finally 1020K have been
reached. After every heating step, the sample was cooled down fast to room tempera-
ture in a continuous gas flow. LEED images have been acquired afterwards in vacuum.
For the coverage range up to 0.3MLE, after heating to 1020K a (

√
13×

√
13)R13.8° has

been obtained (0.2K s=1). As an intermediate structure occurring after the sample has
been heated to 793 - 828K a Moiré pattern is reported. Both LEED images additionally
showed a (2 × 2) pattern caused by chemisorbed oxygen on the bare Rh surface.

The mentioned LEED study has two limitations: i) structural transitions may have
occured during the cool-down of the sample; ii) a conventional LEED apparatus inte-
grates over a large area, given by the electron beam diameter of several tens to hundreds
of micrometers. VOx covered parts and and bare Rh surface are probed simultaneously.
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Clearly a structural identification of the different coexisting VOx phases that usually
form under the applied reaction conditions is not possible.

Therefore an in situ LEED experiment has been performed at 900K with SPELEEM
at the Nanospectroscopy beamline (Elettra) [70]. There macroscopic vanadium oxide
islands, that exhibited the substructure consisting of a reduced core and an oxidized
ring, have been prepared in the 10=4 mbar range and were characterized in the 10=6 mbar
range during methanol oxidation with varying partial pressures. Depending on the gas
phase composition the oxidized ring and the reduced core displayed either a clean (1×1)
LEED pattern or a (1 × 1) with faint diffraction spots belonging to a (

√
3 × 3)R30°

Moiré. A few micrometer thin boundary layer, which separated the oxidized ring and
the reduced core, displayed either a (12 × 12) Moiré pattern or a (

√
3 × 3)R30° Moiré

pattern, depending on the gas phase composition.

LEED during formation of a stripe pattern

In this study, the use of the LEEM microscope located at the University of Bremen
enables us to perform µLEED in situ in the 10=4 mbar range during catalytic methanol
oxidation. LEED images are acquired of an area of 5 µm diameter during vanadium oxide
stripe formation, and on circular vanadium oxide islands. However, the redistribution
dynamics of VOx and experimental problems related to charging in the microscopes
electron analyzer, as well as sample drift due to the applied high temperature rendered
the experiment quite difficult. This is, for example, reflected by strongly distorted
LEED images (charging in the analyzer) and the impossibility to acquire LEED-I(V )
measurements.

LEED images acquired during the formation of macroscopic vanadium oxide stripes
are depicted in figure 5.18a and b, together with simulated diffraction pattern in c.
The LEED images shown in figure 5.18a and b are taken from an LEED-I(V ) stack
recorded on an evolving vanadium oxide stripe. Besides the integral order diffraction
spots (highlighted by black circles), intense spots of the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure and

some additional faint spots approximately at the (2
√
3 × 2

√
3)R30° positions, better

seen in the second LEED image acquired at 24 eV. Interestingly, the (2
√
3× 2

√
3)R30°

diffraction pattern disappears within a few minutes without a parameter change and faint
spots of a (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30° Moiré pattern develop additionally to the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1°

LEED pattern, as shown in figure 5.18b.
Figure 5.18c displays three representations of the LEED pattern depicted in fig-

ure 5.18a. The integral order diffraction spots are given as black circles, whereas the
diffraction spots belonging to the (2

√
3× 2

√
3)R30° and (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structures are

represented by green circles and blue squares, respectively. The first LEED image has
the diffraction spots located at the same positions as the experimental LEED image in a.
The second LEED image shows the same diffraction spots, but located at the positions
of the ideal (1 × 1), (2

√
3× 2

√
3)R30°, and (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° positions for comparison.

The third LEED image of figure 5.18c shows a superposition of all LEED spots of the
different structures.

By comparing the first and second LEED images in figure 5.18c, one notices that the
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Figure 5.18: Experimentally acquired and simulated LEED images of vanadium oxide
stripe formation. a) Two LEED images taken from an LEED-I(V ) stack at 35 and
24 eV of a vanadium oxide stripe. b) LEED image from the same I(V ) stack taken at
47 eV, a short time after the LEED images of (a). c) Diffraction spot positions of the
experimental LEED image shown in a (left), the ideal (1 × 1), (2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30°, and

(
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° LEED pattern with the half order diffraction spots missing (middle),

and all spots of the three pattern (right). The LEED images are simulated with the
program package LEEDpat Version 4.2 [246].

(2
√
3×2

√
3)R30° diffraction spots located in the center of the six (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° spots

that occur every 60°, are shifted towards the (0,0) spot in the experimental LEED image.
Since this variation occurs by more or less the same extent for each of the six LEED
spots, a distortion of the LEED image can be excluded as possible reason for a changed
spot position. Another difference between the experimentally observed LEED pattern
and the superposition of the ideal (2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30° and (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° patterns is

the absence of all half order diffraction spots in the experimental LEED image.
Interestingly, the LEED pattern displayed in figure 5.18a can reproducibly be ob-

tained during stripe pattern formation, but it exists for only a short period and trans-
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Figure 5.19: µLEED measurements on a circular vanadium oxide island. The LEEM
image acquired at a start voltage of 2.0 eV shows a representative VOx island consisting of
an oxidized ring, a reduced core, and a thin boundary phase separating the two. µLEED
measurements are performed on multiple islands and representative LEED images are
shown. The images are acquired at 1030K in 1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar
oxygen.

forms quickly into a (
√
7×

√
7)R19.1° pattern or a (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° pattern with weak

(
√
3 ×

√
3)R30° Moiré diffraction spots superimposed. A possible reason for this tran-

sient LEED pattern might therefore be an ordered defect structure which is removed as
the defects density is lowered and the crystallinity is increased.

LEED of circular VOx islands

The LEEM image in figure 5.19, which is acquired at 1020K in a gas atmosphere con-
sisting of 1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen shows a circular vanadium
oxide island with a substructure. This substructure consists of an oxidized ring of low
LEEM intensity, a thin boundary phase of high LEEM intensity, and a reduced core of
an intensity level between the oxidized ring and the boundary phase. Together with the
surrounding Rh surface a total of four different surface phases are seen in the LEEM
image. The corresponding µLEEDmeasurements are displayed around the LEEM image.

The Rh(111) surface surrounding the VOx island displays a clear (1×1) pattern. The
absence of an oxygen (2 × 2) pattern can be explained by the high temperature. The
outer, oxidized ring of the vanadium oxide island displays diffraction spots belonging
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to the (
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure together with six very weak Moiré spots located

around the (0,0) spot. In the thin boundary phase µLEED revealed a Moiré pattern of
approximately (12× 12) periodicity, whereas the reduced core exhibits a LEED pattern
which can be described as a (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30° Moiré pattern of approximately (7 × 7)

periodicity.
The obtained LEED pattern are in good agreement with the previously conducted

SPELEEM study carried out in the 10=6 mbar range [70]. A Moiré pattern of approxi-
mately (12× 12) periodicity is now identified as the structure of the boundary phase in
the 10=6 mbar as well as in the 10=4 mbar range, and also the (1× 1) of the surrounding
Rh surface is observed in both pressure ranges. Differences between the two pressure
regimes show up in the oxidized and reduced vanadium oxide phases. Wheres only a
(1 × 1) with a considerable amount of background intensity has been observed on both
phases in the 10=6 mbar range, a clear (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° pattern is assigned to the oxi-

dized ring under oxidizing reaction conditions at 1030K. The reduced phase instead is
characterized by a (

√
3×

√
3)R30° Moiré pattern of approximately (7× 7) periodicity at

10=4 mbar. This structure has also been observed in the 10=6 mbar range, but only in
the thin boundary phase, and only on a moving interface upon methanol partial pressure
increase. The transition back to the (12 × 12) Moiré pattern was possible by reducing
the methanol partial pressure again [70, figure 5.25]. No (

√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° LEED

pattern is observed under oxidizing reaction conditions in the temperature range from
room temperature to 1020K in the 10=4 mbar range.

5.3.3 Oscillating VOx islands

Unless they are involved in a ripening process, the vanadium oxide islands normally
exhibit a constant size. Under certain conditions, however, the islands are found to
oscillate in a kind of breathing mode despite constant experimental parameters. During
these oscillations the VOx islands exhibit periodic variations of their size as well as of
the structure of the reduced core.

Experimental observation of VOx island oscillations

The LEEM images in figure 5.20a show an oscillating VOx island. The first image dis-
plays a large vanadium oxide island consisting of an oxidized ring (low LEEM intensity),
a thin boundary phase (high LEEM intensity), and a reduced core. Interestingly, the re-
duced core exhibits two different intensity levels in LEEM: a bright phase, which consists
of many crystallites, coexists with another phase of lower, nearly homogeneous LEEM
intensity. The brighter of the two “core phases” looks like the reduced phase observed
in PEEM. The brightness in LEEM, however, depends on the start voltage, and the fact
that the reduced phase is imaged as bright area in LEEM and in PEEM is pure coin-
cidence. The reduced phase looks similar to the reduced phase in the vanadium oxide
stripe pattern displayed in figure 5.17. The intensity level is almost equal to that of the
thin boundary phase. This first LEEM image was acquired before the vanadium oxide
island started to oscillate.
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a)

c)

b)

Figure 5.20: Oscillating vanadium oxide island imaged with LEEM. a) Three LEEM
images acquired at a start voltage of 2.0 eV before the oscillations have started (left),
during a point of smallest island size (middle), and of largest island size (right). b)
Local LEEM intensity variation measured on the encircled areas in the third LEEM
image of a. c) x(t)-plot (left) taken along the yellow line depicted in the second LEEM
image of a, together with the interface position variations of the three interfaces present
in the depicted vanadium oxide island (right). Figure adapted from: Reaction dynam-
ics of metal/oxide catalysts: Methanol oxidation at vanadium oxide films on Rh(111)
from UHV to 10−2 mbar, B. von Boehn, C. Penschke, X. Li, J. Paier, J. Sauer, J.-O.
Krisponeit, J. I. Flege, J. Falta, H. Marchetto, T. Franz, G. Lilienkamp, and R. Im-
bihl, Journal of Catalysis, 2020, 385, 255 - 264, Copyright (2020), with permission from
Elsevier.
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Upon prolonged exposure (around one hour) to the oxidizing reaction conditions –
1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen at 1020K – the island continuously
shrinks until it finally reaches a size shown in the second LEEM image. The shrinking
of vanadium oxide islands observed in PEEM (for example discussed in section 5.2.1 and
in [70, chapter 5.5]) happens during the ripening and coalescence process of neighboring
VOx islands around 1000K in the 10=4 mbar range. The size reduction of the vanadium
oxide island is accompanied by irregular intensity variations at the interface between
reduced core and boundary phase. These irregular intensity variations continue to hap-
pen on larger areas extending from the boundary phase into the interior of the reduced
core. Finally the whole reduced core is transformed into a state of low, homogeneous
LEEM intensity. This situation is similar to the third LEEM image of figure 5.20. This
phase transition in the island core is accompanied by a slight area increase of the outer
oxidized ring. This transition, i. e. the disappearance of the bright phase in the reduced
island core and the simultaneous size-increase of the oxidized ring, marks the onset of a
periodic island oscillation. These oscillations could be observed for several minutes un-
der constant reaction conditions. They can best be visualized in the plot of the temporal
LEEM intensity variation shown in figure 5.20b.

A close inspection of the LEEM intensity variations in figure 5.20b reveals, that the
core and the boundary phase of the vanadium oxide island exhibit periodic variations of
their LEEM intensity, with a period of approximately 35 s. The intensity variations occur
furthermore in phase: the VOx core intensity increases together with the boundary phase
and rhodium intensity. Also their relative minima coincide. Only the LEEM intensity
of the oxidized ring exhibits no periodic intensity changes.

The intensity variations of the reduced island core do not proceed in a spatially
homogeneous manner. The transition from a dark core into a bright core occurs via
propagating fronts, which nucleate at the thin boundary phase. This can best be seen
in the x(t)-plot depicted in figure 5.20c (left). The initially bright core (0 s) turns dark
starting from the boundary phase until, finally, at around 20s, the whole core has a
homogeneous low LEEM intensity. The transition from the dark surface back into the
bright surface happens very fast, within less than a second, and spatially more or less
uniform.

Remarkably, the variations of the local LEEM intensity are accompanied by a peri-
odic contraction and expansion of the whole vanadium oxide island. These periodic size
changes are depicted in the x(t)-plot (left) and the plot of the interface positions as a
function of time (right) in figure 5.20c. The transformation of the core from the dark
into the bright state coincides with a contraction of the outer reduced core by about
2 µm. As the reduced core slowly returns into the dark state, the outer ring starts to
expand again until it reaches its maximum size shortly before the bright phase nucleates
again in the island core.

The periodic, “breathing-like” contraction and expansion of the vanadium oxide is-
land can be observed for several minutes until it is finally extinguished by the coalescence
of the oscillating vanadium oxide island with another larger oxide island in the surround-
ing. The absence of any oscillation after the coalescence clearly demonstrates that the
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occurrence of oscillations is an island size dependent effect, since no other parameters
have changed during the coalescence.

Mechanistic explanation of the VOx island oscillations

In order to understand the periodic, breathing like expansion and contraction of the
vanadium oxide island some properties of the system CH3OH+OH/VOx/Rh(111) are
recapitulated: The ongoing catalytic reaction on the vanadium oxide island consumes
oxygen. Oxygen, however, has a low sticking coefficient on the vanadium oxide covered
parts of the surface, but can adsorb on the surrounding Rh surface. Adsorbed oxygen
needed for the oxidation reaction is therefore supplied by surface diffusion from the
surrounding Rh surface to the vanadium oxide islands. The result are macroscopic
oxygen gradients, which surround the oxide islands. Since oxygen is consumed all over
the island, but supplied only from the boundary, these oxygen gradients extend also
inside the vanadium oxide islands. Thus, the chemical potential of oxygen is continuously
decreased when one crosses the Rh/VOx boundary and moves into the center of the
island.

As demonstrated in detail in section 5.2.3, a decreasing chemical potential of oxygen
can lead to a phase transition from an oxidized vanadium oxide phase into a reduced
one. A cross section through a vanadium oxide island, thus represents a cross section
through the phase diagram of the two-dimensional vanadium oxide phases on Rh(111).
This phase diagram (PD) has been theoretically calculated for a temperature of 900K
with density functional theory (DFT) by C. Penschke, X. Li, and J. Paier in the group
of J. Sauer at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. The PD is depicted in figure 5.21. A
possible transition between the oxidized (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° phase into a reduced phase is

indicated by the dashed blue line. By comparing the vanadium oxide coverage of these
two phases, one notices a difference of 0.07MLE, or a coverage increase of 16% when
reducing the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° into the (2 × 2) V2O3 structure. A closer inspection of

table 4.1 reveals a general trend: the ideal vanadium oxide coverage of a two-dimensional
vanadium oxide phase increases with decreasing oxidation state of V.

A second property of the system CH3OH+OH/VOx/Rh(111) is the existence of a
“critical island radius” (if the methanol partial pressure is constant) for the existence of
the reduced island core. Only if a vanadium oxide island is large enough, the chemical
potential (or the stationary coverage) of oxygen is reduced far enough, so that a reduced
phase can nucleate in it’s center 3. The key elements of the mechanism explaining the
oscillations of macroscopic vanadium oxide islands under constant reaction conditions
are i) the existence of a critical radius for the nucleation of a reduced core inside the
oxide islands, and ii) the V coverage increase upon a phase transition from an oxidized
into a reduced two-dimensional VOx phase.

A schematic representation of a possible mechanism explaining the island oscillations
is given in figure 5.22. In the LEEM experiment described in the preceding section, a

3In the experiment presented in section 5.2.3 a critical methanol pressure is observed for a constant
island radius, which is identical to a critical island radius at a constant methanol pressure.
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Figure 5.21: Phase diagram of two-dimensional vanadium oxide phase on Rh(111) for
a V coverage of θV ≤ 1MLE, calculated with density functional theory. The chemical
potential of oxygen has been translated into a pressure scale based on tabulated data for
900K (top axis). The composition of the different vanadium oxide phases, their coverage
and their surface structure are stated in the phase diagram. A possible transition between
an oxidized and an reduced phase, as observed during the island oscillations, is indicated
by the blue dashed line. The phase diagram was calculated by C. Penschke, X. Li,
J. Paier, and J. Sauer. Reprinted from: Reaction dynamics of metal/oxide catalysts:
Methanol oxidation at vanadium oxide films on Rh(111) from UHV to 10−2 mbar, B.
von Boehn, C. Penschke, X. Li, J. Paier, J. Sauer, J.-O. Krisponeit, J. I. Flege, J. Falta,
H. Marchetto, T. Franz, G. Lilienkamp, and R. Imbihl, Journal of Catalysis, 2020, 385,
255 - 264, Copyright (2020), with permission from Elsevier.

vanadium oxide island exhibiting the substructure of a reduced core (represented by the,
circular white area in figure 5.22), and an oxidized ring (represented by dark grey area)
continuously decreases its size until it finally undergoes the critical radius needed for the
existence of the reduced core. As a consequence, the reduced core gets oxidized. The
oxidation of the reduced core is connected to a decrease of the vanadium oxide coverage
in the center of the island; the extra V atoms expelled during the oxidation migrate to
the outer oxidized ring, which, as a consequence, increases its size. The island continues
to expand until, finally, the size exceeds the critical radius. The reduction of the island
center sets in and the extra V atoms needed to form the reduced VOx phase migrate
from the outer oxidized ring into the island center. The VOx islands contracts again, and
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Figure 5.22: Scheme of a possible mechanism explaining the periodic, “breathing-like”
expansion and contraction of a vanadium oxide island. As a vanadium oxide island with
a substructure consisting of an reduced core (white) and an oxidized ring (grey) shrinks
below a critical island radius for the existence of the reduced core (critical radius), the
oxidation of the inner core is triggered. Since the oxidized VOx phase has a lower V
coverage than the former reduced phase, the extra V atoms expelled during oxidation
migrate to the outer ring. The island expands as a consequence and is now larger than
the critical radius. The reduction of the island center starts, and V atoms migrate from
the outer ring into the island center to fill up empty sites in the growing reduced phase.
The island contracts again, until it has a size below the critical radius, which closes the
oscillation cycle.

the oscillatory cycle is closed, since a size below the critical radius triggers the oxidation
of the core again.

Two different VOx phases are clearly distinguishable in the reduced vanadium oxide
core depicted in the LEEM images of figure 5.20a, a bright phase and a darker phase.
According to the mechanism sketched above, the bright phase in the island core rep-
resents a more reduced VOx phase, and the darker phase a more oxidized one. This
is consistent with the experiment, since the vanadium oxide island in the first LEEM
image clearly is larger then the critical island radius, and its core mainly consists of the
brighter phase. As the island size reduces, the brighter phase is transformed more and
more into the dark phase, until finally the oxidation-induced V transport in the outer
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ring leads to an island expansion and the start of the oscillations.

5.3.4 Oxidation of a VOx island in LEEM

In order to support the mechanism sketched above, an oxidation of a large VOx island
with the core-ring substructure is carried out by reducing the methanol partial pressure
with all parameters being held constant. Initially the methanol pressure is increased to
about 1.6 × 10=4 mbar, while keeping the oxygen pressure and the temperature constant
at 1× 10=4 mbar and 1030K. In this way it is ensured, that a considerable fraction
of the large oxide islands is transformed into a reduced VOx phase. Subsequently, the
methanol pressure is reduced in steps to 1× 10=5 mbar. The oxidation and expansion
of the large vanadium oxide island is followed in LEEM, as depicted in the six LEEM
images in figure 5.23a, together with an x(t)-plot in figure 5.23b, taken along the yellow
line in the first LEEM image. Besides the actual oxidation of the VOx island, also
a considerable drift of the sample to the lower left side is seen in the LEEM images.
Especially in the x(t)-plot, the two interfaces Rh(111) / VOx ring and VOx ring /
boundary simultaneously drift to the lower right side of the graph for t ≤ 200 s.

As can be seen in the first LEEM image, the vanadium oxide island initially consists
of a thin and dark oxidized ring, a bright and relatively thick boundary phase, and
a bright island core, which seems to be composed of many small “crystallites”. By
reducing the methanol pressure from its initial value to roughly 8× 10=5 mbar (second
LEEM image), the intensity level of the reduced core decreases significantly. Also the
number of small crystallites in the core is reduced. At the same time, the oxidized ring
expands. Only the position and the appearance of the thin boundary phase separating
the core and the ring does not change, besides the above mentioned sample drift.

A subsequent reduction of the methanol pressure to 6× 10=5 mbar (fourth LEEM
image) leads to the dissolution of the thin boundary layer and a further decrease of the
core-intensity. The reduced core consists now of a homogeneously dark background of
roughly the same intensity as the oxidized ring with elongated bright “crystallites” on
top of it. These “crystallites” slowly dissolve via a front propagating from the boundary
phase towards the center of the island, as the methanol pressure is further decreased.
Finally the whole VOx island exhibits a homogeneous dark LEEM intensity (last LEEM
image).

The dissolution of the small, bright islands and the disappearance of the reduced
island core is accompanied by a drastic increase of the island size, as evidenced by an
expansion of roughly 10 µm in the x(t)-plot. This experiment clearly demonstrates,
that the brighter of the two “core phases” is a more reduced VOx phase than the
darker one. With the results of the µLEED measurements presented in section 5.3.2,
the (

√
3×

√
3)R30° structure can be assigned to the brighter of the two core phases. The

boundary phase, instead, displays a Morié pattern of approximately (12×12) periodicity
in LEED, whereas the outer ring has the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure. The dark phase

in the vanadium oxide core cannot be clearly characterized with LEED, since the is-
land oscillations were terminated by the coalescence of the two neighboring VOx islands
before a µLEED measurement could be performed. The experiment in which the VOx
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Figure 5.23: Oxidation of a VOx island with a substructure consisting of an oxidized
ring, a thin boundary phase, and a reduced core. The process is followed in LEEM. a)
A series of LEEM images recorded during the step-wise decrease of the methanol partial
pressure from 1.6 × 10=4 to 0.4× 10=4 mbar, while keeping the oxygen pressure and the
temperature at constant 1× 10=4 mbar and 1030K. The field of view is 70 µm and the
images are acquired at a start voltage of 1.5 eV. b) An x(t)-plot taken across the yellow
line depicted in the first LEEM image of (a), together with the methanol partial pressure
(solid red line, pressure scale on the right axis). The positions of the six LEEM images
are highlighted by arabic numbers on top of the x(t)-plot.
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island was oxidized could not be repeated in LEED mode, because a discharge between
the sample and the objective lens caused a contamination of the Rh(111) crystal, which
made a re-polishing of the surface necessary. However, due to the similar intensity levels
of the darker core phase and the outer, oxidized ring, one can assign a (

√
7 ×

√
7)19.1°

structure, as proposed in the mechanism, on a tentative basis.
The in situ LEEM investigation in the 10=4 mbar range reveals a new kind of reaction

dynamics, an oscillating vanadium oxide islands. Most of the involved VOx phases are
identified with µLEED. Only the preparation of large vanadium oxide islands with a
substructure consisting of more than three different phase, as presented in the PEEM
experiments of section 5.2.3 was not possible, but only for technical reasons. Therefore
it should be reproduced in future experiments.

5.4 VOx Coverage calibration during methanol oxidation

The coverage of the different vanadium oxide phases that arise during catalytic methanol
oxidation in the system VOx/Rh(111) are measured in and ex situ with scanning photoe-
mission electron microscopy (SPEM) at the ESCA Microscopy beamline (Elettra). The
principle idea of the experiment is as follows: vanadium oxide is deposited in a step-wise
manner. After every deposition step a reference spectrum is acquired with XPS. Later
a fresh VOx film is prepared and the sample is exposed to the conditions of catalytic
methanol oxidation in a high pressure cell at 10=4 mbar in order to form vanadium oxide
islands. Afterwards the sample is transferred into the analysis chamber of SPEM in
vacuum and an ex situ and in situ (10=6 mbar) characterization of the island structure is
conducted by means of micro-probe XPS. The recorded spectra are then compared with
the reference spectra to obtain the vanadium coverage. The coverage of oxygen in the
different parts of the islands is then calculated from the O1s / V2p core level intensity
ratio.

5.4.1 Beam damaging effects

Crucial for the interpretation of photoemission spectra is the effect of beam damage by
the probing photon beam on ultrathin vanadium oxide films. The high photon flux of
the focused X-ray beam emitted from the electron storage ring can have a strong impact
on the oxidation state of VOx. In general, high oxidation state compounds tend to get
reduced upon exposure to high photon doses, and this problem becomes more urgent
with focused X-ray beams [247]. In these experiments, the effect of beam damage is
minimized by acquiring all spectra either under reaction conditions in the 10=6 mbar
range in the presence of oxygen, or in an oxygen atmosphere of less than 2× 10=6 mbar
during the ex situ measurements. The presence of oxygen should keep VOx in an oxidized
state. Examples of beam damage effects are demonstrated in figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26,
which show five subsequently acquired spectra (zone plate and order sorting aperture
mode) of the O1s and V2p3/2 core levels.

In order to estimate the effect of beam damage, the chemical shift and the overall
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Figure 5.24: Beam damage effect on the O 1s core level during spectra acquisition
in OSA mode on a 0.2MLE VOx/Rh(111) surface. The spectra are acquired at room
temperature in an oxygen atmosphere of 1.3× 10=6 mbar. a) Subsequently acquired O1s
core level spectra (“sweeps”) and the average spectrum. b) O 1s core level intensities
obtained from a fit with three components.

signal decrease upon exposure to X-ray photons in the order-selecting aperture (OSA)
and zone plate (ZP) mode are evaluated. As described in detail in chapter 2.5, the
probing photon beam is focused in OSA mode by the beamline optics and the spot size
on the sample is restricted by a roughly 100 µm large aperture. In ZP mode an additional
zone plate optics, which focuses the X-ray beam down to ≈ 50 nm, is introduced between
the beamline optics and the order-selecting aperture. Due to different flux densities in
the OSA and ZP mode, also a different degree of beam damage is expected.

Figures 5.24a and 5.25a show five subsequently recorded O1s core level spectra, so-
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Figure 5.25: Beam damage effect on the O 1s core level during spectra acquisition
in ZP mode on a Rh(111) surface covered with vanadium oxide islands obtained after
catalytic methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range. The spectra are acquired ex situ at
room temperature in an oxygen atmosphere of ≤ 2× 10=6 mbar. Subsequently acquired
O1s spectra and the average spectrum (a), and core level intensities obtained from a fit
with three components are shown (b).
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called “sweeps”, that are acquired in OSA and ZP mode, respectively. In OSA mode, a
constant signal decrease with every sweep is observed, resulting in a 6.6% intensity loss
in the fifth sweep compared to the first one. The intensity of the average spectrum is
therefore about 3 to 4% lower as expected for a situation with negligible beam damage.
In ZP mode, no systematic trend in the O 1s signal intensity evolution during the five
sweeps is observed, leading to the interpretation, that beam damage is negligible in zone
plate mode.

The total O 1s core level intensity is obtained by a numerical fit with three compo-
nents to the experimental data, after a Shirley background was subtracted. The intensity
values of the three components for every sweep and the total intensity can be seen in
figures 5.24b and 5.25b. In case of OSA mode (figure 5.24b), the 6.6% intensity decrease
is mainly caused by the signal decrease of the low binding energy component at 529.2 eV.
In ZP mode, the intensity variations shown in figure 5.25 exhibit no systematic trend,
and all three O 1s components change in a similar way.

In case of the V 2p3/2 core level, no systematic trends in the total intensities can be
detected, neither in OSA, nor in ZP mode. This result is depicted in figure 5.26a, which
shows five sweeps and the average V2p3/2 spectrum recorded in OSA mode. The only
detectable effect of the probing photon beam on the measured core level spectra is a slight
shift of the V2p binding energy to lower values. This shift amounts to =0.06 eV/sweep
in OSA mode and =0.01 eV/sweep in ZP mode. However, in case of the ZP spectra, the
binding energy variations are on the noise level.

By comparing OSA and ZP spectra of the O 1s and V2p core levels one detects no
significant systematic intensity variations upon acquisition of five subsequent spectra.
Only the low binding energy O1s component component measured in OSA mode shows
a systematic signal decrease, resulting in a total intensity loss of 6.6%. A slight reduction
of the VOx film is furthermore indicated by a V2p binding energy decrease of 0.3 to
0.4 eV upon acquisition of five sweeps in OSA mode. It has to be noted, that fluctua-
tions of the probing X-ray beam cannot be detected at the ESCA Microscopy beamline
during spectra acquisition, even though they modulate the signal intensity. The overall
low influence of the probing photon beam on the acquired spectra allows for a reliable
determination of the surface composition. Due to the superior signal to noise ratio of
a spectrum averaged over five sweeps, and due to the low intensity and binding energy
variations occurring during the acquisition of these five sweeps, all following spectra
shown in this section are averaged over five single spectra.

5.4.2 VOx coverage calibration

In order to assign V and O coverages to the ex and in situ measured O1s and V2p core
level spectra of reaction-patterned samples, a calibration of the photoemission spectra
is essential. From an XPS calibration curve recorded from well defined oxide phases
on Rh(111), in a first step coverage dependent V 2p3/2 / Rh 3p3/2 intensity ratios are
determined. In a second step, these ratios are then used to calculate the V coverage on
the different parts of the reaction-patterned VOx/Rh(111) surface. With the V coverage
known, the oxygen coverage can be calculated using equation 2.5 from the O1s / V 2p
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Figure 5.26: Beam damage effect on the V2p3/2 core level during spectra acquisition
in OSA and ZP mode on a 0.2MLE VOx/Rh(111) surface. The spectra are acquired
at room temperature in an oxygen atmosphere of 1.3× 10=6 mbar. a) Subsequently
acquired V 2p3/2 core level spectra and the average spectrum (OSA mode). b) V2p3/2

binding energies (OSA and ZP mode) obtained from a fit with two components. The
dashed lines represent linear fits to estimate the chemical shift induced by beam damage.
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intensity ratios. This method is expected to give better results than a O1s / Rh 3p3/2

calibration curve from homogeneous VOx/Rh(111) films, since different from V, the O
coverage of the different VOx films is not increasing linearly with deposition time, and
thus is not well known. Thereby it has to be taken into account, that only the V2p3/2

and Rh 3p3/2 core level intensities are obtained from the numerical fits. These values
have to be multiplied by 1.5 in order to account for the specific area ratio based on the
degeneracy of each spin state in the spin-orbit splitting. Survey spectra recorded on the
oxygen covered Rh(111) surface and on 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2MLE thick VOx films are shown
in figure 5.27.

Homogeneous VOx films are prepared by step-wise reactive evaporation (670K,
2× 10=7 mbar oxygen) of VOx in a separate vacuum chamber. After every deposi-
tion step, a LEED and Auger characterization is performed in the preparation chamber
and XPS is measured in the main chamber. Based on the vanishing (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1°

LEED intensity as reference point, deposition of 0.6MLE VOx is assigned to 6min of
V evaporation time. For the XPS calibration curve, seven spectra are recorded: one
of the oxygen covered Rh(111) surface, and six of VOx/Rh(111) films, each recorded
after every two-minute deposition step, until a total of twelve minutes deposition time
(1.2MLE vanadium oxide) is completed.

Despite a small carbon signal (probably generated by traces of surface carbonate), no
contamination is detected. The C1s peak clearly visible in the first spectrum recorded on
the oxygen covered Rh(111) surface diminishes quickly after deposition of small amounts
of VOx. This might be explained by the oxidizing conditions during reactive evaporation
of VOx, and by the attenuation of C 1s photoelectrons by the VOx overlayer. For the
XPS calibration curve, three separate spectra are acquired after every deposition step.
One spectrum in the binding energy region extending from roughly 480 to 540 eV, which
covers the Rh 3p, V 2p and O1s core levels, as well as one spectrum of the C 1s and of
the Rh3d core levels. Figure 5.28 shows the oxygen, vanadium and rhodium signals used
for the calibration, whereas the Rh 3d and C1s core levels can be seen in figure 5.29a
and b, respectively.

As indicated in figure 5.28, a slight shift of the V2p core level towards lower binding
energy is observed with increasing VOx coverage. This shift between 0.6 an 1.2MLE is in
good agreement with the results of Schoiswohl et al., who attributed the binding energy
shift to the incorporation of additional V atoms into the initially formed (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1°

structure during the deposition process. A reduction of V from the formal oxidation state
of +5 to +2 results. The nucleation of three-dimensional V2O3 crystallites on top of
the first oxide layer around 1.0 to 1.2MLE leads to a slight increase of the V2p binding
energy for thicker films [211].

Due to the partially overlapping V2p1/2 and Rh 3p1/2 components, and some varia-
tions in the background intensity which makes a reliable numeric fit including all three
core levels impossible, the O 1s, V 2p3/2 and Rh 3p3/2 components are fitted separately,
after a Shirley-type background was subtracted. The resulting V2p / Rh3p intensity
ratios as a function of V coverage are depicted in figure 5.30, together with a linear fit,
which allows to correlate the measured intensity ratios to the vanadium coverage.
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Figure 5.27: Survey spectra recorded on the oxygen covered Rh(111) surface and after
step-wise deposition of VOx. The spectra are recorded at room temperature in an oxygen
atmosphere of 1× 10=7 mbar with a photon energy of 650 eV.
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Figure 5.28: Photoemission spectra recorded during step-wise deposition of VOx on
a Rh(111) surface by reactive evaporation. The partially overlapping Rh3p and V 2p
core levels, as wells as the O 1s core level are seen. The spectra are recorded at room
temperature in an oxygen atmosphere of 1× 10=7 mbar with a photon energy of 650 eV.

5.4.3 Ex situ VOx coverage determination on oxide islands

For the coverage determination of the different VOx phases present after the reaction-
induced redistribution of VOx on Rh(111), a freshly deposited vanadium oxide film
(0.2MLE) is exposed to the conditions of catalytic methanol oxidation in a separate
high pressure cell. After in vacuo transfer of the sample, 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen and
3× 10=4 mbar methanol are introduced, and the sample is heated within 17min to
roughly 1000K. The sample is cooled down again after 5min at 1000K and transferred
into the microscope chamber without braking the vacuum. After an oxygen pressure of
4× 10=7 mbar was adjusted, two Rh 3d5/2 maps are acquired, shown in figure 5.31a. The
left elemental map of a size of 1.28× 1.28mm2 shows a large number of vanadium oxide
islands, of which most have a circular shape.

The regions in which the ex situ characterization is conducted are highlighted by
the roman letters A, B, and C. An enlarged view of the vanadium oxide island A can
be seen in the right Rh3d5/2 map in figure 5.31a. A close inspection reveals, that the
circular vanadium oxide islands comprise two different intensity levels in the Rh 3d5/2

map: a bright core is surrounded by a thin, roughly 5 µm wide dark ring. This contrast is
generated by the different vanadium oxide coverages in the island core and the island ring.
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Figure 5.29: Photoemission spectra recorded during step-wise deposition of VOx on a
Rh(111) surface by reactive evaporation. a) A constant Rh 3d signal decrease is observed
during VOx deposition. b) The C 1s signal decreases upon VOx deposition, probably
caused by reactive removal under the oxidizing conditions of VOx deposition. The spec-
tra are recorded at room temperature in an oxygen atmosphere of 1× 10=7 mbar with a
photon energy of 650 eV.

The map evidences the successful preparation of the vanadium oxide island substructure
consisting of an reduced core and an oxidized ring.

The corresponding Rh 3d spectra acquired in ZP mode in the core and the outer ring
of the VOx island A and on the bare Rh(111) surface are depicted in figure 5.31b. The
strong image contrast between the VOx covered and VOx free areas of the surface is
reflected by a considerable higher Rh intensity on the bare Rh(111) surface. The signal
attenuation by the VOx islands amounts to 28%. The Rh spectra acquired on the VOx
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Figure 5.30: V2p / Rh3p core level intensity ratio calibration curve for the conversion
of measured intensity ratios into V coverages. The data points are calculated from
numerical fits to the V2p3/2 and Rh3p3/2 core levels shown in figure 5.28.

island core and outer ring have nearly the same intensity. The difference amounts to only
2 to 3%, with the higher intensity being measured in the VOx island core. The higher
Rh 3d intensity in the island core with respect to the island ring indicates a slightly lower
VOx coverage in the reduced island core. Due to the different oxygen content in the two
VOx phases, and due to the unknown inelastic mean free path of electrons in ultrathin
vanadium oxide layers, the Rh 3d signal attenuation is not used to estimate the thickness
of the VOx overlayer.

The V coverages can, however, be calculated with the V2p / Rh 3p core level in-
tensity ratios taken from the different parts of the VOx island, using the calibration for
homogeneous VOx films of known V coverage. Figure 5.31c shows three ZP core level
spectra of the O 1s, V 2p, and Rh3p core levels. Three characteristics of the patterned
VOx/Rh(111) surface can directly be seen in the spectra: i) The very low V2p inten-
sity in the spectrum recorded on the bare Rh(111) surface indicates a nearly complete
phase separation into vanadium oxide enriched islands and VOx free Rh surface. The
vanadium signal is so low, that a reasonable coverage determination is not possible. ii)
The O1s intensity on the bare Rh(111) surface is also nearly zero, which is surprising
taking into account the oxygen atmosphere of 4× 10=7 mbar, in which the spectra are
acquired. iii) Despite nearly identical V 2p intensities in the core and the outer ring of
the VOx islands, a considerably higher O 1s intensity is measured on the outer VOx ring,
compared to the inner island core.

The low O1s intensity on the bare Rh(111) surface can be explained by a consider-
able C 1s peak around 284 eV binding energy measured in the same region. Even though
no quantitative measure for the C coverage can be given, the low signal to noise ratio
indicates a substantial amount of carbon as a result of exposure to high methanol pres-
sures. The carbon layer on the bare Rh surface is most probably caused by thermal
methanol decomposition during cool-down in the high pressure cell, and it obviously
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Figure 5.31: Ex situ XPS characterization of VOx islands on Rh(111). a) Rh 3d5/2

maps recorded on a Rh(111) surface covered with 0.2MLE VOx after catalytic methanol
oxidation was performed in the 10=4 mbar range. Shown are a large scale image (left)
and a detailed image of the island marked with an A (right). b) Rh 3d core level spectra
recorded on the core and ring of island A, and on the VOx free Rh surface (position C).
c) O1 s, V 2p, and Rh3p core level spectra recorded at the same positions as the Rh 3d
spectra in b. The spectra are acquired in ZP mode with a photon energy of 650 eV at
room temperature in an oxygen atmosphere of 4× 10=7 mbar. The binding energy is
referenced to the Fermi level.
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inhibits oxygen adsorption from the gas phase.
The higher O 1s intensity in the outer VOx island ring with respect to the core

corresponds well to the interpretation of the substructure as being a reduced core and
an oxidized ring. This interpretation is also in line with the measured C 1s signals,
which are by roughly a factor of 1.5 smaller on the vanadium oxide islands compared
to the bare Rh surface. The difference in the C 1s signal measured on the outer ring
and the island core amounts to roughly 5%, with the core containing more carbon, as
expected for the reduced VOx phase. However, it has to be taken into account, that only
limited information about the active catalyst under reaction conditions can be drawn
from carbon contamination measured in ex situ experiments.

To assign V and O coverages in MLE to the ring and the core of the vanadium
oxide islands, the O 1s, V 2p3/2, and Rh3p3/2 core levels are extracted from the spectra
shown in figure 5.31 and fitted. Due to the low V and O intensities in the spectrum
measured on the uncovered Rh surface, no V and O coverages can be calculated for the
VOx depleted regions of the sample. The results of the numeric fits are summarized in
table 5.1. Important for the coverage determination are the V2p / Rh 3p ratio and the
O 1s / V 2p ratio. Taking the slope of the V calibration curve shown in figure 5.30, a V
coverage of 0.49 and 0.40MLE is calculated from the V2p / Rh 3p ratios of 2.3 and 1.9
for the island ring and island core, respectively. With equation 2.5 and the O 1s / V 2p
ratios, oxygen coverages of 1.2 and 1.0MLE are calculated for the island ring and island
core. These coverages both correspond to a VOx composition of roughly VO2.5, which
is slightly lower than the ideal composition of the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure, which is

VO3.
The largest error results from uncertainties related to the numeric fits. The overall

error is estimated to be ± 0.2MLE for the oxygen coverage and ± 0.1MLE for the V
coverage. The results of the ex situ XPS characterization are summarized in table 5.1.

5.4.4 In situ VOx coverage determination on oxide islands

After the ex situ XPS characterization of the VOx islands present on the Rh(111) sur-
face after exposure to catalytic methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range, the sample is
heated up to 820K in a reaction atmosphere of 2× 10=6 mbar oxygen and 6× 10=6 mbar
methanol. A Rh 3d map of the surface under reaction conditions is shown in figure 5.33.
By comparing the Rh maps recorded ex situ (shown in figure 5.31) with the image in
figure 5.33a, one notices the increased width of the outer ring of the VOx islands. The
growth of the outer ring indicates that probably more oxidizing reaction conditions pre-
vailing during the in situ measurements, compared to the situation in the high pressure
cell, in which the VOx islands are prepared.

The Rh3d spectra in figure 5.33b show a similar behavior as observed in the ex
situ characterization. The Rh intensity is by a factor of 1.4 larger on the VOx depleted
areas, as compared to the area covered by VOx islands. The difference between the Rh 3d
signals measured on the VOx ring and the VOx core amounts to only 2%. However, it
has to be taken into account, that the kinetic energy of the ejected Rh3d electrons
(roughly 300 eV) ensures no high surface sensitivity.
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Figure 5.32: Ex situ photoemission spectra for the V and O coverage determination of
VOx islands formed during methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range. Shown are the
O 1s, V 2p3/2, and Rh3p3/2 core levels as extracted from the spectra shown in figure 5.31.
The results of the numeric fits are summarized in table 5.1. The spectra are recorded at
room temperature in an oxygen atmosphere of 1× 10=7 mbar with a photon energy of
650 eV, and are referenced to the separately measured Fermi level.

Different from the ex situ characterization, no C1s signal is measured in ZP or
OSA mode, neither on the VOx depleted area, nor on the VOx islands. Obviously, the
stationary C concentration is below the detection limit of SPEM. As a consequence,
a considerable amount of oxygen is measured on the mostly VOx free Rh surface, as
demonstrated in the XP spectra depicted in figure 5.33c. In order to calculate the V
and O concentrations present on the surface under the conditions of catalytic methanol
oxidation in the 10=6 mbar range, the O1s, V 2p, and Rh 3p core levels are extracted
from the spectra and the peak areas are determined by numeric fits shown in figure 5.34.
In order to fit the V2p3/2 core level, three fit components are used at fixed binding
energies of 514.5, 515.6 and 517.0 eV. These binding energy values are reported for thin
vanadium oxide films in the oxidation states +3, +4, and +5, respectively [248].

From the V 2p / Rh 3p core level intensity ratio V coverages of 0.27 and 0.41MLE are
calculated for the VOx island core and the island ring, respectively. The results are close
to the values obtained in the ex situ characterization, but slightly lower V coverages are
measured in situ. From the O1s / V 2p intensity ratios, an oxygen coverage of 1.7MLE
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Figure 5.33: In situ XPS characterization of VOx islands on Rh(111). a) Rh 3d map
recorded on 0.2MLE VOx/Rh(111) after catalytic methanol oxidation has been adjusted
at 820K in the 10=6 mbar range. The positions for the µXPS characterization are marked
with the roman letters D, E, and F. b) Rh 3d core level spectra recorded on the VOx

depleted Rh surface (F), and on the core (D) and ring (E) of a VOx island. c) O1 s,
V 2p, and Rh3p core level spectra recorded at the same positions as the Rh3d spectra
in b. The spectra are acquired in ZP mode with a photon energy of 650 eV. The binding
energy scale is referenced to the Fermi level.
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Table 5.1: Results of the ex situ and in situ XPS characterization of VOx islands on
Rh(111). Listet are the binding energy values of the fit components (BE), the total peak
area, and the V (θV) and O (θO) coverages. The oxygen coverage θO is calculated from
the O1s / V2p intensity ratio. In order to calculate the oxygen coverage from the O1s
/ V 2p intensity ratios, the V 2p3/2 values listed below have to be multiplied by 1.5 to
account for the spin orbit splitting.

O 1s V2p3/2 Rh3p3/2 Coverage

BE / eV BE / eV BE/ eV θV, θO /MLE
Peak area / a.u. Peak area / a.u. Peak area / a.u.

Ex situ:

Rh - - 496.2, 493.6; 4350 -
4350

Ring 529.8, 531.1, 532.8 513.4, 515.7 496.2, 493.6 0.49, 1.2
9836 7072 2954

Core 529.9, 531.4, 532.7 513.5, 516.6 496.2, 493.6 0.40, 1.0
8189 5801 3068

In situ:

Rh 529.4, 531.0,3 - 496.2, 493.6 -, 0.3
5072 - 5238

Ring 529.3, 531.0 514.5, 515.6 496.1, 493.6 0.41, 1.7
517.0

14699 6071 3107

Core 529.4, 531.2 514.5, 515.6 496.0, 493.6 0.27, 1.0
517.0

9750 4849 3788

is calculated for the outer ring, whereas a value of 1.0MLE is obtained for the island
core. Accordingly, VOx compositions of VO4.1 and VO3.7 are determined for the island
ring and the island core, respectively. For comparison, for the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure

a composition of VO3 is reported [53].

5.4.5 Chemical analysis of the VOx islands

Under certain conditions, the vanadium oxide islands exhibit a substructure consisting
of an oxidized ring and a reduced core. This substructure has been explained by the
existence of macroscopic oxygen gradients in and outside the islands [69]. In this study,
also a chemical shift of the V2p core level to higher binding energy, and an increase of
the O / V ratio in the oxidized ring is found. The reduced core exhibited a V2p binding
energy of 515.2 eV, whereas the V2p core level measured in the oxidized ring is shifted
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Figure 5.34: In situ photoemission spectra for the V and O coverage determination.
Shown are the O1s, V 2p3/2, and Rh 3p3/2 core levels as extracted from the spectra shown
in figure 5.33. The results of the numeric fits are summarized in table 5.1. The spec-
tra are recorded at 820K in a reaction atmosphere consisting of 2× 10=6 mbar oxygen
and 6× 10=6 mbar methanol with a photon energy of 650 eV. The binding energy is
referenced to the separately measured Fermi level.

to 515.6 eV. Hesse et al. measured similar values of 514.9 and 515.6 eV for the core and
the ring, respectively. Also the vanadium coverage in the core and the ring have with
0.27 and 0.41MLE similar values as reported by Hesse et al. [69].

Taking the in situ coverages from table 5.1 one calculates an oxygen to vanadium ratio
of 4.1 and 3.7 for the ring and the core, respectively. These values are quite high, taking
into account, that the O / V ratio of the highly oxidized (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure is

three [211]. The high O coverage might be an indication for the involvement of an Rh
surface oxide. On the bare Rh surface, an O coverage of 0.3MLE is measured, which
is below the saturation coverage of oxygen on Rh(111) at room temperature, which is
0.5MLE.

Another interesting finding is the pronounced V2p core level shift between the ex
situ and in situ measured spectra depicted in figure 5.35. Despite a 20% higher coverage
in the VOx island ring compared to the island core, no dramatic differences in the peak
shape of the ex situ measured V 2p spectra can be seen in the upper part of figure 5.35,
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Figure 5.35: V2p core level spectra recorded ex and in situ on the oxidized ring and
the reduced core of circular VOx islands. The ex situ spectra are acquired at room
temperature in an oxygen atmosphere of 1× 10=7 mbar with a photon energy of 650 eV.
The in situ spectra are recorded at the same photon energy in a reaction atmosphere
consisting of 2× 10=6 mbar oxygen and 6× 10=6 mbar methanol at 820K.

whereas a binding energy difference of 0.4 eV is measured in situ between the ring and
the core.

An even more pronounced shift is a difference in binding energy of roughly 2 eV
between the V 2p3/2 core levels measured ex situ and in situ. Interestingly, even though
a large amount of oxygen is present on the vanadium oxide covered areas of the surface
(the ring and the core exhibit roughly a VO3 composition), a low binding energy value
of 513.5 eV is measured ex situ in both phases, corresponding to vanadium in a formal
oxidation state between +2 and +3. On the other hand, exposure of the vanadium
oxide islands to catalytic methanol oxidation resulted in a considerable oxidation of V,
as evidenced by the V 2p core level positions at 515.2 and 515.6 eV in the core region
and the outer ring, respectively.

A close lying interpretation for the shifted binding energy values in the ex situ spectra
is a reduction of the VOx catalyst during cool-down in the reaction gas atmosphere.
This finding demonstrates the importance of in situ techniques for a reliable catalyst
characterization. Furthermore, it has to be taken into account, that the total pressure
at which the in situ XPS characterization is conducted, is still two orders of magnitude
lower than the reaction conditions at which island formation and coalescence is observed.
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5.5 VOx redistribution during other oxidation reactions

The reaction dynamics of ultrathin vanadium oxide layers during catalytic methanol
oxidation are described in detail in the preceding sections. One important question
connected with the discovery of such a large-scale reaction induced redistribution of a
supported oxide is: How general is this phenomenon, and how general is the derived
polymerization/ depolymerization mechanism, which explains the movement of neigh-
boring vanadium oxide islands. In a first step to answer this two questions, different
catalytic reactions – ammonia, and carbon monoxide oxidation – are investigated under
else identical conditions. The results are presented in the following [241].

5.5.1 VOx redistribution during catalytic ammonia oxidation

The experiments on ammonia oxidation are conducted in a similar way as in catalytic
methanol oxidation. A heating ramp (0.5K s=1) is applied in a reaction gas atmosphere
from room temperature up to 1020K. Subsequently, VOx redistribution is observed with
a spatially resolving method at constant 1020K. Starting with a surface that is homoge-
neous in PEEM, this surface is transformed into a pattern of thin, parallel oxide stripes
during ammonia oxidation under reducing reaction conditions (p(NH3) = 3× 10=4 mbar,
p(O2) = 1× 10=4 mbar). The series of PEEM images in figure 5.36 starts at around
800K. With increasing temperature, the stripes coarsen and form connections, resulting
in a reduced number of thicker oxide stripes, similar as in catalytic methanol oxidation.
At around 950K, the stripe pattern gradually transforms into a spot pattern consist-
ing of irregularly shaped, approximately 100 µm sized islands, which become circular at
higher temperature. As in catalytic methanol oxidation, also during ammonia oxidation,
the vanadium oxide islands exhibit a bright core and a dark ring at 1020K. Also as in
methanol oxidation, neighboring vanadium oxide islands move towards each other and
finally coalesce into larger islands. This happens if the islands are close enough, i. e. less
than around 100 µm apart.

A comparison between the patterns obtained during methanol oxidation (displayed
in figure 5.5) and during ammonia oxidation demonstrates the same qualitative behavior
in both reaction systems. Differences are only found in details: the length-scale of
the stripe pattern is smaller in case of ammonia oxidation. This smaller length-scale
continues also in the stage of island formation. In ammonia oxidation smaller islands
are formed, compared to methanol oxidation under the same conditions. However, the
absolute pressures of methanol and ammonia differ even if the ionization gauge readings
are identical, since gas sensitivity factors of the ionization gauge have to be taken into
account. The gas correction factors (referenced to the sensitivity towards N2) for hot
cathode ionization gauges reported in literature vary for NH3 between 1.12 and 1.23,
whereas a value of 1.69 is reported for methanol [249, 250]. The real pressure ratio
of methanol to oxygen is therefore by a factor of 1.4 to 1.5 smaller compared to the
ammonia - oxygen ratio. The fact that the pattern formation observed with ammonia is
nearly identical to the pattern formation observed during methanol oxidation suggests
a similar mechanism for the pattern formation.
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Figure 5.36: A series of PEEM images demonstrating the reaction induced redistribu-
tion of vanadium oxide during catalytic ammonia oxidation. The images are acquired
during a heating ramp (0.5K s=1) from room temperature to 1020K under reducing re-
action conditions, the vanadium oxide coverage is 0.2MLE. Figure adapted from [241].

The coarsening of vanadium oxide stripes, which occurs between 800 and 950K, is
visualized in figure 5.37, where an x(t)-plot extracted perpendicular to the oxide stripes
shown in figure 5.36 is presented together with the wavelength of the stripe pattern. The
oxide stripe coarsening mainly proceeds in the temperature range from 820 to 880K. As
in methanol oxidation, the redistribution of VOx is connected with a change in catalytic
activity. This is demonstrated in the temperature programmed reaction measurements
depicted in figure 5.38. The rate measurements are carried out under reducing reaction
conditions on a clean Rh(111) surface and on a Rh(111) surface covered with 0.2MLE
VOx during heating ramps of 0.5K s=1. In this way, the reaction rate measurements can
directly be compared with the PEEM data displayed in figure 5.37.

In general, the catalytic activity on the vanadium oxide covered surface is for all
reaction products shifted by about 20K to higher temperature, compared to the clean
Rh(111) surface. The overall reaction rates are higher on Rh(111), followed by the pris-
tine VOx/Rh(111) surface and the already patterned VOx/Rh(111) surface. Nitrogen
production starts beyond 470K, and NO production at around 520K on the Rh(111)
surface. Interesting details can be obtained by comparing the reaction rates measured
on the pristine VOx/Rh(111) surface and the already patterned surface. The pristine
surface exhibit relative reaction rate maxima at around 810K in NO production, at 700
- 870K in N2 production, and at 790 - 850K in water formation. All these rate maxima
are either absent or shifted to lower temperature in the rate measurements conducted on
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Figure 5.37: Coarsening of vanadium oxide stripe pattern during catalytic methanol
oxidation. a) An x(t)-plot extracted from the experiment shown in figure 5.36 as a
function of temperature. b) The wavelength of the stripe pattern shown in (a) as a
function of temperature. Experimental conditions as in figure 5.36. Figure adapted
from [241].
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the already patterned surface. Thus, the differences are a consequence of the redistribu-
tion process. The temperature range of the rate maxima of the pristine surface overlaps
considerably with the temperature range of vanadium oxide stripe formation and coars-
ening. A similar connection between catalytic activity in formaldehyde production and
the redistribution of vanadium oxide is also reported for catalytic methanol oxidation
on ultrathin VOx layers on Rh(111) [68–70].

The catalytic activity of Rh(111) is by a factor of two - three higher than the one of the
patterned surface. Since a coverage of 0.2MLE VOx represents a surface covered by 30 to
50% with vanadium oxide (taking the ideal coverage of 0.43MLE for the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1°

from DFT or the experimentally obtained 0.6MLE for a complete layer) , one can
conclude that vanadium oxide is more or less inactive on the pre-patterned surface.

5.5.2 VOx redistribution during catalytic CO oxidation

A qualitatively different behavior than in ammonia oxidation is seen in CO oxidation on
VOx/Rh(111). As a surface covered with 0.2MLE is heated from room temperature to
1020K with a constant heating rate of 0.5 Kmin=1 under reducing reaction conditions
(3× 10=4 mbar CO, 1× 10=4 mbar O2), no pattern formation is observed in the complete
temperature range. The surface appears homogeneously dark in PEEM. In order to
observe pattern formation, the partial pressure of oxygen has to be reduced to the
10=5 mbar range. A decrease of the oxygen pressure to about 5× 10=5 mbar (while
keeping the CO pressure constant) immediately leads to a lifting of the homogeneous
surface state, and to the formation of parallel, thin oxide stripes with a broad interface,
as can be seen in figure 5.39. After further exposure to reaction conditions, a coarsening
of the stripes finally leads to elongated vanadium oxide islands. These move towards
each other and coalesce, forming large and irregularly islands.

A closer look at the first three PEEM images in figure 5.39 reveals an elliptical vana-
dium oxide free Rh(111) area around a long surface scratch. This elliptically shaped,
VOx depleted area is the result of a preceeding experiment. Quite in general, a retrac-
tion of vanadium oxide from macroscopic surface defects is observed in all experiments
with heating ramps. Evidently it is the result of the different adsorption properties of
defects, compared to the intact Rh(111) surface. However, the influence of such macro-
scopic surface defect changes with increasing temperature, as can be seen in the last
three PEEM images of figure 5.39. An already formed vanadium oxide island becomes
attracted by the surface scratch and finally gets pinned to it. The different behavior
might also be a consequence of the defects properties being modified by the reaction.

Interestingly, no formation of a reduced core can be observed in the PEEM images,
even though the nominal CO to oxygen ratio is about six. If CO oxidation does not lead
to the formation of macroscopic oxygen gradients, which surround the oxide islands and
extend into them, also no gradients in the chemical potential of oxygen exist, which lead
to the formation of a reduced VOx phase in the island centers.

Figure 5.40 comprises PEEM images recorded on a large vanadium oxide island at
constant 1020K and CO pressure (3× 10=4 mbar) but with a variable oxygen pressure.
Starting from 5× 10=7 mbar in the first PEEM image, the oxygen pressure is increased
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Figure 5.38: Reaction rates measured during a temperature programmed reaction
experiment in ammonia oxidation over a VOx/Rh(111) catalyst. The graphs represent
the nitric oxide, nitrogen, and water production rates measured on Rh(111) (blue circles),
VOx on Rh(111) as deposited (red triangles pointing down), and the second and third
time the heating ramp is applied (grey squares and light blue triangles, respectively).
Experimental conditions: θV = 0.2MLE, T = 350 − 1000K, 0.5K s=1. Figure adapted
from [241].
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Figure 5.39: PEEM images showing the redistribution of 0.2MLE vanadium oxide
during CO oxidation at constant 1020K. The images are acquired after a heating ramp
(0.5K s=1) from room temperature to 1020K under reducing reaction conditions (no
pattern formation was observed). Subsequently, at constant 1020K, the oxygen partial
pressure is reduced into the 10=5 mbar range, and the PEEM images are acquired. The
time in the images represents the time elapsed since 1020K is reached. Figure adapted
from [241].

step-wise up to 1× 10=4 mbar. The first PEEM image in figure 5.40 represents a com-
pletely reduced vanadium oxide island, imaged as bright area. A thin boundary separates
the free Rh surface (top) from the vanadium oxide covered parts of the surface (bottom).
As the oxygen partial pressure is increased, the outer dark boundary grows, turning into
a dark stripe. Finally, at about 5× 10=5 mbar, the whole oxide island is turned into an
oxidized state, characterized by a low PEEM intensity. Interestingly also the interface
line between the vanadium oxide free and vanadium oxide covered area retracts with in-
creasing oxygen pressure, as indicated by the white arrows in figure 5.40. This behavior
is not observed in methanol or ammonia oxidation.

The previous experiment clearly demonstrates, that also in CO oxidation macroscopic
oxygen gradients exist inside the VOx island, as evidenced by a substructure consisting
of a bright, reduced core and a dark, oxidized rim. The formation of vanadium ox-
ide stripes is followed by a ripening process leading to vanadium oxide islands, which
move on the surface under reaction conditions and coalesce. Thus, the polymerization
/ depolymerization mechanism can be observed in three different reaction systems and
evidently is robust.

Comparing pattern formation during methanol, ammonia, and CO oxidation on
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Figure 5.40: Composition of an vanadium oxide island (0.2MLE) at varying oxygen
pressure during CO oxidation. The images are acquired during the stepwise increase of
p(O2) from 5× 10=7 mbar (0 s) to about 5× 10=5 mbar (460 s) at a constant temperature
of 1020K. Figure adapted from [241].

VOx/Rh(111), one can order the three reducing agents by their ability to reduce vana-
dium oxide, to induce oxygen gradients and to increase the mobility of vanadium oxide
under reaction conditions. The highest VOx mobility and the strongest oxygen gradients
are observed in the methanol oxidation, closely followed by ammonia oxidation. In CO
oxidation a large excess of CO is needed to form a reduced core in the vanadium oxide
islands, even if they have a large size. Therefore the following ranking for the reducing
effect of the reactant is proposed: CH3OH ≥ NH3 > CO.

5.6 VOx redistribution with NO as oxidizing agent in PEEM

In a second step towards a generalization of the polymerization / depolymerization
mechanism, nitric oxide instead of molecular oxygen is used for oxidation. Studied is the
oxidation of methanol, ammonia, and hydrogen by NO. In all experiments the vanadium
oxide coverage is 0.3MLE, resulting in a surface covered by approximately 50% with
vanadium oxide. The reaction-induced redistribution is followed during linear heating
ramps (0.5K s=1), and at a constant temperature of 1030K with PEEM. In order to
allow a direct comparison with the experiments conducted with molecular oxygen, the
partial pressures of the reducible reactant and NO are 1.5× 10=4 and 1× 10=4 mbar,
neglecting the different sticking coefficients of oxygen and nitric oxide. Reaction rates
are measured on freshly prepared VOx/Rh(111) surfaces with QMS during linear heating
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Figure 5.41: Vanadium oxide redistribution during a linear heating ramp (0.5K s=1)
under reducing reaction conditions in catalytic methanol oxidation with nitric oxide.
Experimental conditions: p(CH3OH) = 1.5 × 10=4 mbar, p(NO) = 1× 10=4 mbar, the
vanadium oxide coverage is 0.3MLE. Adapted from Chaos 2018, 28, 045117., with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

ramps (also 0.5K s=1). The redistribution patterns obtained during catalytic ammonia
and methanol oxidation with NO represent an inverse pattern compared to the patterns
found in ammonia and methanol oxidation with molecular oxygen: They consist of a
dense VOx film containing holes, instead of vanadium oxide islands surrounded by the
bare Rh surface [242].

5.6.1 VOx redistribution during the CH3OH + NO reaction

The formation of vanadium oxide redistribution patterns during a heating ramp (0.5K s=1)
under reducing reaction conditions (1× 10=4 mbar NO and 1.5× 10=4 mbar methanol)
is depicted in figure 5.41. The initially homogeneous state obtained after deposition of
vanadium oxide is lifted starting at around 870K. A stripe pattern consisting of dark
vanadium oxide stripes and bright areas of bare Rh surface develops. The temperature
range, in which the redistribution of vanadium oxide is observed in the CH3 +NO reac-
tion is nearly identical with the temperature range of pattern formation in the CH3 +O2

reaction. In the first stage of the coarsening process, the stripes only increase their width,
whereas a pronounced modulation of the interface VOx /Rh can be observed starting at
around 950K. In the further development, neighboring stripes start to form connections,
while simultaneously the overall PEEM intensity increases. The ongoing connection of
neighboring oxide stripes finally leads to a closed vanadium oxide film, which contains
several elongated, bright holes, as shown in the last PEEM image of figure 5.41.

The stripe pattern, which forms in the CH3+O2 reaction has a preferential orien-
tation, caused by step bunches on the Rh(111) surface. This has been confirmed by
LEEM [242, Supporting Information S1]. Also the holes (third PEEM image in fig-
ure 5.41) have a preferential orientation in their elongated shape at 980K. This prefer-
ential orientation is rotated by 90° when 1030K is reached. Further exposure to reaction
conditions at 1030K leads to a “stretching” of the elliptical holes, the long axis of the
holes growths until finally neighboring holes merge. In contrast to the islands observed
in methanol oxidation with molecular oxygen, no movement of the holes in the oxide
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Figure 5.42: PEEM images showing the transformation of a vanadium oxide hole pat-
tern back into a stripe pattern during prolonged exposure to the conditions of methanol
oxidation with NO at constant 1030K. The time at 1030K and the methanol par-
tial pressure are stated in the images. The NO partial pressure is kept constant at
1× 10=4 mbar. Adapted from Chaos 2018, 28, 045117., with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

layer can be observed in methanol oxidation with NO. Instead the holes continuously
grow until they finally form a kind of stripe pattern again, as demonstrated in figure 5.42.

The influence of a varying methanol partial pressures on the redistribution pattern at
1030K is investigated in figure 5.42. In the first two PEEM images, the methanol pres-
sure is reduced by a factor of two for about 1000 s. Afterwards the methanol pressure
is increased again to the original value of 3× 10=4 mbar (third PEEM image). Subse-
quently, the methanol pressure is varied again in the same manner. No influence of the
variation of the gas phase composition on pattern formation can be observed, except that
the VOx /Rh interface thickness increases with decreasing methanol pressure. The same
behavior has been observed during methanol oxidation with molecular oxygen: if the gas
phase contains a large amount of methanol, a well defined, sharp interface separates the
vanadium oxide rich and vanadium oxide poor areas of the surface. If the amount of
methanol in the gas phase is reduced, the interface smears out and gets broader. An-
other similarity between the methanol oxidation with NO and O2 is the overall increase
in PEEM intensity upon increase of the methanol pressure. This increase can simply be
explained by a lower stationary oxygen concentration on the surface under more reducing
conditions.

Comparing the third, fourth and fifth PEEM image in figure 5.42, one notices that
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some smaller holes in the vanadium oxide layer disappear over time, wheres the bigger
holes grow and connect, forming large stripes. This behavior can be regarded as an
Ostwald-like ripening process, since the larger holes grow at the expense of the smaller
ones.

In contrast to methanol oxidation with molecular oxygen, no formation of a reduced
core is observed on the vanadium oxide covered parts of the surface, even not with a
large excess of methanol in the gas phase. This finding clearly demonstrates the absence
of large oxygen gradients in the VOx layer. The driving force for the phase separation
into a dense, vanadium oxide rich layer and vanadium oxide depleted holes is most likely
thermodynamics, i. e. a minimization of surface energy and of line tension. The absence
of moving holes in the NO system is apparently also a consequence of missing oxygen
gradients surrounding the vanadium oxide covered parts of the surface.

5.6.2 VOx redistribution during the NH3 + NO reaction

In order to investigate pattern formation during catalytic ammonia oxidation with NO,
a similar temperature program is applied as in the CH3OH+NO reaction, with the only
difference being, that the linear heating ramp is stopped already at 820K. A further
temperature increase to 1020K destroys the vanadium redistribution patterns formed at
lower temperature, and a homogeneous surface is established again. Pattern formation
during ammonia oxidation occurs at lower temperature than in methanol oxidation with
O2 or in the CH3+NO reaction. Neither methanol oxidation, nor hydrogen oxidation
with NO led to a homogeneous surface at 1030K in a wide range of methanol to oxygen
and hydrogen to oxygen ratios, respectively.

PEEM images acquired after a linear heating ramp during catalytic ammonia oxida-
tion with NO was stopped at 820K are shown in figure 5.43a. Different from methanol
oxidation with NO, no pattern consisting of vanadium oxide stripes develops. Instead, a
pattern of bright stripes of vanadium oxide depleted area is formed a few seconds after
the temperature ramp is stopped at 820K. After about three minutes of constant reac-
tion conditions, a coarsening of the stripe pattern leads to the coexistence of elongated,
parallel bright stripes and small circular bright holes of a few tens of micrometers di-
ameter. The bright stripes have the same preferential orientation as the dark vanadium
oxide stripes formed during methanol oxidation with NO (figure 5.41).

After further 50min exposure to the reaction gas atmosphere at 820K, most of the
bright, vanadium oxide depleted stripes have vanished or merged into large, almost
circular holes. In contrast to the CH3OH+NO reaction, no stripe pattern develops
after the formation of holes in the oxide layer. Also no preferential orientation of the
elongated holes can be identified.

The response to changes in the gas phase composition is markedly different from the
CH3 +NO reaction, as demonstrated by the development of the local PEEM intensity
measured on vanadium oxide covered and depleted surface areas shown in figure 5.43b.
For this measurement the NO and ammonia partial pressure is reduced to 4× 10=5 mbar,
and subsequently the ammonia pressure is gradually increased again. The local PEEM
intensity of the vanadium oxide free surface increases in a monotonic manner and ap-
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Figure 5.43: Stripe and hole pattern formation during catalytic ammonia oxidation
with NO on 0.3MLE VOx/Rh(111) at a constant temperature of 820K. a) Coarsening
of a stripe pattern, and transition into a hole pattern as a function of time at elevated
temperature. b) Local PEEM intensity as a function of ammonia partial pressure. The
partial pressures of ammonia and nitric oxide are 1.5× 10=4 and 1× 10=4 mbar in the
PEEM images of (a), respectively. The NO pressure during the experiment shown in (b)
is 4× 10=5 mbar, the ammonia pressure is varied between 4× 10=5 and 1× 10=4 mbar.
Adapted from Chaos 2018, 28, 045117., with the permission of AIP Publishing.

proaches saturation close to a pressure of 1× 10=4 mbar. Surprisingly, the vanadium
oxide covered regions show the opposite behavior. With increasing ammonia pressure
the PEEM intensity decreases linearly up to a pressure of 6.5× 10=5 mbar, and settles
then at a constant level up to 1× 10=4 mbar ammonia. This behavior is not observed
in the CH3+NO reaction, but also in ammonia and methanol oxidation with molecular
oxygen, no decrease in PEEM intensity with increasing partial pressure of the reducing
agent is observed.
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5.6.3 Transformation of the “hole pattern” into an “island pattern”

Up to now, the ascription of vanadium oxide and bare Rh surface solely relies on the
PEEM intensity and the assumption that VOx has a higher work function than the
bare Rh(111) surface. This is the case during methanol oxidation with O2 for the
highly oxidized vanadium oxide phases. In order to verify whether the dark parts in
PEEM represent vanadium oxide, the “NO-patterned” surfaces are cooled down to room
temperature in the reaction gas atmosphere, and nitric oxide is replaced by molecular
oxygen. Subsequently the same heating ramp (0.5K s=1 up to 1030K) is applied, and
the redistribution of vanadium oxide is followed with PEEM in both reactions, methanol
oxidation and ammonia oxidation.

Figure 5.44 summarizes the observations made in methanol oxidation (a) and ammo-
nia oxidation (b) with molecular oxygen on already NO-patterned surfaces. As can be
seen by the first PEEM image in (a), up to a temperature close to 800K the original
contrast obtained during the CH3 +NO reaction remains also during methanol oxidation
with oxygen. The holes in the vanadium oxide layer have a lower work function than
the oxide covered parts of the surface. Things change when pattern formation sets in
at around 820K. A phase separation in the vanadium oxide covered parts leads to a
stripe pattern consisting of a large number of thin and parallel dark oxide stripes. As
these stripes become thicker, at around 885K, a reduced and bright phase nucleates in
the center of the oxide stripes. The vanadium oxide covered parts of the surface consist
now of a dark, oxidized rim, and a reduced core, as expected for an experiment carried
out with methanol oxidation under reducing reaction conditions.

Upon further temperature increase, the neighboring oxide stripes start to form con-
nections and finally end up as a extended vanadium oxide islands with a smooth interface
at 1030K. The absence of any visible vanadium oxide nuclei inside the Rh(111) holes
indicates a nearly complete phase separation into vanadium oxide free and covered areas.
Interestingly, the transition from the stripe into an island pattern is accompanied by a
kind of interface instability, manifested as a periodic expansion and contraction of the
vanadium oxide stripe borders observed for a few seconds during the heating ramp at
around 970K [242].

The PEEM images shown in (b) demonstrate a similar behavior during ammonia
oxidation. A large number of thin, parallel oxide stripes form on the vanadium oxide
covered regions of the surface at around 800K. These stripes show the same preferential
orientation as during the methanol oxidation experiment depicted in (a). With increasing
temperature, the coarsening and interconnection of the oxide stripes finally leads to the
formation of a reduced, bright appearing phase in the center of the vanadium oxide
covered areas. A dark rim separates this reduced phase from the Rh(111) surface.

At variance to the results of methanol oxidation, also in the VOx depleted holes,
the nucleation of vanadium oxide stripes can be observed in the first PEEM image in
(b). Also at variance to the results of methanol oxidation is the existence of a dense
vanadium oxide layer with holes in it, which can be observed up to 1030K, and which
is reminiscent of pattern formation during ammonia oxidation with NO.

The PEEM images shown in figure 5.44c are recorded at a constant temperature of
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Figure 5.44: PEEM images showing the redistribution of vanadium oxide during
methanol and ammonia oxidation with molecular oxygen on the “NO-patterned” sur-
face. a) After the VOx/Rh(111) (θV = 0.3 MLE) surface was patterned during methanol
oxidation with NO, the sample is cooled down in continuous gas flow and NO is replaced
by O2. Afterwards, a linear heating ramp (0.5K s=1) is applied during methanol oxida-
tion with 3× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen. b) The same procedure
is applied with ammonia oxidation to a VOx/Rh(111) (θV = 0.3 MLE) patterned dur-
ing Ammonia oxidation with NO. c) The influence of the ammonia partial pressure
on the substructure of vanadium oxide islands is investigated at constant 1030K and
1× 10=4 mbar molecular oxygen. Adapted from Chaos 2018, 28, 045117., with the
permission of AIP Publishing.
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1030K after the heating ramp was interrupted. Only after a few minutes, the conden-
sation of the vanadium oxide film into an island pattern is completed, as can be seen
in the last PEEM image of (c). Variations of the ammonia partial pressure result in
the familiar size-variation of the oxidized ring. An oxygen pressure increase leads to an
increase of the dark boundary phase, surrounding the bright reduced core, and an overall
decrease of the PEEM intensity, as seen in the second PEEM image of (c), in which the
ammonia pressure is reduced from 3× 10=4 to 1.5 × 10=4 mbar. A subsequent ammo-
nia pressure increase depicted in the last PEEM image of (c) restores the former high
PEEM intensity and shrinks the width of the oxidized vanadium oxide ring again. Both
systems, methanol and ammonia oxidation with molecular oxygen on VOx/Rh(111), ex-
hibit the same behavior as expected from a freshly deposited VOx film. Each reaction
system has its own characteristic type of pattern, a stripe and island pattern with O2 as
oxidizing agent and a hole pattern with NO as oxidizing agent. Both types of patterns
have, however, different length scales for comparable experimental parameters.

5.6.4 VOx redistribution during the H2 + NO reaction

Besides ammonia and methanol oxidation, also the H2 +NO reaction is investigated.
The H2+O2 reaction is the simplest oxidation reaction, that can be studied on the
VOx/Rh(111) model catalyst. In contrast to methanol, ammonia, and CO oxidation
neither the coexistence of different vanadium oxide phases (an oxidized rim and a re-
duced core), nor the movement and coalescence of vanadium oxide islands is observed
in a wide temperature range under comparable experimental conditions. Instead only
the formation and coarsening of a large number of parallel vanadium oxide stripes is
observed, which exhibit a clear preferential orientation. The H2 +O2 reaction has been
studied intensely by Lovis et al. [201, 202]. A combined PEEM and SPELEEM study
revealed, that the preferential orientation of the stripes is based on the anisotropic dif-
fusion of small vanadium oxide species (e. g. V6O12) caused by step bunches on the
Rh(111) surface. The width of the oxide stripes depends strongly on the pressure ratio
of hydrogen and oxygen, and on the total pressure of the reaction atmosphere.

The findings obtained during the H2 +NO reaction resemble the results described
by Lovis et al. surprisingly well. Figure 5.45 shows a series of PEEM images acquired
during heating a VOx/Rh(111) surface (θV = 0.3 MLE) to 1030K and subsequently
holding it at this temperature in a gas atmosphere of 1.5× 10=4 mbar hydrogen and
1× 10=4 mbar NO. Starting from about 900K, the homogeneous surface state is lifted
and the formation of parallel, dark vanadium oxide stripes sets in. Different from the
experiments conducted during ammonia and methanol oxidation with NO, the prefer-
ential orientation of the oxide stripes is considerably disturbed by macroscopic surface
scratches. These macroscopic surface scratches can best be seen in the first PEEM image
of figure 5.45, in which a decoration of these scratches with VOx increases the PEEM
contrast.

The preferential orientation of the oxide stripes finally vanishes completely at around
1000K (third PEEM image), and a gradual reorientation of the pattern starts. During
this reorientation process, the coexistence of perpendicular stripes leads to the appear-
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Figure 5.45: VOx stripe pattern formation during catalytic H2+NO reaction on
0.3MLE VOx/Rh(111). The homogeneous VOx/Rh(111) surface is heated from room
temperature to 1030K in a reaction atmosphere consisting of 1.5× 10=4 mbar hydrogen
and 1× 10=4 mbar nitric oxide. As 1030K are reached, the sample is held at constant
temperature for several minutes. The initially formed stripe pattern changes its ori-
entation by 90° upon prolonged exposure to reaction conditions at 1030K, as seen by
comparing the third and last PEEM image. Adapted from Chaos 2018, 28, 045117.,
with the permission of AIP Publishing.

ance of square shaped vanadium oxide structures, which finally coalesce to form parallel
stripes again after about 350 s at 1030K (last PEEM image). This behavior is iden-
tical to the pattern formation observed during the H2 +O2 reaction on VOx/Rh(111)
surfaces of similar V coverage [201, figure 8]. In literature it was suspected, that the
reorientation of the stripe pattern may be caused by the formation of a rhodium oxide
at the step bunches, which causes a different orientation of the vanadium oxide stripes.
This consideration was based on the fact, that the reorientation of the stripe pattern
has only been observed at a total pressure greater than 5× 10=5 mbar.

5.6.5 Structural changes and oxygen gradients in the oxidation reac-
tions with NO

Even though the three investigated oxidation reactions with NO, oxidized are NH3,
CH3OH or H2 on 0.3MLE VOx/Rh(111), show considerable differences in terms of pat-
tern formation, they exhibit also common properties: In all experiments the same LEED
pattern is observed after the reaction conditions were applied. In all systems no oxygen
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Figure 5.46: LEED pattern acquired after the pattern forming reaction conditions are
applied, and the sample is cooled to room temperature. The LEED images are acquired
after the CH3OH+NO reaction with 1.5× 10=4 mbar methanol, the NH3 +NO reaction
with 1.5× 10=4 mbar ammonia, and after the H2 +NO reaction with 1.5× 10=4 mbar
hydrogen. The NO pressure is 1× 10=4 mbar in all experiments, and 0.3MLE vanadium
oxide films areinvestigated. The LEED images are acquired at an electron energy of
65 eV.

gradients around the vanadium oxide structures are observed in PEEM experiments.
A series of LEED images, that are recorded after the different samples were cooled

down to room temperature during a continuous flow of reactants, is shown in figure 5.46.
After all three reactions, the same (2×2) LEED pattern is observed. Only after methanol
oxidation, faint LEED spots of the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° are seen in the first LEED image

displayed in figure 5.46. The (2 × 2) can be due to adsorbed oxygen. A (2×2)-VOx

structure has also been observed in an in situ SPELEEM study of VOx/Rh(111) during
the catalytic H2 +O2 reaction by Lovis et al. [202]. XPS revealed an oxidation state of
+3 for vanadium in this structure. Also in the experiments conducted during catalytic
CO oxidation on VOx/Rh(111) with oxygen, a (2×2) LEED pattern is observed. This
(2×2) has been clearly distinguishable from the (2×2)-O structure by a temperature pro-
grammed LEED experiment (0.5 K s=1 heating rate) conducted in 2× 10=7 mbar [241].
The intensity of the LEED spots belonging to the (2×2) continuously decreases, start-
ing from 400K, until they finally vanished at around 900K, whereas the (2×2)-O LEED
pattern vanished already before 400K were reached. A (2×2) vanadium oxide structure
is not observed in the experiments conducted during methanol and ammonia oxidation
with oxygen.

Besides different LEED pattern after reaction conditions, also the presence or ab-
sence of macroscopic oxygen gradients under reaction conditions clearly distinguishes
the experiments conducted with O2 and NO. This is demonstrated in figure 5.47, which
compares two PEEM images acquired during ammonia oxidation with O2 (a) and NO
(b). The graphs show intensity line profiles taken from the interior of the vanadium oxide
covered area to the bare Rh(111) surface in radial direction. In case of O2 as oxidizing
agent, the highest PEEM intensity is measured in the interior of the vanadium oxide
island (the bright, reduced core). The oxidized ring is characterized by a low PEEM
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Figure 5.47: PEEM intensity line profiles taken in radial direction from the vanadium
oxide covered regions to the bare Rh(111) surface during catalytic ammonia oxidation
with O2 (a) and NO (b). The PEEM images shown as insets in the graphs are taken
on surfaces covered with 0.2 (a) and 0.3MLE VOx. The gas phase composition is
3× 10=4 mbar ammonia and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen in (a), respectively 1.5× 10=4 mbar
ammonia and 1× 10=4 mbar NO in (b).

intensity, due to its high work function. The oxidized ring can be recognized in the
intensity line profile of (a) as a relative minimum at 60 to 80 µm. An increase in PEEM
intensity marks the interface between the oxidized ring and the surrounding Rh(111)
surface.

These gradients on the surrounding Rh(111) surface are absent or much weaker in
the PEEM intensity profile from the NO reaction, displayed in figure 5.47b. The lowest
(and uniform) PEEM intensity is found on the vanadium oxide covered area, whereas
the highest PEEM intensity is measured on the bare Rh(111) surface, which beyond
the island boundary (vertical line) exhibits a slightly increasing intensity, which then
stays constant. In any case, the profile does not show an intensity that decreases with
increasing distance, as observed for the reactions with O2 (a) and which reflects an
oxygen gradient away from the island. Another difference between the NH3 +NO and
the NH3 +O2 reaction is the broad interface observed in the oxidation with nitric oxide.

5.6.6 Catalytic activity in the oxidation reactions with NO

The catalytic activity of different model catalysts – the bare Rh(111) surface, Rh(111)
covered with 0.3MLE vanadium oxide, and Rh(111) covered with approximately 3MLE
vanadium oxide – is studied by means of temperature programmed reaction measure-
ments in methanol and ammonia oxidation with NO. As in the PEEM experiments, the
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Figure 5.48: Reaction rates measured on a Rh(111) surface covered with 0.3MLE
VOx during catalytic methanol oxidation with NO. Shown are m/e 44 (CO2 and N2O),
28 (CO and N2), and 18 (H2O). The heating rate is 0.5K s=1, the gas phase consists
of 1.5× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar NO. Adapted from Chaos 2018, 28,
045117., with the permission of AIP Publishing.

samples are heated to 1030K and subsequently cooled down to room temperature with
a constant rate of 0.5 K s=1. The rate curves are shown in figure 5.48 and figure 5.49,
respectively.

However, the analysis of the rate curves is complicated by the large number of over-
lapping mass to charge ratios of the different species occurring under reaction conditions:
The already mentioned overlap of the methanol and formaldehyde fragmentation pattern
is further complicated by the overlapping signals at m/e = 30 with nitric oxide. Also
carbon monoxide and molecular nitrogen, and N2O and carbon dioxide have the same
m/e of 28 and 44, respectively. In principle, the problems connected to the overlap-
ping QMS signals can be circumvented by isotopically labeled nitric oxide (N15O), but
such experiments could not be realized during the experiments presented in this thesis.
Therefore no conclusions on formaldehyde production can be made here.

As can be seen in figure 5.48, the overall catalytic activity of the VOx/Rh(111) surface
is low in the whole temperature range. Two relative production rate maxima are seen
in all reaction products at around 750 and 920K. The catalytic activity thus coincides
with the occurrence of pattern formation. No signs for any catalytic activity below
750K can be identified in the rate measurements. This is in strong contrast to the rate
measurements conducted with oxygen as the oxidizing agent, where rate maxima of the
CO and CO2 production are found around 500 to 600K. These maxima can be ascribed
to the bare Rh(111) surface [68–70].
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Figure 5.49: Reaction rates measured on a bare Rh(111) surface, and on Rh(111)
surfaces covered with 0.3 and 3MLE vanadium oxide during the NH3 +NO reaction.
Shown are the mass to charge ratios 44 (N2O), 28 (N2), and 18 (H2O). The heating rate
is 0.5K s=1, the gas phase consists of 1.5× 10=4 mbar ammonia and 1× 10=4 mbar NO.
Adapted from Chaos 2018, 28, 045117., with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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Reaction rate measurements obtained during ammonia oxidation with NO are de-
picted in figure 5.49. The highest catalytic activity is measured on the bare Rh(111)
surface, as it is also the case in the NH3 +O2 reaction. A first N2O production peak
is seen at around 470K. This peak is shifted by about 20K to lower temperature in
the cooling branch of the experiment (not shown), indicating a slight hysteresis. The
nitrogen and water production curves exhibit nearly the same curves. After passing
through a relative maximum at around 550K, the catalytic activity stays at a high level
until the heating ramp is stopped at 1030K. In contrast to the N2O production rate,
no hysteresis is found in the cooling branch of the experiment.

The deposition of 0.3MLE vanadium oxide already completely inhibits N2 and water
formation at 550K, and also the N2O production peak is considerably decreased and
slightly shifted to lower temperature. Only around 720K, a gradual increase of the N2

and water production sets in, which continues until 1030K. Surprisingly, no hysteresis
can be observed in the cooling branch, which one could expect due to pattern formation.
This finding indicates an incomplete phase separation: the holes in the dense vana-
dium oxide layer formed under reaction conditions still contain a considerable amount of
vanadium, because otherwise nitrogen and water production peaks should be observed
around 550K in the cooling branch of the TPR experiment. A closer inspection of the
PEEM images in figure 5.44b already reveales the presence of a considerable amount of
VOx in the vanadium oxide depleted holes. The reaction rate measurements presented
in this section demonstrate, that already this low amount of vanadium oxide completely
poisons the catalytic activity of Rh(111).

The inhibitory effect of vanadium oxide is also observed on the 3MLE thick vanadium
oxide film. This surface has the lowest catalytic activity of the three investigated systems.
The N2O production is even completely inhibited. The apparent large difference in
the nitrogen and water production rates is no experimental result but only a visual
impression caused by the different scale of the abcsissa (the first two graphs in figure 5.49
have the same scaling). The rate curves resemble the production rates measured on
0.3MLE vanadium oxide, except a slight decrease in activity between 900 and 1030K of
the high coverage VOx film. Different than on the thin VOx film, the cooling branch of
the TPR experiment shows a strong hysteresis, especially water formation is increased
with respect to the heating branch. This trend continues, if the sample is exposed to a
second TPR experiment. The increase in catalytic activity is accompanied by a decrease
in the vanadium oxide coverage from 3 to approximately 1.2MLE after completion of
the second TPR experiment.

LEED images acquired after the TPR experiments show a Moiré pattern, as it is
observed for a coverage around 1MLE during vanadium oxide deposition rate calibration
(figure 5.1 (c) and the fifth LEED image in figure 5.4). Evidently, the conditions of
ammonia oxidation with NO suffice not to stabilize V on the Rh(111) surface at high
temperature, and a part of vanadium diffuses into subsurface sites or deeper layers of the
Rh(111) crystal, as reported for the in vacuo annealing of vanadium layers on Rh(111)
for temperatures around 1000K [186]. The decreased thickness of the vanadium oxide
film and a potential reduction of VOx during the TPR experiments may be the reason
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for the increased catalytic activity.
In conclusion, an increase of the catalytic activity in the same temperature range

where oxide redistribution takes place is observed in the oxidation reactions with NO,
but the overall catalytic activity is quite low, especially compared to the bare Rh sur-
face. Compared to the oxidation reactions with O2, especially with methanol oxidation,
vanadium oxide seem to be more or less inert, if NO is used as oxidizing agent.

5.6.7 Conclusions from the PEEM experiments conducted with NO

The following conclusions can be made from the PEEM experiments: In catalytic oxida-
tion of ammonia, methanol, and CO with oxygen, macroscopic vanadium oxide islands
develop, which cause the formation of oxygen gradients. If the island size is above a crit-
ical radius a substructure inside the VOx islands develops and different vanadium oxide
phases coexist. If the mentioned oxidation reactions are carried out with NO instead, no
island formation is observed and no detectable oxygen gradients develop. Starting from
low temperature initially a stripe pattern evolves, which then is transformed into a hole
pattern. A preferential orientation is imposed by step bunches on the isotropic (111)
surface. In the H2 +O2 reaction, no formation of oxide islands is observed, and also no
oxygen gradients can be detected on the bare Rh(111) surface or in the vanadium oxide
covered regions. The catalytic rate measurements demonstrate a low catalytic activity
of vanadium oxide compared to the bare Rh(111) surface in oxidation reactions with
NO. The low catalytic activity of VOx indicates that VOx covered areas do not act as
micro-reactors, consuming oxygen.

5.7 VOx redistribution during NH3 oxidation in SPELEEM

The exchange of molecular oxygen by nitric oxide as oxidizing agent in catalytic ammonia
or methanol oxidation has a drastic impact on the reaction-induced redistribution of
vanadium oxide, resulting in different macroscopic redistribution pattern: with molecular
oxygen circular vanadium oxide islands of several tens to hundreds micrometer width
develop close to 1000K. Depending on the reaction conditions these islands can exhibit
a substructure consisting of a reduced core and an oxidized rim. With nitric oxide as the
oxidizing agent, the inverse redistribution pattern is obtained, a dense vanadium oxide
film, which contains macroscopic holes of VOx depleted area. In order to investigate
the surface chemistry which causes the different behavior in terms of pattern formation,
catalytic ammonia oxidation with O2 and NO on submonolayer thick VOx/Rh(111) films
is performed at the Nanospectroscopy beamline (Elettra).

A macroscopic VOx island pattern is prepared by exposing a freshly prepared VOx

film to the conditions of ammonia oxidation (with O2) in the 10=4 mbar range in a
separate high pressure cell. Subsequently, the VOx islands and the surroundings are
characterized ex situ by means of µLEED and spatially resolved XPS (XPEEM and
µXPS) before reaction conditions are adjusted for an in situ characterization. Firstly
the NH3 +O2 reaction is studied in the 10=6 mbar range, before the oxidizing agent O2 is
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replaced by NO for further in situ measurements during the NH3+NO reaction. Prior to
the reaction studies, a V coverage calibration (similar to that described in section 5.4.2)
was performed by a step-wise deposition of vanadium oxide by reactive evaporation
followed by an XPS and LEED characterization.

5.7.1 VOx coverage calibration

In order to assign vanadium oxide coverages to the ex situ and in situ measured pho-
toemission spectra collected on the patterned VOx/Rh(111) surface, a calibration of
the signals is essential. The V 2p / Rh 3p core level intensity ratio as a function of
(known) vanadium coverage of submonolayer VOx films needs to be determined. There-
fore, vanadium oxide is deposited in a step-wise manner by reactive evaporation (∼ 670K,
2× 10=7 mbar oxygen) onto the Rh(111) surface. After every deposition step, the sam-
ple is kept at high temperature for further ten minutes and cooled down in the oxygen
atmosphere for the LEED and XPS characterization. The LEED images recorded as a
function of VOx deposition time and coverage are displayed in figure 5.50.

The VOx coverage assignment is based on the disappearance of the (
√
7×

√
7)R19.1°

diffraction spots and appearance of spots belonging to an (8 × 8) structure at around
14min deposition time. A VOx coverage of approximately 0.7MLE is assigned, resulting
in a V deposition rate of 0.05MLEmin−1. The coverage assignment is based on a
combined STM and DFT study, which reports a coverage of 0.5 to 0.6MLE for the
completion of a closed layer (STM) and an ideal coverage of 0.43MLE (DFT) for the
(
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure, respectively [53]. The decrease of the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1°

LEED intensity is assigned to a coverage of 0.6MLE.
The first LEED image displayed in figure 5.50 is recorded on the vanadium oxide

free, oxygen covered Rh(111) surface and displays (2× 2) diffraction spots generated by
adsorbed oxygen. Upon deposition of small amounts of VOx the (2 × 2) spots initially
become broader and weaker (0.1MLE) until they sharpen again and additional spots
belonging to the (

√
13×

√
13)R13.8° vanadium oxide structure appear. With increasing

vanadium oxide coverage the (
√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° becomes stronger while the (2 × 2)

intensity decreases again. At 0.5MLE additional spots belonging to the (
√
7×

√
7)R19.1°

structure appeared (marked by two arrows in the sixth LEED image). The deposition
of further 0.2MLE VOx results in the superposition of diffraction spots of the (

√
7 ×√

7)R19.1° structure and an (n× n), with n being approximately eight.
Different from most other experiments described in this study, the reactive evap-

oration yields the (
√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° VOx phase instead of the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° for

coverages ≤ 0.4MLE. The (
√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° and the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° VOx struc-

tures, both having a VO3 composition, are quite similar and ideal V coverages of 0.46
and 0.43MLE have been determined with DFT, respectively [53]. The formation energy
per VO3 unit of the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° is reported to be slightly lower compared to the

(
√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° structure. However, the higher coverage of the (

√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8°

structure results in a lower surface energy (the product of formation energy and cov-
erage). Schoiswohl et al. concluded that the (

√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° structure is there-

fore the thermodynamically more stable structure, i. e. the (
√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° phase is
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Figure 5.50: LEED images acquired during step-wise deposition of VOx for a coverage
calibration. VOx is deposited by reactive evaporation at 640K in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen.
Before and after each deposition, the sample is kept at high temperature in oxygen for
ten minutes. All images are acquired below 370K. The last image shows for comparison
a VOx film grown by continuous deposition of 0.35MLE under similar conditions.
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Figure 5.51: Rh3p, V 2p and O1s photoemission spectra (after a Shirley-type back-
ground is subtracted) for the V coverage determination. For the numeric fits a doublet-
separation of 24.8 eV and 7.4 - 7.6 eV for Rh3p and V2p is used, respectively. The
films are grown as descirbed in figure 5.50 and the spectra are acquired in an oxygen
atmosphere of 2× 10=7 mbar after the sample was cooled below 330K.

“only kinetically trapped, e.g. upon reactive evaporation” [53, p. 155403-7]. The last
LEED image displayed in figure 5.50 obtained after continuous deposition of 0.35MLE
VOx displays only diffraction spots belonging to the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° phase. The VOx

film is grown under similar conditions as the ones prepared during the coverage cali-
bration, and demonstrates that only small parameter changes can stabilize either the
(
√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° or (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° phase. Due to the small coverage difference of

only 0.03MLE, the accuracy of the calibration curve is not significantly affected by the
(co)existence of the two VOx phases.

XP spectra recorded on the oxygen covered Rh(111) surface and after every depo-
sition step during the coverage calibration are shown in figure 5.51. As described in
literature, a binding energy shift of the V2p core level to lower values is observed for
coverages exceeding 0.5 to 0.6MLE. This binding energy shift is caused by the incor-
poration of V atoms into the highly oxidized (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° phase and the resulting

reduction of V, starting after the Rh(111) surface is completely covered with VOx [53].
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Figure 5.52: V coverage as a function of V 2p / Rh3p core level intensity ratio. A
linear fit (dashed line) yields a factor of 0.45MLE for the conversion of V 2p / Rh 3p
intensity ratios to V coverages. The data points are obtained from numerical fits to the
spectra displayed in figure 5.51.

From numeric fits of the displayed spectra a linear dependence of the VOx coverage
on the V 2p / Rh 3p core level intensity ratio (“normilized V2p intensity”) is obtained.
The resulting coverage calibration curve is displayed in figure 5.52. For the numeric fits
(not shown) the whole spectra are fitted with individual components for the Rh3p, V 2p
and O1s core levels. A factor of 0.45MLE is determined for the conversion of V 2p /
Rh 3p intensity ratios into V coverages.

The conversion factor obtained from the VOx deposition rate calibration can be used
to determine (submonolayer) V coverages measured ex situ and in situ on the different
parts of the vanadium oxide islands and their surroundings. In order to calculated the
corresponding oxygen coverages, the O 1s / V2p core level ratio is calculated from the
numeric fits of the measured spectra. The intensity ratios are then converted into O
coverages using equation 2.5 and the values listed in table 2.1 for the photoionization
cross sections.

5.7.2 Ex situ VOx coverage determination on oxide islands

A freshly prepared VOx/Rh(111) film of 0.2MLE is transferred in vacuo into the high
pressure cell in order to form a macroscopic VOx island pattern during catalytic methanol
oxidation with O2. Therefore, the sample is kept for 20min at approximately 1000K
in a reaction atmosphere of 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen and 1× 10=4 mbar ammonia. Subse-
quently, the sample is cooled down to 370K in the reaction gases and transferred into
the main chamber in vacuum for an ex situ characterization.
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After exposure to reaction conditions, the surface shows a large number of elongated
vanadium oxide islands, which exhibit a substructure, consisting of a core, an outer ring,
and a boundary phase separating the latter two. An image of such an oxide island is seen
in the insets in figure 5.53a and b. At the start voltage chosen for acquisition of the MEM
image in figure 5.53b, the island core and the outer ring appear as dark area, whereas
the boundary phase separating the two is bright. By comparing the LEEM image with
the in situ LEEM measurements conducted in the 10=4 mbar range during methanol
oxidation (figure 5.16), the island core can be identified as the VOx core, whereas the
bright boundary phase corresponds to the oxidized VOx ring. The interface between the
oxidized ring and the Rh surface is very broad, therefore, in the following, the oxidized
ring is called “inner ring”, whereas the broad interface is termed “outer ring”.

The local work function measurements displayed in figure 5.53a reveal a work function
difference of 1.33 eV between the inner ring and the surrounding Rh(111) surface. In such
a measurement, the start voltage is increased in imaging mode from a very low value,
in which the surface is imaged in MEM mode, to a value of several eV, in which the
surface is imaged in LEEM mode. The transition from MEM to LEEM mode appears
as a sharp intensity decrease. The difference in start voltage at which this intensity
decrease is observed in different areas of the surface corresponds to the work function
difference.

An interesting behavior can be seen in the I(V ) curve of the island core. Instead
of a single intensity decrease, a step wise decrease with a pronounced plateau phase is
observed. This behavior is caused by the coexistence of (at least) two different phases,
which contribute to the overall I(V ) curve. Interestingly, one of the two phases has a
low work function close to the surrounding Rh(111) surface, whereas the other phase
has a work function slightly lower than the inner ring. PEEM images acquired in the
10=4 mbar range during catalytic ammonia oxidation indicate a low work function in
the reduced island core. The existence of a high work function phase in the island core
should therefore be seen as a result of sample cooling for the ex situ characterization.

LEEM-I(V ) measurements conducted in the same sample area are displayed in fig-
ure 5.53b. The three I(V ) curves collected on the vanadium oxide covered areas of the
surface show a very similar shape and differences can only be identified in the heights
of the relative maxima. Only the I(V ) curve recorded on the VOx depleted Rh(111)
surface surrounding the oxide island differs significantly.

A pixel-wise analysis of the collected I(V ) stack is shown in the bottom part of fig-
ure 5.53b. In this representation (binary images), black area corresponds to the area,
which generates the corresponding I(V ) curve. The first and second binary images rep-
resent the I(V ) curves measured on the Rh(111) surface and the inner ring, respectively.
The I(V ) curve corresponding to the outer ring also contributes to the island core, as
can be seen in the third binary image. Therefore also the LEEM-I(V ) measurements
indicate the coexistence of at least two different phases in the island core.

A representative µLEED image of an image series acquired across the Rh(111) surface
and the VOx island, displayed in figure 5.54, corroborates the assumption of a phase
transition during the cool-down in the high pressure cell. As can be seen in the left
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Figure 5.53: Ex situ LEEM-I(V ) analysis of macroscopic vanadium oxide islands
formed during ammonia oxidation. a) Measurement of local work function differences in
an I(V ) scan. The steep intensity decrease between 1 and 2.5 eV marks the transition
from the MEM into the LEEM mode. The work function differences between the island
core, inner ring and the surrounding Rh(111) surface is measured. The regions of interest
are indicated by green solid lines in the image (2.4 eV start voltage) shown in the inset. b)
LEEM-I(V ) measurements on the different parts of the surface. A pixel-wise evaluation
(four binary images at the bottom) of the central MEM image shown in the inset reveals
which areas of the surface contribute to the different I(V ) curves displayed in b (dark
area in the binary images).
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Figure 5.54: µLEED characterizarion of a vanadium oxide island obtained after cat-
alytic ammonia oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range. The area which is probed can be
recognized as circular dark spots (beam damage) on the vanadium oxide covered parts
of the surface. The shown LEED images are representative for the Rh(111) and the VOx

covered parts of the surface. Both images are acquired at a start voltage of 65 eV at
room temperature in vacuum. The LEEM image is acquired at 2.3 eV.

LEED image acquired on the bare Rh(111) surface, only the integer diffraction spots are
visible, together with some diffuse intensity at the half order positions. Interestingly, all
µLEED images acquired on the vanadium oxide island exhibit the same (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1°

diffraction pattern, as shown in the left LEED image. The appearance of the (
√
7 ×√

7)R19.1° in the center of the vanadium oxide island is surprising, since it is only
observed in the outer oxidized ring in the in situ LEEM measurements in the 10=4 mbar
range during methanol oxidation, and since it is associated to a highly oxidized VOx

phase [53].
O 1s, V 2p3/2 and Rh 3p3/2 XPEEM images of the vanadium oxide island and XP

spectra extracted from the bare Rh surface, the VOx island ring and the VOx island
core are displayed in figure 5.55a and b, respectively. The O1s and V2p XPEEM images
reveal a nearly complete phase separation into vanadium oxide covered and free surface,
and small amounts of oxygen are measured on the bare Rh(111) surface. This is reflected
in the V coverages calculated from the V2p / Rh 3p core level intensity ratios, which
are 0.06MLE on the surrounding Rh surface, and 0.31 and 0.36MLE in the island ring
and island core, respectively.

From the O1s / V 2p intensity ratios oxygen coverages of 0.3MLE result for the
bare Rh surface, and 1.1MLE for the island ring and island core. The vanadium oxide
composition is with VO3.5 (ring) and VO3.1 (core) close to the ideal composition of
the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure, which is VO3 [53]. Interestingly, a considerably higher

oxygen amount is measured in the VOx island ring, compared to the island core, as
expected for an oxidized ring and a reduced core. This is surprising, since the complete
island is oxidized into the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure during sample cool-down. The

results of the ex situ XPS characterization are summarized in table 5.2.
In addition to the O 1s, V 2p, and Rh 3p core levels, also the N1s core level is mea-

sured. Therefore the photon energy has to be changed from 650 to 670 eV. Due to this
change, only absolute N1s intensities can be compared and not N1s / Rh 3p intensity
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Figure 5.55: Ex situ XPS characterization of vanadium oxide islands obtained after
ammonia oxidation at 1000K in 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen and 1× 10=4 mbar ammonia, the
deposited V coverage is 0.2MLE. a) O 1s, V 2p3/2 and Rh 3p3/2 XPEEM images and
a LEEM image acquired on a vanadium oxide island and the surrounding Rh surface.
b) XP spectra (Shirley-type background subtracted) extracted from the data shown in
(a) on the island core, the island ring, and the surrounding Rh surface, together with
numeric fits. The regions of interest are indicated in the O 1s image by solid green
lines. The spectra are acquired at room temperature in vacuum with a photon energy
of 650 eV.
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Table 5.2: V and O coverages obtained from ex situ recorded XP spectra of vanadium
oxide islands shown in figure 5.55b. Shown are the binding energies (BE) and areas of
the individual fit components, as well as the calculated vanadium and oxygen coverages
θV and θO.

O 1s V 2p Rh 3p θV, θO /MLE
BE / eV BE/ eV BE/ eV

Peak area / a.u. Peak area / a.u. Peak area / a.u.

Rh 529.7, 531.1, 532; 514.8; 496.3; 0.06, 0.3
128 68 533

Ring 529.7, 530.9; 514.6; 496.2; 0.31, 1.1
396 319 463

Core 529.7, 531.1; 514.4; 496.1; 0.36, 1.1
499 476 594

ratios. The largest nitrogen signal is measured on the VOx depleted Rh surface, followed
by the island core with roughly 10% less intensity. The lowest N signal is measured on
the island ring. Compared to the bare Rh surface, only 70% of the N1s intensity is
measured on the island ring. The nitrogen distribution is thereby similar to the car-
bon distribution measured ex situ after methanol oxidation (section 5.4.3). The highest
amounts are measured on the Rh surface. However, different from the situation apparent
after methanol oxidation, a considerable amount of oxygen is present on the bare Rh
surface after ammonia oxidation. The pressure of oxygen during the cool-down might
be an explanation for the oxidation of the whole VOx island, resulting in the formation
of the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure not only in the oxidized ring, but also in the core.

In general, the above described characterization of the macroscopic vanadium oxide
islands formed during ammonia oxidation, and the comparison with in situ LEEM mea-
surements in the 10=4 mbar range reveal, that a number of processes occur during the
cool-down of the catalytic surface, which render a translation of the ex situ obtained
results to the properties of the catalyst active under reaction conditions difficult.

5.7.3 In situ characterization of VOx during the NH3 + O2 reaction

In order to obtain information about the lateral distribution of oxygen during ammo-
nia oxidation with molecular oxygen and nitric oxide as the oxidizing agent, in situ
SPELEEM measurements are performed in the 10=6 mbar range. Even though the orig-
inal phenomenon of circular vanadium oxide islands and the formation of a dense VOx

layer with holes is observed with PEEM in the 10=4 mbar range, for technical reasons
SPELEEM had to be taken at lower pressure in the 10=6 mbar range.

For the in situ measurements, the sample is heated within ten minutes to 910K
in an oxygen and ammonia atmosphere in the low 10=6 mbar range. Afterwards, the
sample is kept at this temperature for the rest of the experiment. Heating the sample
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Figure 5.56: LEEM images showing vanadium oxide island coalescence during ad-
justment of ammonia oxidation reaction conditions. Vanadium oxide islands can be
recognized as bright objects on the dark Rh(111) surface. The series of LEEM images is
acquired over a period of 4.5min with a start voltage of 1.6 eV. The gas phase consisted
of 4× 10=7 mbar oxygen and 2.4× 10=6 mbar ammonia.

up to such a high temperature is connected with a continuous drift, resulting from
thermal expansion of the sample holder and the manipulator 4. This sample drift makes
a reliable XPS characterization nearly impossible, since not only lateral movement is
encountered, but also vertical movement towards or away from the objective lens. Since
the incoming photon beam impinges on the sample surface in grazing incidence (16°),
any vertical movement is associated with a movement of the X-ray beam on the sample,
which drastically affects the measured photoemission intensity. Consequently, the XPS
characterization can only be performed after a several hours long thermalization period.

Figure 5.56 shows a series of LEEM images acquired during the heat-up of the sample
in a continuous flow of the reaction gases. Two bright, neighboring vanadium oxide
islands / stripes can be identified on the dark Rh surface (first image). Both islands
exhibit a substructure consisting of an island core and an island ring. As a consequence of
the temperature increase, the “outer ring” (the broad interface between the VOx island
and the Rh surface) and the “inner ring” that were present at room temperature merged,
resulting in a single oxidized ring. Starting at around 500K, the initially fuzzy interface
between the vanadium oxide covered and vanadium oxide depleted area sharpens slightly.

A further temperature increase to 875K results in a stronger contrast between the

4This sample drift can be seen by comparing the first and the last LEEM image depicted in figure 5.56
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island core and the island ring, as seen in the third image of figure 5.56. Simultaneously,
the island ring spreads out so that the initially sharp boundary becomes fuzzy. Finally,
at 890K, the whole vanadium oxide covered area looks homogeneously in LEEM with a
diffuse boundary (fifth image). Obviously, the temperature increase from room temper-
ature to 900K drastically increased the mobility of VOx, as evidenced by the coalescence
of the two neighboring oxide islands, that can be seen in the last three images.

After about thirty minutes at 910K, the coalescence of neighboring vanadium oxide
islands results in a small number of very large (several tens to hundreds of µm diameter),
homogeneous oxide islands. The VOx covered area is separated from the surrounding
Rh surface by a sharp, less than 5 µm wide interface, as displayed in the LEEM image
in figure 5.57a.

The corresponding LEED images taken on the VOx depleted area (dark in LEEM,
right LEED image) and on the VOx covered area (bright area in LEEM, left LEED
image) indicate, that a structural transition occured during heating the sample up in
the reaction atmosphere to 910K. At room temperature, the Rh(111) surface exhibited
only the integer diffraction spots and some diffuse intensity at the half order positions in
LEED. The right LEED image in figure 5.57a displays, besides a diffuse (2×2), also weak
diffraction spots belonging to a (

√
3 ×

√
3)-Moiré pattern. The same Moiré pattern is

also present in the LEED image taken on the VOx covered area, but the diffraction spots
are more intense and sharper on VOx. The diffuse (2× 2) is absent in the LEED images
taken on the vanadium oxide island. Even though both, the vanadium oxide enriched
and depleted surface, exhibit a similar LEED pattern, their LEEM-I(V ) curves differ
considerably, as can be seen in figure 5.57b. The different I(V ) curves demonstrate, that
the surface structure of the VOx enriched and VOx depleted surface areas differ, even
though they generate similar diffraction pattern.

A (
√
3×

√
3)-Moiré pattern is also observed in the reduced vanadium oxide island core

during the in situ LEEM measurements conducted in the 10=4 mbar range (methanol
oxidation) presented in section 5.3. Different from the results here, the oxidized ring
of the vanadium oxide island exhibits a (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure, whereas a (1 × 1)

is measured on the surrounding Rh surface. Obviously, the lower total pressure in the
10=6 mbar range does not suffice to stabilize i) the core-ring structure of the vanadium
oxide islands, and ii) the (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° structure, which was initially present after

ammonia oxidation in the high pressure cell.
For the further characterization, the ammonia pressure is reduced while keeping the

oxygen pressure constant, in order to slow down the vanadium oxide island movement.
XP spectra (together with numeric fits) taken on the vanadium oxide islands and on the
surrounding surface two and 18.5 hours after reaction conditions were adjusted are dis-
played in figure 5.58a and b, respectively. The core level binding energies and intensities
obtained from the numeric fits are summarized in table 5.3, together with the calculated
vanadium and oxygen coverages.

By comparing the photoemission spectra collected two hours after the reaction condi-
tions were adjusted with the spectra taken after 18.5 h, one notices two main differences:
i) the V 2p core level measured after two hours under reaction conditions is much more
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Figure 5.57: In situ LEED and LEEM-I(V ) characterization of VOx islands and the
Rh surface in the 10=6 mbar range. a) LEED images taken on the vanadium oxide
covered (left) and VOx depleted (right) area visible in the central LEEM image. The
LEEM image is acquired at a start voltage of 13 eV at 910K in 4× 10=7 mbar oxygen
and 2.4× 10=6 mbar ammonia. The LEED images are acquired at 37 eV start voltage.
b) LEEM-I(V ) characterization of the VOx enriched and VOx depleted surface area.

intense than the after 18.5 h. This is reflected also in the calculated V coverages, which
reduce from an initial value of 0.54MLE to 0.15 - 0.17MLE after 18.5 h. The strong
decrease in V coverage upon prolonged exposure to reaction conditions in the 10=6 mbar
range demonstrates a reduced cohesion of the VOx islands, apparently as a consequence
of the two orders of magnitude lower pressure compared to the 10=4 mbar range. At
10=4 mbar compact, dense VOx islands are observed. The VOx composition of roughly
VO3.3 is close to the ideal value of the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure [53]. The O to V ratio,

however, increases to a high value between eight and nine after 18.5 h exposure.
ii) In the early stage, most of the O 1s core level intensity belongs to a component

of 529.5 - 529.6 eV binding energy. Later, after 18.5 h, a second component at ≈ 531.6 -
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Figure 5.58: In situ XPS characterization of vanadium oxide islands and the sur-
rounding Rh surface during ammonia oxidation with O2. a) XP spectra (Shirley-type
background subtracted) taken after two hours under reaction conditions on a vanadium
oxide island and on the surrounding Rh surface. b) Photoemission spectra (Shirley-type
background subtracted) taken after 18.5 h under reaction conditions on the bare Rh sur-
face, on a VOx island close to the border to the Rh surface, and 100 µm inside the VOx

island. For the fits, three O 1s components are used, the binding energies are at 529.5
- 529.9 eV, 530.9 - 531.7 eV, and above 532 eV (very low intensity). The spectra are
acquired at 910K in 4× 10=7 mbar oxygen and 1.2 × 10=6 mbar ammonia with a photon
energy of 650 eV.
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Table 5.3: V and O coverages obtained from in situ XP spectra recorded on a vanadium
oxide island and on the surrounding Rh surface (figure 5.57). The coresponding spectra
are shown in figure 5.58a and b. Shown are the binding energies (BE) and peak areas of
the individual fit components, as well as the calculated vanadium and oxygen coverages
θV and θO. The O1s areas and coverages in brackets refer to the O 1s component with
a binding energy below 530 eV.

O1s V 2p Rh3p θV, θO /MLE
BE/ eV BE/ eV BE/ eV

Peak area / a.u. Peak area / a.u. Peak area / a.u.

After 2 h:

Rh 529.6, 531.4, 534; 515.8; 496.2; 0.06, 0.6 (0.5)
53 (39) 15 107

VOx 529.5, 530.9, 532.2; 515.7; 496.2; 0.54, 1.8 (1.4)
106 (82) 92 76

After 18.5 h:

Rh 529.9, 531.7, 533.1; 515.2; 496.2; 0.06, 0.7 (0.3)
320 (150) 82 644

VOx 529.8, 531.6; 514.9; 496.1; 0.15, 1.2 (0.7)
border 361 (213) 132 395

VOx 529.9, 531.7, 533.6; 514.6, 517.1; 496.2; 0.17, 1.3 (0.8)
inside 378 (219) 138 372

531.7 eV dominates the spectrum recorded on the bare Rh surface. The same component
also contributes significantly to the spectra taken on the vanadium oxide enriched surface
area. The first O 1s component below 530 eV can be related to oxygen in the VOx lattice.
The O1s binding energies reported for V2O3, VO2 and V2O5 range between 530.1 and
529.8 eV [251, table 1]. The question is, what is the origin of the second O1s component
located around 531.6 eV? Considering the low V coverage and high oxygen coverage
after 18.5 h reaction conditions, one can suspect the formation of a Rh surface oxide.
This surface oxide would explain the high O / V ratio of around 8 measured inside the
vanadium oxide covered area. O 1s binding energy values of 200 nm thick Rh2O3 and
RhO2 films range between 529.9 and 531.1 eV [252]. However, no chemical shifts could
be measured in the Rh 3p core levels. Separating the contributions of oxygen in the
VOx lattice and of oxygen in a Rh surface oxide, one can calculate oxygen coverages
associated to VOx alone. The corresponding θO values are listed in brackets in table 5.3.

N 1s spectra taken at the same positions, but with a different photon energy as the XP
spectra of figure 5.58, are depicted in figure 5.59. The spectra reveal, that a considerable
amount of nitrogen is present on the vanadium oxide parts of the surface under reaction
conditions at 910K, whereas no nitrogen could be measured on the surrounding, bare
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Figure 5.59: N1s spectra taken in situ during ammonia oxidation with O2 on the
vanadium oxide depleted Rh surface and on a vanadium oxide island close to the border
to the surrounding Rh surface, and 100 µm inside the oxide island. The experimental
conditions are as stated in figure 5.58, the spectra are acquired at a photon energy of
670 eV.

Rh surface.
Interestingly, the N distribution is not homogeneous on the vanadium oxide covered

parts of the surface. Instead, a roughly 30% higher N1s signal is measured in the center
of the island. The surplus of nitrogen measured in the island center is in agreement with
the idea of vanadium oxide islands acting as catalytic micro-reactors. The existence
of macroscopic oxygen gradients surrounding and extending inside the vanadium oxide
islands is explained by a preferential adsorption of the educt which will be oxidized
(methanol, ammonia) on the vanadium oxide islands, and supply of adsorbed oxygen
from the surrounding Rh surface. Since the reaction takes place on the whole vanadium
oxide island and since oxygen is supplied only from the sides, an oxygen concentration
gradient should develop across the macroscopic oxide island. Consequently, also the
ammonia coverage should vary along the island diameter, with the highest concentration
in the island center. This situation is what can be seen in the N 1s core level spectra of
figure 5.59.

5.7.4 In situ characterization of VOx during the NH3 + NO reaction

For the in situ characterization of the vanadium oxide islands during catalytic ammonia
oxidation with NO, oxygen in the gas phase is replaced by NO. All further measure-
ments are performed on the same sample surface under the same experimental condi-
tions, namely 910K, 1.2 × 10=6 mbar ammonia and a NO pressure of 4× 10=7 mbar.
After further 13 h under reaction conditions (a total of 32 h at 910K in the reaction
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Figure 5.60: In situ XPS characterization of vanadium oxide islands and the surround-
ing Rh surface during ammonia oxidation with NO. XP spectra (Shirley-type background
subtracted) taken after 32 h under reaction conditions (13 h NH3 +NO reaction) on a
vanadium oxide island and on the surrounding Rh surface. The positions at which the
spectra are acquired are stated in the graph. For the fits, three O 1s components are
used, with binding energies at 530.0 - 530.1 eV, 531.6 - 531.8 eV, and above 533 eV (very
low intensity). The spectra are acquired at 910K in 4× 10=7 mbar nitric oxide and
1.2× 10=6 mbar ammonia with a photon energy of 650 eV.

atmosphere) an XPS characterization of the vanadium oxide covered and of the VOx

depleted surface is performed. The long waiting period between the replacement of O2

by NO and measurement is chosen to let the system adjust to the new conditions. The
O1s, V 2p and Rh 3p XP spectra are depicted in figure 5.60.

For the V and O coverage determination during the NH3 +NO reaction, spectra on
three different positions are acquired: 120 µm inside a vanadium oxide island, 20 µm
inside the same oxide island, and 80 µm away from the oxide island on the surrounding
Rh surface. As described above, the O 1s core level is fitted with three components. In
ammonia oxidation with NO, the low binding energy component of O 1s is shifted by
0.5 eV to 530 and 530.1 eV in all spectra. The results of the numeric fits are summarized
in table 5.4, together with the calculated V and O coverages.
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Table 5.4: V and O coverages obtained from in situ XP spectra recorded on a vanadium
oxide island and on the surrounding Rh surface during the NH3 +NO reaction. The
coresponding spectra are shown in figure 5.60. Shown are the binding energies (BE)
and peak areas of the individual fit components, as well as the calculated vanadium
and oxygen coverages θV and θO. The O1s areas and coverages in brackets refer to the
530 eV component.

O1s V 2p Rh3p θV, θO /MLE
BE/ eV BE/ eV BE/ eV

Peak area / a.u. Peak area / a.u. Peak area / a.u.

After 32 h:

Rh 530.1, 531.8, 534.4; 515.4; 496.1; 0.09, 1.0 (0.5)
71 (37) 18 90

VOx 530.0, 531.7, 534; 514.9; 496.3; 0.09, 1.2 (0.6)
border 82 (39) 18 88

VOx 530.0, 531.6, 533.8; 515.0; 496.2; 0.14, 1.4 (0.7)
inside 92 (50) 27 88

Compared to the values determined during the NH3+O2 reaction, with 0.09MLE
a slightly higher V coverage is measured on the Rh surface, whereas with 0.09 and
0.14MLE roughly 20% lower V coverages are measured close to the VOx island border
and 120 µm inside, respectively. The oxygen coverages on the vanadium oxide covered
parts of the surface during ammonia oxidation with NO have similar values as during the
reaction with O2. However, a considerably higher O coverage is measured on the bare
Rh surface during ammonia oxidation with NO. The O coverage increases from 0.7MLE
in the NH3 +O2 reaction to 1.0MLE when NO is used as oxidizing agent.

Also the nitrogen distribution differs significantly in both reactions. N 1s spectra
acquired on different parts of the sample surface are depicted in figure 5.61. The nitrogen
spectra are acquired on two different vanadium oxide islands 120 and 140 µm from the
border to the Rh surface, respectively. Three additional spectra are recorded on the
vanadium oxide covered part, close to the border, and on the Rh surface 80 and 90 µm
away from the two vanadium oxide islands.

Two main differences exist in the nitrogen distribution between the oxidation with
O2 and the oxidation with NO. Firstly, no nitrogen can be detected on the bare Rh
surface in the reaction with O2, but a considerable N signal is present in the two spectra
recorded on the Rh surface with NO, displayed in figure 5.61. Secondly, no significant
differences in the N intensity can be measured at the different positions on the vanadium
oxide covered surface. All three spectra acquired on the VOx island look quite similar. In
contrast, during ammonia oxidation with NO a roughly 30% higher N signal is measured
in the core of the oxide island compared to the signal in the outer part of the VOx covered
area.
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Figure 5.61: N1s spectra taken in situ during ammonia oxidation with NO on the
vanadium oxide depleted Rh surface and on a vanadium oxide island close to the border
to the surrounding Rh surface, and 120 and 140 µm inside the oxide island. The ex-
perimental conditions are as stated in figure 5.60, the spectra are acquired at a photon
energy of 670 eV.

5.7.5 Oxygen distribution during ammonia oxidation with O2 and NO

The lateral distribution of oxygen turned out to play an essential role for explaining the
VOx redistribution during catalytic methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range [69,70].
It is therefore interesting to characterize the oxygen coverage as a function of distance
to the border between the vanadium oxide enriched and vanadium oxide depleted sur-
face. The concentration profiles of ammonia oxidation with O2 are compared with the
concentration profiles of ammonia oxidation with NO. Therefore dispersive plane O 1s
spectra are acquired every 20 µm starting 100 µm away from the interface on the Rh
surface and ending 100 µm inside the VOx island. The O1s spectra acquired during
ammonia oxidation with O2 and with NO are shown in figure 5.62a and b, respectively.

The O1s spectra are dominated by two contributions, a low binding energy com-
ponent slightly below 530 eV, and two high binding energy components located around
531 and 532 eV. Interestingly, the high binding energy component has a similar inten-
sity in all spectra, independent whether they are acquired on vanadium oxide enriched
or on vanadium oxide depleted areas of the surface. Different is the situation for the
low binding energy component: going from the bare Rh surface to the VOx island, a
sharp intensity increase occurred between the fourth and fifth spectra (counted from
the bottom, “on Rh”) in figure 5.62a. This intensity jump marks the transition from
the bare Rh surface to the vanadium oxide covered area. In ammonia oxidation with
NO, this jump is less pronounced. Rather than an abrupt intensity increase of the O 1s
low binding energy component, a gradual increase can be seen, starting from the forth
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Figure 5.62: O1s dispersive plane XP spectra as a function of distance to the VOx/Rh
interface. The O1s spectra acquired during ammonia oxidation with O2 are displayed in
(a), wheres the corresponding spectra recorded during ammonia oxidation with NO are
shown in (b). The spectra are acquired at different positions varying in steps of 20 µm.
The binding energies of the three O 1s components used for the numeric fits (not shown)
are indicated as solid black line at the bottom of the graphs. All spectra are acquired
at 910K in 1.2× 10=6 mbar oxygen and 4× 10=7 mbar O2 (a) or NO (b). The photon
energy is 650 eV.
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spectra in figure 5.62b.
In order to better visualize the oxygen distribution on the surface, a plot of the

total O 1s intensity as a function of distance from the border Rh/VOx is shown in
figure 5.63a. In this representation, clear differences between the oxygen distribution
in the two oxidation reactions can be seen. Whereas the interface between the bare
Rh surface and the VOx island is with ≈ 100 µm very broad in the NH3 +NO reaction,
a roughly ten times narrower interface appears during ammonia oxidation with O2.
Furthermore, the total O 1s intensity measured on the bare Rh surface is considerably
lower during ammonia oxidation with O2 compared to the oxidation reaction with NO.
This result is in line with the oxygen coverages in tables 5.3 and 5.4, which amount to
0.7MLE during the NH3 +O2 reaction, and to 1.0MLE in the NH3 +NO reaction. If
we interpret the large differences in interface width as reflecting a different line tension
of the vanadium oxide islands, then the exchange of O2 by NO would cause a large loss
in line tension. Since later on the VOx islands dissolves, the diffuse interface is a clear
sign for a reduced line tension.

The surprisingly high oxygen to vanadium ratio measured in the vanadium oxide
covered parts of the surface in both reactions, together with the existence of two O1s
components with considerable intensity suggests the presence of a Rh surface oxide. A
decomposition of the total O 1s intensity into the low binding energy component and
the sum of the two high binding energy components for the two oxidation reactions
is depicted in figure 5.63b and c, respectively. The high binding energy components
have a constant intensity through out the whole probed surface area, independent of
the vanadium oxide coverage. In contrast, a large intensity variation can be seen in
the intensity of the low binding energy component. It turns out, that the intensity
increase visible in the total O1s intensity in figure 5.64a is almost completely caused by
the intensity increase of the low binding energy component.

This corroborates the interpretation of oxygen in the VOx lattice as being respon-
sible for the intensity contribution below 530 eV. Obviously, the high binding energy
component is independent of the V coverage and thus related to the Rh surface, i. e. it
should be due to Rh oxide. A high binding energy component of the O1s core level is
reported for 200 nm thick Rh oxide films [252].

LEED images of the VOx covered and VOx depleted surface taken after the sample
is cooled down to 490K subsequent to the XPS characterization are shown in figure 5.64.
Similar to the LEED characterization conducted during ammonia oxidation with O2 (fig-
ure 5.57a) also during the NH3,+,NO reaction a (

√
3×

√
3)-Moiré pattern characterizes

the bare Rh surface as well as the vanadium oxide islands. The superstructure is more
intense on the VOx covered area.

5.7.6 Discussion

The SPELEEM measurements conducted during ammonia oxidation with O2 and NO
revealed a number of details important for explaining the different patterns as the ox-
idizing agent is changed. Firstly, if the reaction is carried out with molecular oxygen,
nitrogen can only be detected on the vanadium oxide islands while the stationary N
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Figure 5.63: Oxygen distribution measured during ammonia oxidation with O2 and
NO. a) The total O 1s intensity as a function of distance from the interface Rh/VOx

obtained from numerical fits with three components to the spectra shown in figure 5.62a
and b. b) The intensity of the O 1s component at 529.8 eV and the sum of the high
binding energy components as a function of distance from the border of the VOx island
measured during ammonia oxidation with O2. c) The intensity of the O 1s low and high
binding energy components measured during the NH3 +NO reaction. The black solid
line represent numeric fits (sigmoid function) to the experimental data. The experimental
conditions are as stated in figure 5.62.
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Figure 5.64: In situ LEED characterization of VOx islands and the bare Rh surface in
the 10=6 mbar range during ammonia oxidation with NO. The gas phase composition is
as stated in figure 5.60.

coverage on the bare Rh surface is below the detection limit of XPS. If the reaction is
carried out with NO instead, nitrogen can be detected on the vanadium oxide islands
as well as on the bare Rh surface. The presence of nitrogen on the Rh surface can be
explained with the ability of Rh to easily dissociate NO. The different adsorbate cov-
erages in the reaction with O2 and NO, oxygen vs. oxygen coadsorbed with nitrogen,
will influence the surface energy of the bare Rh surface [253]. Secondly, the lateral
oxygen distribution reveals a broad interface between the bare Rh and the vanadium
oxide islands of ≈ 100 µm width in the NH3 +NO reaction. In ammonia oxidation with
oxygen an interface width of only 10 µm is determined. The different interface widths
could indicate a much lower line tension of the vanadium oxide islands in the oxidation
reaction with NO compared to the reaction with oxygen.

Energetically, the lateral distribution of vanadium oxide on the Rh surface is deter-
mined by the interface energies γi of the three interfaces Rh / VOx, Rh / gas phase,
and VOx / gas phase, as well as by the line tension of the vanadium oxide islands. In a
first approximation, it can be assumed that the interface energies Rh / VOx and VOx

/ gas phase do not change significantly upon exchange of O2 by NO. In both reactions,
similar LEED pattern are observed and also the vanadium oxide coverage is in the same
range. Then, the question whether vanadium oxide islands or vanadium oxide depleted
holes in a dense VOx layer are formed is largely determined by the interplay between
the vanadium oxide island line tension and the surface energy of the surrounding Rh
surface. The exchange of O2 by NO reduces the line tension of vanadium oxide islands,
but the influence of the different adsorbate phases on the surface energy of the bare
Rh surface is not known. For this reason, the question whether holes or island pattern
evolve cannot be decided on the basis of known interfacial energies.

The situation is further complicated by the assumption of a Rh surface oxide being
present on the catalytic surface under reaction conditions. Based on O1s binding energies
of Rh2O3 and RhO2 films reported in the literature [252], the appearance of a high
binding energy component in the O 1s core level upon prolonged exposure to reaction
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conditions in the 10=6 mbar range is taken as an indication for the formation of such a
Rh oxide. The intensity of this high binding energy component is independent of the
vanadium oxide coverage, whereas the low binding energy O1s intensity correlates with
the V coverage. Surprisingly, no core level shifts in the Rh3p and Rh 3d core levels can
be detected. The high kinetic energy of ≈ 340 eV of electrons emitted from the Rh 3d
core level reduces the surface sensitivity, and therefore the contribution of a surface oxide
to the overall spectrum. However, the kinetic energy of Rh 3p electrons is with ≈ 150 eV
close to the minimum of the inelastic mean free path. The reason for the absence of a
considerable chemical shift in the Rh spectra remains an open question.

The self limited growth of a thin oxide layer is described to occur on Rh(111) in
the 10=4 mbar range. This surface oxide is characterized by a Moiré LEED pattern,
which is “described as an (8 × 8) hexagonal Rh oxide on a (9 × 9) Rh(111) surface
unit cell” [162, p. 126102-2]. Since on both, on the vanadium oxide enriched surface
(θV = 0.14 − 0.17MLE) and on the VOx depleted surface (θV = 0.06 − 0.09MLE),
a considerable amount of vanadium exists, one could also envision the formation of a
mixed Rh/V surface oxide. This would explain the similar LEED pattern, a (

√
3×

√
3)-

Moiré pattern, recorded on the bare Rh and on the VOx covered surface. The same
(
√
3×

√
3)-Moiré pattern is also observed in the vanadium oxide island core during in situ

methanol oxidation experiments conducted in the 10=4 mbar range. Also the different
LEED pattern as reported in literature for the Rh(111) surface oxide would then find a
plausible explanation. The low V coverage on the bare Rh surface together with identical
LEED pattern on the VOx islands and on the surrounding Rh surface suggests that the
(
√
3×

√
3)-Moiré represents a minority phase, which covers only a small fraction of the

surface. However, different from the Rh 3d binding energies reported in literature for
Rh oxide films and a Rh surface oxide [162,252], no significant chemical shifts could be
detected in the Rh 3p and Rh3d spectra. The missing chemical shift of the Rh core
levels might caused by the contribution of vanadium in the mixed surface oxide. To our
best knowledge, for the Rh(111) surface such a mixed V/Rh surface oxide has not been
described in literature yet.

5.8 VOx redistribution studied with NAP-LEEM

An important aim of this study is to bridge a large part of the pressure gap for the
system VOx/Rh(111). Cathode lens microscopy is a typical UHV technique, electric
gas discharges and the collision of electrons with gas molecules prevent the use at ele-
vated pressure. However, by differential pumping in the electron optics, and by using a
lower electrical field strength between sample and objective lens, already with conven-
tional LEEM and PEEM microscopes a pressure up to the 10=4 mbar can be reached.
The development of a new near ambient pressure LEEM5 (NAP-LEEM) by Elmitec
Elektronenmikroskopie GmbH extends the accessible pressure into the 10=2 mbar range,
enabling to image the reaction induced redistribution in situ from UHV up to 0.02mbar.

5Details on the design of the NAP-LEEM microscope can be found in chapter 2.4.3.
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Key elements for the construction of a NAP-LEEM are extensive differential pumping
and feeding the electron beam through a thin capillary, the replacement of the magnetic
diode objective lens with an objective lens of magnetic triode configuration to reduce
the electrical field strength at the sample surface, and a reduction of the volume of the
reaction cell [29].

The dynamics of ultrathin vanadium oxide layers on Rh(111) during methanol oxi-
dation depend strongly on the total pressure at which the catalytic reaction is carried
out. Preceding PEEM and LEEM experiments have shown, that the reaction dynamics
can vary between a simple phase separation into vanadium oxide rich and depleted ar-
eas in the 10=7 mbar range, and the formation of dynamic stripe and island pattern in
the 10=4 mbar range. These macroscopic vanadium oxide islands can furthermore move
towards each other and coalesce, or periodically change their size, as long as reaction
conditions prevail. The VOx islands exhibit a substructure in which several different
vanadium oxide phases coexist, but this substructure exists only at elevated pressure.
Four representative PEEM images recorded under reducing reaction conditions between
4× 10=7 and 4× 10=4 mbar total pressure summarize this trend in figure 5.65. This
overview is complemented by a NAP-LEEM image, acquired under oxidizing reaction
conditions at a total pressure of 0.02mbar. This image shows three circular vanadium
oxide island.

The PEEM and NAP-LEEM images in figure 5.65 display two trends: first, the
length scale of the VOx redistribution pattern gets smaller with increasing total pressure;
second, the tendency to form a substructure of a reduced core and an outer, oxidized
ring gets stronger with increasing total pressure. Moreover, the temperature at which
the redistribution of vanadium oxide sets in considerably decreases as the total pressure
is increased.

5.8.1 VOx island formation and turbulent dynamics at 0.02mbar

The behavior of ultrathin vanadium oxide layers (θV = 0.2MLE) is investigated in the
10=2 mbar range in a similar manner as in the PEEM experiments described in sec-
tion 5.2.2, with one difference: The NAP-LEEM measurements are started on a Rh(111)
surface homogeneously covered with 0.2MLE of metallic vanadium, instead of vanadium
oxide. In the NAP-LEEM system, V deposition is only possible at room temperature,
thus ruling out reactive evaporation. Consequently, V deposition is carried out in vac-
uum.

After deposition, the V/Rh(111) sample is transferred in vacuum into the analysis
chamber. A continuous flow of methanol and oxygen, with a partial pressure of 0.01mbar
of each gas, is introduced. Subsequently, the sample is heated from room temperature to
660K in roughly 20 minutes in the continuous gas flow. Afterwards the sample is kept at
constant 660K, while the redistribution dynamics of VOx are observed. A series of NAP-
LEEM images acquired in the MEM (first three images) and LEEM mode are displayed
in figure 5.66. The area of lenticular shape with considerably lower LEEM intensity in
the upper left corner of the LEEM images is caused by a defect of the microchannel plate
detector in the image intensifier unit. Also the four small, black spots located in the
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Figure 5.65: PEEM and NAP-LEEM images recorded at different pressure under re-
ducing (threefold excess of methanol, PEEM) and oxidizing (equal amounts of methanol
and oxygen, NAP-LEEM) reaction conditions. The images show the transition from a
simple phase separation in the 10=7 mbar range to the appearance of dynamic vanadium
oxide islands at elevated pressure.

center of the LEEM images and on the left side, best visible in the four central LEEM
images in figure 5.66, represent defects in the microchannel plate.

Starting with a homogeneous surface at room temperature, the formation of a large
number of small dark spots is observed in MEM mode, starting at around 400K. With
increasing temperature, the average size of these particles increases homogeneously, until
at around 600K the growth of four islands is observed. The contrast in MEM is mainly
caused by the local work function, so that areas of low work function have a low MEM
intensity, and, conversely, high work function areas appear bright. However, other effects
like topography also play a similar important role in image formation in MEM mode.
Consequently, an assignment of the small dark spots to areas of low work function is not
possible.

As the target temperature of 660K is reached (and kept constant over the rest of the
experiment), the imaging mode is changed from MEM to LEEM by an increase of the
start voltage from the 2.5 to 3.1 eV. This change takes place in the fourth image depicted
in figure 5.66. Due to the change in the contrast mechanisms, the small dark spots, which
are homogeneously distributed on the surface in MEM mode, are not visible anymore.
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Figure 5.66: NAP-LEEM images acquired in MEM (first three images) and LEEM
mode, showing the formation of macroscopic vanadium oxide islands during catalytic
methanol oxidation at 0.02mbar. The images are acquired at a start voltage of 2.5
(MEM mode) and 3.1 eV (LEEM mode). The sample is heated up in a continuous
gas flow of 0.01mbar methanol and 0.01mbar oxygen to 660K. The VOx coverage is
0.2MLE.

This indicates a very small size of these particles. The appearance of the larger VOx

islands also has changed upon increasing the start voltage. A substructure consisting
of a grey core, an outer dark ring and a bright boundary phase separating the two can
clearly be identified in the fourth image in figure 5.66. The smaller island on the left side
of the image has a less homogeneous outer ring and a bright feature in the center of the
dark core.

Interestingly, also the outer ring of the large island looses its homogeneous appearance
at prolonged exposure to reaction conditions. In the fifth and sixth image, a bright phase
nucleates in the outer ring of the large VOx island. The nucleation and growth of this
bright phase in the outer ring is accompanied by a considerable size increase of the whole
island. Simultaneously, a third small island in close vicinity of the two larger islands,
continuously decreases its size and finally vanishes. The growth of larger islands, and
the disappearance of small islands can be taken as an indication for Ostwald ripening.
The observation, that after the initial growth of a large number of small crystallites only
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Figure 5.67: Local NAP-LEEM intensity time series recorded on a circular area of 3 µm
diameter, which is shown in the last NAP-LEEM image of figure 5.66. The time series
is started at 450 s. Figure adapted from: Reaction dynamics of metal/oxide catalysts:
Methanol oxidation at vanadium oxide films on Rh(111) from UHV to 10−2 mbar, B.
von Boehn, C. Penschke, X. Li, J. Paier, J. Sauer, J.-O. Krisponeit, J. I. Flege, J. Falta,
H. Marchetto, T. Franz, G. Lilienkamp, and R. Imbihl, Journal of Catalysis, 2020, 385,
255 - 264, Copyright (2020), with permission from Elsevier.

few VOx islands grow to a size of several micrometers supports this interpretation.
After about 400 s, a bright phase nucleates also in the center of the island, and quickly

grows over the whole core, except some channel-like structures of low LEEM intensity.
Already at 630 s (ninth image in figure 5.66), no distinction between an outer ring and
an inner core can be made. The whole VOx island consists of a bright phase pervaded
by channels of a dark phase.

Upon further exposure to reaction conditions, the largest VOx island continues to
grow, while the second largest island considerably looses LEEM contrast. At the same
time, a turbulent dynamics is observed in the VOx covered parts of the surface. The
dark channels in the bright phase start to meander on the surface, forming and breaking
connections with each other. The dynamics and irregular character of the structural
transformations is visualized in a time series of the local LEEM intensity depicted in
figure 5.67, acquired in an area indicated by the small white circle in the last LEEM
image.

The local NAP-LEEM intensity shows strong, non-periodic variations with time.
A stable stationary distribution of the different vanadium oxide phases can evidently
not be maintained in the 10=2 mbar range. Instead, a turbulent redistribution of VOx

is observed. A possible explanation for the different behavior upon pressure increase
from 4× 10=4 to 0.02mbar might be connected to the oxygen gradients between oxygen
adsorbing on the metallic phase and oxygen in the oxide phase becoming too strong.
Another factor might be, that due to the higher gas pressure, the reaction can no longer
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Figure 5.68: Oxidation of a macroscopic VOx island in the 10=2 mbar range at a
constant temperature of 660K followed with NAP-LEEM. At t = 0 s the methanol
pressure is decreased from 0.01 to 5× 10=3 mbar, while keeping the oxygen pressure and
the temperature constant at 0.01mbar and 660K, the VOx coverage is 0.2MLE.

be considered as isothermal. In catalytic CO oxidation on Pt single crystal surfaces, the
threshold in pressure where the reaction heat is no longer negligible lies in the 10=3 to
10=2 mbar range [254–256]. As a consequence, temperature gradients might evolve, in
addition to concentration gradients on the surface. However all these explanations need
experimental confirmation in future experiments.

5.8.2 Oxidation of a VOx island in the 10=2 mbar range

Similar to the experiments carried out with LEEM and PEEM in the 10=4 mbar range,
also at 0.02mbar initially a core-ring substructure is formed in the VOx islands. As the
temperature is increased, this core-ring structure becomes unstable and first the outer
ring disintegrates, followed by the core at higher temperature. The result is an island
consisting of a bright and a dark phase, exhibiting a dynamic, channel-like structure.
A simple way to check which of the two phases, i. e. the bright or the dark, is the
oxidized one, is to decrease the methanol pressure. Due to the higher oxygen content
in the gas phase, the oxidized phase should grow at the expense of the reduced phase.
Figure 5.68 shows the temporal evolution of a large vanadium oxide island as a response
to a continuous methanol pressure decrease from 0.01 to 5× 10=3 mbar at 670K over
≈ 150 s, while keeping the oxygen pressure constant at 0.01mbar.

As a consequence of the reduced methanol pressure, the turbulent redistribution
dynamics considerably slows down. The same phenomenon is also observed in the PEEM
and LEEM experiments conducted in the 10=4 mbar range: the mobility of vanadium
oxide stripes and islands is maximized (up to a certein extent) by increasing the amount
of methanol in the gas phase. Simultaneously, the area covered by the bright VOx

phase grows, while the dark phase slowly disappears. Therefore, the bright phase can
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be associated with a higher oxidation state of V and the dark phase can be regarded as
a reduced VOx phase.

By comparing the LEEM images depicted in figures 5.66 and 5.68, with the LEEM
images in figure 5.20 (section 5.3) acquired in the 10=4 mbar, one notices two things:
i) the contrast between the oxidized and the reduced phase is inverted in the LEEM
images acquired at 10=4 and 10=2 mbar (at 10=4 mbar the oxidized phase is dark and
the reduced phase bright), and ii) the LEEM/MEM transition is shifted by more than
an eV to higher start voltage upon pressure increase. The shift of the LEEM/MEM
transition upon pressure increase indicates a higher work function in the NAP regime.
A possible explanation for the higher work function might be the involvement of a Rh
surface oxide. The self-limited growth of a rhodium oxide tri-layer on Rh(111) has
been observed already at an oxygen pressure in the 10=4 mbar range. However, the
LEEM/MEM transition depends also on other parameters like the sample alignment
with respect to the probing electron beam. Comparing the LEEM/MEM transition at
different instruments is therefore connected with uncertainties.

Even after prolonged exposure to a reaction atmosphere with oxygen in excess, the
reduced dark phase does not disappear completely, but after about 40min no redis-
tribution dynamics can be observed anymore. In order to gain further information,
LEEM-I(V ) measurements are performed. In a LEEM-I(V ) experiment, the start volt-
age is continuously increased from a value below the LEEM/MEM transition to several
tens of eV. Since this measurement takes some minutes, it is only possible on a surface
which changes slowly. From the obtained image stack, the start voltage at which the
LEEM/MEM transition occurs can be calculated for every pixel, resulting in a work
function map, which gives the work function difference of every pixel to a reference
point (absolute work function measurements are not possible without a calibration in
LEEM). Figure 5.69 displays such a work function map of the oxidized VOx island shown
in figure 5.68.

The work function clearly shows a granular structure inside the VOx island, consisting
of large elliptical shaped areas of low work function (dark), surrounded by areas of
higher work function. The existence of large areas of low work function fits well with the
assignment of a reduced VOx species to the dark channels in the LEEM images presented
in figures 5.66. Also in PEEM experiments, the reduced vanadium oxide phases always
have a lower work function than the more oxidized phases.

The experimental findings obtained with the NAP-LEEM at 10=2 mbar in principle
resemble the behavior of VOx during catalytic methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar
range. The formation of macroscopic, circular vanadium oxide islands is observed. As
long as the temperature is around 600K, also the familiar core-ring substructure can
be observed for larger islands. However, as the temperature is further increased, this
substructure is not stable anymore and a turbulent redistribution dynamics leads to a
phase separation into a bright oxidized and dark reduced VOx phase in LEEM. Spatially
resolved measurements reveal strong work function variations within a VOx island. In
contrast to the low pressure experiments, now O-gradients could be directly measured
inside the vanadium oxide islands.
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Figure 5.69: Work function map acquired after the oxidation of an oxidized VOx island
in a gas atmosphere consisting of 5× 10=3 mbar methanol and 5× 10=3 mbar oxygen at
660K. The work function map shows the work function difference of every pixel in
the image to a reference point indicated by a small white point. The VOx coverage is
0.2MLE.

One major conclusion that can be drawn from the NAP-LEEM experiments is that
the vanadium oxide redistribution on Rh(111) is strongly pressure dependent, i. e. the
often claimed pressure gap actually exists for VOx/Rh(111) catalysts. The catalyst looks
different in each pressure range from static VOx islands at 10=7 mbar, to moving and
coalescing VOx islands in the 10=4 mbar range, and, finally, to turbulent redistribution
dynamics at 10=2 mbar.

5.9 Summary

The reaction-induced redistribution of ultrathin vanadium oxide layers (θV ≤ 0.6MLE)
was investigated in a number of catalytic reactions with PEEM and LEEM. In a detailed
study, the influence of experimental parameters on pattern formation was determined
for catalytic methanol oxidation. Depending on temperature, a reversible formation of a
vanadium oxide stripe pattern or a pattern consisting of circular vanadium oxide islands
occurs. The vanadium oxide stripes exhibit a substructure consisting of a reduced core
and an oxidized ring. The development of this substructure depends on a critical island
radius. The length scale of the patterns ranges from tens to hundreds of micrometers.

LEEM experiments revealed structural details of the different vanadium oxide phases
inside a VOx island. Under reaction conditions in the 10=4 mbar range, the oxidized ring
has a (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure. In the core a (

√
3×

√
3)-Moiré pattern was seen.

The dependence of the oxygen gradient on the VOx island size can cause kinetic
instabilities, as the conditions for the thermodynamic stability of VOx phases change
inside a VOx island. This leads to oscillatory size changes of VOx islands in the 10=4 mbar
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range. With LEEM a periodic expansion and contraction of a VOx island was imaged.
Such oscillations can only be observed if the island radius is close to the critical radius
for the existence of the reduced island core.

The vanadium coverages in the oxidized island ring and the reduced core previously
determined in situ during methanol oxidation in the 10=6 mbar range with SPELEEM
[69, 70] are measured accurately using SPEM. Different from a previous study consid-
erably higher oxygen coverages are measured on all parts of the catalytic surface. The
high amount of oxygen on the surface suggests the presence of a Rh surface oxide under
reaction conditions.

Besides catalytic methanol oxidation, a reaction-induced redistribution of VOx was
studied in catalytic ammonia and CO oxidation on VOx/Rh(111). Different from methanol
oxidation, in both reactions the catalytic activity of VOx is lower than the activity of
the bare Rh(111) surface. Redistribution patterns very similar to the ones observed in
methanol oxidation are observed in catalytic ammonia oxidation and in catalytic CO
oxidation. However, the vanadium oxide islands in CO oxidation do not reach a circular
shape.

Oxygen gradients play an essential role in the formation and coalescence of circular
vanadium oxide islands under reaction conditions [69,70]. Therefore the oxidizing agent
O2 was replaced by NO in methanol and ammonia oxidation. As a consequence, instead
of an vanadium oxide island pattern, a pattern consisting of a dense VOx layer with
holes of vanadium oxide depleted surface evolved in the CH3OH+NO and NH3 +NO
reactions. SPELEEM measurements in the 10=6 mbar range revealed, that the exchange
of O2 by NO in catalytic ammonia oxidation drastically reduces the line tension of the
vanadium oxide islands. Furthermore, on the bare Rh surface co-adsorbed nitrogen and
oxygen could be detected in the oxidation reaction with NO. No nitrogen was found on
the Rh surface as the reaction was carried out with O2 as oxidizing agent. The question
whether an island or a hole pattern develops in the oxide layer is apparently determined
by thermodynamic quantities like interfacial energies and the line tension.

The assumption of a Rh surface oxide being present under reaction conditions was
further corroborated by high oxygen coverages measured with SPELEEM during ammo-
nia oxidation with O2 and NO. A high binding energy O1s component was associated
with Rh oxide, and the intensity of this O1s component was found to be i) independent
of the V coverage, and ii) constant on the whole probed area. LEED revealed the same
(
√
3 ×

√
3)-Moiré pattern for the VOx enriched and for the VOx depleted area. The

same structure was observed in LEEM experiments during methanol oxidation in the
10=4 mbar range.

With the successful operation of a NAP-LEEM, the dynamics of VOx on Rh(111)
during methanol oxidation could be followed up into the 10=2 mbar range. Different
from the experiments in the 10=4 mbar range and at lower pressure, turbulent dynamics
are obtained in the near ambient pressure regime. Apparently, dynamic effects become
increasingly important during catalytic reactions at elevated pressure.



Chapter 6

VOx Redistribution and Pattern
Formation on Rh(110)

Abstract A number of intriguing chemical wave pattern is observed during methanol
oxidation on the unpromoted and VOx covered Rh(110) surface. At temperatures above
680K, the reaction is bistable. The existence of traveling interface modulations on
Rh(110) and on the 0.1MLE VOx covered Rh(110) surface in the 10=4 mbar range indi-
cates, that a parameter range of double metastability exists, adjacent to the equistability
point of the bistable system. In situ LEEM/LEED reveals, that the transition from the
oxidized into the reduced state is accompanied by a phase transition from the (1 × 1)
surface into the c(2 × 8) missing-row reconstructed surface of adsorbed oxygen. The
traveling interface modulations have been explained by a defect generation mechanism,
in which the reversible formation of surface defects during the phase transition between
the unreconstructed and reconstructed surface play an essential role. A higher VOx cov-
erage up to 0.4MLE results in target pattern and traveling wave fragments. A reaction
induced redistribution of VOx around 1000K leads to either a macroscopic VOx island
pattern, or a hole pattern of VOx depleted areas surrounded by VOx enriched surface.
Moreover, a fractal growth mode of dendritic VOx islands occurs during methanol oxida-
tion. The propagation of traveling wave fragments on the VOx island pattern and inside
the holes is seen. Target pattern and chaotic patterns appear on the VOx enriched sur-
roundings of the holes. Adsorbate induced reconstructions play presumably an essential
role in the chemical wave patterns. Indications for the possible involvement of a V/Rh
(sub)surface alloy are also found. The PEEM and SPELEEM experiments described in
this chapter were performed as part of my master thesis [71] and are recapitulated here.

Ultrathin layers of VOx on Rh(111) exhibit an enormous structural variety, thor-
oughly characterized in a number of studies [53, 55, 183]. In contrast, only few inves-
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tigations on the growth of V on the Rh(110) surface have been conducted [188], and
no results have been published on the growth of vanadium oxide on Rh(110) prior to
this study. The study of catalytic methanol oxidation on a Rh(110) surface [71, 243]
and sub-monolayer VOx films on Rh(110) [71, 244, 245] is important for a detailed un-
derstanding of the redistribution dynamics of VOx under reaction conditions. In the
system VOx/Rh(111) the formation and coalescence of macroscopic vanadium oxide is-
lands is observed in a number of catalytic reactions. The redistribution dynamics have
been explained by a polymerization / depolymerization equilibrium, that is sensitive to
gradients in the oxygen coverage [69]. In order to evaluate whether this process can be
generalized to other substrates, the V and VOx growth was extended to the thermody-
namically less stable and more open Rh(110) surface [71,185]. A characterization of the
different vanadium and vanadium oxide structures that form on the Rh(110) surface con-
stitutes the basis for the interpretation of reaction dynamics observed on VOx/Rh(110)
model catalysts during catalytic methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range with LEEM
and PEEM. It will be distinguished between chemical wave pattern observed on the
unpromoted and on the VOx covered Rh(110) surface.

6.1 Growth of vanadium and vanadium oxide on Rh(110)

The growth of vanadium oxide on the (111) oriented surface of rhodium is characterized
by a large number of different two-dimensional structures in the sub-monolayer coverage
range. Already a low oxygen pressure in the 10=7 mbar range suffices to form highly ox-
idized VOx phases, as evidenced for example by the (

√
7×

√
7)R19.1° structure formed

upon reactive evaporation of up to 0.6MLE VOx [53]. In many cases, the heteroepitaxial
growth on the more open (110) surface of fcc metals is more complex. Surface alloying
and the diffusion of the deposited metal into deeper substrate layers can occur [257]. In a
preceding growth study of vanadium on Rh(110), the formation of an ordered vanadium
near surface alloy could be observed upon V deposition and subsequent annealing above
800K [188]. In this study, the growth of vanadium and vanadium oxide is investigated in
the temperature range between 370 and 770K for a V coverage up to 4MLE. The exper-
iments presented in this section have been conducted using the SPELEEM microscope
located at the Nanospectroscopy beamline (Elettra), and the PEEM system located in
Hannover and are part of my master thesis [71] and are published in [185,244,245].

6.1.1 The growth of vanadium on Rh(110)

As has been described in chapter 2.7, Auger signal vs. time (AS-t) plots are a reliable
way to determine the deposition rate during metal or metal oxide growth, as long as
the growth can be described as a Stranski-Krastanow or Fank-van-der-Merwe mode.
Also structural transitions, that may occur for example upon completion of a complete
layer, are useful to obtain a coverage calibration. In the experiments presented in this
chapter, the V coverage is assigned in monolayer equivalents (MLE) based on the growth
of metallic vanadium onto the Rh(110) surface at 380K in vacuum, which is monitored
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Figure 6.1: V deposition rate calibration on Rh(110) monitored by the V2p3/2 pho-
toemission signal as a function of deposition time. V is evaporated in UHV at 380K, the
photon energy is 650 eV. The change in the slope occurring at around 250 s deposition
time marks the completion of the first monolayer of metallic V on Rh(110). Reproduced
in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121, 19774 – 19785. Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society.

with XPS. The temporal evolution of the V2p3/2 core level intensity as a function of
deposition time is depicted in figure 6.1. In order to maximize the surface sensitivity of
the XPS measurement, a photon energy of 650 eV is chosen, resulting in a kinetic energy
of the ejected V2p3/2 photoelectrons of about 135 eV, which is close to the minimum of
the inelastic mean free path. The completion of the first layer of metallic V deposited on
the Rh(110) surface can be recognized by the pronounced change in slope of the V 2p3/2
intensity at around 250 s in figure 6.1. After the initial steep and linear signal increase
between zero and 250 seconds deposition time, a moderate increase is observed upon
further V deposition. It has to be noted, that the coverage calibration obtained from
the temporal V 2p3/2 intensity variation assumes the formation of a first flat vanadium
layer. Since such a growth mode can only be verified by STM or low-energy ion scattering
measurements, and since the growth of V on Rh(110) at 380K is characterized by a high
structural disorder as will be shown in the following, the coverage calibration has to be
seen as tentative.

LEED images acquired during the growth of metallic V at 380K indicate a consider-
able structural disorder with increasing V coverage, as evidenced by a high background
intensity in the acquired LEED images. For the first two monolayers of vanadium, a
pseudomorphic growth of V is observed, and a faint (1 × 2) LEED pattern develops
during the growth of the third layer. The corresponding half-order diffraction spots are
strongly elongated in the [001] direction. A strong disorder in the [001] direction is a
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Figure 6.2: LEED images (center) and LEED spot intensity line profiles (left and right)
acquired during the deposition of V on Rh(110) at 600K in UHV. Reproduced in part
with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121, 19774 – 19785. Copyright 2017
American Chemical Society.

possible reason for the elongation, or the formation of an incommensurable arrangement
in this direction. The simultaneous occurrence of faceting is indicated by the broad (0,0)
spot. UHV annealing of the (1× 2) structure at 620K leads to a transition into a weak
(1× 3) structure.

V deposition at 600 and 770K, which is still far below the annealing temperatures
of 973 and 1073K reported for the formation of a (2 × 1) surface reconstruction with
V located in the second layer and a (1 × 2) missing row reconstruction with V located
in deeper layers of Rh(110) [188], results in a sharper LEED image, as demonstrated
in figure 6.2. The higher substrate temperature does not only result in a higher struc-
tural order of the formed V film, but also different structures evolve as a function of
V coverage. At 600K the (1 × 2) phase starts to form already at around 0.2MLE and
reaches a maximum LEED intensity at 0.9MLE. Starting from 1.0MLE the formation
of additional weak diffraction spots at the quarter positions indicate the formation of a
(1 × 4) structure. Further deposition leads to a decrease of the(0,1⁄2), (0,1⁄4) and (0,3⁄4)
spot intensities, until at around 2.0MLE, the (1 × 2) and the LEED intensity at the
quarter positions has disappeared completely. The removal of the (1 × 2) and (1 × 4)
LEED spots is followed by the development of a (4× 1) structure for θV > 2MLE, until
finally a (2× 1) remains at 3.5MLE.

The growth of V is highly temperature dependent, as can be seen by comparing the
(0,0) diffraction spot intensity as a function of V coverage recorded at 380, 600 and
770K shown in figure 6.3a. Whereas a nearly linear decrease up to the deposition of
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2MLE is observed at 380K, the deposition of V onto Rh(110) at 600K is characterized
by a much faster intensity decrease and a relative minimum at 1MLE, followed by a
intensity increase. If V deposition is carried out at 770K, a similar behavior is observed,
with the difference, that the first relative minimum at 1MLE is followed by a relative
maximum at around 1.2MLE and a further decrease of the (0,0) spot intensity. The
differences between the intensity variation observed at 600 and 770K indicate, that
additional processes, which possibly involve the Rh(110) substrate, occur at deposition
temperatures above 600K.

The 170K difference between 600 and 770K does also lead to a much faster removal
of the (1 × 2), as can be seen in figure 6.3b, which compares the (0,1⁄2) LEED intensity
measured during V deposition at the two different temperatures. Whereas the (1 × 2)
diffraction spot can be observed up to 2MLE upon V deposition at 600K, it already
nearly disappeared upon completion of the first V layer if the deposition is carried out
at 770K. For further deposition, only a sharp (1 × 1) LEED pattern is observed. With
the obtained experimental data, it cannot be explained, that the different behavior is
caused by the formation of a V/Rh (sub)surface alloy, or bulk diffusion of V during the
deposition process at 770K.

6.1.2 The growth of vanadium oxide on Rh(110)

The growth of vanadium oxide on Rh(110) is carried out by reactive evaporation in an
oxygen atmosphere at 2× 10=7 mbar. The substrate temperature is varied between 370
and 670K. If the VOx deposition is carried out at 370K, a similar sequence of LEED
pattern is obtained, as upon deposition of metallic V at 600K. Initially, a (1× 2) LEED
pattern appears, which reaches a maximum intensity close to a V coverage of 1MLE.
Upon further VOx deposition, additional, slightly stronger diffraction spots of a (2× 1)
structure appear, reaching an intensity maximum around 1.5MLE. In contrast to the
growth of V on Rh(110) at 600K, no spots belonging to the (1 × 4) and (4 × 1) are
observed. Also the initially formed (1 × 2) LEED pattern does not vanish completely,
resulting in a streaky (2×2) pattern after the deposition of 2.5MLE VOx at 370K. The
pronounced streaks at the half positions and integral order diffraction spots indicate a
high degree of structural disorder at this substrate temperature.

A better structural ordering is obtained, if the VOx deposition is conducted at at
least 620K substrate temperature. In order to be consistent with the VOx deposition
procedure applied in the system VOx/Rh(111), a temperature of 670K is used for the
deposition of ordered VOx films onto the Rh(110) surface. As described in detail in
chapter 2.8.2, the exposure of the Rh(110) surface to oxygen at elevated temperature
leads to a sequence of oxygen induced reconstructions. Consequently, VOx is deposited
onto the c(2×8) reconstructed Rh(110) surface during the reactive evaporation at 670K
in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen.

Figure 6.4 comprises seven LEED images taken before the VOx deposition is started
(first image) and during the VOx growth. The oxygen exposure in L is given in the
figure together with the VOx coverage of the corresponding LEED images. The c(2× 8)
LEED pattern caused by the oxygen covered, reconstructed Rh(110) surface is lifted
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Figure 6.3: LEED intensity as a function of V coverage measured during V deposition
onto Rh(110) at 380, 600 and 770K. a) Comparison of the (0,0) diffraction spot intensity
measured as a function of V coverage for the three different temperatures. b) (1⁄2,0) and
(0,1⁄2) spot intensity as a function of V coverage measured during the deposition at 600
and 770K. The LEED measurements are conducted at 43 eV. Reproduced in part with
permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121, 19774 – 19785. Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society.
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upon deposition of 0.5MLE VOx and a (1 × 4) pattern appears in LEED. This (1 × 4)
pattern is transformed into a (1×2), as the VOx coverage reaches 0.7MLE. Close to the
deposition of 1.0MLE additional spots of a (2 × 1) structure evolve, while the streaky
features around the (1⁄8,0) and (7⁄8,0) positions completely disappear. At a coverage of
1.1MLE, weak features at the (1⁄4,0) and (3⁄8,0) positions appear, leading together with
the (1×2) and (2×1) to a LEED pattern similar to a (4×2) structure. Upon deposition
of 1.8MLE, the LEED image is transformed into a strong (3× 1) pattern together with
weak (1× 2) intensity. Finally, at 2.8MLE the superposition of a (6× 5) and the (3× 1)
pattern can be seen in the last LEED image of figure 6.4. The (4×2) structure obtained
after the deposition of roughly 1MLE (which gets stronger upon post-oxidation) has
been used to assign a VOx coverage to the VOx films grown on Rh(110) in the PEEM
experiments conducted in Hannover, since an AS-t plot obtained by a step-wise VOx

deposition yielded no clear evidence for the completion of the first monolayer [185].
The LEED pattern shown in figure 6.4, which are obtained in situ during the VOx de-

position, are not the thermodynamic equilibrium structures1. This can be demonstrated
by an interruption of the deposition process followed by a ten minute post-oxidation
at the same conditions at which the deposition is carried out. Figure 6.5 shows LEED
images acquired just after the deposition of 0.4 (a) and 0.8MLE VOx in 2× 10=7 mbar
oxygen at 620K is terminated (left), and after additional ten minutes of post-oxidation
(right). The initial streaky LEED pattern obtained after 0.4MLE VOx deposition is
transformed into a strong (1 × 2) LEED pattern with additional streaky intensity at
the (1⁄2,0) position upon post-oxidation. In a similar way, the (1 × 2) LEED pattern
with diffuse, streaky intensity at the quarter positions obtained for 0.8MLE deposition
is replaced by a (4×2) pattern after ten minutes of further oxygen treatment. The large
influence of post-oxidation on the structural ordering indicates a low mobility of VOx

on the surface and thus kinetic limitations in formation of ordered structures.

6.1.3 The stability of vanadium oxide films on Rh(110)

If post-oxidation is conducted at an elevated temperature and at higher oxygen pressure,
drastic changes of the spatial distribution and the structure of the deposited vanadium
oxide layers occur. By shortly heating up a 2.8MLE thick VOx film deposited at 350K,
characterized by a (2×2) LEED pattern, to 750K in the presence of 2× 10=7 mbar oxy-
gen, a sharp (12×1) LEED pattern forms as the temperature reaches 690K. The (12×1)
LEED pattern obtained after post-oxidation is shown in figure 6.6a, together with LEED
intensity cross sections taken during the temperature increase in 6.6b. After the sample
was cooled down, the surface exhibits a grainy structure caused by inhomogeneities on
the length scale of tens of nanometers in LEEM, as can be seen in figure 6.6c.

If a freshly evaporated, 3MLE thick vanadium oxide film is exposed to an oxygen
pressure of 2× 10=7 mbar at a substrate temperature of 670K for ten minutes instead of
a short heat up, a similar structural transition as described above occurs, resulting in the

1In this context, thermodynamic equilibrium refers to equilibrium between the surface layer and the
gas atmosphere. The bulk phase of Rh(110) is excluded in this regard.
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Figure 6.4: LEED images acquired during the reactive evaporation of VOx at 670K.
The oxygen dose as well as the vanadium oxide coverage are stated with every LEED
image. All LEED images are acquired at an energy of 50 eV in 2× 10=7 mbar O2.
Reproduced in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121, 19774 – 19785.
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

coexistence of a (2× 2) LEED pattern with the above mentioned (12× 1) pattern. The
LEEM image depicted in figure 6.6d demonstrates, that prolonged post-oxidation leads
to a phase separation into two phase, which appear as dark and bright at the chosen start
voltage of 16 eV. A further increase of the oxygen pressure to 9× 10=6 mbar at 670K
results in the growth of the bright phase at the expense of the dark phase, as can be
seen by comparing the two LEEM images in figure 6.6d and e taken before and after the
second post-oxidation at elevated oxygen pressure. A µLEED and LEEM-I(V ) analysis
of the two phases reveals, that the bright phase exhibits the (12× 1) LEED pattern and
has a 260meV lower work function than the dark phase, which is generating the (2× 2)
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Figure 6.5: The influence of post-oxidation on the VOx films deposited on Rh(110). a)
LEED images acquired after the deposition of 0.4MLE VOx (left) and after the subse-
quent ten-minute post-oxidation (right). b) LEED images taken after the deposition of
0.8MLE VOx and ten minutes of post-oxidation. The LEED images have been acquired
at 40 (left) and 50 eV (right), respectively. Reproduced in part with permission from J.
Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121, 19774 – 19785. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

diffraction spots [185].
In order to investigate whether the phase separation into the (2 × 2) and (12 × 1)

structures upon high temperature oxygen treatment is accompanied by a diffusion of a
part of the V present after VOx deposition into deeper layers of the Rh(110) crystal, two
thick metallic V films (2 and 6MLE) are exposed for 40min to an oxygen atmosphere
of 1× 10=6 and 1× 10=5 mbar at 670 and 870K, respectively. Auger spectra acquired
before and after the oxygen treatment on both films are displayed in figure 6.7. For both
films, the formation of a strong (12 × 1) LEED pattern is observed after the oxygen
treatment, with no signs for the (2× 2) structure visible in LEED.

Starting with the 2MLE thick V film on Rh(110), one notices a slight decrease of the
Rh302 signal, a nearly unchanged V437 signal and a strongly increased O+V510 signal
as a consequence of the prolonged oxygen treatment at 670K. The signal changes are
better visualized in the central inset of figure 6.7 (left). The nearly unchanged V437

intensity indicates that no or only small amounts of vanadium diffuse into the Rh bulk
at the applied temperature. On the other hand, the strong increase of the O+V510 and
the decrease of the V472/V437 ratio by 23% is a result of the oxidation of the vanadium
film to vanadium oxide. Taking into account the oxidation of the V layers, also the
decrease of the Rh302 intensity can be explained by the additional attenuation of the
ejected Auger electrons by the oxygen atoms present after the oxygen treatment.
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Figure 6.6: The influence of post-oxidation on thick vanadium oxide films on Rh(110).
a) LEED pattern acquired at 40 eV after a short heat up to 750K in 2× 10=7 mbar
oxygen of a 2.8MLE VOx film deposited at 350K in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen. b) LEED
intensity cross sections taken during the heatup described in a. The temperature is
indicated as a solid red line (top axis). c) LEEM image acquired with a field of view of
4 µm after the heat up in oxygen. d) and e) LEEM images acquired with a field of view
of 30 µm after a first post-oxidation for ten minutes at 2× 10=7 mbar and 670K (d),
and after 25min at 9× 10=6 mbar and the same temperature (e). All LEEM images are
acquired at a start voltage of 16 eV. Reproduced in part with permission from J. Phys.
Chem. C 2017, 121, 19774 – 19785. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 6.7: V segregation upon oxygen treatment of thick vanadium layers on Rh(110)
at high temperature studied with AES. The vanadium films of 2 and 6MLE thickness
are deposited at 470K onto the Rh(110) substrate and exposed to a 40min oxygen
treatment at 670K and 1× 10=6 mbar (2MLE), and 870K and 1× 10=5 mbar (6MLE).
The shown Auger spectra are acquired before and after the oxygen treatment at room
temperature in vacuum. The intensity measured in the energy range from 350 to 550 eV
is magnified by a factor of ten for better visibility. The inset shows the Auger peak
intensity variations of the Rh, V and O transitions upon oxygen treatment. Reproduced
in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121, 19774 – 19785. Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society.
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For the 6MLE thick V film, a different behavior is observed as a result of the 200K
higher temperature of 870K during the oxygen treatment. The initially low Rh302 signal
increases by a factor of almost three, whereas roughly 50% of the V437 intensity present
after the V deposition is lost upon oxidation at 870K and 1× 10=5 mbar for 40min.
The simultaneous increase of the substrate signal Rh302 and decrease of the adsorbate
V437 signal is a clear sign for the thermally induced bulk diffusion of vanadium during
the oxygen treatment.

Interestingly, also a slight decrease of the O+V510 signal can be recognized in the
inset of figure 6.7. This decrease can be rationalized by the simultaneous decrease of
the intensity of the VL2,3M4,5M4,5 transition due to bulk diffusion of vanadium, and
increase of the OKL2,3L2,3 intensity originating from oxygen in the formed vanadium
oxide. Both transitions produce Auger electrons with a similar kinetic energy, so that
they overlap in the spectrum. An oxidation of V is not only indicated by the formed
(12 × 1) LEED pattern and the nearly unchanged O+V510 intensity, but also by a 10%
decrease of the V472/V437 peak ratio. However, the smaller peak ratio decrease of only
10% compared to the measured 23% of the 2MLE film indicates a lower overall oxidation
state for the 6MLE film, and might be a consequence of metallic V in subsurface sites
and deeper layers of the Rh crystal, contributing to the Auger spectrum.

The diffusion of excess V into deeper layers of the Rh(110) crystal is consistent with
the literature. Ṕı̌s et al. describe the formation of a V near surface alloy upon annealing
of V layers on Rh(110) at 973K. Whether the roughly 2MLE thick VOx film of the
formed (12× 1) structure is the maximum V coverage that can be stabilized by oxygen
at pressures up to 1× 10=5 mbar is not clear. However, clearly oxygen has a stabilizing
effect on surface V at elevated temperature.

6.1.4 XPS characterization of vanadium oxide films on Rh(110)

In order to chemically characterize the prepared vanadium oxide films, XPS is applied
to freshly deposited 0.4 and 0.8MLE thick VOx films on Rh(110), and to the (12 × 1)
structure prepared by 6 minutes of post-oxidation at 700K in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen after
reactive evaporation of 3MLE VOx. XPS is conducted at a photon energy of 650 eV
in an oxygen background of 2× 10=7 mbar to avoid beam damage. Figure 6.8 displays
the spectra acquired on the 0.8MLE thick VOx film (a) and on the (12 × 1) structure
obtained after post-oxidation (b). The binding energy (BE) values of vanadium and
vanadium oxides mentioned in literature range between 515.2 and 515.9 eV for V in
the oxidation state +3 in V2O3 [251, 258, 259], between 515.2 and 516.65 eV for V in
the oxidation state 4+ in VO2 [251, 259, 260], and between 516.9 and 517.7 eV for the
highest oxidation state +5 in V2O5 [251, 259–261]. The BE of metallic V is reported
to be between 512.16 and 512.7 eV [260, 262]. Due to interaction of the substrate with
thin oxide layers and due to final-state effects, the corresponding binding energies in thin
films can vary from their bulk counterparts. For thick vanadium oxide films supported on
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite BE values of 514.5, 515.6, and 517.0 eV are mentioned
in the literature for the oxidation states +3, +4, and +5, respectively [248].

For the two sub-monolayer VOx films a V2p3/2 binding energy of 514.4 eV results
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Figure 6.8: XPS characterization of VOx films of 0.8 and 3MLE coverage on
Rh(110). Photoemission spectra acquired on (a) a 0.8MLE VOx film grown at 620K
in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen, and (b) on a 3MLE thick VOx film, which has been exposed
to 6min oxygen treatment at 700K in 2× 10=7 mbar after the reactive evaporation has
been terminated. The spectra have been acquired at 340K (a) and at room temperature
(b) in an oxygen ambient of 2× 10=7 mbar to reduce beam damage. Peak fitting of the
V2p core level has been conducted with a fixed doublet splitting of 7.7 eV after a Shirley
background has been substracted. Further fit parameters have been: (a) a Lorentzian
width of 2.18 eV, an asymmetry parameter of 0.38, and (b) a Lorentzian width of 2.66 eV
for the oxidic and 0.72 eV for the low BE component, and asymmetry parameters of 0
(oxidic component) and 0.6 (low BE component). The Gaussian width has been deter-
mined from the Fermi edge to be 660meV. Reproduced in part with permission from J.
Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121, 19774 – 19785. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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from peak fitting with a single component. This BE is close to the literature values
of vanadium in the oxidation state +3 in thin films. By taking the ionization cross
sections and asymmetry parameters of the V2p3/2 and O1s core levels into account, it is
possible to calculate the composition of the VOx structure with equation 2.5, assuming
a homogeneous distribution of V and O atoms. An oxygen to vanadium ratio of 2.0 and
1.6 is determined in this way for the 0.4 and 0.8MLE thick films. For an ideal V2O3

film, this ratio would be 1.5, which is close to the experimentally obtained value for the
0.8MLE film. Even though the measured BE of both films is equal, an excess of oxygen
compared to the ideal composition is measured for the 0.4MLE film. The surplus of
oxygen can be explained by atomic oxygen adsorbed on the VOx uncovered parts of the
surface, taking into account that the deposited coverage of 0.4MLE is not sufficient to
cover the surface completely. Accordingly, a V2O3 composition with V in the oxidation
state +3 is tentatively assigned to the (1 × 2) and (4 × 2) structures obtained after
reactive evaporation of 0.4 and 0.8MLE VOx onto the Rh(110) surface.

The photoemission spectrum depicted in figure 6.8b, originating from the (12 × 1)
structure, can best be fitted with two V 2p3/2 components located at 513.4 and 516.3 eV
BE. The high BE component corresponds to vanadium in the oxidation state between +4
and +5, and thus a much higher oxidation state is found on the multilayer VOx phase,
compared to the sub-monolayer films discussed above. The low BE component lies with
513.4 eV between the values reported for metallic V and V in the oxidation state +3. A
possible explanation for the low BE component would be that a part of the vanadium is
alloyed with the Rh(110) substrate. Another possible explanation is the existence of a
second (possibly disordered) VOx phase with V in a low oxidation state. The LEEM and
µLEED measurements presented in figure 6.6 indicate that the (12 × 1) structure does
not necessarily is the only VOx phase present after short post-oxidation. An example
for a reduced vanadium oxide phase of VO composition and a formal oxidation state of
+2, which has a similar BE of 513.2 eV, is the so-called “wagon-wheel” structure of VOx

on Rh(111) [55].
The oxygen to vanadium ratio obtained by equation 2.5 from the V2p3/2 and O1s

core level intensities of the (12 × 1) is with 1.57 close to the value obtained for the
0.8MLE film, indicating rather a V2O3 composition than a highly oxidized VOx phase,
as the high BE of 516.3 eV suggests. If, however, only the high BE component is taken
into account in the composition calculation, an O to V ratio of 2.48 results, which is close
to the ideal value of a V2O5 oxide phase. Since, the nature of the low BE component
and the atomic structure of the (12× 1) phase is not known, this assignment should be
seen as tentative, and the possibility of a VO2 composition should not be ruled out.

6.2 Chemical wave pattern on Rh(110) and VOx/Rh(110)

Different from the reaction dynamics observed in the system VOx/Rh(111), which are
characterized by a large scale redistribution of VOx under the conditions of catalytic
methanol oxidation, not only dynamic VOx distribution pattern form in the system
VOx/Rh(110), but also chemical wave patterns can be observed, namely traveling wave
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fragments, target pattern, and traveling interface modulations [71, 243–245]. Accord-
ingly one distinguishes between experiments showing solely chemical wave patterns (sec-
tions 6.13, 6.4 and 6.5), and experiments that also include a macroscopic redistribution
of VOx in addition to chemical wave patterns (sections 6.6 and 6.7).

The structural variety of the Rh(110) surface, reflected in a large number of adsorbate-
induced reconstructions [263], is responsible for a large variety of chemical wave pattern
that can be observed in a number of catalytic reactions like the H2 +O2 or the H2 +NO
reactions [264–266]. In this study traveling interface modulations are observed. The
traveling interface modulations occurring in the systems CH3OH+O2/Rh(110) and
CH3OH+O2/VOx/Rh(110) are a novel type of interface instability, that has first be
observed during catalytic ammonia oxidation on a Rh(110) surface [267, 268]. Besides
traveling interface modulation also target pattern and traveling wave fragments are seen
on homogeneously VOx covered Rh(110) films.

6.2.1 Methanol oxidation on Rh(110) and VOx/Rh(110)

Prior to the chemical wave patterns and the VOx redistribution under reaction condi-
tions, the catalytic activity of Rh(110) and VOx/Rh(110) is presented in this section.
The system CH3OH+O2/Rh(110) is a bistable system in the 10=4 mbar range at ele-
vated temperature above roughly 680K. Depending on the methanol to oxygen pressure
ratio and temperature, two stable states can be attained: in excess of oxygen the oxidized
Rh(110) surface is the stable state, characterized by a very low PEEM intensity; under
more reducing conditions the reduced surface becomes stable, which appears bright in
PEEM. The different PEEM brightness is a consequence of the local work function,
which is increased by adsorbed oxygen, but remains low on a surface with negligible
oxygen coverage. Transitions between these two stable states can be induced either by
a temperature change or by a change in the gas phase composition. If the transition oc-
curs from the reduced into the oxidized state, it is called an oxidation front. A reduction
front is observed during the transition from the oxidized into the reduced state.

The two stable states coexist in the parameter range of bistability. Typically, a hys-
teresis is observed when going from one stable state into the other and back. Oxidation
and reduction fronts nucleate typically at structural defects. Therefore, the surface to-
pography has a strong effect on the observed behavior. By slowly approaching the point
in parameter space at which both states are euqally stable – the equistability point –
the velocity of the propagating front can be reduced, until it finally becomes zero when
the equistability point is reached.

Examples of oxidation and reduction fronts observed in PEEM during catalytic
methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range at 830K are shown in figure 6.9. The nucle-
ation of the oxidation fronts takes place at surface defects as a response to a methanol
pressure decrease from 3× 10=4 to 2.8 × 10=4 mbar. This can be clearly seen in the three
PEEM images denoted as “Oxidation Front”. In the first and second PEEM image, also
diffusional anisotropy can be observed. Instead of a circular oxidation front expected
for a surface with isotropic surface diffusion, an elliptically shaped, dark area evolves in
the lower part of the PEEM images. The anisotropic Rh(110) surface is characterized
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Figure 6.9: PEEM images showing reaction fronts in the system CH3OH+O2/Rh(110)
at 830K. Dark oxidation fronts nucleating at surface defects are observed in a gas atmo-
sphere consisting of 2.8× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen. The surface
defects often are macroscopic scratches. A bright reduction fronts appears upon subse-
quent increase of the methanol pressure to 4× 10=4 mbar. The time elapsed between
two images is 2 s. Adapted from [71].

by troughs and close packed rows of Rh atoms in the [110] direction. Assuming that
the activation energy for surface diffusion is determined by the geometric coccrugation,
oxygen diffusion should be fastest in direction of the troughs and slowest perpendicular
to this direction. This is in fact seen as evident from the shape of the oxygen covered
areas in PEEM.

Upon subsequent increase of the methanol partial pressure to 4× 10=4 mbar a re-
duction front propagates through the imaged area and turns the surface into a reduced
state, bright in PEEM. A close inspection of the interface line separating the oxidized
and reduced surface areas reveals three different grey levels: the bright surface belonging
to the reduced state, the dark surface of the oxidized state, and a thin band of medium
intensity separating the two. The adsorption of oxygen leads to a series of different sur-
face structures, depending on the oxygen coverage [165]. A close-lying explanation for
the intermediate intensity at the interface is that the transitions between the oxidized
and reduced surface state does not proceed in a single step, but involves at least two
different phases of adsorbed oxygen.
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In order to verify this hypothesis, adsorption experiments with methanol and oxygen
are conducted under similar reaction conditions as in figure 6.9 with LEEM and LEED.
Therefore the Rh(110) surface is heated in an oxygen atmosphere of 6.7× 10=5 mbar
from room temperature to 880K. As 880K is reached, LEED displays a c(2 × 10)
diffraction pattern originating from adsorbed oxygen on the (1 × 5) missing-row recon-
structed Rh(110) surface [165]. The corresponding LEED image is depicted as the first
image in figure 6.10. This structure is the last of a series of c(2 × 2n) (n = 3, 4, 5)
structures formed by adsorbed oxygen on the reconstructed Rh(110) surface at elevated
temperature. In these structures every nth row is missing. The c(2×10) is the structure
with the highest oxygen coverage, i. e. close to 1.0MLE [269].

Subsequently, methanol is added to the gas phase to induce a transition from the
oxidized surface state into the reduced state. Interestingly, up to a methanol pressure of
6.7× 10=5 mbar, which corresponds to an 1:1 ratio of methanol and oxygen, no change
in the surface structure can be observed in LEED, as demonstrated by the second LEED
image in figure 6.10. Only when additionally the oxygen pressure is reduced to roughly
1× 10=6 mbar, a reduction begins, which turns the c(2×10) into a (1×1) LEED pattern
(third image in figure 6.10). However, the (1× 1) surface is not stable under the applied
conditions, and a c(2 × 2), shown in the fourth image, gradually develops over a few
minutes. In the literature, a c(2 × 2) structure was observed upon CO adsorption on
Rh(110) at 125K [170] and upon electron induced CO dissociation, resulting in a carbon
covered Rh(110) surface [171]. Due to the high temperature of 880K and the resulting
low surface residence time, the formation of an ordered CO layer on Rh(110) is unlikely.
A c(2× 2) structure has also been observed with STM during the catalytic oxidation of
hydrogen on Rh(110). Based on the STM results and DFT calculations, two structures
of a mixed H and O coadsorbate layer were proposed [270]. These experiments have
been carried out between 200 and 270K, and the c(2× 2) structure has been described
as a precursor towards water formation and thus complete reduction of the surface. The
high temperature of more than 800K applied in this study make it also unlikely, that
the structures reported by Africh et al. are responsible for the c(2 × 2) LEED pattern
observed during catalytic methanol oxidation. However, the formation of a carbon layer
on Rh(110) due to methanol decomposition as the reason for the gradual formation of
the c(2 × 2) pattern is plausible. The LEED results shown so far demonstrate, that
the reduced state of the surface, can either be the unreconstructed (1× 1) surface, or a
c(2 × 2) superstructure, depending on the experimental parameters.

The oxidized state is further investigated by increasing the oxygen pressure again,
while following the development in LEED. As the oxygen to methanol ratio reaches a
value of 1:10, a fast removal of the c(2×2) superstructure and simultaneous appearance of
a (1×2) pattern in LEED takes place (fifth LEED image). This transition occurs within
less than a second, and also the (1×2) can be observed for only around one second, before
it is transformed into the oxygen induced c(2 × 6) reconstruction. The (1 × 2) is most
probably generated by adsorbed oxygen on the (1×2) reconstructed Rh(110) surface. At
temperatures below 750K, 0.5ML adsorbed oxygen on the (1×2) reconstructed Rh(110)
surface arrange in a (2 × 2)p2mg structure, but for higher temperatures a reversible
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Figure 6.10: LEED characterization of the different surface structures occurring during
oxygen adsorption and during reaction with methanol on Rh(110) at 880K. All LEED
images are acquired with a start voltage of 40 eV.
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order-disorder transition into a (1 × 2) is reported by Bellman et al. [271]. Further
increase of the oxygen partial pressure to 1.6× 10=5 and 6.0 × 10=5 mbar results in the
formation of the c(2×8) and c(2×10) structures. However, even with very slow pressure
changes, it is not possible to stabilize the (1×2) structure under stationary experimental
conditions. It might therefore represent a kind of precursor state, which directly leads
to the formation of the c(2 × 6), or even higher oxidized structures, depending on the
oxygen partial pressure.

LEEM images showing the transitions between the oxidized and reduced state (ox-
idation and reduction fronts) are depicted in figure 6.11. The images are acquired at a
start voltage of 1.3 eV, which is close to the LEEM / MEM transition. By choosing a
start voltage close to the LEEM / MEM transition, the image contrast is maximized.
The oxidized surface state, which is characterized by a high work function, is imaged
bright in MEM mode. As the surface is transformed into the reduced state, the work
function decreases considerably. The probing electron beam has now enough energy to
overcome the work function barrier and the electrons start to interact with the surface.
The reduced state is thus imaged in LEEM mode and exhibits a low intensity in the
images in figure 6.11.

By comparing the LEEM images with the LEED images in figure 6.10, one can assign
surface structures to the different intensity levels in LEEM. The c(2 × 10) structure is
excluded from this assignment, since it only develops far away from the equistability
point, and should therefore not occur in the parameter range in which reaction fronts
can be excited (except for the trivial case, that the experiment is started with the c(2×10)
being present on the surface).

A propagating oxidation front is depicted in the upper three images. By carefully
inspecting the interface depicted in the middle LEEM image, one can distinguish at least
four different phases. Starting form the left side of the image, a homogeneously dark
surface is visible, which corresponds, according to the adsorption experiment presented
in figure 6.10, to the c(2 × 2) structure. On the far right side of the image, a despite
some surface scratches homogeneous area of dark gray intensity can be recognized. This
dark gray intensity level corresponds to the c(2×8) structure of adsorbed oxygen on the
missing-row reconstructed Rh(110) surface. These two areas are separated by a thin,
very bright line. On the right side of this line, the oxidized side, is an additional thin
band of bright grey intensity, which probably represents the c(2 × 6) phase of adsorbed
oxygen. On the left side of the bright interface line, the reduced side, is another thin
band of slighter higher intensity as the rest of the reduced surface. Whether this thin
band represents another surface phase cannot be determined from the experimental data.
However, either the very bright interface line or the thin band of slightly higher intensity
on the left side has to correspond to the (1 × 2) LEED pattern, which occurs in LEED
during the transition from the reduced to the oxidized state.

The lower three LEEM images in figure 6.11 show a reduction front propagating
with a considerably higher velocity than the oxidation front across the surface. By
carefully inspecting the interface separating the oxidized and reduced surface areas, one
can again identify three different intensity levels: very low intensity on the right, reduced
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Figure 6.11: LEEM images showing oxidation (top) and reduction (bottom) fronts
in the system CH3OH+O2/Rh(110) at 890K in a gas atmosphere consisting of
6.7× 10=5 mbar methanol and 1.3 × 10=5 mbar oxygen. The LEEM images are acquired
at a start voltage of 1.3 eV.

side, a bright band, and a dark grey intensity level on the left, oxidized side. The dark
LEEM intensity of the reduced state corresponds to the (1× 1) LEED pattern. Since it
takes several seconds to minutes, depending on the reaction conditions, for the c(2× 2)
structure to develop, after the surface is transformed into the reduced state, it is unlikely
that the dark area seen in the LEEM images is caused by the c(2 × 2) structure. The
dark grey intensity level on the oxidized site can be associated with the c(2×8) structure
of adsorbed oxygen. The thin band separating the two cannot be related to a LEED
pattern, since upon reduction the c(2 × 8) of the oxidized state is directly replaced by
the (1× 1) of the reduced state.

A close lying interpretation of the thin band separating the oxidized and reduced
surface areas is the strong gradient in surface potential at the interface, caused by the
work function difference of the two adjacent surface states, leading to a blurring of
the interface. In other words, due to the reduced resolution caused by the local work
function difference, the interface appears wider than it really is. In the case of the
oxidation front, such a blurring effect cannot clearly be observed. This might be caused
by the sequential oxidation via the different structures of adsorbed oxygen, which lower
the local work function gradients.

By comparing the oxygen partial pressure at which the c(2 × 10) vanishes (second
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and third LEED image in figure 6.10) with the pressure at which the re-oxidation starts
(fourth and fifth image), one notices a hysteresis of 5× 10=6 mbar. If one compares
the disappearance of the c(2 × 10) with the subsequent formation of the c(2 × 10), this
value increases even to roughly 6× 10=5 mbar. At the same time, the reduction of the
oxidized state seem to happen in one step, directly from the c(2 × 10) into the (1 × 1)
phase, or at least faster than the temporal resolution of the LEEM instrument, which is
0.1 s. The oxidation, instead, proceeds in a step-wise manner and includes the (1 × 2),
c(2 × 6), c(2 × 8), and c(2 × 10) structures. The strong hysteresis observed for the
transition between the oxidized and reduced state, and the very fast reduction of the
oxygen covered surface indicate, that methanol adsorption is inhibited on the oxygen
covered surface.

Catalytic activity of Rh(110) and VOx/Rh(110) during methanol oxidation

Due to the bistable character of the systems CH3OH+O2/Rh(110) and CH3OH+O2/
VOx/Rh(110) reaction rate measurements are performed with different gas compositions,
ensuring that both states, the oxidized and the reduced state are investigated. The
reaction rate measurements are performed by applying heating ramps between room
temperature and 1020K with constant heating rates of 0.5 K s=1 at a fixed methanol
pressure of 3× 10=4 mbar and a variable oxygen pressure. The VOx coverage is varied
between zero, 0.2 and 0.4MLE.

Figure 6.12 displays the results of temperature programmed reaction measurements
conducted with an oxygen to methanol ratio of 1:3 and 1:5, measured on the bare Rh(110)
surface, and with a ratio of 1:3 on the 0.2 and 0.4MLE VOx covered surfaces. The main
reaction products formed on the unpromoted Rh(110) surface are carbon monoxide and
water. To a much lower extent also carbon dioxide is formed. During the experiment
conducted with an oxygen to methanol ratio of 1:3, the catalytic activity sets in at
around 400K, and stays at a high level until around 900K is reached. Upon further
temperature increase, the CO, H2O and CO2 production decreases first moderately,
before it completely disappears close to 1000K. If the reaction atmosphere is more
reducing (oxygen to methanol ratio 1:5), a similar behavior is observed. Starting from
around 500K, the formation of water and CO sets in, but the overall reaction rate
is roughly 20% lower, compared to the more oxidizing conditions. In contrast to the
activity decrease observed under more oxidizing reaction conditions, the CO and H2O
formation rates stay high up to 1020K.

The different behavior observed for the two different gas compositions can be ex-
plained by a temperature-induced transition from the reduced into the oxidized state,
which happens for the 1:3 oxygen to methanol ratio around 900K. For the more reduc-
ing gas atmosphere, the reduced Rh(110) surface is the only stable state up to 1000K.
Accordingly, the reduced surface state can be assigned to the catalytically active state,
whereas the oxidized state exhibits nearly no catalytic activity, as evidenced by the
drastic decrease of the reaction products in figure 6.12a. The temperature dependence
of the transition from a reduced to an oxidized surface is a consequence of the fact that
the elementary steps of adsorption, desorption and reaction are activated, included the
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Figure 6.12: Reaction rate measurements conducted in the 10=4 mbar range on Rh(110)
and VOx/Rh(110) during catalytic methanol oxidation. TPR measurements on Rh(110)
are shown in (a) and (b). The corresponding measurements on VOx/Rh(110) are de-
picted in (c) and (d). The gas phase composition, as well as the VOx coverage are stated
in the graphs. The methanol partial pressure is 3× 10=4 mbar in all experiments, and
the heating rate is 0.5K s=1. Reproduced in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem.
C 2018, 122, 12694 – 12703. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Adapted
from [71]
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sticking of oxygen and methanol.
The drastic decrease of product formation upon transition from the oxidized into the

reduced state (visible in figure 6.12a) clearly indicates an inhibitory effect of adsorbed
oxygen on methanol adsorption. A similar finding is also observed in the methanol
and oxygen adsorption experiment followed in LEED, presented in the previous section.
In turn, the slight decrease in catalytic activity visible under more reducing reaction
conditions (figure 6.12b) might be caused by the formation of adsorbed carbon, which
blocks active sites. The c(2 × 2) structure obtained under reducing reaction conditions
in the same LEED experiments corroborates this hypothesis.

Comparing the reaction rate measurements conducted on the bare Rh(110) surface
with the measurements on the surfaces covered with 0.2 and 0.4MLE VOx, one realizes
that sub-monolayer amounts of vanadium oxide do not alter the qualitative behavior,
since the same reaction products are formed in a very similar temperature range. The
most obvious difference between the measurements on Rh(110) and on the VOx covered
surface is, that the catalytic activity is reduced by roughly 10 and 30%, as can be seen
by comparing the water and CO rates depicted in figure 6.12c and d, with the rate curves
shown in figure 6.12a. The lower reaction rates measured on the VOx covered surfaces
suggests a low activity of VOx on Rh(110). If the reaction rate measurement is repeated
on the same VOx covered surface, the activities measured on the two VOx films is with
a decrease of 20 and 40% even lower.

6.3 Traveling interface modulations on Rh(110) and VOx

covered Rh(110)

A reaction front in a bistable system is one of the most simple structure one can find
in a reaction-diffusion system. Bistable systems are characterized by two stable states;
a parameter-change induces transitions from one state into the other state via a prop-
agating wave front. Depending on the parameter choice, the more stable state pushes
out the less stable state, and only at the equistability point, both states coexist, sepa-
rated by a stationary front [272, 273]. Traveling interface modulations are one type of
chemical wave patterns observable in the system CH3OH+O2/VOx/Rh(110). Travel-
ing interface modulations have been first observed during catalytic ammonia oxidation
on an unpromoted Rh(110) surface [267, 268]. A traveling interface modulation is a
perturbation of the average interface position, which propagates in a pulse-like manner
along the interface separating the two stable states of a bistable system. In this study,
traveling interface modulations are observed during methanol oxidation on the clean
Rh(110) surface and on a Rh(110) surface covered with a small amount (0.1MLE) of
vanadium oxide. A higher VOx coverage leads – under similar experimental conditions –
to different chemical wave pattern, namely target pattern and traveling wave fragments,
described in sections 6.4 and 6.5.
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6.3.1 Traveling interface modulations on Rh(110) during methanol ox-
idation in PEEM

An interesting property of the system CH3OH+O2/Rh(110) is, that traveling interface
modulations are observed instead of a stationary interface as the equistability point is
approached. At 680K, traveling interface modulations can be adjusted, starting from the
reduced state, by first carefully decreasing the methanol partial pressure until oxidation
fronts nucleate. As soon as the oxidation front have nucleated, the methanol partial
pressure is increased again slightly, to slow down the propagating oxidation fronts until
they finally are brought to a halt. The temperature and pressure values at which the
propagation speed reaches zero mark the equistability point of the bistable system.
Experimentally it is not possible to precisely adjust the equistability point, and slowly
moving interfaces result as a consequence.

As can be seen in figure 6.13a and b, the interface separating the oxidized (dark) and
reduced (bright) state is not stationary, but triangular shaped interface modulations
propagate in a pulse like manner along the interface. The velocity of the interface itself,
and of the traveling interface modulations can be evaluated from x(t)-plots taken parallel
and perpendicular to the interface line, respectively. Such x(t)-plots are displayed in
figure 6.13c. The velocity of the interface modulations is obtained by measuring the
slope of the needle like, dark excursions visible in the left plot, and an average velocity
of 22.1± 2.4 µms=1 is calculated.

In the same way, the velocity of the interface can be calculated by taking the slope
of the solid white line drawn in the right plot. A mean velocity of 0.8± 0.1 µms=1 is
determined for the propagation of the oxidation front. The non-zero propagation veloc-
ity of the interface is caused by a slightly too low methanol pressure, i. e. the system
is not exactly at the equistability point. In different experiments, propagating oxida-
tion fronts as well as reduction fronts are observed during the existence of traveling
interface modulations. No qualitative change in the behavior of the interface modula-
tions can be identified for a slowly advancing (oxidation front) or retracting (reduction
front) interface. Also no clear dependence of the interface position with respect to the
crystallographic directions of the anisotropic Rh(110) surface is determined.

A closer inspection of the two x(t)-plots depicted in figure 6.13c reveals other inter-
esting properties of the system. On one hand, the size of the interface modulations grows
with time, but no change in the propagation velocity of the modulations is measured.
On the other hand, different from expected for a bistable system not two intensity levels
can be differentiated in the left x(t)-plot, but three: dark gray between zero and roughly
80 µm, bright grey between 80 µm and 250 µm on the parts of the surface not covered by
traveling interface modulations, and nearly black for the oxidized surface state.

Since PEEM only provides work function contrast, and since no in situ LEED mea-
surements are possible at the elevated pressure of up to 5× 10=4 mbar in the used PEEM
system, other experimental techniques are necessary to obtain complementary informa-
tion required to understand the phenomenon of traveling interface modulations.
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Figure 6.13: PEEM images showing traveling interface modulations during methanol
oxidation on Rh(110) in the 10=4 mbar range. a) PEEM image acquired at the equista-
bility point, showing the coexistence of the oxidized (dark) and reduced (bright) surface.
The solid and dashed white lines mark the positions at which intensity line profiles shown
in (c) and (d) are taken. b) Series of PEEM images showing the propagation of traveling
interface modulations. The time between two images is 2 s and the propagation direction
is indicated by the dashed white line. c) x(t)-plots taken parallel (left) and perpendic-
ular (right) to the interface shown in (a). The velocity of 0.8 µms=1 of the interface is
calculated from the slope of the white line in the right x(t)-plot. The temperature is
830K, 2.8 × 10=4 and 1.0× 10=4 mbar are adjusted for the methanol and oxygen partial
pressure, respectively. Figure adapted from [243].
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6.3.2 Traveling interface modulations on Rh(110) during methanol ox-
idation in LEEM

The superior lateral resolution and the different contrast mechanisms, together with the
ability to perform laterally resolved LEED measurements in situ up to the 10=4 mbar
range predestine LEEM as the method of choice for traveling interface modulations
observed during methanol oxidation on Rh(110). However, also some difficulties exist,
caused by the small field of view (≤ 100 µm) of LEEM, relative to the large length scale
and high propagation velocities of the chemical wave pattern.

Traveling interface modulations are excited in a similar manner as in the PEEM
experiments described above. The Rh(110) surface is heated in an oxygen atmosphere
of 6.7 × 10=5 mbar to 880K. Subsequently, methanol is added to the gas phase until the
surface is turned into the reduced state, notable by the pronounced shift of the LEEM
/ MEM transition to lower start voltage, due to the lower work function of the surface
in the reduced state. As the reduced state is established, the oxygen partial pressure is
increased again slowly, until the propagation of an oxidation front is visible in LEEM.

Due to the small field of view, the nucleation of an oxidation front is typically not
observed and only after formation, propagating oxidation fronts are slowed down by a
parameter change. The problems related to the considerable smaller field of view are
further complicated by the slow response time to changes in the gas phase composition,
which is in the order of seconds. This makes it impossible to exactly adjust equistability.
Despite these experimental difficulties, it is still possible to generate slowly propagating
oxidation and reduction fronts, and also traveling interface modulations can be observed,
as shown in figures 6.14 and 6.15.

The temporal evolution of the intensity of selected LEED spots acquired under con-
stant reaction conditions of 885K, 6.7 × 10=5 mbar methanol and 1.3× 10=5 mbar oxy-
gen is depicted in figure 6.14a. The corresponding LEED images are acquired in an area
of 5µm diameter at a start voltage of 40 eV. Shown are the intensities corresponding
to the (1⁄2,1⁄2) spot of the c(2 × 2), the (1,1⁄2) spot of the (1 × 2), the (1,1⁄3) spot of the
c(2× 6), the (1,1⁄4) spot of the c(2× 8) structure, together with the (0,0) diffraction spot
intensity.

It has to be noted, that due to the proximity in reciprocal space a considerable
amount of (2× 8) intensity is therefore apparent in the traces representing the c(2× 6)
structure. In a similar manner c(2×8) intensity contributes also to the trace representing
the (1× 2) structure, since both structures have a diffraction spot at the (1,1⁄2) position
used to monitor the (1× 2) structure. Also the c(2× 2) structure is affected by intensity
originating from the c(2 × 6) and (2× 8) structures.

The position of the probing electron beam on the sample surface is chosen in a way,
that mainly the reduced surface state is probed, and that from time to time an oxidation
front passes through the probed area. The times at which the surface is in the reduced
and oxidized state are highlighted by R and O in the graphs depicted in figure 6.14.
Two excerpts of the time series in figure 6.14a, showing the transition from the reduced
into the oxidized state (left) and back again(right), can be seen in figure 6.14b. As the
system is transformed into the reduced state, all intensity belonging to the structures
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Figure 6.14: Surface strutures during traveling interface modulations. Shown is the
intensity evolution of selected LEED spots acquired in situ during the propagation of
traveling interface modulations in methanol oxidation. The intensity of all super struc-
ture spots is scaled on the left ordinate, whereas the (0,0) diffraction beam intensity is
scaled on the right ordinate. The reduced and oxidized surface states are indicated by
R and O, respectively. a) Temporal evolution of the LEED intensity during the prop-
agation of traveling interface modulations. b) Subsets of the experiment shown in a,
demonstrating the transitions from the reduced into the oxidized state (left) and from
the oxidized into the reduced state (right). The measurements are performed at 885K
in 6.7 × 10=5 mbar methanol and 1.3× 10=5 mbar oxygen at a start voltage of 40 eV.
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of adsorbed oxygen disappears within less than 0.1 s, while simultaneously the intensity
of the (0,0) diffraction beam reaches a relative maximum. In the following, the (0,0)
intensity decreases with time, while the intensity of the c(2 × 2) starts to increase in a
progressive manner.

An oxidation of the surface sets in as soon as the c(2× 2) surpasses a certain value.
Interestingly, this intensity value is fairly constant in the four oxidation fronts observed
during the time period depicted in figure 6.14. Upon oxidation, the c(2× 2) structure is
removed within 0.2 s, while the (1 × 2) structure forms over a period of 0.8 s, as can be
seen in the left graph of figure 6.14b. Only 0.2 s after a maximum intensity is reached,
the (1× 2) structure transforms within 0.1 s into the c(2× 6) structure, which is further
transformed into the c(2×8) structure in roughly 1.5 s. The surface stays in the oxidized
state for 30 s, until it is abruptly transformed back into the reduced state as shown in
figure 6.14b. The complete disappearance of the c(2 × 8) intensity (and therefore also
some c(2 × 2) intensity) and the simultaneous increase of the (0,0) intensity mark the
passing of a reduction front through the area probed with LEED.

By comparing the reduction fronts turning the surface from the oxidized state back
into the reduced state at roughly 70, 160, and 190 s one notices that the (0,0) intensity
reaches its maximum intensity only in the first and last reduction, while only 40% of
this intensity is restored in the second reduction at 160 s. At the same time, the c(2× 2)
intensity decreases to almost zero after the surface has left the oxidized state at 70 and
190 s, whereas quite some intensity belonging to the c(2× 2) structure remains after the
oxidized state has vanished at 160 s. The main difference between the three mentioned
reduction fronts is the lifetime of the oxidized state: with 37 and 2 s the oxidized state
lasted much longer before the reduction at 70 and 190 s compared to the 0.7 s lifetime
before the reduction at 160 s. Additionally, in the latter case only the formation of the
(1× 2) structure is observed.

The behavior of the (0,0)-beam demonstrates that at least one slow process is involved
with a time constant of several tens of seconds. This process is only active in the reduced
state of the surface. Under the assumption, that the c(2 × 2) LEED pattern originates
from adsorbed carbon due to methanol decomposition, this behavior can be explained.
As the surface is turned into the reduced state, it is initially nearly adsorbate free,
resulting in a maximum intensity of the (0,0) diffraction beam. Due to incomplete
oxidation of methanol on Rh(110), carbon accumulates on the surface with time, as
indicated by the increasing c(2 × 2) intensity. The growing carbon layer is responsible
for the decreasing (0,0) intensity. As the surface is transformed into the oxidized state, all
carbon on the surface is removed by oxidation and the original (0,0) intensity is attained
after subsequent transition back into the reduced state. If, however, the oxidized state is
not long enough stable to remove all adsorbed carbon, the (0,0) intensity does not reach
its maximum value upon reduction and some c(2 × 2) intensity remains, as can be seen
at around 160 s in figure 6.14.

LEEM images that are acquired shortly after the LEED analysis at the same ex-
perimental conditions are depicted in figure 6.15a, together with the development of the
integral LEEM intensity shown in figure 6.15b. The upper four LEEM images show the
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Figure 6.15: LEEM images and intensity development acquired during the propaga-
tion of traveling interface modulations in methanol oxidation on Rh(110). a) LEEM
images showing an advancing oxidation front. At 4.5 s a traveling interface modulation
propagates along the interface and turns the whole imaged area into the reduced state.
b) Integral LEEM intensity evolution acquired over the whole imaged field of view of
50 µm. The reduced and oxidized surface states are indicated by R and O, respectively.
The experimental conditions are as in figure 6.14.

transition from the reduced surface state, characterized by a low LEEM intensity, into
the oxidized surface state, appearing as bright area. The lower four LEEM images show
the propagation of a traveling interface modulation along the interface line from the top
of the image to the bottom, until finally the whole surface is transformed back into the
reduced state again.

Interestingly, the four different surface phases are much better defined in this ex-
periment, compared to the oxidation front depicted in the upper three LEEM images
of figure 6.11. Based on the LEED intensity analysis presented above, an assignment of
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surface structures to the different LEEM intensity levels can be made, as indicated in
the fifth image in figure 6.15a. The reduced state, characterized by a c(2 × 2) LEED
pattern is transformed into a c(2 × 8) via the intermediate phases (1× 2) and c(2× 6).
Again, for the reduction front, no assignment of surface structures to the different inten-
sity levels can be made, except that the slightly lower LEEM intensity of the interface
modulation, which propagates from the top of the images to the bottom, represents the
(1× 1) surface, and the slightly brighter LEEM intensity on the right side of the image,
which is not oxidized, represents the c(2× 2) surface phase.

Further support for the different LEEM intensity levels comes from the temporal
evolution of the integral LEEM intensity shown in figure 6.15b. The time periods in which
the sample is in the reduced state and the oxidized state are again highlighted by R and
O, respectively. Additionally, the onset of oxidation is highlighted by the black arrows
in the graph. By comparing the temporal evolution of the integral LEEM intensity with
the c(2 × 2) intensity in figure 6.10a in the time frame between the transition into the
reduced state and the propagation of an oxidation front, one notices that the formation
of the c(2×2) carbon layer is accompanied by an increase of the LEEM intensity. Taking
into account, that the LEEM images are recorded with a start voltage just at the LEEM
/ MEM transition, the increasing LEEM intensity due to the formation of the c(2 × 2)
structure can be explained by a slightly increasing work function. Accordingly, the
(1× 1) Rh(110) surface has the lowest work function, followed by the c(2× 2) structure.
A drastic increase of the work function is encountered as the surface is transformed into
the oxidized state.

Experimentally, a work function of 5.1 eV is reported for the Rh(110) surface [274],
whereas a value of 4.98 eV is given for a poly-crystalline Rh film [275]. Adsorption of
oxygen leads to a linear increase of the work function until a saturation of 730meV
work function difference to the clean Rh(110) surface is reached at 0.5ML [168]. In
the system O/Co(1010) it was furthermore found, that a missing-row reconstruction
occurring upon transition from a c(2 × 4) to a p(2× 1) structure (both with an oxygen
coverage of 0.5MLE leads to a slight decrease of the work function [276]. Apparently, the
substrate reconstruction has only a small effect on the work function of the adsorbate.
The work function of carbon is with 5.0 eV very close to that of Rh [277]. Based on the
work function values reported in the literate, the assignment of the surface phases to the
different LEEM intensity levels seems reasonable. Whether the slight intensity difference
between the (1×1) and the c(2×2) can be explained simply by the different work function
of the mostly adsorbate free Rh(110) surface and the carbon covered surface cannot be
decided from the work function values reported in the literature. However, quite in
contrast to PEEM, where differences in the local work function constitute the main
contrast mechanism, in LEEM diffraction contrast is the main contrast mechanism and
the work function contributes only as a minor factor.

6.3.3 Traveling interface modulations on Rh(110) in other reactions

Traveling interface modulations on Rh(110) have first been observed during catalytic
ammonia oxidation monitored with PEEM [267]. A subsequent LEEM study revealed
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a transition from the c(2 × 6) structure of adsorbed oxygen on Rh(110) into a c(2 × 4)
structure associated with a mixed nitrogen and oxygen adlayer via reaction fronts [268].
Apparently, the existence of traveling interface modulations cannot be coupled to the
formation of a c(2 × 2) layer of adsorbed carbon, even though the results presented
above suggest such an assumption. Traveling interface modulations can be adjusted in
the absence of carbon containing species. In order to further limit the number of possible
explanations for the existence of traveling interface modulations, the H2+O2 reaction
is studied on Rh(110) in PEEM and LEEM.

The bistable system H2+O2/Rh(110) is a well studied system and a number of
non-linear phenomena have been investigated in the past, including (parameter depen-
dent) anisotropy of front propagation [264, 278–280]. In contrast to catalytic methanol
and ammonia oxidation, no traveling interface modulations could be observed in the
H2 +O2 reaction in a wide parameter range up to 1000K and a total pressure of up
to 5× 10=4 mbar. As the equistability point is approached, propagating reaction fronts
slow down, until they finally reach a halt. The result is a stationary interface, as expected
for a bistable system. In order to find differences between ammonia and methanol oxi-
dation, in which traveling interface modulations are observed, and the H2 +O2 reaction,
in situ LEEM and LEED experiments are conducted in the 10=5 mbar range.

Propagating reaction fronts can be adjusted in the H2 +O2 reaction at 845K in
LEEM by first increasing the oxygen pressure from UHV to 2.7× 10=5 mbar, resulting
in a c(2× 10) diffraction pattern in LEED, and subsequently introducing hydrogen until
the propagation of a reduction front is observed. In order to stabilize the oxidized
state, the hydrogen pressure is again decreased slightly until the whole imaged area
is oxidized. Figure 6.16 shows six LEED images acquired after the oxidized state was
established (first image), and after further changes in the gas phase composition.

As can be seen in the first image of figure 6.16, the oxidized state (close to the eq-
uistability point) is characterized by the same (1 × 2) LEED pattern, that also occurrs
shortly in the transition from the reduced into the oxidized state during methanol ox-
idation. Different from methanol oxidation, this (1 × 2) structure does not transform
into one of the other missing-row reconstructed oxygen structures, even not after five
minutes in the oxidized state. After the mentioned five minutes, the hydrogen pressure
is slightly increased to 0.8× 10=5 mbar to induce the transition back into the reduced
state, which is characterized by a (1×1) LEED pattern, as shown in the second image in
figure 6.16. Different from methanol oxidation, the (1×1) LEED intensity remains more
or less constant over roughly 400 s, and no formation of the c(2× 2) diffraction image is
observed. The absence of any trace of the c(2 × 2) diffraction pattern corroborates the
assignment of an carbon adlayer to the c(2 × 2) structure. If the c(2 × 2) would be the
result of a mixed H and O adlayer, as observed in [270], it should also occur during the
H2 +O2 reaction, which is not the case.

The oxidized state can only be obtained again by changing the gas phase compo-
sition. Upon slight hydrogen pressure decrease the (1 × 2) structure forms again, as
demonstrated in the third LEED image in figure 6.16. Again, the (1×2) is the only super
structure visible for 200 s, until another hydrogen pressure decrease to 0.1× 10=5 mbar
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Figure 6.16: LEED images acquired during the H2+O2 reaction on Rh(110) at 845K
in an area of 5 µm diameter. The partial pressures at which the single LEED images are
acquired are indicated in the figure. The start voltage is 40 eV in all images.

results in a c(2 × 8) structure in the fourth image. Due to the slow image acquisi-
tion rate of 0.5 frames per second, it cannot be determined, whether the c(2 × 8) is
formed directly or via a shortly existing c(2 × 6) intermediate. Interestingly, even by
completely closing the hydrogen leak valve, no formation of the c(2× 10) structure can
be observed, probably caused by the residual hydrogen apparent in the UHV chamber
due to the comparatively low pumping rate of turbomolecular pumps for light gases (no
ion pump is used). The c(2 × 10) can only be formed by further increasing the oxygen
pressure to 3.6× 10=5 mbar (fifth LEED image). A subsequent pressure decrease back
to 2.7× 10=5 mbar results in a partial reduction back into the c(2×8) structure, as seen
in the last LEED image of figure 6.16 by the diffuse intensity between the (1,2⁄5) and
(1,3⁄5) positions.

The different behavior observed in the methanol and ammonia oxidation, and in the
H2 +O2 reaction allows for two conclusions: i) The c(2×2) structure, probably caused by
adsorbed carbon, does not play an essential role in the excitation mechanism, since it was
not observed in ammonia oxidation. ii) The absence of traveling interface modulations in
the H2+O2 reaction is related to the ability of hydrogen to react with adsorbed oxygen,
even though the surface is in the oxidized state. This can be understood by taking
into account, that the catalytic activity in methanol oxidation drastically decreases as
the oxidized state is entered (see figure 6.12), and that the c(2 × 10) structure could
be observed even at equal partial pressures of methanol and oxygen (see figure 6.10).
Obviously, the adsorption of methanol and the subsequent reaction with adsorbed oxygen
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is strongly inhibited in the oxidized state. A deactivation of the Rh(110) surface by
oxygen was, to a certain degree, also observed in rate measurements during ammonia
oxidation [281], and the oxidized state, characterized by a c(2 × 6) structure of the
bistable system NH3 +O2/Rh(110) was described as unreactive [267]. In turn, the facts
that even residual hydrogen present after completely turning off the hydrogen supply
prevents the formation of the c(2 × 10) structure in the presence of 2.7× 10=5 mbar
oxygen, and that only the (1 × 2) structure is found close to the equistability point
demonstrate, that hydrogen can adsorb on and react with a closed layer of adsorbed
oxygen.

The main difference between the two systems in which traveling interface modulations
have been observed (methanol and ammonia oxidation on Rh(110)) and the H2 +O2 re-
action is, that in the former case adsorption of the reducing agent is strongly inhibited in
the oxidized state, whereas in the O2+H2 reaction we observe only a partial inhibition
of H2 adsorption by the oxygen adlayer. As will be shown below, a mathematical model
that reproduces well the traveling interface modulations provides a consistent explana-
tion why no traveling interface modulations are seen in the H2+O2 reaction on Rh(110).
This explanation is based on the assymetric position of the equistability point relative
to the boundaries of the bistability range [196].

6.3.4 Traveling interface modulations on VOx/Rh(110) during methanol
oxidation in PEEM

The addition of small amounts of VOx (0.1MLE) to the Rh(110) surface does not alter
the principle behavior observed during catalytic methanol oxidation above 680K. Many
observations made on the unpromoted Rh(110) surface also occur on VOx/Rh(110), as
will be shown in the following. Also on the partially vanadium oxide covered surface
traveling interface modulations can be observed close to the equistability point of the
bistable system. Similar to the experiments on the pristine Rh(110) surface, traveling
interface modulations can be excited at 820K by first inducing a transition from the
oxidized state into the reduced state (by decreasing the oxygen partial pressure), and
subsequently slowing the propagating reduction fronts down by increasing the oxygen
pressure again. Compared to methanol oxidation on the clean Rh(110) surface, the
traveling interface modulations observed in the presence of a small amount of vanadium
oxide have a considerably higher amplitude of up to several hundred micrometers, and
they can be maintained over longer periods.

The PEEM images depicted in figure 6.17 show some particularly large interface
modulations that could be observed in a reaction atmosphere consisting of 3× 10=4 mbar
methanol and 0.8× 10=4 mbar oxygen on the VOx covered Rh(110) surface. The oxidized
state, characterized by very low PEEM intensity, is separated by a sharp interface from
the reduced surface state, appearing as bright area in PEEM. The first four PEEM
images depicted in figure 6.17a show the propagation of seven interface excitations, which
propagate from the left to the right side of the field of view. The direction of propagation
is indicated by a white arrow in the first PEEM image.

Similar to the interface modulations observed on the unpromoted Rh(110) surface, a
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Figure 6.17: PEEM images showing traveling interface modulations on VOx/Rh(110)
during methanol oxidation. The VOx coverage is 0.1MLE and a gas phase composition
of 3× 10=4 mbar methanol and 0.8 × 10=4 mbar oxygen is adjusted at 820K. Figure
adapted from [243].

constant velocity of the traveling interface modulations is observed. From the slope of the
dark traces in an x(t)-plot shown in figure 6.18 (left side), which is constructed from line
profiles taken parallel to the interface on the reduced side in figure 6.17, one can calculate
an average propagation speed of 16.8± 2µms=1. An x(t)-plot taken perpendicular to
the surface (right side) reveals, that the interface, which separates the oxidized form the
reduced state, retracts with an average velocity of 0.6± 0.15 µms=1, with the reduced
state expanding.

Different from the experiments on the Rh(110) surface, the velocity of the retracting
interface is not constant but varies with the amplitude of the traveling wave fragments
that propagate parallel to it. As can be seen in the x(t)-plot in figure 6.18 taken perpen-
dicular to the interface, a propagation of the reduction front happens only when no or
small interface modulations are visible. As soon as a large interface modulation appears
in the x(t)-plot (for example at roughly 120 s) the reduction front stops, showing up
by a vertical course of the interface line. Also in case of the VOx promoted Rh(110)
surface, the orientation of the interface close to the equistability point is independent on
the crystallographic direction of the crystal surface. However, it should be noted that
traveling interface modulations can be observed for longer times when the interface is
roughly aligned with the [001]-axis.

The x(t)-plot shown on the right side of figure 6.18 reveals a slight intensity increase
of the reduced state close to the interface line. This enhanced PEEM intensity in the area
surpassed by the traveling interface modulations is also observed on the VOx free Rh(110)
surface (left graph in figure 6.13). It can either be caused by i) a mostly adsorbate free
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Figure 6.18: x(t) plots taken parallel (left) and perpendicular (right) to the inter-
face separating the oxidized and reduced VOx/Rh(110) surface during the existence
of traveling interface modulations. Both graphs are scaled on the same ordinate, the
experimental conditions are identical to figure 6.17. Figure adapted from [243].

(1× 1) surface, ii) a large number of surface defects, which roughen the surface, or iii)
a chemical modification of the surface.

A visualization of the local PEEM intensity in the proximity of the interface is given
in figure 6.19a. Two intensity line profiles are taken from the oxidized state to the reduced
state across the interface. The corresponding PEEM image, a snapshot of a moving
interface modulation, is shown in the background of the graph, and the positions of the
line profiles are indicated by dashed black lines. One of these line profiles is taken across
a traveling interface modulation of roughly 100 µm amplitude (filled squares), while the
other one is taken when no modulation is located at the interface (open circles).

In both cases, the transition from the oxidized into the reduced state is characterized
by a relative intensity maximum, as highlighted by the two arrows in the graph. When no
interface modulation is present, the enhanced PEEM intensity decays over about 25 µm
to the intensity level of the reduced state. If a modulation is present, the PEEM intensity
settles at a slightly higher value as on the left, oxidized side of the interface, which is
still considerably lower than the intensity of the reduced surface. The different intensity
levels of the permanently oxidized regions and the traveling interface modulations is not
observed on the unpromoted Rh(110) surface, and is thus related to the presence of
vanadium oxide.

The enhanced PEEM intensity at the interface line can be caused by several (simul-
taneous) processes. i) As is proposed in the preceding sections, a carbon adlayer, which
forms over a period of tens of seconds to minutes on the reduced surface, can increase
the work function. This carbon layer gets reactively removed by oxidation fronts, and
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Figure 6.19: Formation of enhanced brightness at the interface. PEEM intensity cross
section taken across the interface separating the reduced and oxidized VOx/Rh(110)
surface during catalytic methanol oxidation. a) Snapshot of a propagating interface
modulation superimposed with two intensity line profiles taken along the dashed dark
lines. The relative intensity maxima evidence a work function increase at the interface.
b) Relaxation behavior of the enhanced brightness. Temporal evolution of the enhanced
PEEM intensity at the former interface between oxidized and reduced area, after the
interface moved away due to a spreading of the reduced state. The inset shows a PEEM
image of the bright trace left by the interface line and the propagating reduction front.
The experimental conditions are identical to figure 6.17. Figure (part b) adapted from
[243].
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when a reduction front subsequently removes the adsorbed oxygen, a mostly adsorbate
free Rh(110) surface is exposed. The absence of adsorbed carbon is one of the possible
explanations for the enhanced PEEM intensity.

ii) Another explanation invokes the formation of defects in the Rh(110) surface due
to the fast oxygen induced reconstruction occurring during the transition between the
two stable states of the system. These reconstructions are connected to a considerable
mass transport of Rh atoms on the surface, and thus a roughening of the surface can
easily happen. Generally, such a roughening decreases the work function of a surface, a
phenomenon known as Smoluchowski effect [282]. Since the enhanced brightness at the
interface occurs in both systems, during methanol oxidation on the bare Rh(110) surface
and on the partially VOx covered surface, vanadium does not play an essential role in
the formation of these low work function areas.

iii) Also the presence of electropositive contamination like metals could in principle
be an explanation of areas of decreased work function. Due to the strong affinity of
such electropositive contaminants to oxygen, it is unlikely that they stay at the former
interface position as the reduced state pushes out the oxidized state. Rather an accu-
mulation of for example alkali metals in the oxidized surface area should occur, as has
been demonstrated recently [283]. Furthermore, no signs for contamination are found
with AES, but one has to be aware of the fact that small amounts of alkali metals are
often difficult to detect with Auger electron spectroscopy.

Further information on these low work function areas can be gained by the relaxation
behavior when displacing the interface. Such a displacement happens in an experiment,
in which a propagating reduction front is pinned for 40 s at a surface defect before it
detaches again. During the 40 s, in which traveling interface modulations propagated
along the pinned interface, a zone of high PEEM intensity develops in the reduced state
close to the interface line. As the reduction front further propagats, it leaves a bright
trace, shown in the inset of figure 6.19b, together with intensity line profiles taken across
this bright trace taken every ten seconds. From the intensity line profiles taken during
the decay of the enhanced brightness one calculates a time constant for the 50% intensity
decrease of 20 s. Furthermore a slight broadening of the high PEEM intensity area can
be recognized by comparing the line shapes recorded 10 and 40 s after the oxidized state
vanished, respectively.

On the unpromoted Rh(110) surface low work function areas are only observed in
the area surpassed by traveling wave fragments close to the interface. If 0.1MLE VOx

are added, the low work function areas have much larger decay times, and can in special
cases also be observed detached from the interface. The addition of VOx therefore
has a stabilizing effect on the area of low work function. The observed decay may be
caused by a thermal annealing of surface defects formed during the structural transitions,
or by the formation of a nearly adsorbate free (1 × 1) which is then covered again by
adsorbates. Vanadium oxide possibly influences the thermal healing kinetics (for example
by stabilizing defects in the Rh(110) surface).
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Figure 6.20: LEEM images showing a traveling interface modulation on a Rh(110)
surface covered with 0.1MLE VOx during methanol oxidation. First an oxidation front
propagates from the top right to the bottom left side of the field of view. Later a traveling
interface modulation transformed the whole imaged area back into the reduced surface
state. The images are acquired at 840K in a reaction atmosphere of 9.3× 10=5 mbar
methanol 2.9× 10=5 mbar oxygen. The start voltage is 1.7 eV.

6.3.5 Traveling interface modulations on VOx/Rh(110) during methanol
oxidation in LEEM

In order to investigate the differences between the unpromoted Rh(110) surface and
Rh(110) covered with a small amount of VOx, in situ LEED and LEEM measurements
are performed during catalytic methanol oxidation on VOx/Rh(110) with a V coverage
of 0.1MLE. Figure 6.20 shows a series of LEEM images acquired at 840K in the low
10=4 mbar range. The first LEEM image displays the surface in the reduced state. Due
to the chosen start voltage of only 1.7 eV, and due to the low work function of the
reduced surface state, the oxidized and reduced state are imaged with different contrast
mechanisms, i. e. the oxidized state in the MEM mode and the reduced state in the
LEEM mode, appearing as dark area. Starting from the second image, an oxidation
front propagates from the top right to the lower left side of the field of view. The
oxidized state is imaged in MEM mode. Due to the considerable higher work function,
and therefore characterized by a high brightness value. The oxidation front spreads
with roughly 1 µms=1, until after around 40 seconds a traveling interface modulation
propagates along the interface line and turns the whole imaged surface back into the
reduced state within 6 s.
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The principle behavior is quite similar to that observed for the unpromoted surface,
as described in section 6.3.2. However, also some differences can be identified. Firstly,
the partially VOx covered Rh(110) surface appears not as homogeneous as the uncovered
Rh(110) surface displayed in figure 6.15. Instead some granular features are spread all
over the surface. Also the contrast of surface scratches and defects is strongly enhanced.
Secondly, the interface between the oxidized and the reduced surface state shows no
substructure. In contrast, on the uncovered Rh(110) surface, the interface consisted of
well defined, thin bands of different intensity levels, which are ascribed to the (1×2) and
c(2×6) structures observed as intermediates between the c(2×2) of the reduced state and
the c(2 × 8) of the oxidized state. Since the imaging conditions (for example the exact
value of the start voltage), have a huge impact on the intensity levels in LEEM/MEM,
it cannot safely be concluded that the thin bands around the interface are completely
absent.

Upon careful inspection of the oxidation front in the second, third and fourth image of
figure 6.20, one recognizes a thin band of very low LEEM intensity on the left (reduced)
side of the interface (highlighted by a white arrow in the second image). This thin
dark band does not cover the complete interface line, but is interrupted at some points.
Interestingly, as the traveling interface modulation propagates along the interface line,
it removes the thin dark band, as indicated by a second white arrow in the fifth image.
Such a behavior is not observed on the VOx free Rh(110) surface.

Even though no bands of different intensity levels can be recognized at the interface
on the VOx covered Rh(110) surface, a temporal evolution of the LEED intensity of the
(0,0) reflex and selected spots of the (1× 2), c(2 × 2), c(2 × 6), and c(2 × 8) structures
shown in figure 6.21a and b, displays the exact same structural transformations upon
oxidation and reduction of the surface, as observed on the unpromoted Rh(110) surface.
The oxidized state is characterized by the c(2× 8) structure of adsorbed oxygen. Upon
reduction, this c(2×8) is transformed within less than 0.1 s into a (1×1) LEED pattern.
Within about a minute the (0,0) intensity continuously decreases, while a faint c(2× 2)
develops. An oxidation pulse leads to a fast replacement of the c(2 × 2) by a (1 × 2)
structure, which can be observed for less than a second before it is transformed into first
the c(2× 6) and only half a second later into the c(2 × 8).

Different from the experiments conducted on the unpromoted Rh(110) surface, the
c(2 × 2) LEED pattern does not develop considerable intensity (as can be seen in fig-
ure 6.21a), and is barely distinguishable from the background intensity. Also the (0,0)
intensity does not decrease in such a smooth and monotonous way, as observed on the
pure Rh(110) surface. On the 0.1MLE VOx covered surface, the (0,0) intensity reduces
to roughly 35-40% during the time in the reduced state. On the pure Rh(110) surface,
a similar intensity decrease resulting in 30-40% of the original intensity is observed.

The low intensity of the c(2× 2) LEED pattern and the granular appearance of the
VOx/Rh(110) surface, together with the decrease of the (0,0) intensity suggests, that the
surface is characterized by some structural disorder. If the lower intensity of the c(2×2)
would be caused by a smaller amount of adsorbed carbon, than also a lower decrease of
the (0,0) intensity would be expected, which is not observed in the experiments. More
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Figure 6.21: Intensity evolution of LEED data acquired during the propagation of
traveling interface modulations on Rh(110) covered with 0.1MLE VOx. The Intensity
of the super structure spots is scaled on the left, the (0,0) intensity on the right ordinate.
R and O indicate the reduced and oxidized surface states, respectively. a) LEED intensity
evolution during the propagation of traveling interface modulations. b) Excerpt of the
time series shown in a, showing the transition from the reduced into the oxidized state
and back. Identical LEED spots as in figure 6.14 are analyzed and the experimental
conditions are as in figure 6.20.
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likely is that the presence of V or VOx in the reduced state inhibits the formation of an
ordered C layer of c(2 × 2) structure.

6.3.6 Discussion

Front instabilities in bistable systems are an important component in many pattern
formation phenomena, which have been investigated experimentally and theoretically
[284–288]. Propagating interfacial waves have been observed at the oil-water interface
[286]. In a reaction diffusion system, traveling interface modulations have first been
observed on the unpromoted Rh(110) surface during ammonia oxidation [267,268]. The
excitability localized at the interface of the two adsorbate domains was explained by
diffusive intermixing of the two adlayers, resulting in a c(4 × 2) mixed phase of oxygen
and nitrogen. Hence, it was suspected, that the coexistence of oxygen and nitrogen
induced reconstructions at the interface are responsible for the localized excitability and
thus, the traveling interface modulations. The qualitative behavior observed in a PEEM
study was reproduced with a general 3-variable model [267].

The fact, that traveling interface modulations can also be observed during cat-
alytic methanol oxidation on an unpromoted Rh(110) surface and on a 0.1MLE covered
Rh(110) surface indicates, that the coexistence of different adsorbate induced surface
reconstructions caused by diffusive intermixing at the interface cannot be the explana-
tion for the traveling interface modulations, since neither carbon nor hydrogen induced
reconstruction are known for Rh(110). An alternative mechanism is developed based on
the observation of an enhanced intermediate brightness in PEEM at the interface dur-
ing catalytic methanol oxidation on Rh(110) and VOx/Rh(110) [71,243]. The enhanced
brightness, which is higher than that of the reduced state, is present for a few tens of
seconds after the passage of traveling interface modulations.

This third intensity level, which slowly decays to the intensity of the reduced sur-
face state after an interface modulation has passed, can be interpreted as being due
to structural defects. The interface between the oxidized and reduced state separates
the non-reconstructed (1 × 1) surface from the surface reconstructed due to adsorbed
oxygen. For Rh(110) a series of oxygen induced reconstructions is known, which are all
based on the “missing-row” principle [165]. In the oxygen induced (2× 2)p2mg, c(2× 6)
and c(2× 8) structures every second, third and fourth [110]-row is missing, respectively.
The different reconstructions are connected with different Rh surface densities, and as
a consequence every structural change between the unreconstructed (1 × 1) and one of
the reconstructed surfaces is connected with a mass transport of Rh atoms. In the in
situ LEEM experiments presented in this study, the transformation from the unrecon-
structed (1×1) surface into a c(2×8) reconstructed surface via a (1×2) and a c(2×6) is
observed during the propagation of traveling interface modulations on the unpromoted
Rh(110) surface. The principle behavior does not changed if 0.1MLE VOx are added to
the surface.

These structural variations at the interface between the oxidized and reduced state
may lead to a certain roughening of the surfaces, caused by the rearrangement of Rh
atoms. Roughening decreases the work function of a surface, a phenomenon known as
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Smoluchowski effect [282]. This roughening is therefore a possible explanation for the
enhanced PEEM intensity observed after the propagation of traveling interface mod-
ulations. Since thermal reordering will tend to flatten the surface, the roughening is
reversible. The slow decay of the high PEEM intensity to the level of the reduced state
can be interpreted as the thermal healing of the roughened surface.

One can assume, that the reaction-induced surface roughening amplifies fluctuations
in the adsorbate coverage close to the interface between the oxidized and reduced state,
because surface defects typically enhance the reactivity of a surface. If a positive feed-
back between the interface fluctuations and the density of structural defects exists, an
excitation mechanism localized to the interface can be derived, which explains the for-
mation and propagation of interface modulations. The ideas of this defect creation
mechanism were further elaborated by Makeev and Imbihl, resulting in a three-variable
reaction-diffusion model [196], which reproduces all essential features observed in the
PEEM experiments described above. The physical basis of this mechanism, i. e. the
reversible creation of structural defects still needs to be proven experimentally.

The simulations revealed a number of interesting properties of the traveling interface
modulations [196]: First of all, double metastability turned out to be essential for the
existence of traveling interface modulations. Traveling interface modulations can only
be observed in a narrow parameter range around a point at which the oxidation and
reduction front, which constitute a traveling interface pulse, are equally stable. This
point does not coincide with the equistability point of the bistable system, but is close
to it.

A bifurcation diagram calculated for a one dimensional reaction diffusion system [196]
is shown in figure 6.22a. It shows the front velocity as a function of the oxygen partial
pressure. The range of double metastability, in which two stable solutions exist, is limited
by the two turning points of the front velocity. A reduction front is characterized by a
negative front velocity, whereas an oxidation front has a positive front velocity. At the
equistability point, which is one of the two turning points of the front velocity, reduction
and oxidation fronts have the same velocity, which equals to zero. Experimentally, the
narrow parameter range in which traveling interface modulations can be observed is
confirmed.

The front velocities obtained for a variation of the simulation parameters α and k6
are shown in figure 6.22b. The former parameter defines the influence of surface defects
on the adsorption of oxygen, the latter parameter varies the rate of defect formation
and surface reconstruction. Both parameters have an effect on the width of the double
metastable range, as shown by the four different solutions in figure 6.22. For details on
the simulations please refer to reference [196].

Depending on the orientation of the interface between the oxidized and reduced state
with the crystallographic axes of the Rh(110) surface, a variation in the shape of trav-
eling interface pulses was observed in the simulations, but diffusional anisotropy turned
out to be not essential for the existence of traveling interface modulations. This result is
in good agreement with the experimental findings obtained in the LEEM and PEEM ex-
periments, in which traveling interface modulations are observed at interfaces which are
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Figure 6.22: Bifurcation diagram obtained from the simulation of a one dimensional
reaction diffusion system, showing the dependence of the front velocity on the oxygen
partial pressure. Stable and unstable solutions are represented by solid and dashed
lines, respectively. a) Results for a set of model parameters in which a region of dou-
ble metastability exists. The oxygen pressure at which traveling interface pulses of
stationary size exist is indicated by the vertical dash-dotted line. b) A set of solu-
tions obtained upon variation of the model parameters α and k6, demonstrating the
dependence of the width of the double metastable regime on the defect formation
and surface reconstruction rate (k6), and on the influence of surface defects on the
oxygen adsorption (α). For details please refer to reference [196]. Reprinted figure
with permission from Alexei Makeev and Ronald Imbihl, Phys. Rev. E 100, 042206,
2019 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.100.042206). Copyright (2019) by the
American Physical Society.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.100.042206
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not aligned with a specific crystallographic direction. Obviously, the surface anisotropy
– and therefore diffusional anisotropy – plays only a minor role in the phenomenon of
traveling interface modulations.

The LEEM experiments in which traveling interface modulations are observed further
corroborate the defect generation mechanism as a plausible explanation for the existence
of excitation localized at the interface of the two states of a bistable system. On the
unpromoted Rh(110) surface, the reduced state is characterized by a (1 × 1) and a
c(2 × 2) LEED pattern. Upon transition from the reduced into the oxidized state, first
the (1× 1) appears, followed by the c(2× 2), which has weak and diffuse (1⁄2,1⁄2) reflexes.
The formation of the c(2× 2), which is attributed to the formation of carbon layer due
to the decomposition of methanol on the Rh(110) surface, is accompanied by a steady
decrease of the (0,0) spot intensity and a slight increase of the work function of the
surface. However, since the appearance of the c(2× 2) is not coupled to the existence of
traveling wave fragments, it is regarded as not essential for the excitation mechanism.

As the reduced state transforms into the oxidized state, a series of structural transi-
tions takes place, which finally result in the c(2×8) structure of adsorbed oxygen. Prior
to the c(2 × 8), a (1 × 2) and the c(2 × 6) structure is observed for tenths of seconds.
The c(2× 6) and c(2× 8) structures are generated by oxygen adsorbed on a (1× 3) and
(1 × 4), respectively. The (1 × 2) is most probably caused by an order-disorder phase
transition of the (2× 2)p2mg structure of oxygen adsorbed on the (1× 2) reconstructed
Rh(110) surface. The phase transition from the (2× 2)p2mg into the (1× 2) is reported
to occur close to 750K [271]. The order in which the sequence of LEED patterns is
observed is consistent with the oxygen coverage which increases from 0.5 over 0.66 to
0.75 for the (2× 2)p2mg, the c(2× 6) and the c(2× 8) [289], respectively.

The observation that three different adsorbate induced reconstructions are passed
through during the transition from the reduced into the oxidized state corroborate the
defect generation mechanism. The formation of the (1× n) missing-row reconstructions
is associated with a substantial mass transport of Rh atoms. A STM study has revealed,
that this mass transport can proceed via different mechanisms. At a temperature around
400K, the diffusion of isolated Rh-O units, which detach from atomic steps, was observed
for an oxygen coverage below ≈0.1ML [290]. For a higher O coverage missing rows are
reported to be dug along the [110] rows. Also the direct formation of troughs on terraces
and the condensation of the removed atoms in the neighborhood of the troughs was
observed in this study. Clearly, such effects might be connected to the formation of
defects in the Rh surface, especially by taking into account the time scale of tenths of
seconds in which the different reconstructions are passed through. On the other hand,
the diffusion of isolated Rh atoms or Rh-O units may be a pathway for the healing of
such defects.

Of particular interest is the absence of traveling interface modulations in the hydrogen
oxidation on Rh(110) and on the 0.1MLE VOx promoted Rh(110) surface. The most
obvious difference between ammonia and methanol oxidation, which generate traveling
interface modulations, and the hydrogen oxidation, which yields no traveling interface
modulations, is the absence of the c(2×6) and c(2×8) structures in the H2 +O2 reaction.
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Close to the equistability point only a transition between the (1 × 2) and the (1 × 1)
structures can be observed. In order to generate the c(2 × 6)-O structure, an excess of
oxygen has to be adjusted, which is far away from the conditions at which the propagation
of chemical waves can be adjusted. More drastically, after completely stopping the H2

supply even traces of hydrogen prevent the formation of the c(2 × 10) structure, which
can be observed at equal pressures of methanol and oxygen. Hydrogen can still adsorb
on the oxidized surface and react with oxygen, thus preventing a higher oxygen coverage,
which would result in the c(2×n) surface structures of adsorbed oxygen. Evidently, the
nearly complete inhibition of ammonia and methanol adsorption on the oxidized surface
results in the sequence of different missing row reconstructions in the transition from
the oxidized to the reduced state.

The simulations have demonstrated that the occurrence of traveling wave fragments
is linked to the existence of a region of double metastability. Due to the asymmetric
location of the equistability point in the bistable range of H2 +O2/Rh(110), the double
metastable region in this system is so small, that it will be practically impossible to
observe it experimentally. The asymmetric location of the equistability point, which is
close to the upper boundary of, and not roughly in the middle of, the bistable range
(p(H2) as the bifurcation parameter) might be a consequence of the incomplete inhibition
of hydrogen adsorption by the high oxygen coverage phases on Rh(110). On the other
hand, the simulations of Makeev et al. revealed, that double metastability is a necessary
prerequisite for the occurrence of traveling interface modulations. Double metastability,
however, has not been observed in the system H2 +O2/Rh(110).

The addition of a small amount of VOx results in a considerable amplitude increase
of the traveling interface modulations and longer observation times with respect to the
unpromoted Rh(110) surface. Interestingly, no additional structures are found during
the transition from the reduced into the oxidized state and back upon addition of small
amounts of vanadium oxide. However, the intensity of the c(2 × 2) structure apparent
in the reduced state is drastically decreased, and the decay of the (0,0) diffraction spot
is less regular. The influence of vanadium oxide could be a modification of the defect
formation and/reordering kinetics, which facilitates the formation of traveling interface
modulations.

6.4 Target pattern during methanol oxidation on 0.2MLE
VOx/Rh(110)

If the vanadium oxide coverage is increased new phenomena are observed. The deposi-
tion of 0.2MLE of vanadium onto the Rh(110) surface results in the formation of target
patterns during catalytic methanol oxidation. If a Rh(110) surface covered with 0.2MLE
VOx is heated to 770K in an atmosphere of 1.2 × 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=4 mbar
methanol, it is initially in the reduced surface state. An increase of the oxygen pres-
sure to 2.6 × 10=5 mbar results in the transition from a reduced into an oxidized state.
Upon subsequent oxygen pressure decrease, the ignition of several, seemingly randomly
nucleating reduction fronts is triggered.
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The reduction fronts are followed by an oxidation front restoring the original grey
level of the surface. That is one has pulses. Pulses can occur in excitable and oscillatory
systems, but also in bistable systems in the regime of so-called double metastability. The
difference to the fromer two types of systems being that the pulses can be quite irregular
in double metastability. Here the following development is observed. Oxidation fronts
nucleate just after the reduction fronts, resulting in a more or less chaotic wave pattern
of simultaneously propagating oxidation and reduction fronts. After a period of several
minutes, the number of newly nucleating oxidation and reduction fronts reduces and the
overall appearance becomes more regular.

A series of LEEM images showing such chemical wave pattern is depicted in fig-
ure 6.23a. In the first LEEM image a broad reduction front can be identified by its low
LEEM intensity (the propagation direction is indicated by the white arrow in the first
LEEM image). In the top right and lower left corner of the image, two oxidation fronts
can additionally be seen. On the forefront, the reduced state is separated by a narrow
and bright interface line from the oxidized state. On the backfront a broader interface
phase of intermediate LEEM intensity separates the two states of the system. Further-
more the reduction front exhibits a gradual LEEM intensity increase from its forefront
to the back.

As can be seen well in the third and fifth LEEM image of figure 6.23, the width of
the oxidation and reduction fronts is not constant. Especially, the width of the oxidation
front varies drastically. The two reduction fronts visible in the fifth LEEM image are
separated only by a thin and bright line on a large part of the image. In the upper left
corner of the image, the width of the oxidation front increases, giving rise to an extended
area of the oxidized state.

This situation is better visualized in the plot of the temporal LEEM intensity evo-
lution shown as the upper trace figure 6.23b, measured on a small circular area. The
periods, in which the surface is in the reduced and oxidized state are highlighted by
R and O, respectively. The reduction fronts are characterized by a more or less lin-
early increasing LEEM intensity. At the same time, the LEED intensity of the (0,0)
diffraction spot, shown as the lower trace in figure 6.23b, decreases over time. As soon
as the oxidation front enters the probed area, the LEEM intensity and the LEED in-
tensity increases, until it reaches a plateau phase (first and third fronts at 20 and 70 s
2). After reaching its maximum LEEM intensity at the transition from the oxidized in
the reduced state, the local LEEM intensity drops abruptly to its minimum value. This
drop in LEEM intensity is accompanied by an instantaneous decrease of the (0,0) LEED
intensity to an intermediate level, from which it further decreases in a linear fashion,
until the next oxidation front propagates across the probed surface area. The second
imaged oxidation front, represented by a sharp increase of the LEEM intensity at about
60 s, is very narrow instead. The LEED intensity of the (0,0) diffraction spot does not
reach its maximum intensity level, compared to a wide oxidation front, as can be seen

2The LEEM and LEED data shown are recorded subsequently and are therefore not synchronized.
They have been shifted on purpose in order to create a similar appearance to facilitate the description
in the text.
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Figure 6.23: A LEEM and LEED characterization of target pattern during catalytic
methanol oxidation on 0.2MLE VOx/Rh(110). a) A series of LEEM images showing the
propagation of alternating reduction (dark) and oxidation fronts (bright). b) Temporal
evolution of the local LEEM and (0,0) LEED intensity. The LEEM intensity is measured
on a circular, roughly 2µm wide spot. The LEED data is acquired in the same experi-
ment before the LEEM images are recorded. The periods, in which the surface is in the
reduced and oxidized state are highlighted by R and O, respectively. The experiment is
conducted at 770K in 1.2 × 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=5 mbar methanol at a start
voltage of 1.6 eV. The LEED data is recorded at 40 eV.
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Figure 6.24: Temporal evolution of the (0,0) LEED intensity acquired at different
temperatures during chemical wave pattern in catalytic methanol oxidation. The exper-
iment is conducted in 1.2× 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=5 mbar methanol at a start
voltage of 40 eV.

at around 40 s.
The regularity of the observed chemical wave pattern strongly depends on the sub-

strate temperature, even though the principle behavior does not change in the observed
temperature range. The most regular sequence of oxidation and reduction fronts is ob-
served at 770K, as can be seen by comparing the temporal evolution of the (0,0) LEED
intensity acquired at varying temperatures depicted in figure 6.24. With increasing tem-
perature, the width of oxidation and reduction fronts strongly increases. Additionally,
the intensity increase of the (0,0) LEED intensity upon propagation of thin oxidation
fronts is less pronounced, as can be seen for example in LEED intensity acquired at
850K around 100 s.

By comparing the series of LEED pattern observed during the alternating propa-
gation of oxidation and reduction fronts, it is in principle possible to assign diffraction
pattern to the different LEEM intensity levels visible in figure 6.23. Starting from the
reduced state attained directly after the transition from the oxidized state, the following
LEED patterns are observed at 850K: (1× 1) – c(2× 2) – (1× 2) – c(2× 8) – (1× 2) –
(1×1). At 770K the series of LEED pattern is reduced to the sequence: (1×1) – (1×2)
– c(2× 8) – (1× 1). Accordingly, the reduced state (low LEEM intensity in figure 6.23)
can be assigned to the (1 × 1) that slowly transforms into the c(2 × 2). The boundary
phase separating the oxidized and reduced state belongs to a (1× 2) diffraction pattern,
and the oxidized state represents the c(2× 8) structure.

The temporal evolution of the different LEED pattern during the transition from
the oxidized state into the reduced state, recorded at 770 (top) and 850K (bottom), is
shown in figure 6.25. By interpreting the different LEED intensity levels it has to be
taken into account, that the (0,1⁄2) and (1,1⁄2) spots belong to the (1×2) and the c(2×8)
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Figure 6.25: Sequence of LEED patterns during the target pattern in methanol oxi-
dation. The LEED intensities mark the transitions from the oxidized into the reduced
state and vice versa. Shown are the (0,0) spot, the (0,1⁄2) and (1,1⁄2) spots of the (1× 2)
pattern, the (1⁄2,1⁄2) spot of the c(2 × 2) pattern, and the (1,3⁄4) spot of the c(2 × 8)
pattern. The experiment is conducted in 1.2× 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=5 mbar
methanol at a start voltage of 40 eV.

structures. The same holds for the (1⁄2,1⁄2) spot of the c(2 × 2) structure, which is also
close to diffraction spots of the c(2× 8).

At 770K, the oxidized state, characterized by a c(2× 8) LEED structure is directly
transformed into a (1 × 1) LEED pattern upon reduction. During the complete period
in the reduced state, no intensity increase of the c(2 × 2) LEED pattern is observed.
The abrupt intensity increase of the (0,1⁄2) (indicated by the black arrows in figure 6.25)
and (1,1⁄2) diffraction spots mark the transition into the oxidized state. Remarkably, the
intensity increase of the (0,1⁄2) spot is much more pronounced than the increase of the
(1,1⁄2) spot.

In chemical wave patterns at 850K, a different behavior is observed. Firstly, the c(2×
8) intensity is considerably lower, as compared to the measurements at 770K. Secondly,
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during the transition from the oxidized state into the reduced state, a sharp increase of
the (0,1⁄2) diffraction spot intensity is observed, as indicated by the black arrow in the
bottom graph of figure 6.25. The intensity increase of the (0,1⁄2) spot is accompanied
by an intensity decrease of the (1,1⁄2) spot intensity. Since both diffraction spots, the
(0,1⁄2) and the (1,1⁄2) spot, belong to the same (1 × 2) superstructure, the simultaneous
intensity increase and decrease suggests that two different structures attribute to the
(1 × 2) LEED pattern. Thirdly, during the time in the reduced state, first the c(2 × 2)
intensity increases, followed by a slight increase of the (0,1⁄2) spot intensity (highlighted
by the black arrow with asterisk) and unchanged (1,1⁄2) spot intensity. Even though
the sequence of LEED pattern differs slightly for the two temperatures, no qualitative
difference in the appearance of the oxidation and reduction fronts can be observed, except
the different regularity described above.

A classic pulse consists of a sequence of resting state, excited state, and refractory
state, which leads back to the resting state. With an oxidation pulse, the resting state
is the reduced surface with a (1 × 1), and the excited state the oxidized surface with
a c(2 × 8)-O. But the question is, what represents the refractory state? The slowly
decaying (0,0)-intensity in figure 6.25 should reflect the refractory period. The gradual
growth of the c(2× 2) due to carbon from methanol decomposition would be a plausible
candidate for the refractory period. Due to the varying width and the missing regularity
in the observed chemical wave pattern, the target pattern are probably the result of a
system in the double metastable state, rather than of an excitable or oscillatory system.

6.5 Traveling wave fragments during methanol oxidation
on VOx/Rh(110)

Traveling wave fragments have been observed on Rh(110) surfaces covered with 0.4MLE
vanadium oxide at temperatures above 700K in the 10=4 mbar range [71, 244]. The
vanadium oxide distribution is spatially homogeneous at the length scale of PEEM (µm)
and LEEM (in the field of view of 50 µm and larger). On a microscopic scale, the VOx

deistribution is probably inhomogeneous.

6.5.1 Oxidation/reduction fronts and traveling wave fragments on 0.4MLE
VOx/Rh(110) in PEEM

After deposition of 0.4MLE VOx by reactive evaporation onto the Rh(110) surface, the
freshly formed vanadium oxide film is exposed to a reaction gas mixture consisting of
3× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen (reducing reaction conditions) and
heated with a constant heating rate of 0.5 K s=1, until at around 700K a region of the
so-called “double metastability” or “dynamic bistability” is entered, which extends to
roughly 850K under the given conditions.

An example of the chemical wave pattern that can form in a system of double
metastability is shown in figure 6.26. The simultaneous existence of a spreading oxi-
dation front, imaged as a dark ellipse in PEEM, and a reduction front, which propagates
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Figure 6.26: Double metastability imaged with PEEM during catalytic methanol ox-
idation on 0.4MLE VOx/Rh(110). A spreading oxidation front collides with a surface
defect (highlighted by the black arrow in the second PEEM image), resulting in a re-
duction front, which reacts off the oxygen in the oxidized area and turns the surface in
a refractory state. Subsequent oxidation fronts cannot propagate on the surface in the
refractory state, as shown by the second and third PEEM image (the former interface
between the oxidized and reduced surface is indicated by the white dotted line). The
PEEM images are recorded at 790K under reducing reaction conditions. Reproduced
in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2018, 122, 12694 – 12703. Copyright
2018 American Chemical Society. Figure adapted from [71]

only in the oxidized regions and which appears as bright area in PEEM, is shown. The
elliptical shape of the oxidation and reduction fronts is caused by the anisotropy of the
Rh(110) surface. The diffusivity of adsorbed particles varies with respect to the crystal-
lographic directions. In case of adsorbed oxygen, the diffusion is fastest along the [110]
direction, and slowest along the [001] direction. However, in the reduction front, the
diffusion is fastest in the [001] direction and slowest in the [110] direction instead. In
general, the anisotropy of the diffusion does not only depend on the geometric corru-
gation of the surface, and is therefore influenced by adsorbate-induced reconstructions,
but can also be a function of the adsorbate coverage and temperature – a phenomenon
called state-dependent anisotropy [264,265,291,292].

The first PEEM image in figure 6.26 shows an elliptical oxidation front, which prop-
agates across the surface towards a small defect, which is highlighted in the second
image. As soon, as the oxidation front reaches the defect, a reduction front nucleates
and reactively removes the adsorbed oxygen in the oxidized area, turning the surface in
a state of high PEEM intensity. The propagation of the reduction front is restricted to
the oxidized surface area, a spreading into the reduced surface state, characterized by a
medium PEEM intensity level, is not observed.

Subsequently propagating oxidation fronts, shown in the third PEEM image, cannot
propagate on the surface area of high PEEM intensity left by the reduction front. As soon
as the second oxidation front touches this area, reduction fronts nucleate at the entering
points and turn the whole oxidized area into a state of very high PEEM intensity.

Based on the different intensity levels in PEEM, and the behavior described above,
three different surface states can be identified: an oxidized state of very low PEEM
intensity, a reduced state of medium PEEM intensity and a refractory state of very high
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Figure 6.27: Activation of an oscillating surface defect by collision with chemical waves
imaged with PEEM. The series of images shows an oscillation period of the surface
defect depicted in figure 6.26. The temporal evolution of the defects PEEM intensity
is shown in the graph below the PEEM images. With every collision of an oxidation
front with the surface defect (highlighted by black arrows in the graph, the oscillation
frequency decreases. The images are recorded under the same experimental conditions
as in figure 6.26, the field of view is 62 × 77 µm. The time between two images varies
between 1 and 9 s, the time between the first and the last image is 21 s. Reproduced
in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2018, 122, 12694 – 12703. Copyright
2018 American Chemical Society. Figure adapted from [71]

PEEM intensity. The assignment of a refractory state to the very high PEEM intensity
left by a reduction front is based on the observation, that subsequent oxidation fronts
can only propagate on the surface in the refractory state, if its PEEM intensity level
approaches the value of the reduced state after a period of tens of seconds to minutes
(roughly five minutes in this experiment).

The surface defect depicted in figure 6.26 plays an important role in pattern forma-
tion, since it provides the stimuli needed to trigger a chemical wave. A closer inspection
of the defect of figure 6.26 reveals, that the defect itself exhibits an oscillatory behavior,
as shown in figure 6.27. The large size of the surface defect enables to see that the transi-
tion from the oxidized, dark state into the reduced, bright state proceeds via a reduction
front, that nucleates on the left side (second and third image). The transition back into
the oxidized state starts in the center of the defect, and an oxidation front propagates
outwards instead (seventh and eighth image).
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Figure 6.28: A wave fragment traveling in the [110] direction imaged with PEEM
during catalytic methanol oxidation on 0.4MLE VOx/Rh(110). The PEEM images
are acquired at 740K under reducing reaction conditions. Reproduced in part with
permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2018, 122, 12694 – 12703. Copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society. Figure adapted from [71].

Interestingly, the oscillations of the defect are initiated by a collision with a front,
and their frequency changes upon further collisions of the defect with oxidation fronts.
The influence of the collisions with oxidation fronts can be seen in the temporal evolution
of the defects PEEM intensity shown in the lower part of figure 6.26. At around 500 s, a
first collision of an oxidation front with the defect (highlighted by the first arrow in the
graph) initiates the oscillations with a period of roughly 0.07Hz. A second and third
collision at 450 and 950 s with other oxidation fronts slows the oscillations down to 0.06
and 0.03Hz, respectively. The decrease in oscillation frequency is accompanied by an
increase in amplitude and overall more regular oscillations. The influence of oxidation
fronts on the oscillatory behavior of a surface defect might be explained by structural
and/or chemical modifications.

Another phenomenon occurring in the region of double metastability are traveling
wave fragments. In general, if an isolated pulse propagates in an isotropic medium, its
free ends would curl in, resulting in the formation of a pair of counter-rotating spiral
waves [272]. If the medium exhibits state-dependent anisotropy, the curling-in can be
prevented, resulting in a wave fragment, which travels with a constant velocity along
a certain crystallographic direction [292]. Also during catalytic methanol oxidation on
the Rh(110) surface covered with 0.4MLE traveling wave fragments can be observed, as
demonstrated in figure 6.28.

The traveling wave fragment nucleates at a small surface defect as an elliptical ox-
idation front, shown in the first PEEM image. After the oxidation front has grown to
a certain size, a reduction front nucleates at the surface defect and starts to react off a
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Figure 6.29: Double metastability imaged with LEEM during catalytic methanol oxi-
dation on 0.4MLE VOx/Rh(110). An oxidation front propagates across the imaged area
and turns the reduced state (intermediate LEEM intensity) in the oxidized state (high
LEEM intensity). A few seconds later a reduction front spreads on the oxidized area, re-
actively removing adsorbed oxygen and turning the surface into the refractory state (very
low LEEM intensity). The images are recorded in an atmosphere of 1.3 × 10=5 mbar oxy-
gen and 1.1× 10=4 mbar methanol at 820K with a start voltage of 2 eV.

part of the oxygen in the oxidized area. The oxidation front and the following reduc-
tion front have the same propagation velocity of roughly 2µms=1, resulting in a stable
wave fragment that travels along the [110] direction. Such traveling wave fragments are
observed under reducing reaction conditions in the temperature range between 720 and
850K.

6.5.2 Oxidation/reduction fronts and traveling wave fragments on 0.4MLE
VOx on Rh(110) in LEEM

In LEEM a Rh(110) surface covered with 0.4MLE vanadium oxide is prepared and
conditions are adjusted, so that the double metastable regime is entered. In contrast to
the PEEM experiments above, in LEEM a roughly 100K higher temperature is chosen.
Due to the higher temperature more methanol is needed in order to observe pattern
formation.

The coexistence of an oxidation front and a reduction front during methanol oxidation
is shown in figure 6.29. The series of LEEM images depicts in the first five images an
elliptical oxidation front, which propagates from the lower right side to the upper left
side, turning the reduced, dark surface state into the bright oxidized state. The interface
between the oxidized and reduced state is characterized by a thin, dark band.

A few seconds after the oxidation front has propagated across the imaged area,
a reduction front spreads over the oxidized area and reactively removes the adsorbed
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Figure 6.30: A wave fragment traveling in the [110] direction imaged with LEEM
during catalytic methanol oxidation on 0.4MLE VOx/Rh(110). The images are ac-
quired at 830K in a reaction atmosphere of 1.3× 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=4 mbar
methanol, the start voltage is 2 eV.

oxygen. The former bright, oxidized surface is transformed into a homogeneously dark
area (seventh and eighth image of figure 6.29).

In the LEEM measurements three different intensity levels can clearly be identified
(ignoring the thin band at the interface between the oxidized and reduced state). One
can assign the bright LEEM intensity to the oxidized state, the intermediate LEEM
intensity to the reduced state and the very low LEEM intensity generated by reduction
fronts to the refractory state. As in the PEEM experiments, the refractory state in
LEEM slowly approaches the intensity level of the reduced state within tens of seconds.
The faster transition from the refractory state in the reduced state (which takes a few
tens of seconds in LEEM and which can take up to five minutes in PEEM) is possibly
caused by the considerably higher temperature in the LEEM experiments. In LEEM also
traveling wave fragments are imaged during catalytic methanol oxidation on 0.4MLE
VOx/Rh(110). An example of such an traveling wave fragment is depicted in figure 6.30.

A traveling wave fragment develops in the grey, reduced surface state close to an
area in the refractory state, recognizable by its low LEEM intensity (first frame of the
images). A growing ellipse is seen, which has a homogeneously low LEEM intensity
until it reaches a certain size of about 10 µm (fourth frame of figure 6.30). The interior
of the traveling wave fragment exhibits the bright LEEM intensity associated with the
oxidized state. After further 3 s, a reduction front nucleates at the same place where
the oxidation front had nucleated, and spreads over the oxidized surface area, following
the oxidation front. The different curvature of the reduction and oxidation front reflects
the same diffusional ansiotropy, which is described in section 6.5.1. The oxygen diffusion
is fastest in the [110] direction, whereas the reduction front propagates with the lowest
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Figure 6.31: LEED images acquired during simultaneous propagation of oxidation and
reduction fronts on a Rh(110) surface covered with 0.4MLE vanadium oxide. a) The
LEED images encircled with a solid black line correspond to a surface in the oxidized
state, the other LEED image are acquired during the transition from the refractory state
(first and last LEED image) into the reduced state (second, third, and fourth image).
The measurements are conducted on an area of 5 µm diameter in 1.3 × 10=5 mbar oxygen
and 1.1× 10=4 mbar methanol at 830K. The start voltage is 40 eV in all LEED images.
b) Scheme illustrating the sequence of LEED structures.

velocity in this direction. Due to the nearly identical propagation speed of the oxidation
and reduction front, the traveling wave fragment moves out of the imaged surface area
as a stable object, leaving a narrow stripe of very low LEEM intensity, (refractory state,
last frame of figure 6.30). In order to further characterize the chemical wave pattern in
the region of double metastability, an in situ µLEED measurement (probing area of 5 µm
diameter) is conducted. The resulting LEED images are depicted in figure 6.31a.

This series of LEED images is acquired just after the surface was transformed from
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the oxidized state into the refractory state by a propagating reduction front. As can
be seen in the first LEED image, the surface directly after a reduction front has passed
is characterized by a (1 × 1) LEED pattern. As time progresses, first weak spots of a
(1×2) structure develop (second image) within 45 s, which are accompanied by additional
spots of the c(2× 2) after about one second (third LEED image). Right before the next
oxidation front propagates across the probed surface area, streaky features, elongated in
the [001] direction, appear around the (0,0) and (1,0) diffraction spots. Only 2 s later, the
c(2×2) vanishes, and the existence of a (1×2) diffraction pattern together with streaky
features around the (0,0) and (1,0) spots mark the transition from the reduced state into
the oxidized state. The (1 × 2) structure is rapidly transformed into a (1× 4), whereas
the streaky features around the integral order diffraction spots remain unchanged. After
a few seconds in the oxidized state, the surface is transformed via the (1× 2) structure,
which is visible for 1 s, back into a (1×1). Interestingly, no c(2×6) and c(2×8) structures
are observed, which is probably a consequence of the high vanadium oxide coverage. A
scheme illustrating the sequence of LEED structures is shown in figure 6.31b.

The comparison of the temporal evolution of the diffraction pattern with the LEEM
images presented in figures 6.29 and 6.30 allow for an assignment of the (1 × 1) phase
to the refractory state and of the (1 × 4) structure to the oxidized state. Possibly, the
thin, dark interface that separates the oxidized from the reduced surface area constitutes
a (1 × 2) structure, since it is shortly observed before the (1 × 4) is established. The
transition from the refractory into the reduced state is accompanied by the sequential
formation of a (1× 2) and a c(2× 2) structure.

6.6 Reaction-induced redistribution of VOx on Rh(110)

All experiments described so far have in common, that they are conducted either on an
unpromoted Rh(110) surface, or on a Rh(110) surface homogeneously (on the µm scale)
covered with vanadium oxide. The wave patterns described in the preceding section
do not lift the spatial homogeneity of the VOx covered surface. For comparison, the
dynamics of catalytic methanol oxidation on VOx/Rh(111) are dominated by a reaction
induced redistribution of vanadium oxide in VOx-rich and VOx-depleted areas. On
Rh(111), the redistribution of VOx is observed at temperatures above roughly 820K,
whereas no VOx redistribution could be observed on Rh(110) up to 850K. In order
to investigate whether a reaction-induced VOx redistribution can also be observed on
Rh(110) during catalytic methanol oxidation, the temperature range was extended to
1020K [244,245].

6.6.1 VOx redistribution on Rh(110) under oxidizing reaction condi-
tions in PEEM

All experiments presented in this section are conducted on Rh(110) surfaces covered
with 0.4MLE of vanadium oxide. After a fresh VOx film is deposited on the Rh(110),
the surface is heated in a reaction atmosphere consisting of 3× 10=4 mbar methanol
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Figure 6.32: PEEM images showing the formation of macroscopic VOx depleted and
-enriched areas during catalytic methanol reaction at 1020K on 0.4MLE VOx/Rh(110).
a) The formation and ripening of macroscopic, dark appearing islands recorded under
reaction conditions in an atmosphere of 3× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxy-
gen. b) An intensity line profile taken across the solid white line in the last PEEM image
of a, revealing the existence of a substructure consisting of a brighter core and a darker
boundary within the formed islands. Reproduced in part with permission from J. Phys.
Chem. C 2018, 122, 12694 – 12703. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Figure
adapted from [71].

and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen from room temperature to 1020K. After passing through the
regime of double metastability, in which the nucleation and propagation of travel wave
fragments is observed until, at 870K the whole surface is in the oxidized (in PEEM
dark) state. Starting at roughly 930K, a retraction of VOx from surface scratches sets
in, resulting in the formation of macroscopic vanadium oxide rich and -depleted areas.
This is demonstrated by the series of PEEM images shown in figure 6.32a.

A further temperature increase to 1020K finally leads to well separated, dark is-
lands, surrounded by a homogeneously bright surface. Since PEEM only provides in-
direct chemical information (the main contrast mechanism is the local variation of the
work function), a clear assignment of VOx enriched and depleted area to the PEEM
images is difficult. Some indications for VOx islands surrounded by VOx depleted area
can be derived from the response of the surface to changes in the gas phase composi-
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tion. However, the assignment of the dark islands being vanadium oxide enriched area
rather than VOx depleted holes has to be taken as tentative, since neither structural
nor chemical information can be gained from the PEEM images. Furthermore, As will
be shown by an XPS/XPEEM study described in section 6.8, different from the system
VOx/Rh(111) only an incomplete phase separation is observed on VOx/Rh(110), and
substantial amounts of V can be measured also on the VOx depleted areas.

As time progresses, an Ostwald-like ripening leads to an expansion of the larger is-
lands, while smaller islands disappear. At the same time, the contrast between the dark
elongated islands, and the surrounding surface increases. As can be seen in figure 6.32a,
the dark islands show a preferential orientation, which is not related with one of the
crystallographic direction of the surface. Instead, the orientation of the evolving islands
is governed by macroscopic surface scratches present on the Rh(110) surface. This ori-
entation along surface scratches indicates a large nucleation barrier and a low mobility
of VOx on Rh(110), compared to Rh(111). On Rh(111), the original orientation of VOx

stripes formed around 820K is also governed by surface scratches. As the tempera-
ture is increased, the stripes transform into nearly circular islands, which move on the
Rh(111) surface under reaction conditions, indicating a quite high mobility of VOx at
temperatures between 900 and 1000K.

An intensity line profile taken across a roughly 100 µm wide island is shown in fig-
ure 6.32b. The line profile reveals, that the islands are not homogeneously dark but
exhibit a substructure consisting of an inner bright core, and an outer dark ring, very
similar to the VOx islands formed during catalytic methanol oxidation on Rh(111) [69].
Based on the relative PEEM intensities of the islands and their surroundings, their sim-
ilarity to the islands on Rh(111), and their behavior with respect to changes in the
gas phase composition, the islands are assigned to the vanadium oxide rich areas of the
surface, whereas the surroundings are assigned to VOx depleted area on a tentative basis.

After a period of roughly 30min no significant changes in the VOx redistribution
pattern are observed and the sample is cooled with 0.5K s=1. Initially, the PEEM inten-
sity homogeneously decreases. As 680K is reached the cooling ramp is stopped, because
reduction fronts nucleate at the interface of the vanadium oxide islands and their sur-
roundings. These fronts propagate, until after about 6min at a constant temperature
of 680K, the original contrast from at 1020K (dark islands on bright surroundings) is
inverted. A series of PEEM images showing the initial PEEM intensity increase and the
brightening of the islands, together with the temporal evolution of the PEEM intensity
measured in the islands and the surrounding surface is shown in figure 6.33a. A sepa-
rate temperature programmed reaction experiment conducted under similar conditions
reveals, that the brightening of the islands is accompanied by a sharp increase in the
CO, CO2 and water production rates [71,244].

The PEEM images shown in figure 6.33b are taken from the same experiment at a
constant temperature of 680K, but the image contrast is strongly enhanced. In this
way, the changes that occur on the surface surrounding the bright islands (saturated
in the PEEM images) are better visualized. Interestingly, the slight increase of PEEM
intensity measured in the surroundings (figure 6.33a) does not proceed in a spatially
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Figure 6.33: Contrast reversal in PEEM during cooling down VOx on Rh(110) under
reaction conditions. a) PEEM images and local PEEM intensity of the islands and their
surroundings as a function of temperature. b) PEEM images from the same experi-
ment, taken at 680K with strongly enhanced contrast, show the changes in the surface
surrounding the bright islands. The cooling rate is 0.5K s=1. The cooling was stopped
as reduction fronts led to an intensity increase of the islands at 680K. The gas phase
composition and initial VOx coverage is identical to the experiment in figure 6.32. Re-
produced in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2018, 122, 12694 – 12703.
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Figure adapted from [71].
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Figure 6.34: Oxidation and reduction of the macroscopic islands formed during
methanol oxidation at 1020K. a) At 0 s, the methanol pressure is reduced from 3× 10=4

to 1× 10=4 mbar, resulting in the fast oxidation of the islands by propagating oxidation
fronts. b) A methanol pressure increase back to the initial value of 3× 10=4 mbar cause
the reduction of the islands by propagating reduction fronts. Reproduced in part with
permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2018, 122, 12694 – 12703. Copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society. Figure adapted from [71].

homogeneous way. Instead the nucleation and propagation of reduction fronts is also
observed on the surface around the islands. This can be seen for example by comparing
the positions highlighted by the white and black arrows in the second and third PEEM
images. Obviously, both surfaces, the vanadium oxide rich and poor are active towards
methanol oxidation at temperatures around 680K. This is evidenced by the simultaneous
propagation of reduction fronts. However, the surrounding surface responds much slower
and to a lower extend to the temperature change.

In order to investigate if the substructure of the vanadium oxide islands responds in a
similar manner to changes in the gas phase composition, as observed for the VOx islands
on Rh(111), the methanol partial pressure is varied. Figure 6.34a shows a series of PEEM
images acquired before and after the methanol pressure is reduced from its original
value of 3× 10=4 to 1× 10=4 mbar. As a consequence, oxidation fronts nucleating at
the boundaries of the bright islands and propagate towards the center, turning them
dark. A subsequent methanol partial pressure increase back to 3× 10=4 mbar initiates
the transformation via reduction fronts back into the bright state. Interestingly, the
propagation speed of the oxidation fronts is with 12 µms=1 considerably faster than the
reduction front, which spreads with only 2.2 µms=1. The surface surrounding the bright
islands does not respond to changes in the gas phase composition.

In addition to the formation of elongated islands during exposure to reaction condi-
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Figure 6.35: LEEM images showing the reaction-induced redistribution of VOx on
Rh(110) during catalytic methanol oxidation. Upon temperature increase to 980K, the
formation of oval shaped areas of low LEEM intensity sets in. Prolonged exposure
to reaction conditions results in a ripening process, which includes the coalescence of
neighboring islands. The LEEM images are recorded in a gas atmosphere consisting of
2.6× 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1 × 10=4 mbar methanol at a start voltage of 1.8 eV.

tions at 1020K, a second growth mode, resulting in dendritic vanadium oxide islands,
has been observed. The principle difference is that in the former case the surface is in the
oxidized state, whereas in the dendritic growth mode reducing conditions are applied.
The dendritic growth mode is described in detail in references [241] and [244].

6.6.2 VOx redistribution on Rh(110) under oxidizing reaction condi-
tions in LEEM

A similar experiment as described in the preceding section is conducted with LEEM
in order to further characterize the different structures that arise during the reaction-
driven phase separation into vanadium oxide rich and VOx depleted areas. Therefore,
a Rh(110) surface covered with 0.4MLE vanadium oxide is heated in a gas atmosphere
of 2.6 × 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=4 mbar methanol to 990K. The resulting phase
separation is shown in figure 6.35.

As soon as the temperature reaches 940K, the initially homogeneous surface state
in the first LEEM image is lifted and dark, oval shaped areas develop in the seconds
image. These areas are separated from the surrounding surface by a thin interface of
high LEEM intensity. Upon prolonged exposure at elevated temperature to reaction
conditions, the contrast between the dark and bright areas increases. At the same time,
a ripening process sets in, in which smaller islands disappear, while larger ones grow in
size. A coalescence of neighboring dark islands is observed, as can be seen in the last
two images of figure 6.35.
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The behavior observed in LEEM differs considerably from island formation observed
in PEEM. In PEEM the formation of dark (high work function) elongated islands pro-
ceeded via the condensation of a homogeneous VOx film, retracting from scratches. In
the LEEM images depicted in figure 6.35 oval shaped dark islands appear by gradually
increasing contrast with respect to the surrounding surface. After this initial stage, the
disappearance of small islands and the growth of the larger islands sets in (as also ob-
served in PEEM). Also the coalescence of neighboring islands can be observed, an effect
well known from VOx/Rh(111), but which is not seen in any of the PEEM experiments
on RhVOx/(110). In the LEEM experiment described here, the island size is with around
20 to 50 µm considerably smaller than in the PEEM experiment, where islands of up to
several hundred micrometer size are common.

µLEED measurements recorded in the interior of the dark areas and in the thin bright
ring reveal, that the dark areas exhibit a (1 × 2) LEED pattern, whereas the boundary
phase and the surrounding surface are both characterized by a (1×2) diffraction pattern
with the same streaky features around the (0,0) and (1,0) diffraction spots, which are
elongated in the [001] direction. Since a (1 × 2) LEED pattern is observed on the un-
promoted Rh(110) surface, as well as on a partially VOx covered surface, no assignment
of vanadium oxide rich and VOx depleted area to the different intensity LEEM levels
can be made on the basis of the µLEED measurement. Therefore the LEEM and LEED
measurements are repeated at a lower temperature of 810K.

Figure 6.36a shows a series of LEEM images acquired during the cool-down of the
VOx/Rh(110) surface within 200 s, together with LEED images of the different surface
phases. An overview composed of several LEEM images is given in figure 6.36b. One
recognizes three changes: i) the overall intensity of the LEEM images slightly increases
with decreasing temperature. ii) The initial homogeneous boundary phase, which sepa-
rates the dark island from its surroundings at 990K, splits up into two boundary phases,
which grow upon temperature decrease. At the same time, their interfaces sharpen. iii)
the initially homogeneous surroundings start to exhibit a granular morphology at around
850K.

The changes visible in LEEM are accompanied by structural transitions, as can
be seen in the five LEED images shown in figure 6.36b, acquired on the surrounding,
granular surface, on the two boundary phases, in the dark island close to the boundary,
and inside the dark island. At 990K, only two different LEED pattern can be observed,
a (1 × 2) in the dark island core, and a (1 × 2) with elongated streaks around the
integral order diffraction spots on the boundary phase and the surrounding surface. The
temperature decrease of nearly 200K results in the formation of a (4 × 2) structure in
the surrounding and the first boundary phase, a (3 × 2) in the second boundary phase,
an (1 × 2) in the dark core close to the boundary, and a c(2 × 8) inside the dark core.
The only difference, that can be seen between the (4×2) LEED pattern measured on the
surrounding surface and the first boundary phase are some streaky features elongated
in the [001] direction, that are present around the (0,0) spot in the LEED image taken
on the surroundings.

With the LEED images one can assign the vanadium oxide depleted area to the dark
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Figure 6.36: LEEM and LEED images taken on a VOx redistribution pattern consist-
ing of oval shaped holes in a dense VOx film. a) LEEM images recorded at different
temperatures during the cool-down from 985K. b) µLEED images taken on the differ-
ent phases distinguishable in LEEM and an overview image composed of several LEEM
images. The LEEM and LEED measurements are conducted at 800K (if nothing else is
stated in the images) in an atmosphere of 2.6× 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=4 mbar
methanol. The start voltage of the LEEM images is 1.9 eV, LEED is performed at 40 eV.

islands, and the vanadium oxide rich area to the boundary phases and the surroundings.
The c(2×8) is of adsorbed oxygen on the Rh(110) surface, but no such pattern has been
reported for VOx/Rh(110) [185]. The (4 × 2) is observed in the growth experiments of
vanadium oxide on Rh(110). It is seen after post-oxidation of a 0.8MLE thick VOx film
in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen at 620K [185]. Apparently, the vanadium oxide redistribution
pattern formed during methanol oxidation at 990K is a hole pattern in the sense, that
instead of VOx islands surrounded by VOx depleted area, the inverse structure is created.

The experiments conducted on 0.1MLE and 0.2MLE, in which traveling wave frag-
ments and target pattern are observed, demonstrate that small amounts of vanadium
do not inhibit the formation of the oxygen induced reconstructions. The dark islands
visible in the overview LEEM image in figure 6.36b therefore represent a oxygen covered
Rh(110) surface, eventually covered with small amounts of VOx.
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This finding seems to be in contradiction with the interpretation of the macroscopic
islands arising during the PEEM experiments as being vanadium oxide islands, described
in section 6.6.1. However, there is no real contradiction, because the two sets of experi-
ments differ in the pressure, which is by a factor of four higher in the PEEM experiments
Also the length scale of the holes/islands differs by roughly one order of magnitude from
the island pattern in PEEM. Furthermore, a qualitatively different behavior is seen in
both sets of experiments. A coalescence of neighboring holes is only observed in LEEM,
whereas the islands in PEEM do not change their position. Apparently, such a complex
system as CH3+O2/VOx/Rh(110) allows for qualitatively different solutions, depend-
ing on parameter space and, perhaps, also depending on the history of the reaction
treatments. The complexity of the system is also illustrated by XPS results (section 6.8)
showing that reaction conditions do not lead to a complete phase separation [185].

6.7 Chemical wave patterns on patterned VOx/Rh(110)
surfaces

The reaction induced redistribution of vanadium oxide leads to the interesting situation,
that areas covered with a considerable amount of VOx (more than 0.4MLE) coexist
with areas, that are vanadium oxide depleted. Both surfaces, the VOx covered Rh(110)
surface and the unpromoted Rh(110) surface have shown a variety of different chemical
wave pattern including traveling interface modulations and traveling wave fragments,
and target pattern. It can therefore be assumed that also on the “micro-patterned”
VOx/Rh(110) surface apparent after exposure to reaction conditions at 1000K pattern
formation may occur in the parameter space in which double metastability is observed
on the homogeneous VOx/Rh(110) surfaces.

6.7.1 Traveling wave fragments on micro-patterned VOx/Rh(110) sur-
faces in PEEM

Starting with a surface consisting of macroscopic vanadium oxide islands (figure 6.33),
this pre-patterned surface is cooled under reducing reaction conditions from 1020 to
680K. Reduction fronts form, transforming the whole surface in a reduced state. If such
a surface is heated up again slowly into the parameter range of double metastability, the
nucleation and propagation of traveling wave fragments can be observed, as shown in
figure 6.37. This happens first on the island surroundings at 790K and later, at 830K
also on the islands.

As can be seen in the enlarged section of the central PEEM image in figure 6.37,
elliptically shaped oxidation fronts nucleate and spread on the bright islands, as soon as
an oxidation front moves from the surrounding surface to the islands boundary. The long
axis of these elliptical oxidation fronts is thereby inclined with the [110] crystallographic
direction of the surface. As observed on the homogeneous VOx/Rh(110) surface in
the regime of double metastability, elliptical oxidation fronts are followed by reduction
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Figure 6.37: PEEM images showing traveling wave fragments, which propagate on
a micro-patterned surface present after the reaction induced redistribution of 0.4MLE
VOx on Rh(110). a) A PEEM image showing the nucleation of large wave fragments
at the boundary of the bright islands. The propagation direction is indicated by white
arrows. b) Enlarged view of the square section indicated by a dashed white line in
a, highlighting the propagation of oxidation and reduction fronts on an island. The
images are recorded at 830K under reducing reaction conditions. Reproduced in part
with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2018, 122, 12694 – 12703. Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society. Figure adapted from [71].

fronts, whose anisotropy is rotated by approximately 90°. Interestingly, oxidation and
reduction fronts nucleate in most cases at the boundary of the bright islands.

A closer inspection of the four magnified PEEM images in figure 6.37b shows, that
three different PEEM intensity levels on the bright islands can be distinguished. THese
intensity levels can be associated with a reduced, an oxidized and a refractory state. On
a tentative basis the dark area in PEEM is assigned to an oxidized state, and medium
intensity to a reduced state. Starting form the boundary, a dark oxidation front nucleates
and grows within 15 s across a bright island. As soon as it touches the opposite boundary,
a bright reduction front nucleates at the interface and reactively removes the whole
oxidized area within 15 s. The area passed by a reduction front exhibits a higher PEEM
intensity as the reduced state, and no further propagation of oxidation fronts can be
observed on these bright areas. Within tens of seconds, the initially bright area turns
into the same intensity level as the reduced state. It is then active again for further
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oxidation fronts. Therefore, the very bright area is assigned to a refractory state in a
pulse.

The behavior of traveling wave fragments on the bright islands resembles the behav-
ior on homogeneous VOx films on Rh(110) (0.4MLE) observed under similar reaction
conditions. Due to the low PEEM intensity and the small length scale no detailed
analysis of the wave pattern apparent on the surroundings of the bright islands can be
conducted. However, the similarity of the wave pattern observed on the bright islands
and on homogeneous 0.4MLE VOx films on Rh(110) leads to the assignment of VOx

islands and a mostly VOx depleted surrounding. Neither the existence of a refractory
state nor traveling wave fragments can be observed on Rh(110) surfaces covered with
less than 0.2MLE VOx.

6.7.2 Pattern formation on the micro-patterned VOx/Rh(110) surface
in LEEM

The interface between the vanadium oxide enriched and vanadium oxide depleted areas
is shown in the LEEM images presented in figure 6.38. The images show the response of
a dark hole (VOx depleted area with a c(2× 8) diffraction pattern) and the surrounding
surface (VOx enriched area with a (4×2) diffraction pattern) to changes of the gas phase
composition.

Starting from the situation after the redistribution pattern was formed at 1000K
in 2.6 × 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=4 mbar methanol, the surface is cooled down.
As 810K is reached, the temperature is stabilized and the oxygen pressure is reduced
in order to transform the surface from the oxidized state into the reduced state. A
progressive reduction of the surrounding VOx covered surface can be seen by a LEEM
intensity decrease, starting at a large distance from the dark hole on the lower left side
on the images. As the oxygen pressure is further decreased to 0.5 - 0.4× 10=5 mbar
(fifth and sixth LEEM images in figure 6.38a), the surface surrounding the hole is in
a homogeneous state of low LEEM intensity and the phase boundary starts to gets
reduced. The oxidized state exhibits a granular morphology in LEEM, as can be seen
in the first image of figure 6.38a. The reduced state instead has an almost homogeneous
appearance, as seen in the fifth and sixth image. As soon as the complete boundary
phase has turned into low LEEM intensity, oxidation fronts nucleate at the interface
between the surroundings and the boundary phase, as well as between the boundary
phase and the hole. An oxidation front rapidly spreads across the boundary phase and
the surrounding surface and turns the reduced surface back into the oxidized state.
Interestingly, the oxidation front nucleates and spreads without any parameter change.

As time progresses, the oxidized surface state slowly turns back into the reduced
state. The transition occurs, however, not via reduction fronts, but in a more or less
homogeneous manner. This process is demonstrated in the first two LEEM images of
figure 6.38b. Shortly before the whole surroundings and the boundary phase are turned
into the reduced state, the oxygen pressure is increased from 0.3 to 0.9× 10=5 mbar.
Instantly, a large oxidation front nucleates at the interface between the hole and the
boundary phase (second and third image of figure 6.38b). At the same time, the reduction
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Figure 6.38: LEEM images showing the reduction and subsequent oxidation of a micro-
patterned VOx/Rh(110) surface. a) Upon continuous oxygen pressure decrease from
2.6× 10=5 to 0.3× 10=5 mbar the reduction of the vanadium oxide covered parts of the
surface is observed, followed by subsequent a re-oxidation without parameter change.
b) After further 35 s a gradual reduction of the surface is observed, until an oxygen
pressure increase to 0.9 × 10=5 mbar leads to the simultaneous propagation of oxidation
and reduction fronts. The LEEM images are acquired at 1.8 eV and 810K with a constant
methanol pressure of 1.1× 10=4 mbar.

proceeds in the surrounding surface and a homogeneously dark phase is established.
The simultaneous formation of oxidation and reduction fronts indicate that the oxy-

gen pressure increase causes the system to enter a double metastable regime. Double
metastability, i. e. the simultaneous presence of oxidation and reduction fronts allows for
pulse-like solutions. This is demonstrated by the LEEM images in figure 6.39, recorded
30 s after the last image of figure 6.38b. The series of LEEM images shows the same
dark hole on the lower left side, which is separated by a bright oxidation front from
the surrounding surface, which is in the dark, reduced state. Interestingly, the oxida-
tion front is very sinuous and exhibits many excursions. These excursions are reduction
fronts, which propagate from the surrounding surface towards the hole, as can be seen by
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Figure 6.39: LEEM images showing the onset of pattern formation on a micro-
patterned VOx/Rh(110) surface. The simultaneous propagation of oxidation and reduc-
tion fronts leads to an sinuous interface with several excursions between the reduced and
oxidized surface state. As soon as a reduction front reaches the boundary between the
vanadium oxide rich depleted area, it reacts off oxygen bound at the perimeter of the VOx

depleted hole, resulting in the propagation of isolated wave fragments. The LEEM im-
ages are recorded with 1.8 eV at 810K in 1.1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 0.9× 10=5 mbar
oxygen.

comparing the first and second LEEM image. As soon as the reduction fronts reach the
hole, they start to spread along the interface and reactively remove the oxygen bound
at the perimeter of the VOx depleted region. As a consequence, the propagating oxi-
dation front gets detached from the dark hole and travels as an isolated wave fragment
across the vanadium oxide enriched surrounding. This detachment of the oxidation front
and the formation of traveling wave fragments as a consequence is the onset of a target
pattern like behavior observed on the surface surrounding the VOx depleted holes.

Figure 6.40a displays a series of LEEM images taken at another position on the
sample. A VOx depleted hole is seen on the lower left side, and alternating oxidation
(bright) and reduction (dark) fronts travel across the VOx enriched surroundings. Due to
the large size, the pattern cannot fully be imaged with LEEM. Some features reminiscent
of target pattern and spiral waves can be observed. The dark hole on the lower left side
acts like a source for the arms of a rotating spiral wave. The tips of bright oxidation
fronts are attached to the VOx depleted area. As the oxidation fronts move around the
hole, they finally detach.

The wave pattern is surprisingly periodic, as can be seen in figure 6.40b by a plot
of the local LEEM intensity. The period of a cycle consisting of an oxidation and a
reduction front is quite constant and has a value of 35.5 ± 2.4 s. Interestingly, the local
LEEM intensity passes through a relative minimum during an oxidation front (high
intensity), and continuously decreases during a reduction front. Both observations differ
from the pattern formation seen on homogeneous VOx/Rh(110) surfaces, in which the
LEEM intensity of an oxidation pulse is more or less constant.

The LEED patterns observed during the propagation of oxidation and reduction
fronts differ significantly from the ones observed during pattern formation on a homoge-
neous surface. In case of traveling wave fragments on 0.4MLE VOx a (1×2) and a (4×2)
is observed. The traveling interface modulations are characterized by the appearance of
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Figure 6.40: LEEM images showing chemical wave patterns similar to target pattern or
spiral waves during catalytic methanol oxidation at 810K. a) Alternating propagation
of oxidation (bright) and reduction (dark) pulses around an oval VOx depleted area
(lower right side). b) Temporal evolution of the local LEEM intensity measured on a
approximately 2µm large spot, indicated in the first image of a by a black arrow. The gas
phase consisted of 0.9× 10=5 mbar oxygen and 1.1× 10=5 mbar methanol. The LEEM
images are acquired at 1.8 eV start voltage.
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(1 × 2), c(2 × 6), and c(2 × 8) structures. In all chemical wave pattern observed so far,
the reduced state always exhibited a (1× 1) and a (weak) c(2× 2) LEED pattern. The
chemical wave pattern observed on the Vx enriched area surrounding the VOx depleted
holes exhibit only alternating (1 × 2) LEED pattern with and without streaky features
elongated along the [001] direction around the (0,0) and (1,0) diffraction spots. The
VOx depleted hole exhibits the superposition of a c(2 × 2) and a weak (1 × 2) LEED
pattern. No significant intensity variations can be measured during propagation of ox-
idation and reduction pulses in the surroundings. This is surprising, since one would
expect the occurrence of one of the VOx related structures (for example the (4× 2)) for
the oxidized state, and a (1× 1) for the reduced state.

The oxygen pressure is systematically varied to observe the associated changes in the
surface structure on both, the VOx rich surroundings and the VOx depleted holes. The
corresponding LEED images are depicted in figure 6.41, together with a LEEM image in
which the positions of the µLEED measurements are highlighted.

At an oxygen pressure of 2.6× 10=5 mbar, the surface is in its oxidized state and far
from the conditions in which chemical wave pattern can be observed. The vanadium
oxide covered parts exhibit a (4× 2) LEED pattern, whereas a diffuse c(2× 8) is seen on
the VOx depleted hole. Upon decreasing the oxygen pressure to 0.4× 10=5 mbar, on the
VOx enriched area first a (1 × 2) LEED pattern with streaks around the integral order
spots evolves, which transforms into a (1× 2) without streaks after approximately 35 s.
The VOx depleted area displays a (1 × 1) structure under similar conditions. Based on
the response of the LEED patterns to the oxygen pressure variations, the (1 × 2) with
streaks is assigned to the bright oxidation fronts, and the (1× 2) without streaks to the
dark reduction fronts.

Pattern formation on VOx rich and VOx depleted areas at lower temperature

LEEM experiments are conducted at a similar temperature as the PEEM experiments
of section 6.7.1. In contrast to the PEEM experiments, no propagation of oxidation or
reduction fronts can be observed on the VOx depleted area. In the PEEM experiments,
small scale reaction fronts propagate on the area surrounding the macroscopic VOx

islands and initiate the nucleation and propagation of larger reaction fronts on the VOx

islands. In order to verify whether reaction fronts can also be observed in the LEEM
experiments on both phases apparent after reactive phase separation at 1000K, the
temperature is lowered from its initial value to 790K.

Figure 6.42 shows a series of LEEM images, in which an elongated, VOx depleted hole
is visible as a large stripe in the center of the images. The surrounding, VOx enriched area
is characterized by two different grey levels, assigned to the oxidized (bright) and reduced
(dark) state. Similar to the experiments conducted at 810K, local LEED measurements
reveal a (1×2) LEED pattern for the reduced state and a (1×2) with elongated streaks
around the integral order diffraction spots for the oxidized state. The streaks at 1⁄7 or
1⁄8 positions reflect a one-dimensional disorder along the [001]-direction. Interestingly,
different from the high temperature experiments, in which reaction pulses are found
to propagate only on the VOx enriched surroundings, at 790K also the propagation of
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Figure 6.41: LEED pattern as a function of the gas phase composition on vanadium
oxide rich (top) and depleted (bottom) areas. The oxygen partial pressures are stated
below the corresponding LEED images, the position of the µLEED measurements on the
surface is depicted in the LEEM image. All measurements are conducted at 810K at
a constant methanol pressure of 1.1× 10=4 mbar. The LEED data is acquired at 40 eV
start voltage, and the initial VOx coverage is 0.4MLE.

reaction fronts on the VOx depleted hole can be observed.
In the first image of figure 6.42a, the nucleation of an elliptical area of high LEEM

intensity is seen. This oxidation front grows until it touches the VOx depleted hole, as
depicted in the second image. As soon as the front propagates on the VOx poor area,
it slightly slows down over the VOx hole. The oxidized zone behind the front exhibits a
grainy structure. Shortly after the passage of the oxidation front, a dark reduction front
nucleates at the boundary of the VOx depleted hole and expands on the oxidized area
(sixth frame). The direction of fastest propagation velocity is rotated by approximately
90° with respect to the fast direction of the oxidation front. As can be seen in the
seventh and eighth image of figure 6.42a, the dark reduction front only propagates on
the area, which has been turned into the oxidized state by the preceding reaction front.
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Figure 6.42: LEEM and LEED images acquired during the simultaneous propagation
of reaction fronts on the VOx enriched and -depleted areas of VOx/Rh(110) during
catalytic methanol oxidation at 790K. a) LEEM images showing a dark, elongated hole
of VOx depleted area, surrounding by the VOx enriched area on which oxidation (bright)
and reduction fronts (dark) are propagating. A bright oxidation front propagates across
the VOx depleted area. Subsequently, a reduction front removed the oxidized state. b)
µLEED images recorded during the propagation of oxidation and reduction fronts on the
VOx depleted hole, showing diffraction images of the reduced (first three images) and
oxidized state (last image) of the VOx depleted hole. The LEEM images are acquired at
a start voltage of 1.6 eV, the LEED images at 40 eV. The reaction atmosphere contained
1.1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 0.5× 10=5 mbar oxygen.

The expansion happens on both, the VOx depleted hole and the VOx rich surroundings.
The different LEED pattern, that can be observed on the VOx depleted hole during

the transition from the reduced into the oxidized state are shown in figure 6.42b. The
first LEED image is taken directly after a reduction front moved across the probed
area. It shows the (1 × 1) diffraction pattern, of the probably mostly adsorbate free
Rh(110) surface. Then, first a c(2× 2) evolves, to which later faint spots of a (1× 2) are
superimposed. Shortly after the additional (1× 2) diffraction spots appear, the surface
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is transformed into the oxidized state, characterized by a c(2 × 8) superstructure of
adsorbed oxygen.

The series of LEED patterns during the propagation of oxidation and reduction fronts
is very similar to the LEED structures observed on the unpromoted and 0.1MLE VOx

covered surfaces in the range of double metastability close to the equistability point. On
such a surface traveling interface modulations are observed. This similarity corroborates
the assignment of VOx depleted area to the elongated stripe in the LEEM images in
figure 6.42.

6.8 Ex situ SPELEEM measurements after the reactive
phase separation

The original motivation to use SPELEEM was that the “spectromicroscopic” techniques
available at Elettra can be used for an in situ chemical and structural characterization
of the chemical wave patterns. SPELEEM should thus help to obtain a mechanistic
understanding of this complex system. Unfortunately, this plan does not work since
SPELEEM is restricted to a pressure range below 10=5 mbar, whereas the chemical
wave patterns only show up at a pressure higher than 1× 10=4 mbar. The way out of
this was to use SPELEEM as an ex situ technique for structures prepared in a high
pressure chamber in the 10=4 mbar range. An in situ characterization of chemical wave
pattern is not feasible in this way, but one should be able to characterize the surface
after reactive phase separation [71,245].

In order to redistribute VOx a Rh(110) surface homogeneously covered with 0.4MLE
of vanadium oxide is heated to approximately 1000K for 30min in a reaction atmosphere
consisting of 1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen (oxidizing reaction con-
ditions). The reaction conditions are applied in a separate high pressure reaction cell,
since SPELEEM can only be operated up to a pressure of 1× 10=6 mbar, in order to
avoid contamination of the beamline optics. Transfer between the microscope chamber
and the high pressure cell is possible without breaking the vacuum. However, the sample
has to be cooled down to 470K and the reaction gases have to be pumped off for the
transfer. The ex situ XPEEM and LEEM characterization is performed at 370K in an
oxygen atmosphere of 2× 10=7 mbar to reduce beam damage effects.

LEEM and XPEEM images recorded after exposure of the VOx/Rh(110) surface to
reaction conditions are depicted in figure 6.43. A reaction-induced redistribution resulted
in macroscopic, VOx depleted and VOx enriched areas, as can be seen in the three LEEM
images in figure 6.43. Different from the in situ experiments presented in the preceding
sections, no closed VOx film is found. Instead, the vanadium oxide covered area seems
to consist of a large number of several hundred nanometers large, dark VOx islands. The
different morphology may be a consequence of the cooling process associated with the
sample transfer from the high pressure reaction cell to the microscope chamber.

The assignment of VOx to the dark islands is based on the XPEEM images shown in
the bottom part of figure 6.43. By comparing the three XPEEM images with the central
LEEM image (all have a 10 µm field of view and are recorded on the same position), one
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Figure 6.43: LEEM (top) and XPEEM (bottom) images recorded after the reactive
phase separation of 0.4MLE VOx on Rh(110). The LEEM images demonstrate, that
exposure of the sample to catalytic methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range resulted
in a phase separation into VOx depleted (left side) and VOx enriched (right side) areas.
The corresponding Rh 3d5⁄2, O 1s and V2p3⁄2 XPEEM images are shown in the bottom
part of the figure. The images are acquired at 370K in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen. The initial
VOx coverage is 0.4MLE. Reproduced in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C
2018, 122, 10482 – 10488. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Figure adapted
from [71].

sees a slight attenuation of the Rh 3d5⁄2 intensity together with O1s and V 2p3⁄2 intensity
in the areas covered by the dark islands. A decomposition of the XPEEM data shown
in figure 6.44 into components reveals, that also outside the dark VOx islands on the
VOx depleted areas a substantial concentration of vanadium and oxygen exists. This
indicates, that no complete phase separation takes place, even not after 30min under
reaction conditions at 1000K. The spectrum of the VOx depleted area is extracted from
the whole vanadium and oxygen poor region visible in the second and third XPEEM
image of figure 6.43, whereas the spectrum of the VOx enriched areas is extracted from
all visible VOx islands.

From a numerical integration of the background-corrected V2p3⁄2 and O1s core levels,
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Figure 6.44: Ex situ XP spectra taken on vanadium oxide enriched and VOx depleted
areas present after reactive phase separation of VOx on Rh(110). The spectra are ex-
tracted from the XPEEM measurements depicted in figure 6.43. The arabic numbers
refer to the core levels of Rh, V and O. The binding energies determined on the VOx

enriched area are 530.0 eV for O 1s, 515.5 eV and 513.0 eV for V 2p3⁄2, and 496.0 eV and
495.0 eV for Rh 3p3⁄2. The corresponding values for the VOx depleted area are 530.1 eV
for O 1s, 513.0 eV for V2p3⁄2, and 496.0 eV and 494.6 eV for Rh 3p3⁄2. In both cases, the
Rh 3d5⁄2 core level is measured to 307.3 eV binding energy. All values are referenced to
the Fermi edge, measured separately. Reproduced in part with permission from J. Phys.
Chem. C 2018, 122, 10482 – 10488. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Figure
adapted from [71].

an enrichment factor of 7 and 3.4 is calculated for vanadium and oxygen, respectively.
The V 2p core level is fitted with a single component in the case of the VOx depleted
surface, yielding a binding energy of 513.0 eV. This value is between the binding energy
of metallic V (512.2 eV, [262]), and that of vanadium in the so-called “wagon wheel”
structure (513.2 eV) of VOx on Rh(111), to which an oxidation state of +2 was assigned
[55]. The oxygen to vanadium ratio, calculated from the O1s/V 2p peak ratio using
equation 2.5, amounts to only 0.3. The low binding energy of vanadium, together with
the low oxygen to vanadium ratio indicates, that V is present in a low oxidation state or
possibly alloyed with the Rh surface. From the experimental data it cannot be clearly
identified whether the measured oxygen signal is due to V being present as an oxide
or due to adsorbed oxygen from the 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen atmosphere maintained to
reduce beam damage effects.
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In the spectrum acquired on the VOx enriched surface, the V 2p core level is fitted
with two components, peaking at 513.0 and 515.5 eV. The high binding energy compo-
nent corresponds to V in the oxidation state +3. Binding energies reported for vanadium
+3 bulk oxides lay in the range between 515.2 and 515.9 eV [258,260,261]. The oxygen
to vanadium ratio is calculated to be 0.8. The coexistence of a high and a low-binding
energy component in the V2p signal, together with the small O/V ratio and the low
Rh attenuation on the VOx covered regions leads to the interpretation, that pattern
formation on VOx/Rh(110) involves alloying of V with the substrate Rh. Probably also
the population of Rh subsurface sites with V atoms occurs. According to Ṕı̌s et al.,
temperatures above 820K are needed for bulk diffusion of vanadium into Rh(110), if
annealing is carried out in vacuum [188].

Further structural information is obtained from another experiment, in which 0.8MLE
of VOx on Rh(110) are exposed for 30min to the conditions of catalytic methanol oxida-
tion with an oxygen pressure of 1× 10=4 mbar and a methanol pressure of 3× 10=4 mbar
at 1000K in the high pressure reaction cell. An overview of the surface, composed of
different LEEM images, and LEED measurements recorded ex situ after the catalytic
reaction are shown in figure 6.45a and b, respectively. The overview image in figure 6.45a
shows a central stripe of medium LEEM intensity marked by a 4, which is separated
by two bright stripes marked by a 2 from the surrounding surface, which has a low
LEEM intensity at the chosen start voltage of 44 eV, and which is marked by a 1. A
closed vanadium oxide film in the form of a macroscopic vanadium oxide island, with a
substructure consisting of an inner core and an outer ring, is obtained.

This result is in contrast to the VOx distribution pattern obtained after 0.4MLE
VOx are exposed to reaction conditions, where the VOx rich phase consisted of small
islands of 0.1 to 1 µm size, as shown in figure 6.43. The formation of a coherent vanadium
oxide island is also somehow in contrast to the in situ LEEM experiments presented in
the preceding section, where a hole pattern formed.

Based on the LEED images shown in figure 6.45b, an assignment of the different grey
levels in LEEM to surface structures is possible. The dark area marked with a 1 exhibits
a (1× 1) diffraction pattern and is therefore assigned to the bare Rh(110) surface. The
bright stripe marked by a 2 is characterized by a (1 × 2), whereas the central region,
phase 4, has a (4× 2) or (4× 1) diffraction pattern. Additionally, a very thin boundary
phase 3 between phases 4 and 2 can be identified, which shows a (2× 2) LEED pattern.
The (4 × 2) and (1 × 2) are both LEED pattern, that are also observed during during
catalytic methanol oxidation around 800K.

6.9 Discussion of chemical wave patterns on Rh(110) and
VOx/Rh(110)

Surface reactions exhibit a large variety of different non-linear phenomena, including
chemical wave patterns and reaction rate oscillations. Most of the wave phenomena / rate
oscillations could be reproduced with well established mathematical models, that were
based on experimentally verified mechanisms: in catalytic CO oxidation on Pt the “phase
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Figure 6.45: Ex situ LEEM and LEED measurements on a macroscopic VOx island
obtained after catalytic methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range on Rh(110). a)
Overview image composed of several LEEM images recorded at 44 eV, showing a cross
section through a macroscopic VOx island. Four different phases, marked by arabic
numbers 1 - 4, can be distinguished by their intensity levels. b) µLEED images taken on
the four different phases at 40 eV (phase 1), 48 eV (phases 2 and 3), and 44 eV (phase 4).
The initial VOx coverage is 0.8MLE and the measurements are conducted in vacuum
at room temperature. Reproduced in part with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C
2018, 122, 10482 – 10488. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Figure (part b)
adapted from [71].

transition” model at low pressure / “oxide” model at high pressure (≥ 10=3 mbar), in
catalytic CO oxidation on Pd the “subsurface oxygen” model, for NO-reducing reactions
on Pt the “vacancy” model, and for the NO+H2 reaction on Rh(110) the “repulsive-
interaction” model. An overview of the models can be found in reference [254], for details
please refer to the literature cited in [254]. Methanol oxidation on VOx/Rh(110) differs
from all of the above mentioned systems in so far, as it is structurally and chemically
much more complex. For this reason, here no excitation / oscillation mechanism for
methanol oxidation on VOx/Rh(110) is presented, but an overview of the different phe-
nomena and of the results obtained with different surface analysis techniques is given.
The different non-linear phenomena observed on VOx/Rh(110) in this study are summa-
rized in table 6.1. In the following we distinguish between wave patterns on a surface that
is macroscopically (≥ 1µm) homogeneous an wave patterns on a surface that exhibits
macroscopic islands/holes.

6.9.1 Chemical wave pattern on the homogeneous surface

The dynamics observed during catalytic methanol oxidation on vanadium oxide covered
Rh(110) surfaces are very complex and depend on a number of factors, among which
the temperature and the VOx coverage are the most important ones. At a low VOx
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Table 6.1: Non-linear phenomena observed during methanol oxidation on Rh(110) and VOx/Rh(110).

θVOx
/

MLE
p(CH3OH), p(O2) / mbar, T
/ K

Phenomena LEED patterns Analytical technique

0 2.8× 10=4, 1.0× 10=4, 830 Traveling interface
modulations

- PEEM

0 6.7× 10=5, 1.3× 10=5, 885 Traveling interface
modulations

(1 × 1) - c(2 × 2) - (1× 2) -
c(2 × 6) - c(2× 8)

LEEM

0.1 3.0× 10=4, 0.8× 10=4, 820 Traveling interface
modulations

- PEEM

0.1 9.3× 10=5, 2.9× 10=5, 840 Traveling interface
modulations

(1 × 1) - c(2 × 2)* - (1× 2) -
c(2 × 6) - c(2× 8)

LEEM, *c(2 × 2) weak
or absent

0.2 1.1× 10=4, 1.2× 10=5, 770 -
850

Target pattern (1 × 1) - c(2 × 2) - (1× 2) -
c(2 × 8) - (1× 2)

770K: LEED (1× 1) -
(1× 2) - c(2× 8)

0.4 3.0× 10=4, 1.0× 10=4, 790 Traveling wave
fragments

- PEEM, refractory
state, oscillating
surface defect involved

0.4 1.1× 10=4, 1.3× 10=5, 830 Traveling wave
fragments

(1 × 1) - (1× 2) - (1× 2) +
c(2 × 2) - (1× 2) + streaks,
(1 × 4) - (1× 2)

LEEM

0.4 3.0× 10=4, 1.0× 10=4, 1020 VOx redistribution:
island pattern or
dendritic growth

- PEEM

0.4 1.1× 10=4, 2.6× 10=5, 1000 VOx redistribution:
hole pattern

(4 × 2), (3× 2) (islands);
(1 × 2), c(2× 6), c(2 × 8)
(holes)

LEEM; LEED at 850K

0.4 3.0× 10=4, 1.0× 10=4, 830 Traveling wave
fragments (islands
and surroundings)

- PEEM

0.4 1.1× 10=5, 0.9× 10=5, 810 Target pattern
(surroundings)

(1 × 2) - (1× 2) with streaks LEEM

0.4 1.1× 10=5, 0.9× 10=5, 790 Target pattern
(surroundings),
traveling wave
fragments (holes)

(1 × 2) - (1× 2) with streaks
(surroundings); (1× 1) -
c(2 × 2) - c(2 × 2) + (1× 2) -
c(2 × 8) (holes)

LEEM
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coverage around 0.1MLE the reaction system is bistable, but with traveling interface
modulations an interesting type of behavior is seen. A mathematical model based on
a defect generation mechanism (section 6.3.6) has been proposed by A. Makeev and R.
Imbihl, that reproduces well the experimental observations [196]. At higher VOx cov-
erage, on 0.2MLE and 0.4MLE thick VOx films, target pattern are observed between
770 and 850K, that are characteristic for excitable and oscillatory media. Such patterns
may, however, also occur in bistable media, provided that a parameter range of double
metastability is present. At a slightly higher temperature of 820K, traveling wave frag-
ments can be recorded with LEEM on 0.4MLE VOx. In PEEM such wave fragments can
be seen in a wide parameter range at the same VOx coverage of 0.4MLE. The existence
of traveling wave fragments was shown to be linked to a state-dependent anisotropy [292].
With the numerous reconstructions that exist in this system, a requirement is probably
fulfilled.

The series of LEED pattern that can be observed in target pattern with 0.2MLE
VOx is very similar to the LEED sequence observed during propagation of traveling
interface modulations with only 0.1MLE vanadium oxide. For the traveling interface
modulations, a (1 × 1) together with a slowly developing c(2 × 2) is observed during a
reduction state. An oxidation pulse consists of a (1× 2), followed by a c(2 × 6), finally
resulting in a c(2×8). In target pattern, also the (1×1) together with a slowly developing
c(2 × 2) is observed. However, the existence and intensity of the c(2 × 2) is depending
on temperature. The (1 × 2) phase is interpreted as 0.5ML of oxygen adsorbed on the
(1× 2) reconstructed Rh(110) surface [271]. The overlayer structures in this V coverage
range are thus either related to oxygen ((1× 2), c(2× 6), c(2× 8)), or caused by atomic
carbon (c(2 × 2)). No overlayer structure of VOx on Rh(110) is seen.

Upon further increasing the vanadium oxide coverage to 0.4MLE, traveling wave
fragments are observed in LEEM and PEEM around 800K. Interestingly, different
LEED patterns are observed during the propagation of traveling wave fragments. The
c(2×6) and c(2×8) structures of adsorbed oxygen are absent. The reduced state exhibits
the following sequence of LEED structures: (1 × 1) → (1 × 2) → (1 × 2) + c(2 × 2) +
streaks around the integral order diffraction spots. Upon transition into the oxidized
state, first the c(2 × 2) disappears, and shortly afterwards the (1 × 2) transformed into
a (1 × 4). The reduced state is attained again via the transition from the (1 × 4) over
a (1 × 2) into the (1 × 1). A (1 × 2) structure is formed in the reduced state. This
is surprising since it appears in the other experiments only in the oxidized state. The
(1 × 2) is therefore interpreted as generated by adsorbed oxygen on the reconstructed
Rh(110) surface. Two different (1 × 2) structures, one with oxygen and one without
oxygen, must therefore exist. A scheme illustrating the sequence of LEED structures is
given in figure 6.31b.

A (1×2) structure was also found upon diffusion of V into the subsurface region of a
Rh(110) crystal upon vacuum annealing above 973K [188]. The (1×2) was attributed to
a missing row reconstruction of the Rh(110) surface, caused by the electronic interaction
of surface Rh atoms with vanadium atoms in the second subsurface layer. An XPS
characterization of vanadium oxide films on Rh(110) conducted in this study indicates
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the existence of low oxidation state V or V alloyed with the Rh surface. However, vacuum
annealing of V on Rh(110) at 923K resulted in a (2×1) structure [188], which is not seen
in our experiments. Nevertheless, the formation of a (sub)surface V/Rh alloy should not
completely ruled out. The different adsorption properties and catalytic activity of such
a V/Rh surface alloy might be important for an excitation mechanism.

6.9.2 Reaction-induced VOx redistribution at 1000K

If the VOx covered surface is heated to 1000K under reaction conditions, a redistribution
of VOx into a macroscopic island pattern can be observed. Under different conditions,
holes of low VOx concentration are found. The assignment to VOx rich and VOx de-
pleted areas in PEEM is based on indirect arguments, since neither direct chemical nor
structural information is available from PEEM, and in situ experiments with “spectro-
microscopic” techniques are not possible in the 10=4 mbar range. The situation becomes
more complicated because, first of all, ex situ XPS experiments demonstrate an incom-
plete phase separation into vanadium oxide enriched and depleted area. Secondly, bulk
diffusion of V is encountered.

The number of different redistribution pattern that can occur upon exposure of a
homogeneous VOx film on Rh(110) to the conditions of catalytic methanol oxidation
around 1000K demonstrate the complexity of the redistribution process. Different from
the VOx redistribution on Rh(111) under similar conditions, surface alloying of V and
Rh might play an important role. Also the mobility of VOx is lower on the corrugated
Rh(110) surface, compared to the flat Rh(111) surface. The situation is further compli-
cated by the bistability, which is still present at around 1000K. The VOx redistribution
can occur in the oxidized state, as well as in the reduced state. Exposure of VOx on
Rh(110) to 1000K to strongly reducing conditions results in the diffusion of V into the
Rh bulk and no redistribution pattern can be observed. Due to the absence of consid-
erable catalytic activity of VOx on Rh(110), the development of macroscopic oxygen
gradients, causing a phase separation into oxidized and reduced VOx phases within an
island, is therefore unlikely.

6.9.3 Chemical waves on patterned VOx/Rh(110) surfaces

If a VOx/Rh(110) surface exhibiting an island or hole pattern is cooled down from
1000K to around 800K under reaction conditions, chemical wave patterns are observed.
Target pattern and spiral wave like structures, as well as traveling wave fragments occur
either on the VOx rich or depleted areas, or on both simultaneously. The traveling wave
fragments can be explained as an result of double metastability, since oxidation and
reduction fronts are simultaneously stable.

In the PEEM and LEEM experiments, the interface between the VOx rich and de-
pleted area plays an important role in pattern formation. Oxidation fronts often nucleate
at the interface, or get pinned as soon as they get in contact with it. This behavior can
lead to the formation of a spiral waves, with the hole being the center around which
pulses rotate. At 810K the spiral waves are very regular and have a period of 35 s. In-
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terestingly, in LEEM no propagation of chemical waves is observed on the VOx depleted
areas, which is in contrast to the above described PEEM experiments.

Initially, the VOx enriched area exhibits a (4×2) diffraction pattern, which transforms
into a (1 × 2) pattern, as the parameter range in which chemical wave patterns can be
observed is approached. The LEED patterns observed in target pattern on the patterned
VOx/Rh(110) surface differ dramatically from the LEED sequences recorded during
chemical wave pattern on the homogeneously VOx covered surface. The propagation of
oxidation and reduction fronts on the VOx enriched surroundings of VOx depleted holes
causes the transition between a simple (1×2) LEED pattern, and a (1×2) together with
streaky intensity elongated in the [001] direction. The (1×2) without streaky features is
attributed to the reduced state, the (1× 2) with streaky intensity in the [001]-direction
to the oxidized state.

The deposition of metallic V on the Rh(110) substrate at 600K results in a (1 × 2)
LEED pattern between 0.2 and 1.0MLE. Therefore, also a surface phase of metallic V
on Rh(110) can be involved in the pattern formation. The interpretation of V stabilizing
a (1× 2) reconstructed Rh(110) surface even in the absence of adsorbed oxygen implies,
that V diffuses into the subsurface region of Rh(110). The (4×2) present before pattern
forming conditions are adjusted, however, is a vanadium oxide structure (figure 6.1). If
vanadium is located in the subsurface sites during pattern formation, it has to diffuse
there during the initiation of chemical waves. This process might take place as the (4×2)
vanishes during adjusting less oxidizing conditions.

A further temperature decrease to 790K strongly reduces the regularity of the target
pattern, to an extend that one could probably classify it as a chaotic pattern. At the
same time, the nucleation and propagation of traveling wave fragments can be observed
on the VOx depleted holes. However, the classification as traveling wave fragments is not
as clear as in the case of the PEEM experiments, since the simultaneous propagation of
oxidation and reduction fronts is not observed. In a first step, an oxidation front turns
the VOx depleted hole into the oxidized state. Subsequently, a reduction front turns the
oxidized state into a refractory state, on which no further oxidation fronts can propagate
for a period of tens of seconds to minutes. The fact, that the simultaneous propagation
of oxidation and reduction fronts is not observed can also be a consequence of the small
size of the holes, which is only about 10 µm. Probably, the time needed for an oxidation
front to turn the whole VOx depleted area into the oxidized state is simply to short
for the nucleation of a subsequent reduction front. For a reduction front followed by
an oxidation front LEED measurements conducted on the VOx depleted area reveal a
(1 × 1) → c(2 × 2) → (1 × 2) + c(2 × 2) → c(2 × 8) sequence. This LEED sequence
is similar to that observed for a 0.2MLE VOx covered surface, where in addition also a
c(2 × 6) as an intermediate phase is present before the c(2× 8) develops.

If we take catalytic CO oxidation on Pt(100) and Pt(110) as an example for a
reconstruction-driven oscillation mechanism, then the core of the mechanism lies in the
different catalytic activity of the (1 × 1) and the reconstructed phases. In the system
VOx/Rh(110) different reconstruction phases exist, but practically nothing is known
about their different catalytic activity. An even more basic problem is, that no struc-
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tural models for the different VOx phases exist. A third and very difficult to solve
problem is the possible participation of vanadium in subsurface sites of the Rh(110)
crystal.

What is achieved in this study is to demonstrate that a plethora of different chem-
ical wave patterns and of reaction-induced redistribution structures exist in methanol
oxidation on VOx/Rh(110). This is also the first time, to our best knowledge, that
chemical wave patterns on supported oxide catalysts are observed. Interestingly, the
dynamics of the reaction system are quite different on Rh(110) and Rh(111). With re-
spect to the catalytic activity, the basic difference is that VOx on Rh(111) is much more
active than VOx on Rh(110). This is probably a consequence of the flat and thermody-
namically stable Rh(111) surface stabilizing VOx structural units with a high oxidation
state of vanadium, i. e. vanadyl species. These vanadyl species might be missing on the
more open Rh(110) surface, which might be the reason for the lower catalytic activity of
VOx/Rh(110). This hypothesis needs to be checked in future experiments. With respect
to pattern formation one can conclude, that most of the activity probably stems from
the metallic Rh(110) surface with VOx probably only modulating that activity.

6.10 Conclusion

Catalytic methanol oxidation over a VOx covered Rh(110) surface represents a bistable
system in a wide temperature range starting from roughly 680K in the 10=4 mbar range
up to 1000K. The existence of double metastability is responsible for the existence of
chemical wave pattern, including traveling interface modulations, traveling wave frag-
ments, and target patterns. Traveling wave fragments are observed also on the un-
promoted Rh(110) surface and on a 0.1MLE covered Rh(110) surface during methanol
oxidation in the 10=5 and 10=4 mbar range with PEEM and LEEM. The occurrence of
traveling interface modulations in different surface reactions proved that a more general
mechanism has to exist, explaining the excitation localized to the interface between the
two stable states. The traveling interface modulations were explained with a mathemat-
ical model [196] that is based on the reversible formation of structural defects at the
interface.

The reduced surface state of the bistable system is catalytically more active, than
the oxidized state. Interestingly, only negligible catalytic activity in the formation of
formaldehyde is found. This finding is in strong contrast to ultrathin layers on Rh(111),
on which a reaction induced redistribution is accompanied by a considerable formalde-
hyde production. On a tentative basis, the absence of substantial amounts of formalde-
hyde within the reaction products is explained by the absence of vanadyl groups in the
VOx films on Rh(110). However, since no structural identification of the different sur-
face phases of VOx on Rh(110) exists, this interpretation needs to be experimentally
confirmed.

The observation, that the passage of traveling interface pulses leaves a slowly de-
caying area of high PEEM intensity inspired the formulation of a defect generation
mechanism. Transition between the unreconstructed (1×1) surface and oxygen induced
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reconstructions of the missing-row type during the transition between the oxidized and
reduced surface state result in the reversible formation of surface defects. A positive
feedback between the generation of such defects and adsorbate fluctuations of the inter-
face results in the formation and propagation of traveling interface pulses. The defect
formation mechanism is further corroborated by in situ LEEM/LEED measurements,
which exhibited very fast structural transition under reaction conditions.

At higher VOx coverages up to 0.4MLE, more complex chemical wave pattern in-
cluding target pattern and traveling wave fragments can be observed. The existence of
traveling wave fragments is characteristic of a region of double metastability, and of a
so-called state-dependent anisotropy, i. e. of an anisotropy that varies depending on the
surface reconstruction. In situ LEED measurements revealed a sequence of diffraction
patterns during target patterns, which is similar to that observed during the propagation
of traveling interface modulations at 0.1MLE VOx.

Exposure of the homogeneous VOx films on Rh(110) to oxidizing reaction conditions
around 1000K leads to the formation of either a macroscopic VOx island pattern, or to
a pattern of several tens of µm large VOx depleted holes surrounded by VOx enriched
surface, depending on the conditions. Ex situ studies demonstrate, that the phase sep-
aration into VOx enriched and depleted areas is not complete, and that substantial V
concentrations can also be found in the VOx depleted areas. Furthermore, the existence
of a low binding energy component in the V2p spectra suggests the existence of V in a
low oxidation state or even metallic state in which V is probably alloyed with the Rh
surface. Under more reducing reaction conditions, V diffusion into the subsurface region
or deeper layers of the Rh(110) surface results, and no redistribution pattern is formed
on the surface.

Chemical wave patterns are observed on a VOx/Rh(110) surface with an island or
hole pattern. On the VOx enriched area surrounding the VOx depleted holes target pat-
terns are seen. Traveling wave fragments either on VOx islands or on the VOx depleted
holes are observed, depending on the reaction conditions. Oxidation and reduction fronts
tend to nucleate at the boundary of VOx depleted and VOx enriched area.

The system CH3OH+O2/VOx/Rh(110) exhibits a very complex non-linear behav-
ior. For a further understanding of the elementary processes governing the chemical
wave pattern and the catalytic activity on VOx/Rh(110) catalysts, the development of
structural models, for example by combined STM and DFT studies, is essential. A big
challenge is the pressure range of 10=5 and 10=4 mbar, which still makes the application
of in situ imaging XPS techniques impossible. The successful development of a NAP-
LEEM opens the path to a technique, that allows to use “spectromicroscopy” up to a
pressure of 0.1mbar in the near future.



Chapter 7

VOx Redistribution on Pt(111)

Abstract Ultrathin vanadium oxide layers (θVOx
≤ 12ML) are grown by reactive de-

position onto the Pt(111) surface. As low coverage (θVOx
≤ 1ML) phases a (2 × 2)

structure and a structure of the Moié type are identified. With multilayer thick VOx

films, a (
√
3×

√
3)R30° pattern appears in LEED, probably caused by the (0001) oriented

surface of corundum V2O3. Under reducing conditions VOx gets reduced and V diffuses
into the Pt bulk, starting at around 750K. Exposure to 870K and an oxygen pressure
above 1× 10=5 mbar leads to the diffusion of V back to the surface and the formation
of a roughly 1ML thick (2× 2) VOx phase. In contrast to the system VOx/Rh(111) no
pattern formation can be observed in PEEM under the conditions of methanol oxidation
in the 10=4 mbar range. Partially and completely VOx covered Pt(111) surfaces are very
unreactive in methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range, even though the clean Pt(111)
surface catalyzes CO2 and formaldehyde production between 350 and 620K.

One motivation of this thesis is to evaluate whether the polymerization / depoly-
merization mechanism, which explains the movement and coalescence of macroscopic
vanadium oxide islands under reaction conditions, can be generalized to other reaction
systems. Therefore, the behavior of ultrathin VOx layers on Rh(111) is investigated in
other oxidation reactions and with NO as the oxygen source instead of molecular oxygen.
It turned out, that on VOx/Rh(111) also other oxidation reactions with O2 display the
same behavior as in methanol oxidation. However, with NO no island coalescence is
seen. In a second step, the studies are extended to the Rh(110) surface, to investigate
the influence of a more open, and thermodynamically less stable surface on the pattern
formation. On Rh(110), ultrathin vanadium oxide layers form macroscopic islands under
reaction conditions, similar to VOx/Rh(111). In addition, also chemical wave pattern
are observed, related to the different oxygen induced reconstructions, that the Rh(110)
surface can undergo.

260
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The experiments on Pt(111) are conducted to investigate whether the formation,
movement and coalescence of macroscopic vanadium oxide islands also happens on a
non-reconstructing (111) oriented surface of another metal of the platinum group. The
two surfaces, Rh(111) and Pt(111), however, differ strongly in their reactivity towards
O2. The formation of oxygen gradients under reaction conditions is crucial for the VOx

pattern formation on Rh(111) during catalytic reactions. As evidenced by molecular
beam experiments, the Pt(111) surface has with 0.06 at 300K and 0.025 at 600K a
much lower oxygen sticking coefficient sO2

[293] than the Rh(111) surface, where sO2

varies between 0.1 and 0.9 at 300K, depending on the primary energy of the incident
oxygen beam [161]. Furthermore, catalytic reaction rate measurements during methanol
oxidation on the VOx covered and unpromoted Pt(111) surface are conducted. Some
experiments on the growth of VOx on Pt(111) are published in literature [184,294,295].
The results can be compared with the systems TiOx/Pt(111) [296–300], VOx/Pd(111)
[301,302], and VOx/Rh(111) [53,55,183], that have been extensively characterized with
LEED, STM, DFT calculations and other methods.

7.1 VOx deposition rate calibration

A combined LEED and AES calibration is applied in order to investigate the growth
mode of VOx on Pt(111). VOx is deposited by reactive evaporation (a temperature
of 670K and an oxygen pressure of 2× 10=7 mbar) in half minute steps up to a total
deposition time of 5.5min. Afterwards the deposition is continued in larger steps ranging
between one and ten minutes. The results can be seen in the AS-t plot depicted in
figure 7.1c. After every deposition step, the sample is kept at elevated temperature in
oxygen for further ten minutes, before it is cooled to room temperature in oxygen for
a characterization with AES and LEED in vacuum. The acquired Auger spectra are
depicted in figure 7.1a and b, respectively. LEED images of the deposited VOx film
shown in figure 7.2 are recorded in vacuum after every deposition step.

The AS-t plot in figure 7.1c shows a linear increase of the VL2,3M2,3M2,3 (V437),
VL2,3M2,3M4,5 (V473), VL2,3M4,5M4,5 and OKL2,3L2,3 (O+V510) peak intensities for the
first 2.5min deposition time. Simultaneously, the peak intensity of the Pt60 transition
decreases linearly. At 2.5min deposition time a change in the slope of the V and O, and
Pt Auger intensities can clearly be recognized. Upon further VOx deposition, the V and
O peak intensities increase with a considerably lower rate than in the first 2.5min.

The pronounced change in slope of the V, O, and Pt Auger signals, and the non-
linear behavior after the initially linear increase (Pt signal decrease) are indications
for a growth mode of the Stranski-Krastanow type under the conditions of reactive
evaporation. The linear increase (Pt signal decrease) of the Auger intensities is caused
by the formation of a closed monolayer of vanadium oxide on the Pt(111) surface during
the first 2.5min deposition time. Upon further VOx dosage, the nucleation and growth
of three-dimensional crystallites on the first, flat VOx layer results in a lower signal
increase (Pt signal decrease) in the AS-t plot. One can therefore assign one monolayer
(ML) of VOx to a deposition time of 2.5min.
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Figure 7.1: Deposition rate calibration obtained by AES. Acquired Pt (a) and
vanadium (b) Auger spectra as a function of VOx deposition time. c) AS-t plot
of the VL2,3M2,3M2,3 (V437), VL2,3M2,3M4,5 (V473), VL2,3M4,5M4,5 and OKL2,3L2,3

(O+V510), and Pt60 intensities.
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The LEED images in figure 7.2 support a Stranski-Krastanow growth mode. Up to a
coverage of 1ML, the formation of a diffuse Moiré-like LEED pattern is observed. Since
the exact structure of the first layer of VOx is not known, no V coverage in MLE (as
in the preceding chapters, with 1MLE being the same number of V atoms, as Pt atoms
are present in the topmost Pt(111) layer) can be given.

Further deposition of more than 1ML leads to the appearance of weak diffraction
spots belonging to a (

√
3×

√
3)R30° structure, as can be seen in the third LEED image

in figure 7.2. With increasing VOx dosage, the (
√
3×

√
3)R30° diffraction spots become

stronger and, starting after about 1.4ML, additional spots of a (2× 2) structure evolve.
Interestingly, the sudden appearance of the (2 × 2) is neither followed by a consider-
able intensity increase, nor by a noticeable change of the spot shape upon further VOx

deposition. After the deposition of approximately 8 layers of VOx, the (2 × 2) LEED
pattern has nearly vanished again, while the (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30° pattern becomes sharper

and stronger, until finally at around 12ML almost only diffraction spots belonging to
the latter structure are visible in LEED.

Presumably, the LEED images in figure 7.2 can be interpreted as follows: For a low
V coverage, VOx grows as a poorly ordered flat oxide, up to the point at which the
first monolayer is completed. Subsequently, small crystallites of a vanadium oxide of
(
√
3 ×

√
3)R30° structure nucleate and grow on top of the poorly ordered first layer.

As further VOx is deposited, either the first oxide layer orders and forms a (2 × 2)
structure, or the growth of a (possibly flat) second VOx phase on the areas not covered
by the (

√
3×

√
3)R30° crystallites starts. Finally, after the deposition of a large amount

of VOx, only the most stable structure, the (
√
3 ×

√
3)R30° phase, is present on the

surface.

7.2 VOx redistribution on Pt(111) during catalytic methanol
oxidation

The dynamics of ultrathin vanadium oxide layers on Pt(111) during catalytic methanol
oxidation are investigated with PEEM in the 10=4 mbar range under oxidizing reaction
conditions. In a first experiment, a freshly deposited VOx film of 0.4ML coverage has
been heated within a few minutes to 870K in an oxygen atmosphere of 1× 10=4 mbar.
As 870K are reached, methanol is introduced in the 1× 10=5 mbar range. Even though,
the methanol pressure was varied between 1× 10=5 and 1× 10=4, no pattern formation
can be observed in PEEM. The only response to the change of the gas phase compo-
sition is a homogeneous increase or decrease of the PEEM intensity with increasing or
decreasing methanol pressure. A temperature programmed reaction experiment (heating
and cooling rate β = 0.2K s=1 up to 1020K) conducted on a roughly five layers thick
vanadium oxide film in a gas atmosphere of 1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar
oxygen does not result in any pattern formation in PEEM.

Interestingly, the initial diffuse (
√
3 ×

√
3)R30° LEED pattern, obtained after the

reactive evaporation of vanadium oxide is transformed into a sharp (2×2) pattern during
exposure to reaction conditions. The corresponding LEED images acquired before (first
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Figure 7.2: Vanadium oxide structures obtained during reactive evaporation on Pt(111)
as a function of V coverage. VOx was deposited in a step-wise manner (0.5min steps up
to 5.5min, then larger time steps between one and ten minutes) at a sample temperature
of 670K in an oxygen atmosphere of 2× 10=7 mbar. The LEED images are acquired at
an electron energy of 65 eV at 300K after the sample is further heated in oxygen for
10min and cooled down in continuous oxygen flow after every deposition step.
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Figure 7.3: Structural transformation and segregation of a thick VOx film on Pt(111)
upon methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range. a) LEED images acquired after the
reactive evaporation of roughly 5ML of VOx on Pt(111) (left), after the application
of a temperature programmed reaction experiment under oxidizing reaction conditions
(0.2 K s=1 up to 1020K) (middle), and after subsequent oxidation for 40min at 870K
in 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen. b) Auger spectra of the sample acquired together with the
LEED images shown in (a).

image) and after exposure to the reaction (second image) are shown in figure 7.3a.
The (

√
3×

√
3)R30° is identified as a thermodynamically stable high coverage phase

of VOx on Pt(111), since it is the only structure that remains on the surface if thick films
(≥ 10ML) are deposited at 670K in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen. The (2× 2) instead coexists
with the (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30° only for a coverage between roughly one and ten monolayers.

This leads to the assumption, that the presence of the reducing agent methanol and the
high temperature of up to 1020K results in diffusion of a part of vanadium into the Pt
bulk.

This hypothesis is substantiated by the Auger spectra depicted in figure 7.3b acquired
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after the deposition of VOx, and after catalytic methanol oxidation. The 78% intensity
decrease of the V437 Auger peak1 upon exposure of VOx to reaction conditions, clearly
shows a loss of a considerable amount of V. The presence of the (2 × 2) pattern in
LEED, and the still large peak at around 510 eV caused by Auger transitions of oxygen
and vanadium, indicate that a part of V is still present on the surface as an oxide.

On the Rh(111) surface already low oxygen partial pressures in the 10=7 mbar range
are known to stabilize vanadium at high temperatures up to 1000K, preventing the
diffusion of V into the bulk or the formation of a (sub)surface alloy. Accordingly, the
VOx/Pt(111) surface, after part of V has vanished, is subsequently oxidized for 40min
at 870K and 1× 10=4 mbar. The LEED pattern and the Auger spectrum acquired after
the oxidation are depicted in figure 7.3a and b, respectively. A (1×1) LEED pattern with
a large, diffuse background intensity and faint features close to the integer diffraction
spots resulted. However, in similar experiments, in which V diffused back to the surface
upon oxygen treatment, the surface exhibited a (2 × 2) pattern in LEED. The disorder
in the LEED pattern in figure 7.3a might be a consequence of a considerable amount of
carbon present on the surface, identified by the Auger peak at around 270 eV. This peak
was absent in the other experiments, in which a (2× 2) pattern appeared in LEED after
O2 exposure. In AES, nearly the complete V437 intensity is recovered upon the oxygen
treatment.

7.2.1 Segregation behavior of vanadium oxide on Pt(111)

The above presented results clearly demonstrate the reversible diffusion of vanadium
into the Pt bulk under reducing conditions, and back to the surface under oxidizing
conditions. In order to further quantify the segregation behavior of V/VOx on Pt(111),
temperature programmed AES measurements are performed in vacuum. Therefore, the
VOx/Pt(111) sample is heated in steps of 100K starting from room temperature to
1020K. Every 100K an Auger spectrum is acquired over a period of 20min, before
the sample is heated to the next temperature within about two minutes. The resulting
V437, V472, V+O510 and Pt60 peak intensities as a function of sample temperature are
depicted in figure 7.4.

For temperatures below 770K no clear decrease in the V and O Auger signals can
be seen in figure 7.4. Interestingly, the Pt60 intensity increases moderately already from
the beginning of the measurement. A pronounced change in slope of the Pt60 and all V
and O signals sets in, as the sample is at 870K. This intensity decrease is taken as an
indication for the diffusion of V into deeper layers of the Pt crystal. Finally, at 1020K,
more than 50% of the original V437 intensity is lost due to the migration of V into the
bulk.

Auger spectra acquired at room temperature before and after the temperature pro-
grammed Auger experiment are depicted in figure 7.5, together with two more spectra
taken after a second annealing step for 20min at 1020K in vacuum, and a subsequent

1The V437 Auger transition is used to estimate the amount of V that has diffused into the Pt bulk, since
it is neither influenced by the oxidation state of V, nor overlapping with the O KLL Auger transitions.
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Figure 7.4: Segregation behavior of VOx on Pt(111) monitored by temperature pro-
grammed AES measurements. Shown are the normalized Auger intensities, with the
highest intensity of V (left axis) and Pt (right axis) set to unity. The VOx sample
obtained after exposure of roughly 10ML to the conditions of catalytic methanol oxida-
tion and subsequent 40min oxidation in 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen at 870K was heated in
vacuum in 100K steps. At each step an Auger spectrum was acquired over a period of
20min.

oxidation for further 40min in 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen at 870K. The second UHV an-
nealing step decreased the V437 intensity by another 57% so that only about 20% of the
original value are present.

From the inelastic mean free path of an electron of 437 eV kinetic energy in the
Pt bulk, one could in principle calculate the depth into which V has diffused from the
signal attenuation, provided that all of the vanadium would reside in a single layer of
well defined depth. In practice, V is distributed over several layers with part of the V
still being on the surface. For this reason, no such analysis is conducted. However, the
strong intensity decrease after the second annealing step is an evidence for a substantial
diffusion depth over at least several layers, taking into account, that the initial deposited
V coverage is around 5ML.

As can be seen by comparing the last Auger spectrum depicted in figure 7.5 with
the topmost spectrum acquired before the UHV annealing steps, nearly 90% of the V
and O signal is restored upon oxidation for 40min at 870K and 1× 10=4 mbar. Also
the Auger peak intensity ratio of the two V Auger peaks at 437 and 472 eV, which is
a measure of the oxidation state of V [85, 86], is identical in both measurements. The
nearly identical V signal intensities present after the two oxygen treatments leads to
the assumption, that V can only accumulate on the surface up to a certain threshold
coverage as a response to oxygen exposure at high temperature.

In order to check this hypothesis, four Auger spectra acquired on four different VOx
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Figure 7.5: Auger spectra demonstrating the reversibility of V diffusion into the bulk
and to the surface of Pt(111) upon repeated UHV annealing and oxidation steps. The
UHV annealing is carried out at 1020K for 20 and 40min, respectively. The oxygen
treatment is conducted for 40min at 870K in 1× 10=4 mbar.

films, which were exposed to different conditions (including Ar+ ion sputtering in a
regular cleaning cycle) before the oxidation at 870K and 1× 10=4 mbar is carried out,
are displayed in figure 7.6 together with two Auger spectra acquired during the VOx

deposition rate calibration at 0.8 and 1.2ML (section 7.1).
All four spectra show similar V437 peak intensities (the standard deviation is 15%

of the mean value) and are similar to the reference spectra of 0.8 and 1.2ML VOx on
Pt(111). Despite the fact, that after the oxygen treatment V is not only present on the
surface but most likely distributed over several layers of the Pt(111) crystal, and that
the formed VOx (2× 2) structure not necessarily has to exist as a flat oxide, the nearly
identical Auger spectra apparent after the oxygen treatment suggest, that V segregates
to the surface, forming an oxide, until a closed two-dimensional vanadium oxide phase
has formed, which blocks further V segregation.
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Figure 7.6: VOx Auger spectra acquired after oxygen treatment of four samples on
which V has diffused into the Pt bulk for different reasons. As a reference to estimate the
VOx coverage, two spectra acquired during the VOx deposition rate calibration presented
in section 7.1 at 0.8 (blue, topmost spectrum) and 1.2ML (red, lowermost spectrum) are
added.

7.2.2 Characterization of the (2 × 2) VOx/Pt(111) Structure

The (
√
3×

√
3)R30° appears to be a stable high coverage phase that is formed during the

reactive evaporation process of VOx at 670K in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen. It is therefore
surprising that the (2 × 2) structure is observed after the exposure of the sample to
elevated temperature in an atmosphere consisting only of oxygen, or a mixture of oxygen
and methanol, and after the oxygen induced segregation of V back to the surface. This
can be explained by the stabilization of only a roughly 1ML thick oxide layer on the
surface, i. e. by the formation of a one monolayer thick surface compound.

In order to further characterize this (2×2) structure, LEED-I(V ) measurements are
performed on a Pt(111) surface, covered with about 1ML VOx, prepared by O-induced
segregation of V dissolved in the Pt bulk. This involved a 40min oxygen treatment
at 870K in 1× 10=5 mbar oxygen. After the LEED-I(V ) measurements, the sample is
heated to 1020K with a constant heating rate of 0.5K s=1 in vacuum, while continuously
acquiring LEED images. The LEED pattern before the LEED-I(V ) measurement (left)
and after the UHV annealing (right) are depicted in figure 7.7a. The results of the
LEED-I(V ) measurements are shown in figure 7.7b. Two Auger spectra acquired before
and after the high temperature treatment, are displayed in figure 7.7c.

As can be seen in the first LEED image in figure 7.7a, the oxygen induced segregation
of V to the Pt(111) surface results in the formation of a weak (2×2) diffraction pattern.
The LEED image is characterized by diffuse intensity between the integer diffraction
spots of Pt and the (0,0) spot. Upon UHV annealing, the intensity of the (2 × 2)
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Figure 7.7: Characterization of the (2 × 2) apparent after segregation of VOx to the
Pt surface upon oxygen treatment. a) LEED images acquired at 65 eV before (left) and
after (right) the sample is heated to 1020K with a constant heating rate of 0.5K s=1. b)
Waterfall plot of LEED-I(V ) measurements revealing signs of facetting. The I(V )-data
are acquired before UHV annealing. The (0,0) spot is obscured by the electron gun of
the LEED instrument (central white area). c) Auger spectra acquired before and after
the UHV annealing, demonstrating a loss of about 20% of V presumably due to bulk
diffusion.
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diffraction spots increases drastically and the initial diffuse intensity between the Pt
diffraction spots is replaced by weak spots belonging to the three rotational domains of
an (8× 1) LEED pattern.

The LEED-I(V ) measurements depicted in figure 7.7b which were conducted before
UHV annealing, clearly show signs of either three-dimensional particles on the surface
or facetting. The displayed graph is constructed by taking intensity line profiles across
the LEED image from the (-1,0) to the (1,0) diffraction spot, and staking them on
top of each other as a function of the kinetic energy of the electron beam. One notes
intensity lines crossing the trajectories of the regular beams. These dark lines which
apparently represent beams which do not converge towards the (0,0) beam of Pt(111)
with increasing energy, indicate facetting and/or three-dimensional crystallites.

Vacuum annealing of the poorly ordered (2 × 2) structure not only leads to a con-
siderable structural improvement, but also to the disappearance of the facet spots. This
was shown in subsequent LEED-I(V ) measurements. The absence of the facet spots af-
ter the vacuum annealing indicates the spreading of the three-dimensional particles into
a flat (2 × 2) wetting layer. Interestingly, the (2 × 2) diffraction spots can be observed
in LEED up to 1020K, indicating a high stability of the corresponding VOx phase.

By comparing the Auger spectra before and after the high temperature treatment
in figure 7.7c one notes that the intensity of the V437 Auger peak decreased by 20% and
that the V472/V437 peak ratio increased slightly. This indicates a loss of V and a slight
reduction of the VOx film. A possible explanation would be the spreading of the three
dimensional particles and the diffusion of surplus vanadium into deeper layers of the Pt
crystal upon vacuum annealing.

7.3 Catalytic activity of Pt(111) and VOx/Pt(111) in methanol
oxidation

The catalytic activity of the ultrathin vanadium oxide layers and of the metallic sub-
strate is of crucial importance for the redistribution dynamics observed on VOx/Rh(111).
Since catalytic methanol oxidation to formaldehyde is restricted to the vanadium oxide
covered parts of the surface, the macroscopic vanadium oxide islands, act as “catalytic
microreactors”, i. e. as sinks for oxygen adsorbed on the metal surface surrounding the
VOx islands. This causes the formation of extended oxygen gradients on the surrounding
Rh surface. The reaction-induced oxygen gradients are the reason for the phenomenon
of traveling and coalescing vanadium oxide islands, observed in several different catalytic
reaction on VOx/Rh(111) [68–70,241].

To investigate whether the considerable catalytic activity towards formaldehyde pro-
duction of submonolayer VOx films on Rh(111) is also observed in the system VOx/Pt(111),
temperature programmed reaction measurements are performed on freshly deposited
vanadium oxide films of 0.6ML and 4ML coverage, and on the clean Pt(111) surface.
The sample is heated from room temperature to 1020K and back with a constant heat-
ing/cooling rate of 0.2K s=1. The composition of the reaction atmosphere was varied
between 1× 10=5, 5× 10=5, and 1× 10=4 mbar methanol at a constant oxygen pressure
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of 1× 10=4 mbar. A large excess of oxygen was chosen firstly because of the low oxygen
sticking coefficient on the Pt(111) surface, and secondly because of the tendency of V to
diffuse into deeper layers of the Pt crystal under reducing conditions.

The result of such a temperature programmed reaction rate measurement, performed
in a gas atmosphere consisting of 1× 10=5 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen,
is shown in figure 7.8a. The main products of methanol oxidation on the bare Pt(111)
surface are carbon dioxide and water. To a lower extent also formaldehyde is formed.
Interestingly, no production of CO is identified in the investigated temperature range.
The catalytic activity of the Pt surface is initiated by a sharp, small CO2 production
peak, appearing between 350 and 360K, which is shown in the inset of figure 7.8a.
Broad H2O and CO2 production peaks are observed at around 470K in the heating
branch. In the cooling branch, these rate maxima are shifted by about 30K towards
lower temperature.

The formaldehyde production accounts for less than 50% of the formed, carbon-
containing reaction products and is characterized by a very broad production peak, with
maximum intensity around 510K in the heating branch and 490K in the cooling branch.
No catalytic activity is found at a temperature higher than roughly 620K, probably as
a consequence of the decreasing oxygen sticking coefficient at increasing temperature.

The result of the same experiment conducted on the VOx/Pt(111) surface (0.6ML
VOx) instead of the clean Pt(111) surface depicted in figure 7.8b shows negligible cat-
alytic activity. The deposition of already small amounts of VOx (0.6ML VOx correspond
to less than a closed oxide layer) suppresses any catalytic activity measurable within the
sensitivity of the used experimental setup. The only variation of the product partial
pressures are caused by a slight drift of the educt pressures and an accumulation of
water in the UHV chamber, most probably produced by methanol decomposition at hot
filaments. The low catalytic activity is already evidenced from the different ordinate
scaling of the reaction products in figures 7.8a and b, which differ by more than a factor
of ten. Essentially the same result is obtained with both VOx coverages, 0.6 and 4ML,
independent of the composition of the reaction atmosphere. Apparently, the deposition
of thin VOx films passivates the Pt(111) surface with respect to methanol oxidation.

In order to characterize reaction-induced changes of the surface, Auger and LEED
measurements are performed before and after every TPR experiment. The results are
displayed in figure 7.9a and b, respectively. By comparing the Auger spectra measured
before and after the TPR experiments, two trends become evident. On one hand, the V
loss, reflected by the V437 intensity decrease, grows with increasing amount of methanol
on the gas phase, i. e. with reducing conditions. On the other hand, the V472/V437

peak ratio, which is a measure for the oxidation state of V, decreases in the experiments
with a high excess of oxygen and increases for equal amounts of methanol and oxygen.
These changes indicate an oxidation of the 0.6ML film during methanol oxidation with
1× 10=5 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen, and a slight reduction of the VOx

film with 1× 10=4 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen. For the 4ML thick VOx

film exposed to reaction conditions with 1× 10=5 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar
oxygen, an increase of the V peak ratio results from a slight reduction of V under
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Figure 7.8: Temperature programmed reaction measurement on Pt(111) during cat-
alytic methanol oxidation in the 10=4 mbar range. a) The heating an cooling branches
(indicated by the black arrows) of a TPR experiment conducted with a heating rate of
0.2K s=1 on the clean Pt(111) surface. The inset shows a magnified subset of the CO2 sig-
nal. b) The same TPR experiment conducted on a freshly prepared VOx/Pt(111) surface
with θVOx

= 0.6ML. The gas composition is 1× 10=5 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar
oxygen in both experiments. The partial pressure of the products are scaled on the left
ordinate, the partial pressure of the educt methanol on the right. Please note the differ-
ent scaling of the axes.
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reaction conditions.
The loss of V signal under reaction conditions can easily be traced back to the

diffusion of V into the subsurface region of the Pt crystal. In the preceding sections,
oxygen was shown to stabilize monolayer films of VOx. The amount of V diffusing into
the Pt bulk increases with more reducing conditions conditions. The largest V loss is
measured in the experiment with a thick VOx film. The V437 intensity decrease of 73%
matches quite well the coverage difference between the four deposited monolayers and
the roughly 1ML, that can be stabilized even at high temperature in the presence of
oxygen.

For the interpretation of the V intensity peak ratios V472/V437 one has to take into
account, that not only V on the surface produces a V signal, but also metallic V in
the subsurface region of the Pt bulk. The increased ratio with increasing amount of
methanol in the gas phase might therefore not only be caused by a reduction of the VOx

surface layer, but also from the contribution of metallic V in the bulk region of the Pt
crystal.

The freshly prepared VOx/Pt(111) surfaces of 0.6ML coverage displayed LEED im-
ages similar to the second image in figure 7.2: a Moiré type pattern with diffuse intensity
around the integer diffraction spots. The 4ML thick VOx film displayed only diffuse
diffraction spots of the (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30° structure. After catalytic methanol oxidation,

a sharp (2 × 2) LEED pattern is seen on all surfaces. An example is shown in the sec-
ond LEED image of figure 7.9b. Only in the case of the 0.6ML VOx film exposed to
methanol oxidation with 1× 10=5 mbar methanol and 1× 10=4 mbar oxygen, additional
faint spots belonging to the three rotational domains of a (8 × 1) structure are visible
(top LEED image in figure 7.9b).

7.4 Discussion of the different VOx structures

Several studies on the growth and structure of ultrathin films of transition metal oxides
on (111) oriented metal surfaces of the platinum group have been conducted2. The
systems TiOx/Pt(111) [296–300] and VOx on Rh(111) [53,55,183] are particularly well
studied, but the growth of ultrathin VOx layers on Pd(111) [301,302] and Pt(111) [184,
294,295] has also been investigated.

Vanadium oxide shows a variety of different two-dimensional structures for the cover-
age range between zero and 1MLE. Important for this discussion is a (2×2) LEED pat-
tern, that was observed as a V2O3 phase in the system VOx/Rh(111) during the H2 +O2

reaction [202]. For higher coverages a (
√
3×

√
3)R30° structure is obtained in the reactive

deposition of more than 1MLE of V on Rh(111). This structure is assigned to the (0001)
oriented surface of the corundum V2O3 phase [53]. This (

√
3×

√
3)R30° LEED pattern

of the V2O3 corundum (0001) surface is also reported for thick (5ML) vanadium oxide

2In this section, the different systems are compared to find structural similarities. It has to be taken
into account, that the VOx coverage is given in the unit used in the original publications, ML or MLE.
Nominally equal coverage expressed in ML and MLE do not have to refer to the same number of V
atoms, since this quantity is typically not known if the unit ML (of an oxide layer) is used.
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Figure 7.9: AES and LEED measurements taken before and after a TPR experiment
with the catalytic methanol oxidation on VOx/Pt(111). Different gas phase composi-
tions and different VOx coverages are shown. a) Auger spectra of the freshly prepared
VOx/Pt(111) surfaces covered with 0.6ML (top three) and 4ML VOx, and of the sur-
faces present after exposure to the reaction. The educt ratios are indicated in the graph,
the oxygen pressure is always 1× 10=4 mbar. b) LEED images acquired after the TPR
experiment with 0.6ML VOx in a reaction atmosphere with a methanol to oxygen ratio
of 1:10 and 1:2, respectively. The LEED images are acquired at 65 eV.
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films on Pd(111) [301]. Upon vacuum annealing to 620K, three-dimensional crystallites
of VO2 composition on Pd(111) form a (2 × 2) VO wetting layer [301]. The vanadium
oxide phase was identified as a surface V2O3 phase (s-V2O3) in which vanadium binds
directly to the Pd(111) substrate [303].

In the system VOx/Pt(111), epitaxial VOx films of rocksalt structure with 0.8 ≤
x ≤ 1.3 (ideal composition: VO) were grown in a water atmosphere of 1× 10=9 mbar on
Pt(111) [294,295]. Since these V2+ films easily get oxidized to V3+ species, even by the
residual gas, their structure is not relevant for the results of this chapter obtained under
oxidizing conditions. Another growth study on VOx/Pt(111) reports the formation of a
(2× 2) V2O3 phase for the coverage range between 0.5 and 1ML, as well as a (3

√
3× 6)

bi-layer, and a complicated tri-layer structure as high coverage phases [184]. Based on
high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy measurements and on the similarity
with the system VOx/Pd(111), the (2× 2) pattern was attributed to the s-V2O3 phase,
in which V binds directly to the metallic substrate [184].

In this study, the deposition of less than 1ML of VOx on Pt(111) by reactive evapora-
tion at 670K substrate temperature and 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen results in diffuse intensity
in LEED around the integer diffraction beams of Pt(111), reminiscent of the diffraction
pattern of a Moiré-type structure. This LEED pattern is replaced by diffraction spots
belonging to a (

√
3×

√
3)R30° and a (2 × 2) structure, at a VOx coverage above 1ML.

Beyond a VOx coverage of 12ML, only diffraction spot of the (
√
3×

√
3)R30° remain.

A (2 × 2) VOx phase is also observed after catalytic methanol oxidation on VOx

films of varying thickness. Moreover the oxygen-induced segregation of V dissolved
in the Pt crystal back to the Pt(111) surface resulted always in the formation of a
VOx film of (2 × 2) structure. Estimated from the V and O Auger peak intensities a
monolayer coverage was assigned to the (2×2). In some experiments the original LEED
spots attributed to three-dimensional VOx crystallites disappeared as an intense (2× 2)
formed. For this reason, the (2 × 2) is tentatively assigned to a two-dimensional oxide
phase.

As stable high coverage phase, a (
√
3×

√
3)R30° VOx on Pt(111) is obtained in this

study. The (
√
3×

√
3)R30° structure is referred to as stable high coverage phase, since it

is the only structure that remains on the surface if thick films (≥ 10ML) are deposited
at 670K in 2× 10=7 mbar oxygen. If the VOx deposition is carried out in a step-wise
manner, like in the deposition rate calibration, this (

√
3×

√
3)R30° phase coexists with

the (2× 2) phase up to about 12ML. If thick VOx films with a coverage above 3ML are
deposited in a single step instead, already at lower coverage the (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30° is the

only VOx phase present, even though the diffraction spots are more diffuse in LEED.
The results obtained in this study differ in some points from the results reported

in [184]. The differences can be explained by the preparation procedures applied by Tang
et al. and in this study. Different from the procedure here, they evaporated metallic
V at room temperature and applied an oxygen treatment at 623K and 1× 10=7 Torr
for 10min afterwards. The growth of VOx is thereby conducted in a step-wise manner.
Metallic V was evaporated on the already present VOx film, and exposed to oxygen
treatment afterwards. In this study, V is deposited by reactive evaporation at 670K in
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2× 10=7 mbar oxygen, followed by 10min of post oxidation under identical conditions.
Typically, the growth of ultrathin transition metal oxide films on noble metal surfaces
is kinetically controlled, and the preparation procedure therefore has a dramatic impact
on the oxide phases that are formed [32]. The main difference, however, between the
procedure applied in reference [184] and the one used here is that the formation of
surface phases in [184] starts on a metallic surface, whereas here oxygen is present from
the beginning.

For a coverage between 1.0 and 2.0ML a (3
√
3×6) structure is reported as a bi-layer

structure of VOx on Pt(111) [184]. A LEED pattern similar to the (3
√
3× 6) structure,

but very diffuse, iswas observed in this study for a coverage range between roughly 0.5
and 1.2ML. The appearance of diffuse LEED intensity around the integer diffraction
beams, reminiscent of the (3

√
3×6) LEED pattern, below 1ML in this study is, however,

in contradiction to the results presented in [184]. In the growth study of Tang et al.,
the (2× 2) structure was the only sub-monolayer phase that could be observed, and the
(3
√
3× 6) phase was assigned to a bi-layer structure. However, the low structural order

of the LEED pattern acquired in the submonolayer range in this thesis (figure 7.2) make
it hard to compare the observed structures at θV ≤ 1ML with the bi-layer (3

√
3 × 6)

structure reported in [184].
In a combined LEEM and µLEED study of the system TiOx/Pt(111), a LEED

pattern very similar to the second and third LEED image in figure 7.2 has been observed
with 0.6MLE TiOx. It was considered as a precursor phase P-TiOx [304]. The presence
of the P-TiOx phase shows, that not necessarily more than 1ML VOx has to be present
on the surface to obtain a LEED pattern reminiscent of a Moiré-type structure.

The (
√
3 ×

√
3)R30° was formed in this study as a stable high coverage phase. Due

to the similarities between the systems VOx/Pt(111), VOx/Pd(111), and VOx/Rh(111)
one can assume, that also on Pt(111) the corundum V2O3 phase is formed during the
reactive deposition of thick VOx films. The (

√
3×

√
3)R30° structure, which was formed

here under a variety of experimental conditions was not observed by Tang et al. [184].
The different preparation procedure might explain the absence of the (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30°

structure in their study. Similar to the results of this study is the appearance of the
(2×2) phase for a VOx coverage around 1ML, which Tang et al. assigned to the s-V2O3

phase.
The (2×2) LEED pattern is the stable structure in a coverage range of up to around

1ML of VOx. As in the study of Tang et al., the (2×2) structure is assigned to the s-V2O3

phase first reported for VOx on Pd(111) [303]. However, further STM measurements
and DFT calculations are required to confirm this assignments.

7.5 Catalytic activity and pattern formation

The high catalytic activity of the system VOx/Rh(111) turned out to be essential for the
reaction induced redistribution of VOx. Based on the polymerization / depolymerization
mechanism explained in chapter 4.2, the reversible depolymerization of large vanadium
oxide islands into small, mobile VOx clusters, and the condensation of these clusters back
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into large vanadium oxide islands leads to the phenomenon of travelling, macroscopic
vanadium oxide islands. In the system VOx/Pt(111) instead, practically no catalytic
activity and no large scale redistribution of VOx can be observed. Apparently, the ab-
sence of any pattern formation in PEEM in the VOx/Pt(111) catalysts is a consequence
of the low catalytic activity of VOx on Pt(111). In the absence of catalytic activity on
the vanadium oxide covered parts no oxygen gradients can develop.

In the reaction rate measurements, the highest reaction rates are measured on the
clean Pt(111) surface. The main reaction product is carbon dioxide, and only a small
amount of formaldehyde is formed in methanol oxidation. The deposition of vanadium
oxide, even if the Pt(111) surface is not fully covered, deactivates the surface. One
reason for the low activity of VOx/Pt(111) is probably the low oxygen sticking coefficient,
which on the bare Pt(111) surface is more than one order of magnitude lower than on
Rh(111) [161, 179]. A second cause is the absence of vanadyl groups, which according
to references [56, 57, 305–307] are required for VOx films being catalytically active in
formaldehyde production.

Similar low catalytic activities were obtained during propane oxidation on VOx/Pt(111)
model catalysts [308]. In a 1:1 mixture of oxygen and propane at a total pressure of
4Torr at 373, 423, and 473K, CO2 and water were measured as the main reaction prod-
ucts on the clean Pt(111) surface. For 423 and 473K an increased catalytic activity
relative to the clean Pt(111) surface is reported upon deposition of up to 0.3ML VOx.
For thicker VOx films, the catalytic activity decreases again. This led to the conclusion
that the VOx - Pt(111) interface comprises the catalytically active sites. Furthermore,
the involvement of vanadyl groups in the reaction mechanism was discussed. In situ
infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) revealed that the reaction conditions
suffice to oxidize the initial s-V2O3 film to a vanadyl-group containing V2O5 phase. On
sub-monolayer films, this oxidation proceeds at a lower temperature than on a several
layers thick film. This threshold in pressure would explain why the catalytic activity
decreases with increasing VOx coverage on Pt(111) in the 10=4 mbar range.

Vanadyl group containing VOx species have been observed only as isolated O=VOx

clusters for a coverage blow 0.5MLE. However, the clusters are reported to condense into
the (2× 2) s-V2O3 structure even upon CO adsorption at room temperature. Moreover,
the vanadyl groups appeared in the third layer of a tri-layer structure formed for a
VOx coverage above 3ML. The third layer of the tri-layer structure is not stable at high
temperature and “desorbed from the bi-layer surface upon annealing above 673K” [184].
The reduced vanadium oxide films are reported to be stable with respect to oxidation
up to oxygen pressures of 5× 10=5 Torr . The formation of highly oxidized vanadium
oxide phases on Pt(111), which contain vanadyl groups, requires oxygen in the mbar
range [184]. Quite in contrast, on Rh(111) the highly oxidized (

√
7 ×

√
7)R19.1° phase

already forms in the 10=7 mbar range.
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7.6 Conclusion

The experiments presented above demonstrate a strong influence of the preparation
conditions on the structure of vanadium oxide films on Pt(111). The growth of VOx

by reactive evaporation results in the formation of a Moiré type structure for a VOx

coverage of less then a monolayer. A (2 × 2) structure is tentatively assigned to a two-
dimensional s-V2O3 film, and a (

√
3 ×

√
3)R30° structure is attributed to the (0001)

oriented surface of corundum V2O3.
Compared to the system VOx/Rh(111) practically no catalytic activities can be

measured in methanol oxidation on the partially and fully VOx covered Pt(111) surfaces
in a wide range of oxygen to methanol ratios. The low catalytic activity can in part be
explained by the reactive sticking coefficient s(O2), which is on Pt(111) more than one
order of magnitude lower than on Rh(111). Another factor is the absence of vanadyl
groups in the vanadium oxide films on Pt(111), because vanadyl groups are known to
be active in formaldehyde formation on VOx catalysts.

Vanadium shows a strong tendency to diffuse into the Pt bulk at elevated tempera-
ture above roughly 750K. This diffusion into the Pt bulk is reversible. Exposure of a
Pt(111) surface with V incorporated in subsurface sites to oxygen pressures in the 10=5

or 10=4 mbar range at 870K results in the formation of a roughly 1ML thick vanadium
oxide film exhibiting a (2 × 2) structure. A (2 × 2) results also if a several layers thick
VOx film is exposed to the same oxidative conditions. This indicates, that under oxidiz-
ing conditions and high temperature a vanadium surface oxide of about one monolayer
thickness owns a particularly high thermodynamic stability on the Pt(111) surface. A
general conclusion is that the metallic substrate has a large influence on the catalytic
activity of deposited vanadium oxide layers.



Chapter 8

Surface Acoustic Wave Activated
Diffusion of Surface Atoms

Abstract The influence of surface acoustic waves (SAW) on the vertical diffusion of Pt
through an ultrathin (≈5ML) Rh film is investigated by spatially resolved XPS. The
results are compared to AES measurements on the thermal diffusion of Rh into the Pt
bulk on a Pt(100) single crystal and on a 50 nm thick Pt film supported on LiNbO3.
At 445K, the SAW induced diffusion of Pt through the Rh overlayer is detected by
monitoring the ratio of the Pt 4f core level intensity of Pt underneath a Rh patch and of
an uncovered Pt stripe during SAW treatment of the sample. In the thermal diffusion
experiments, the onset of Rh diffusion into the Pt bulk on the LiNbO3 sample is found
to occur around 500 to 550K.

8.1 Introduction

Tuning the activity or selectivity of a catalyst by varying an external parameter like
an electric potential has always been an elusive good of chemical engineers. Bulk and
surface acoustic waves have shown a substantial, non-thermal influence on the catalytic
activity and selectivity in a number of partial and total oxidation reactions on different
metals, alloys, and metal oxide surfaces [63]. Even though a large number of systems
has been investigated with different techniques of analysis, including infrared adsorption
spectroscopy, laser doppler measurements and PEEM, no satisfactory explanation for
the increase of catalytic activity by surface acoustic waves has been established yet.
Since the power applied to generate SAW on a piezoelectric surface also causes heat
dissipation, a non trivial question is weather the observed influence on the catalytic

280
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activity is caused by the SAW itself or by heating up the catalyst surface.
The effect of SAW on the work function of metals including Cu, Au and Pd was

studied Nishiyama and Inoue [309]. A decrease of the work function of Cu low index
planes was observed during application of SAW in on-off experiments. In contrast, the
work function of Cu high index planes was increased upon SAW excitation [310]. In an
infrared reflection absorption spectroscoy study (IRAS) it was shown that SAW have
a pronounced influence on CO bonding on Cu surfaces [311]. The intensity of the CO
stretching mode varied and a frequency shift was observed during on-off experiments.
The different population of high index and low index planes of the Cu surface with CO
was interpreted as a consequence of a SAW induced work function change. An increase
of the work function on low index planes results in weaker bonding, whereas a decrease
of the work function at high index planes increases the amount of adsorbed CO. The
SAW-induced catalytic promotion was attributed to electronic effects [311].

In a high-resolution acoustic wave resonance spectroscopy study Kelling et al. it
could be shown, that a six-fold reaction rate increase observed during CO oxidation on
Pt(110) was caused by acoustic waves, and not thermally induced [312]. In a PEEM
study Kelling and Cerasari et al. reported a SAW-induced work function decrease in
catalytic CO oxidation on Pt(110), which is accompanied by a reaction rate increase of
CO2 formation [313, 314]. Both, the work function decrease and the activity increase
start simultaneously after an induction period of about 1min after the SAW excitation
has been started. Additionally, a considerable degradation of the Pt crystal surface is
reported upon SAW treatment over several hours. The mentioned induction period to-
gether with the strong crystal degradation leads to the assumption, that the catalytic
enhancement may be caused by the creation of reactive sites by a structural rearrange-
ment or restructuring of the catalytic surface by SAW. This hypothesis implies that
SAW should promote the diffusion of surface atoms.

A SAW-induced 19-fold increase in diffusivity of gold clusters on a Si(111) surface,
was recently observed by Zhigilei et al. [315]. SAW were excited with laser heating and
the experiments were conducted at ambient pressure. Molecular dynamics simulations of
SAW-induced increase of adatom diffusion by a factor of up to 4500 [316]. As a reason for
the promotional effect, dynamic coupling of SAW to vibrational state of the adsorbed
species are mentioned. Anharmonic contributions of the SAW to the high-frequency
vibration are important. Also surface strain-induced variation of diffusion barriers and
adiabatic changes of the surface temperature are discussed [316].

The long time constants with which the catalytic activity and the work function
responded to the excitation of SAW in some experiments, together with the results on
SAW promoted surface diffusion suggests, that the SAW-induced creation of surface
defects might be the main reason for the effect of SAW on catalytic surface reactions,
rather than electronic effects. Also in the creation of surface defects by SAW, anharmonic
contributions should play an important role, since in ideal SAW all atoms remain in place
and no defects should be created.

A problem is that if SAW induces the lateral diffusion over only a few lattice con-
stants, this would be far beyond the lateral resolution of spatially resolving techniques
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like PEEM or LEEM. STM should work but the implementation as in situ technique
would pose enormous technical difficulties. A way out of this dilemma is to consider
vertical diffusion.

In a first step to experimentally verify the hypothesis of SAW-induced restructuring,
the vertical diffusion of Pt atoms through an ultrathin Rh layer was investigated by x-
ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) in this study. Pt and Rh are perfectly
miscible in the bulk. The surface composition in equilibrium favors a Pt surface, because
of its lower surface energy (2598 J cm=2 for Rh(111) and 1656 J cm=2 for Pt(111) [317]).
If we assume that SAW just cause some intermixing in the Rh/Pt layer, then we should
see an increase in the Pt signal as Pt segregates to the surface. As a control experiment,
the influence of the temperature on the segregation of Rh on Pt surfaces is studied on
Pt(100) and on a 50 nm thick poly-crystalline Pt film to determine weather the effects
observed in the SAW experiments are non-thermal processes or just thermally induced
segregation. The question here is: do SAW alter the composition of a bimetallic surface?

8.2 Surface acoustic waves and instrumentation

A surface acoustic wave (SAW) is an acoustic wave which propagates in the surface plane
of a solid. The amplitude of such a wave decays exponentially with the depth in the
solid (z-direction), and the penetration depth is in the order of a few wavelengths λSAW.
Experimentally SAW can be excited on a piezoelectric crystal by applying an alternating
electric signal to interdigital transducer (IDT) electrodes located on the crystal surface
[318], or by a periodic stimulation with a laser [315]. A schematic representation of
such an arrangement and the displacement caused by a surface acoustic waves in an
idealized piezoelectric solid can be seen in figure 8.1. Acoustic waves can also be applied
as bulk acoustic waves. The experimental implementation is described in [63]. Bulk
acoustic waves are excited by metal electrodes located at the front and backside of a
piezoelectric crystal. If radio frequency is applied to the electrodes resonant oscillations
of the crystal can be induced, and acoustic waves propagate through the crystal. The
resonance frequency depends on the shape of the crystal and the orientation of the
polarization axis [64].

In the experiments performed in this thesis a 128° Y -cut LiNbO3 single crystal (cut
along the (0 1 4) crystal plane) [319] has been used in a custom sample environment at
the CIRCE beamline of the electron storage ring ALBA. The crystal is further doped
with carbon in order to slightly increase the conductivity, and thus to reduce charging
effects during photoemission experiments. A detailed description of the principles of
imaging SAW in LEEM and XPEEM is given in [320], whereas details about the sample
holder needed for SAW excitation in LEEM/XPEEM can be found in [321]. In brief,
the principles of SAW excitation, the experimental application at the CIRCE beamline,
and the contrast mechanism in LEEM and XPEEM are recapitulated in the following.

SAW can be excited by applying an alternating electric signal (radiofrequency) to the
IDT electrodes on a suitable piezoelectric material. The wavelength λSAW of the SAW
is determined by the spacing of the periodic IDT electrodes Lx, and the propagation
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Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of the experimental set-up needed to excite sur-
face acoustic waves on a piezoelectric material (left) and of the displacement caused by a
SAW in a rectangular grid of atoms from idealized piezoelectric solid (right). The figure
is adapted from [318], the right scheme is a courtesy of T. Alznauer.

velocity of the SAW v (3980m s=1for the used LiNbO3 crystal) according to:

λSAW =
v

ν
=

Lx

n
, (8.1)

with ν being the excitation frequency and n a positive integer number. In general,
the wavelength and the excitation frequency are thus determined by the piezoelectric
material (because v is a material specific parameter), and by the geometry (Lx) of the
IDTs. Typically values of ν in the range of MHz to GHz are applied, resulting in
wavelengths in the range of micrometers to nanometers. At the CIRCE beamline, the
periodic X-ray pulses produced by the electron storage ring are used to image the sample
surface in a stroboscopic way. The repetition rate of the X-ray pulses is about 500MHz,
and Lx of the IDTs is chosen so that the fourth harmonic (n = 4, 125MHz fundamental
frequency) results in a frequency, which matches the synchrotron frequency [320]. In such
a configuration, a SAW propagates over a distance of exactly one wavelength between
two X-ray pulses. This means, every X-ray pulse produces an image of a (standing or
traveling) SAW in the same phase, since the pulse duration is with 20 ps short compared
to the period of the SAW.

In the experimental set-up, two IDTs are placed on the opposite sites of the LiNbO3

crystal, and every IDT can be addressed independently. If a radio frequency signal
is applied to one of the two IDTs, a traveling SAW is produced. Bacause of partial
reflection at the other IDT, this traveling SAW also has a standing wave component.
If a radio frequency signal (of the same frequency) is applied to both IDTs, a standing
SAW is generated (which also has a small traveling wave component) [320].

On an isolating material SAW can be imaged in LEEM and (X)PEEM because the
displacement of lattice atoms by a SAW causes a change in the surface potential (piezo-
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electric surface potential). In cathode lens microscopy such a variation of the surface
potential varies also the kinetic energy of the probing electrons. Thus a change in the
samples surface potential shifts the spectrum of the probing electrons. If the spectrum
of the probing electrons (intensity as a function of STV) is non-linear, contrast can be
gained by variations in the surface potential. In LEEM and (X)PEEM, electrons at the
LEEM-MEM transition and the secondary photoelectrons can be used for imaging SAW,
respectively. Especially at the LEEM-MEM transition and at the onset of secondary
electron photoemission small changes in the surface potential lead to a considerable in-
tensity change, thus provinding strong imaging contrast of SAW [320]. However, this
contrast mechanism is only possible on isolating surfaces. On conducting surfaces no
SAW induced surface potential changes should exist, since a conducting surface is an
isopotential surface.

8.3 Sample preparation and experimental set up

The influence of surface acoustic waves on the composition of a Pt/Rh surface is in-
vestigated using the SPELEEM microscope located at the CIRCE beamline at the syn-
chrotron source ALBA in Barcelona. Experiments on the thermal diffusion of similar
samples are conducted at the Institute of Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry at
the Leibniz University Hannover.

8.3.1 Rh/Pt/LiNbO3 Sample Preparation

The LiNbO3 substrates equipped with interdigital transducers (IDT) were manufac-
tured in the Paul-Drude-Institut für Festkörperelektronik Berlin. The photolithographic
micro-patterning with thin 20 to 50 nm thick Pt stripes was carried out by F. Macià at the
Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona. For the photolithography, the substrate
was covered with a light sensitive resist, and illuminated through an optical mask. After
the light-exposed resist was removed, Pt was deposited by magnetron sputtering from a
Pt target, followed by a wet-chemical removal of the remaining (Pt coated) resist. The
micropatterned LiNbO3 samples are used for SAW experiments at the CIRCE beamline.
For experiments on thermal diffusion of Rh on a Pt film, a LiNbO3 substrate was homo-
geneously covered with an about 50 nm thick Pt layer by direct magnetron sputtering.
Figure 8.2 shows photographs of the two sample set-ups used for SAW experiments at
ALBA and Hannover.

In the SPELEEM experiments conducted at the CIRCE beamline, the LiNbO3 sub-
strate is mounted with silver paste onto an UHV compatible printed circuit board (PCB,
Curamik®). In order to heat the sample, a resistive heating element is glued between the
PCB and a thin metal foil (which purpose is to ensure a homogeneous heat distribution)
underneath the sample. The PCB provide the necessary six contacts for sample heating,
the thermocouple, and SAW excitation. The sample set-up is mounted onto a home-
built sample holder, which is compatible with the Elmitec LEEM III microscope [321].
Connection between PCB and IDTs on the LiNbO3 substrate is realized with a wire
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Figure 8.2: Sample and sample holder set-ups used for measurement of SAW and ther-
mally induced diffusion of Rh into Pt. a) Top: Photographs of the sample holder (left,
cap removed), the tip of a steel cone covered with a TEM grid used for Rh patterning
(middle), and the cone-sample holder configuration used during deposition of Rh (right,
the Rh evaporator is located on the left side of the image and not visible). Bottom:
LEEM (left) and Pt 4f XPEEM (right) images of Rh squares deposited onto a Si surface
and onto a micro-structured Pt/LiNbO3 sample, demonstrating the result of Rh depo-
sition through the TEM grid. b) Photographs of the LiNbO3 sample homogeneously
covered by ≈50 nm Pt mounted on the sample holder of the Hannover PEEM system
(left), and with only Ta wires for heating being connected (right).
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bonder available at ALBA. Sample mounting and all related modifications of the sample
holder are done by J. Prat and M. Foerster at the CIRCE beamline.

Cleaning of the micropatterned Pt/LiNbO3 samples is done by repeated cycles of
Ar ion sputtering and oxygen treatment. Special care has to be taken during sample
preparation. Ar ion sputtering is carried out in 15min steps at an ion energy of 500V
and under an angle of 45°. Carbon contamination are removed by oxygen treatment
at a temperature lower than 470K. In this way it is ensured, that the lithium niobate
substrate is not reduced and that the platinum microstructures are not destroyed during
the cleaning.

In order to measure the SAW-induced segregation of Pt through thin Rh films on
the Pt micro-structures, a Rh micro-patterning is necessary. A Rh free part of the
Pt surface as a reference, and a Rh covered part of the Pt surface have to be imaged
simultaneously in the 50 µm wide field of view. The Rh micro-patterning is done by
electron beam evaporation of a high purity Rh rod through a custom build shadow
mask, consisting of i) a stainless steel cone mounted onto an Elmitec sample holder base
plate, and ii) a Cu transmission electron microscopy grid glued onto the opening of the
steel cone. An optical micrograph of the cone opening is shown in figure 8.2a (top middle
image). To further confine the region onto which Rh is deposited, a Cu foil with a small
slit is glued underneath the TEM grip.

For the Rh deposition, the micro-patterned Pt/LiNbO3 sample is placed in the prepa-
ration chambers receiving station and the shadow mask is kept on the linear transfer
rod of the UHV system. The cone opening covered with the TEM grid is mechanically
pressed onto the LiNbO3 substrate and Rh is deposited through the steel cone onto
the sample surface. Rh deposition is carried out in UHV (residual gas pressure below
3× 10=9 mbar during evaporation) with a deposition rate of ≈0.5�Amin=1, as deter-
mined by a quartz micro-balance. The conditions used for the Rh deposition are 5.4A
filament current and a bombardment voltage of 2 kV, resulting in an emission current of
23mA This procedure yields well defined, square Rh patches of approximately 50×50µm
size with an interface of less then 100 nm width, as can be seen in the LEEM image of
Rh patches deposited onto a Si dummy sample in figure 8.2a (lower left image). How-
ever, even though the resulting Rh patches are well defined, special care has to be taken
during the deposition process: too much mechanical stress onto the LiNbO3 substrate
can easily brake the fragile ceramic sample, and also the thin Au wires, which connect
the IDTs, are easily detached during approaching the sample surface with the steel cone.
The thickness of the investigated Rh film is 5ML.

For the thermal diffusion experiments conducted at Hannover no Rh micro-patterning
is needed, since the used Auger spectrometer only yields spatially averaged information.
Thus Rh deposition is carried out by standard electron beam deposition from a high
purity Rh rod (Goodfellow) with the same Tectra electron beam evaporator used for
the vanadium oxide film preparation discussed in the preceding chapters. A filament
current of 6.4A and a bombardment voltage of 1.5 kV, yielding an emission current of
20mA, is used for Rh deposition in vaccum at room temperature. The deposition rate is
estimated to be roughly 0.1MLmin=1 from an AES deposition calibration curve (AS-t
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plots of the Rh signal at 302 eV and the Pt signals around 60 eV and 170 eV). The Rh
film thickness is 3ML in the experiment on Pt/LiNbO3 and varies between 1.5 and 3ML
in the experiments on Pt(100).

8.3.2 Spectroscopic LEEM (Barcelona)

The SPELEEM installed in the group of L. Aballe as end-station of the CIRCE beam-
line (ALBA) consists of an Elmitec LEEMIII microscope and a sample preparation
chamber. The sample preparation chamber, which is located between the standard
load-lock/preparation chamber and the main chamber, comprises a home built electron
beam evaporator, a quartz micro-balance, a sputter gun, and high-precision leak valves
for oxygen and argon dosage. Additionally, a halogen lamp, which enables irradiative
heating of the sample, is mounted at a view port. The lamp is used to mildly degas
freshly glued samples prior to the direct heating with the resistive heating element.

The main chamber of the CIRCE end-station comprises a standard SPELEEMIII and
electron beam evaporators for metal deposition. Instead of the standard receiving station
with four electrical connections, a receiving station with six electrical connections is
mounted. A thorough description of the CIRCE beamline and the SPELEEM endstation
can be found in reference [92], the custom sample holders are reported in [321]. A special
modification is implemented in the high voltage rack of the SPELEEM microscope. In
order to apply the radio frequency signal needed to excited SAW synchronized to the
X-ray pulses of the storage ring, two function generators (independent in amplitude and
phase) are connected by an optical fiber (non-conducting) to an amplifier located in
the high voltage (HV) rack. A galvanic separation of the function generators and the
amplifier in the HV-rack is needed, since every signal applied to the sample is referenced
on the start voltage ∆U generated on top of the acceleration voltage U , which is 10 kV
during the experiments.

In order to synchronize the SAWs with the pulsed synchrotron light, a vector signal
generator receives a master clock signal from the storage ring timing system and produces
a phase locked, sinusoidal radio frequency signal. This analog signal is converted to an
optical signal and transmitted into the high voltage rack by the optical fibers, where it is
amplified by an radio frequency amplifier (and converted to an analog signal again) and
sent through a coaxial cable to the sample. The optical communication system is thereby
configured to input/return, which allows to measure the radio frequency transmission
through the sample (needed for testing the IDTs and to characterize the SAW). The
maximum radio frequency power that can be applied to the sample is around 100mW.
A detailed description can be found in [321, sections 4-5] and [320, section 2].

8.4 Measurement of the SAW induced diffusion

As an indicator for the diffusion of Pt through the Rh overlayer (or Rh into the Pt bulk),
the intensity ratio of the Pt 4f core level intensity measured on Rh covered and uncov-
ered Pt is used. At room temperature no systematic variation of this intensity ratio is
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Figure 8.3: Pt 4f core level intensity ratio of the Rh covered and pristine Pt area
as a function of SAW treatment time. The intensity is integrated over the whole Rh
covered and uncovered Pt area shown in the XPEEM image in figure 8.2a. The raw
signal as measured from the mikro-channel plate detector is shown, together with the
Pt 4f intensity ratio normalized to compensate for inhomogeneities of the MCP detector.

measured at an exposure of the sample surface to SAW at 125MHz and at the maximum
power output for several hours. Therefore the sample is heated up to 400K and held at
this temperature for about 12 hours before the experiment is started. Due to this long
time at constant temperature, the whole sample holder and manipulator can thermalize.
In this way the thermal drift of the sample during the measurements is minimized. This
is necessary, because the XPS intensity is very sensitive to the sample position. When
surface acoustic waves are excited at 125MHz and approximately 0.1W power, the sam-
ple temperature increases from 400 to 445K. Since the microscope cannot be operated
during the excitation of SAW with such a high output power for technical reasons, pho-
toemission spectra are acquired after approximately 30min intervals of acoustic wave
treatment. After the SAW excitation is stopped, the temperature decreased to around
410K within 11min. The resulting Pt 4f intensity ratio as a function of time with SAW
excitation is shown in figure 8.3.

As can be seen in figure 8.3, the intensity ratio increases by a factor of ≈ 1.75.
However, the intensity ratio of Rh covered Pt and uncovered Pt remains quite small,
indicating that only a weak effect is detected here. In order see whether this result is
due to the diffusion of Pt atoms through the Rh layer to the surface, or whether it is an
experimental artifact related to sample and beam drift, the influence of the X-ray beam
position and of the sample position is studied.

For determining the sample drift, the positions of the regions of interest (ROIs)
during the analysis are evaluated. The ROIs are placed manually in every XPEEM
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data set to account for the unavoidable sample movement during the measurements.
The center of the X-ray beam is determined by a lorentzian fit of the beam profile
visible in the XPEEM images, whereas the width of the beam is measured by fitting
the edges of the X-ray spot with sigmoid functions. In figure 8.4a the ROI positions for
the Rh covered and uncovered Pt areas as a function of time with SAW treatment are
depicted. Figure 8.4b displays the center and the edges of the X-ray beam during the
measurements.

Figure 8.5 depicts the Pt 4f core level intensity ratio of the Rh covered and uncovered
Pt area as a function of the x, y-displacement of the ROI positions (a and b), and
as a function of the X-ray beam position (c). For an intensity ratio up to 0.12 a clear
correlation between the increasing intensity ratio and the sample movement in x as well as
in y direction is visible. At higher intensity ratios (which correspond to longer application
of SAW) no correlation is seen anymore. The dependence of the Pt 4f intensity ratio on
the beam position shows no correlation at all, neither in the MCP uncorrected nor in
the MCP corrected analysis.

The fact that both, the MCP corrected and the MCP uncorrected analysis, result in
a similar dependence of the Pt 4f intensity ratio on the sample position demonstrates,
that the measured ratio increase is not an experimental artifact caused by sample and/or
beam drift during the measurement period of 760min. The initial correlation between
the intensity ratio and the x, y-displacement will be discussed further in section8.7.

Regardless the fact, that the measured intensity variations are a real effect, the
question of what has induced the Pt diffusion through the Rh overlayer – SAW or sample
warming due to the applied ultrasonic power – still is not answered. Therefore, the
segregation behavior of homogeneous, ultrathin Rh layers on Pt(110) and on a ∼50 nm
thick Pt film supported on a LiNbO3 crystal is described in the next section.

8.5 Thermal diffusion of Rh on Pt/LiNbO3

For the thermal-diffusion experiments ∼50 nm Pt were homogeneously sputter-deposited
onto a LiNbO3 crystal. In order to avoid charging problems, to ensure isothermal condi-
tions and a precise temperature measurement during the Auger experiments, the LiNbO3

crystal is partially wrapped in Ta foil. A K-type Ni/CrNi thermocouple is spot welded
to the Ta foil directly behind the sample, and heating is done by passing current through
two Ta wires spot welded to the ends of the Ta foil. A picture of the sample as pre-
pared (left) and as mounted on the sample holder of the UHV system (right) is shown
in figure 8.2b.

Using the same substrate and the same Pt thickness as in the SAW-induced-diffusion
experiments carried out in Barcelona, the temperature program applied there is repro-
duced in Hannover in order to follow in situ the Rh distribution in the first surface layers
as a function of temperature. Around 3ML of Rh are deposited, and Auger spectra cov-
ering the energy range from 20 to 550 eV are acquired at 300, 350 and 375K. After every
measurement, the sample is heated up within about 2min to the next temperature, and
immediately after reaching the temperature a spectrum is acquired. The acquisition
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Figure 8.4: Manual adjustment of the ROI positions during data analysis and X-
ray beam drift during the measurements. a) The x, y-displacement of the two regions
of interest (ROI) used in order to measure the Pt 4f core level intensity on the Rh
covered (Rhdx and Rhdy) and pristine part of the Pt stripe (Ptdx and Ptdy) during SAW
treatment. The ROIs are adjusted manually in every measurement point to compensate
for the sample drift. b) Position of the X-ray beam during the measurement. Shown are
the center of the beam as determined from a lorentzian fit, and the edge positions of the
beam obtained by two sigmoidal fits of the beam spot profile. Additionally, the beam
center is calculated as the center between the beam edges (filled squares).
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Figure 8.5: L
Pt 4f core level intensity ratio of the Rh covered and and pristine Pt stripe as a

function of x, y-ROI position (of the Pt ROI, top and middle graph) and X-ray beam
position (bottom). Shown is the intensity ratio extracted without normalization for
inhomogeneities in the MCP detector (circles) and with normalization (squares).
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time of such a spectrum is approximately 20min.
Subsequently, the sample is heated up to 400K and kept at this temperature for

1200min. The first 170 and the last 60min, every 20min a spectra is acquired. After-
wards the sample is heated up to 445K within two minutes, and kept at this temperature
for further 240min. Every 20min an Auger spectrum is acquired. Finally, the sample
is heated in 50K steps to 975K, and an Auger spectrum is acquired at every step
over a period of 20min. This complex temperature program mimics, in the first stage,
the experimental conditions applied during the SAW measurements carried out at the
CIRCE beamline. In the second stage, the temperature is increased linearly in order to
investigate the thermal segregation behavior of Rh on the Pt film.

The normalized Pt60, C270, Rh302, and Ag356 intensities as a function of temperature
and time are shown in figure 8.6a and b. In this representation normalized means, that
the average Pt60 and Rh302 intensities at 445K are set to unity. In case of C270 and
Ag356, the maximum intensity during the experiment is set to unity, instead. In this
way the evolution of the different signals as a function of time and temperature can be
easily recognized, despite quite large differences in the absolute intensity values.

In figure 8.6b one notes an exponential decrease of the Pt and Rh signals at the be-
ginning and after 1170min. This intensity decrease is mainly an experimental artifact
related to an unstable electron beam. All spectra are acquired without switching the
spectrometer off, except before the mentioned 1200min period at 400K. At around
1500min the temperature is further increased towards its maximum value of 975K.
Together with this temperature increase a significant decrease of the Rh signal, accom-
panied by an increase of the Pt signal starts to occur around 475K to 500K. This sharp
decrease of the Rh intensity is caused by the diffusion of Rh into deeper layers of the Pt
film.

A critical point is the behavior of Rh on the Pt film around 445K, since this is the
temperature at which the migration of Pt through the Rh patches is observed during
the measurements carried out at the CIRCE beamline. In order to exclude experimen-
tal artifacts related to the warm-up of the Auger spectrometer as good as possible,
the intensity ratios Rh302/Pt60 and Rh302/Pt170 are displayed as a function of time in
figure 8.7, together with the Rh302, Pt60 and Pt170 Auger intensities as measured. In
order to additionally display the temperature of the sample, a color scale is used in the
representation of the Rh302 intensity. By comparing the intensity evolution of the Rh
raw intensity with the Auger ratios of Rh and Pt (light and dark grey), one recognizes
a nearly constant value for the time period starting at 1170min and ending at around
1500min. These data points are acquired at 400 and 445K. Within the large noise
level, the nearly constant value of the Auger intensity ratios indicates, that no thermal
diffusion of Rh is observed for temperatures below 475K on the poly-crystalline Pt film
supported on LiNbO3.

In addition to the Rh and Pt signals also the characteristic Auger transitions for
carbon at around 270 eV and silver at 356 eV are followed. At elevated temperatures
around 500 eV and prolonged exposure to the electron beam of the Auger spectrometer,
a considerable carbon signal is recorded, as can be seen in figure 8.6a and b. The silver
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Figure 8.6: Thermally induced diffusion of 3ML Rh into polycrystalline Pt on LiNbO3

monitored with AES. a) Normalized Pt60, C270, Rh302 and Ag356 intensity as a function
of temperature. The average intensity of Pt and Rh at 445K is set to one, as well as
the maximum intensity of C and Ag. b) Normalized AES intensity as a function of time
(split x-axis).
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Figure 8.7: Thermally induced diffusion of 3ML Rh into polycrystalline Pt on LiNbO3

monitored with AES. The raw intensity of Pt60, Pt170 and Rh302 is shown, together
with the Intensity ratios Rh302/Pt60 and Rh302/Pt170. The substrate temperature is
indicated by the color scale.
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signal appears at around 1600min experiment time, when the sample temperature is
further increased to 475K. The sudden appearance of silver may most likely be explained
by a sample movement due to the temperature increase, which leads to an (parital)
overlap of the probing electron beam with silver resin located at the edges of the LiNbO3

crystal. Since the sample is mounted to the sample holder only by two Ta wires used for
heating, the sample position reacts very sensitive to changing currents running through
the heating wires. This is also a possible explanation for the decreasing Ag signal at
temperatures above 900K.

8.6 Thermal inter-diffusion of Rh and Pt for Rh/Pt(110)

The diffusion of Rh into the Pt bulk, or of Pt through the Rh overlay, can occur by
different mechanisms. Preferentially, diffusion may occur along corn grains or lattice
defects of the poly-crystalline film. In order to estimate the effect of such a facilitated
diffusion, the thermal diffusion of thin Rh layers of varying thickness on a Pt(110) single
crystal is studied in a comparative experiment. The single crystal, by definition consists
of a single grain, although small angle grain boundaries still may exist. Also the number
of lattice defects should be much lower compared to the poly-crystalline Pt film on the
LiNbO3 substrate.

Carbon accumulates on the sample surface during experiments of several hours
length, due to the (photon or electron induced) dissociation of carbon monoxide from
the residual gas, and due to C segregation of the sample bulk to the surface at elevated
temperature. Therefore also the influence of varying amounts of co-deposited C on the
segregation of Rh on Pt(100) are studied.

The AES intensity evolution as a function temperature is shown in figure 8.8a, b and
c for 1.5ML and 3ML Rh co-deposited with C, and of 3ML of “clean” Rh , respectively.
In the graphs, the Auger raw intensities are displayed, together with the Rh302/Pt60
and Rh302/Pt170 intensity ratios (light and dark grey, right axis). As already mentioned
in section 8.5, the Auger ratios are less affected by experimental drifts. The Rh302
spectra and the Rh/Pt intensity ratios of all three measurements have in common, that
the intensity evolution as a function of temperature is characterized by three different
segments. Starting at 300K, the intensity shows a more or less constant value until a
change in slope at around 500 to 550K indicates the onset of Rh diffusion into deeper
layers. However, the intensity variation with increasing temperature is quite small until
at around 800K a second change in the slope marks a drastic decrease of the Rh signal.
Finally, at around 900 to 950K the Rh concentration in the topmost surface layers is
below the resolution limit of the Auger spectrometer.

In all three measurements, in the measurements of Rh co-deposited with C and in
the measurements with pure Rh, a considerable C accumulation on the sample surface
is detected at high temperatures above 800K. In the measurements with co-deposited
C (figure 8.8top and middle graph), the C signal already raises significantly at around
400K. The drastic increase of the carbon concentration in the first two measurements
leads to a strong attenuation of the Pt60 and Pt170 intensity, which can be recognized
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Figure 8.8: Thermal diffusion of Rh on Pt(100) monitored with AES. Shown are the
Pt60, Pt170, C270 and Rh302 raw signals as acquired, together with the Auger intensity
ratios Rh302/Pt60 and Rh302/Pt170 (right axis) of 1.5ML and 3ML Rh co-deposited with
carbon (top and middle) as well as 3ML Rh deposited without C (bottom). The average
intensity ratios around 400K have been set to unity.
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by a constant decrease of both signals in the measurement of 3ML Rh with C, displayed
in the middle graph of figure 8.8(b). This effect obscures the expected Pt signal increase
upon diffusion of Rh into deeper layers of the Pt crystal in the measurements with co-
deposited C. In the last measurement shown in figure 8.8(bottom graph) a slight increase
of Pt60 and Pt170 can be seen, starting at around 850K.

8.7 Discussion

The results presented in section 8.4 demonstrate the diffusive intermixing of a 3ML Rh
film and the underlaying poly-crystalline Pt film as a result of prolonged SAW treatment
at 445K. The comparison of the XPS data extracted from XPEEM measurements
with and without the normalization for inhomogeneities of the MCP detector gives no
indication for an experimental artifact being responsible for the Pt 4f ratio increase
measured on the Rh covered and Rh free Pt surface. The Pt 4f intensity ratio exhibits
no correlation with the drift of the incident X-ray beam. An initial correlation of the
sample movement (which is caused by a temperature increase from 400 to 445K as
a result of the applied ultrasonic power) and the Pt intensity ratio is most probably
caused by two related effects: The SAW treatment leads to the diffusive intermixing of
Rh and Pt Pt, and simultaneously to a temperature increase of a sample, causing the
sample movement. The fact that no direct connection between sample movement and
intensity ratio exists is demonstrated by the missing correlation in the second half of the
measurement.

With the applied ultrasonic power and frequency of approximately 0.1W and 125MHz,
no SAW-induced-diffusion of Pt atoms through a ∼5ML thick Rh layer is measured at
room temperature. At elevated temperature (445K) instead, an increase by a factor
1.75 of the Pt 4f core level intensity ratio measured on a Rh covered and on a uncovered
Pt area is observed.

AES experiments for comparison, which investigate the thermal diffusion of homo-
geneous, thin (≈3ML) Rh layers into a 50 nm Pt film supported on LiNbO3, and into
a Pt(100) single crystal, indicate higher temperatures for the onset of thermal diffusion.
On the Pt film on LiNbO3 the onset of bulk diffusion is observed to occur at around
475 to 525K. For the Rh diffusion into a Pt(100) crystal, the first Rh intensity decrease
is measured around 550K, followed by a steep decrease of the Rh intensity starting at
800K.

These experimental findings are in accordance with density functional theory calcu-
lations of binary PtRh-alloys, which predict a Pt enrichment in the first surface layer at
1373K [322]. The diffusion of Pt through the Rh overlayer is energetically favored due
to the lower surface energy of Pt compared to Rh [317]. Ideal SAW should, however,
have no influence on the composition of the surface, since all atoms remain in place.
The observed diffusive intermixing might therefore be the consequence of anharmonic
contributions of the SAW. Recently, in molecular dynamics simulations the SAW pro-
moted surface diffusion was observed [316]. The anharmonic dissipation of energy during
the dynamic coupling of acoustic waves with vibrational modes of the adsorbate turned
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out to be important. Also adiabatic changes in surface temperature and a variation of
diffusion barriers by surface stress were discussed [316].

The comparison of SAW-induced-diffusion experiments conducted at the CIRCE
beamline with thermal-diffusion experiments conducted at Hannover indicates a tem-
perature difference of about 30 - 80K for the onset diffusive intermixing of Rh and Pt.
In other words, the SAW have the same effect as a temperature increase by 30 - 80K.
Similar results were found in a combined PEEM and quadrupol mass spectrometry study
Kelling and Cerasari et al. reported an increase of the CO2 production rate in CO ox-
idation on Pt(110) upon application of SAW, corresponding to a temperature increase
of 45K [313,314].

The thermal-diffusion experiments have shown, that the system Rh/Pt reacts sensi-
tive to C contamination, since C tends to segregate to the sample surface as the temper-
ature is increased. This effect can already be observed at temperatures around 400K, if
a considerable amount of C is present. Since the measured intensity ratio variation of the
Pt 4f core level intensities measured on Rh covered and pristine Pt areas is quite small,
this effect has to be taken into account, when discussing the surface acoustic waves as
the reason for Rh (or Pt) diffusion. However, surface segregation of C should affect the
uncovered Pt surface as well as the Rh covered area in a similar manner, thus having
only a minor influence on the Pt 4f ratio.

With the SAW-induced-diffusion experiments a first step is done towards a verifi-
cation of the hypothesis, that SAW-induced surface defects are the main reason for a
SAW-induced catalytic enhencement: it is shown, that SAW can alter the composition
of a bimetallic surface. All the other elementary steps of adsorption, desorption and
reaction need to be investigated as well. The most difficult problem will be to show
under reaction conditions which effects are actually responsible for the observed increase
in catalytic activity. A problem is to understand how SAW can promote the diffusion of
surface atoms. Theoretical support will be essential here. First attempts in this direction
have been made, showing that most likely it are the non-linear properties of such SAWs,
i, e. properties that arise beyond a certain amplitude of the waves that are responsible
for such promotion effects [316]. However, the measured temperature difference between
pure thermal diffusion and SAW-induced diffusion is with 30 to 80K quite small. The
accuracy of the temperature measurement during the SAW experiments carried out in
Barcelona should therefore be checked again in future experiments.

8.8 Summary

In the SAW-induced diffusion experiments carried out at Barcelona, the diffusive inter-
mixing of Rh and Pt was observed at 445K. In an experiment for comparison, the onset
of pure thermal diffusion of Rh into the Pt bulk on an identical sample was measured to
occur around 475 - 525K, i. e. at a 30 - 80K higher temperature. On a Pt(100) single
crystal surface, diffusion of Rh into the Pt bulk was measured to start at around 550K.
A strong decrease of the Rh concentration on the Pt(100) surface sets in at around
800K. In conclusion, a SAW facilitated diffusion of Rh into a poly-crystalline Pt film
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was observed at 445K. Due to the small temperature difference to the pure thermal
diffusion a second experiment, which rules out the uncertainties related to temperature
measurement and possible carbon contamination, is necessary.



Chapter 9

Conclusion and Outlook

In this study, the reaction-induced redistribution dynamics of vanadium oxide supported
on Rh(111), Rh(110), and Pt(111) surfaces (inverse model catalysts) have been studied,
as well as the influence of surface acoustic waves (SAW) on the composition of a bimetallic
Rh/Pt surface.

Reaction-induced redistribution of VOx

On the thermodynamically stable Rh(111) surface, the formation of macroscopic vana-
dium oxide stripe and island patterns during catalytic methanol oxidation is accompa-
nied by a considerably increase in the formaldehyde production. A ripening mechanism,
which involves the reversible polymerization/depolymerization of large vanadium oxide
islands into mobile VxOy-clusters explains the movement and coalescence of neighbor-
ing oxide islands under reaction conditions [69, 70]. This mechanism is quite robust,
since vanadium oxide island formation and coalescence can be observed in a number of
catalytic reactions including ammonia and CO oxidation. The high catalytic activity
of ultrathin VOx layers on Rh(111) in methanol oxidation is probably caused by the
existence of vanadyl groups in the two-dimensional VOx phases [53,56].

On the thermodynamically less stable Rh(110) surface, the catalytic activity of ul-
trathin VOx films is below the activity of the bare Rh(110) surface. The formaldehyde
production rate in methanol oxidation is beyond the detection limit of our experimental
set-up. Whether the low catalytic activity is caused by the absence of vanadyl groups
in the VOx phases on Rh(110) has to be answered in future experiments.

Pattern formation in methanol oxidation is quite different on a VOx/Rh(110) sur-
face. Even though macroscopic vanadium oxide islands form during methanol oxidation,
no island movement or coalescence of islands can be seen. Instead, one observes an
enourmous variety of different chemical wave pattern ranging from traveling interface
modulations and traveling wave fragments to chemical waves involving both, the Rh(110)
substrate and macroscopic VOx islands. The ability of the Rh(110) surface to undergo
a number of different adsorbate-induced reconstructions is apparently crucial for the
unusual chemical wave patterns. For comparison, no chemical wave pattern occurred on
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VOx/Rh(111) catalysts.
If catalytic methanol oxidation is carried out on a VOx/Pt(111) catalyst, no pat-

tern formation can be observed and the formaldehyde production rate is below the
detection limit of our experimental set up. Some indications exist in literature, that
the absence of vanadyl groups explains the low activity towards formaldehyde produc-
tion [184, 308]. Whereas V can be stabilized by even small amounts of oxygen on the
Rh(111) and Rh(110) surface up to 1000K, a considerable loss of vanadium into the Pt
bulk is encountered if the VOx/Pt(111) surface is annealed in a reaction atmosphere in
the 10=4 mbar range.

The comparison of the systems VOx/Rh(111), VOx/Rh(110), and VOx/Pt(111) re-
veals, that the metallic support has an strong influence on pattern formation and on the
activity and selectivity of the supported VOx catalysts. The metallic support can stabi-
lize two-dimensional VOx phases that contain vanadyl groups and provides the oxygen
needed for the oxidation reactions. In the system VOx/Rh(110) the adsorbate-induced
reconstructions of the Rh(110) substrate play a key role in the chemical wave patterns.
In the system VOx/Pt(111) a diffusion of V into deeper layers of the Pt bulk can occur.
The catalytic performance of ultrathin supported VOx catalyst strongly depends on the
supporting metal and the orientaiton of the substrate surface. Even slight changes like
the crystallographic surface orientation of the supporting metal have a drastic impact.

PEEM yields no or only indirect chemical information. In order to obtain the chemi-
cal and structural information required for a mechanistic understanding, in situ spectro-
scopic low-energy electron microscopy (SPELEEM) measurements were conducted with
nearly all systems investigated in this thesis. These results led to the formulation of
the polymerization/depolymerization mechanism for the coalescence of vanadium oxide
islands during methanol oxidation on VOx/Rh(111) [69,70], and the defect mechanism,
which explains the traveling interface modulations in catalytic methanol and ammonia
oxidation on Rh(110) and VOx/Rh(110).

Detailed chemical information is obtained for the hole patterns in the oxidation reac-
tions with NO on VOx/Rh(111), and for the reactive phase separation on VOx/Rh(110)
catalysts. On the basis of mathematical models and the structural and chemical char-
acterization, it should be possible to develop mechanisms which successfully reproduce
the experimental behavior.

Despite the enormous instrumental development of in situ and operando spectroscopy,
there is still a lack of instruments that can chemically and structurally resolve the re-
action dynamics under the conditions of real catalysis. A key problem in heterogeneous
catalysis is the so-called pressure gap between UHV studies at 10=10 mbar and “real
catalysis” at 1 to 100 bar. In this thesis a large part of the pressure gap could be bridged
through near ambient pressure low-energy electron microscopy, which can operate up to
0.1mbar. This instrument was recently developed by ELMITEC Elektronenmikroskopie
GmbH and the first successful demonstrations were accomplished in a collaboration
project with Elmitec [29]. With methanol oxidation on VOx/Rh(111) it is shown that
the catalyst surface is different in different pressure ranges: from static VOx islands at
10=7 mbar over coalescing and oscillating VOx islands in the 10=4 mbar range to finally
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turbulent redistribution dynamics in the 10=2 mbar range.

The influence of SAW on the composition of bimetallic surfaces

SAW are known to promote catalytic reactions, but the postulated electronic effects do
not agree with the large time constants of the promotion effect. In order to explain the
long time constants, a promotion due to the creation of structural defects was introduced
as working hypothesis. Ideal SAW would leave all substrate atoms in their position, but
in order to demonstrate that such a defect generation is in principle possible, a model
system consisting of an ultrathin Rh layer on a Pt substrate was created.

SAW could successfully be applied to the bimetallic surface consisting of an 5ML
thick Rh layer on polycrystalline Pt. At room temperature, no changes in the surface
composition are observed. If the sample is heated to 400K, the diffusive intermixing of
Pt and Rh can be observed as a consequence of SAW application. A thermal-diffusion
experiment for comparison reveals, that the SAW have the same effect as a temperature
increase of 30 to 80K.

This result demonstrates that SAW can induce diffusion and that SAW can cause
substrate atoms to change position. A first step in showing that SAW can generate
surface defects seems to be taken, but first one needs to show in future experiments that
one can clearly exclude thermally-induced diffusion as reason for the Pt/Rh intermixing.
Furthermore, the influence of SAW on all elementary steps involved in a catalytic reaction
needs to be investigated. By comparing the catalytic activity and adsorption properties
of a pristine surface with the properties of a SAW promoted surface, it should be possible
to come close to a mechanism that explains the promotion of catalytic reactions by SAW.
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Appendix A

Vanadium oxide phases on
Rh(111) reported in literature

Table A.1: Ordered vanadium oxide phases on Rh(111) reported in literature.

LEED pattern Composition Oxidation state V coverage Reference
/ MLE

(
√
13 ×

√
13)R13.8° VO3 +5 0.46 [53]

(
√
7×

√
7)R19.1° VO3 +5 0.43 [53]

(5× 3
√
3)-rect V13O21 +3 / +5 0.43 [55]

(5× 5) V11O23 +3 / +5 0.44 [55]
Moiré VO2 +4 0.85 [53]
(9× 9) V2O3 +3 0.44 [55]
(2× 2) V2O3 +3 ≤ 0.5 [53,202]
(2× 2)-split V2O3 +3 ≤ 0.5 [202]

(
√
3×

√
3)R30° V2O3 +3 - [53]

”Wagon weel“ VO +2 0.73 [55]

(
√
3×

√
3)-Moiré - - - [70]
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Appendix B

List of abbreviations

AES Auger electron spectroscopy
AFM Atomic force microscopy
ALA Angle limiting aperture
ARPES Angle resolved photoemission electron microscopy
AS-t Auger signal vs. time
CA Contrast aperture
CCD Charge coupled device
CMA Cylindrical mirror analyzer
CMOS Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
CVD Chemical vapor deposition
ESEM Environmental scanning electron microscopy
FL Field lens
FLA Field limiting aperture
HREELS High resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
IL Illumination aperture
IMFP Inelastic mean free path
LEED Low-energy electron diffraction
LEEM Low-energy electron microscopy
MCP Micro-channel plate
MEM Mirror electron microscopy
NAP-LEEM Near ambient pressure low-energy electron microscopy
NAP-PEEM Near ambient pressure photoemission electron microscopy
NAP-XPS Near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
OBJ Objective lens
OSA Order selecting aperture
PEEM Photoemission electron microscopy
PD Phase Diagram
PVD Physical vapor deposition
QMS Quadrupol mass spectrometry
SEM Single electron multiplier
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SPELEEM Spectroscopic low-energy electron microscopy
SPEM Scanning photoemission electron microscopy
STM Scanning tunneling microscopy
STV Start voltage
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
TL Transfer lens
TPD Temperature programmed desorption
TPR Temperature programmed reaction
UHV Ultra-high vacuum
UV-VIS Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPEEM X-ray photoemission electron microscopy
ZP Zone plate
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